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Introduction

Culture Trouble

              “I am large, I contain multitudes. ”  

—Walt Whitman, “Song of Myself ”

No TV. No computer games. No choice of  free-  time activities. 
And when noncompliant, no food, no water, no bathroom, and no 
shelter.

To many people, these rules sound like they came straight out of an 
American prison on a bad human rights day. In reality, they are a few of 
the parenting tips Amy Chua o! ers in her 2011 memoir, Battle Hymn of the 
Tiger Mother. 1 An  American-  born daughter of Chinese immigrants, Chua 
reveals the parenting secrets of the Chinese, who are famous the world 
over for their successful children.

Underlying Chinese and Western2 di! erences in bringing up the 
kids, says Chua, is how parents think about their children’s  selves—  their 
I’s, egos, minds, psyches, or souls, to use the technical terms. Western 
parents assume that children’s budding selves are fragile, and so they em-
power their youngsters with choices and fortify them with praise. But 
Chinese parents “assume strength, not fragility,” writes Chua.3 As a re-
sult, they set the bar dizzyingly high for their children, and then use 
tough techniques to help them meet the family’s expectations.

If the proof of the parenting is in the o! spring, Chua’s mothering is 
so far unassailable. Her elder daughter, Sophia  Chua-  Rubenfeld, made 
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x Introduction

her Carnegie Hall debut at age fourteen, graduated ! rst in her class from 
an elite prep school, and is now studying at Harvard University. Chua’s 
younger, “rebellious” daughter is no slouch, either. Louisa, an honor student 
at the same elite prep school, was a virtuoso violinist in the local symphony’s 
Prodigy Program, until she chose to dedicate more time to tennis, at which 
she also excels.

Despite the triumphs of her  self-  styled “Tiger Cubs,” Chua has out-
raged much of the Western world. Critics call her methods manipulative, 
abusive, and even illegal. They protest not only her means, but also her 
ends. “[Chua’s] kids can’t possibly be happy or truly creative,” writes col-
umnist David Brooks, summarizing the public’s concerns. “They’ll grow 
up skilled and compliant but without the audacity to be great.” 4 Conse-
quently, they’ll crash into the so-called bamboo ceiling instead of rocket-
ing to the top. 5

This is not a new line of thought. For several decades, the West 
has  dismissed the genius of the East as one of imitation not innovation. 
But the East is swiftly catching up with the creativity and  audacity—  
the  greatness—  of the West. Between 2004 and 2008, Chinese scholars 
penned 10. 2 percent of the scienti! c research papers published in major 
inter national journals, second only to scientists in the United States. 
Those rankings are expected to " ip as early as 2013, with China taking 
the pole position. 6 Applying what these scientists ! nd, Asian companies 
are dominating the emerging industries of clean energy and alternative 
transportation. 7

Science and technology are not the only areas of innovation with ti-
gers at the top. Of the  thirty-  ! ve living artists who earn seven digits for a 
single work, seventeen are of Asian heritage. 8 Here in the United States, 
Asians make up only 5 percent of the population but ! ll three to nine 
times that number of undergraduate seats at the nation’s top universities. 9

Stats like these fuel the sales of Chua’s book. What if she is right? What 
if raising successful children requires the rigid enforcement of  old-  school 
rules? What if the  European-  American preoccupation with  self-  esteem, 
 self-  expression, and  self-  actualization is turning our children into hothouse 
" owers who will wither in the grip of their Eastern competition? What if 
the clash of Eastern and Western cultures in American classrooms, and 
around the world, ends with the East on top?
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At the heart of the Tiger Mother hysteria are two deeper questions: 
What kind of person will not just survive, but thrive in the  twenty-  ! rst 
century? And can I be this kind of person?

Our book is an answer to these questions. As cultural psychologists, 
we study how di" erent cultures help create di" erent ways of being a 
 person—  what we call di" erent selves. We also study how these selves in 
turn help create di" erent cultures. We call this process of cultures and 
selves making each other up the culture cycle. As we will reveal, many of 
the clashes that give us the most grief arise when di" erent selves collide. 
But by using our culture cycles to summon the right self at the right time, 
we may not only stop many of these clashes in their tracks, but also har-
ness the power of our diverse strengths.

Playlists of the Soul
Most of us ponder the question “Who am I?” at some point in our lives. 
The more neurotic among us do so several times before breakfast. But have 
you ever asked yourself, “What is an I? And why do I have one?”

Your I, your self, is your sense of being a more or less enduring, single 
agent who acts and reacts to the world around you, and to the world within 
you. Your self is the hero at the center of your life story, which you are 
constantly writing (whether you know it or not). 10 It is the part of you that 
perceives, attends, thinks, feels, learns, imagines, remembers, decides, and 
acts. It connects your present to your past and your future, helping you 
make meaning out of your experiences and ! gure out what to do next.

Having a self is a smart human trick. Because humans are not  custom- 
 built for any environment, you must be ready to adapt to all environ-
ments. And so your brain, like all human brains, is tuned to a broad band 
of stimuli. 

Your world, in turn, is like a radio playing many di" erent stations at 
once. Your self moves the dial on that radio. It helps you attend to the 
channels that are relevant to your needs and goals, and tune out the ones 
that aren’t. At a cocktail party, for example, you prick up your ears if 
someone says your name, even when you are not paying attention to the 
chatter around you. That’s because some part of your brain is looking out 
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xii Introduction

for information about your self. 11 Similarly, you are much quicker to re-
spond to ideas and events that are relevant to your self than to ones that 
are not. 12 And if you want to remember a new fact, one of the surer routes 
to deep storage is to link that fact directly to something you value or have 
personally experienced.

Your self not only selects what information you attend to, but also 
puts it all together into a coherent experience. Your self makes playlists. It 
switches between the channels on the world’s radio, creating soundtracks 
with distinct feelings and stories. In so doing, your self also directs just 
which dance you are going to do, which course of behavior you will take. 
With your  hip-  hop playlist on, you will probably not do much  two-  step.

Although we all have an overriding sense of our self as the same across 
places, times, and situations, when we look more closely at the stories 
of our lives, we see that we actually have many di! erent selves within 
our one self. 13 And they all know how to work the radio. Depending on 
which self is “on,” you act very di! erently. For example, when visiting 
their mothers, many otherwise calm and reasonable adults are shocked 
to realize that their inner preteen self has taken over the dial. Likewise, 
when we gear up for an  after-  work basketball game, we are pleasantly 
surprised to " nd that the  burned-  out drone who was just whinging in his 
cubicle has " nally relinquished the dial.

Your Two Selves
Yet there is order in the chaos of your many di! erent selves. For all the 
varieties of self inside you, we " nd that most of them sort into two basic 
styles: independent and interdependent. Independent selves view themselves 
as individual, unique, in# uencing others and their environments, free 
from constraints, and equal (yet great!). As we will show, this is the sort 
of self that mainstream American culture overwhelmingly nurtures. Most 
of the songs on its radio are about independence.

Interdependent selves, by contrast, view themselves as relational, similar 
to others, adjusting to their situations, rooted in traditions and obliga-
tions, and ranked in pecking orders. 14 As we will explain, the radios in 
many other parts of the  world—  including the East, from which Amy 
Chua’s family  hails—  feature mostly interdependent channels.
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TWO STYLES OF SELVES

Independent

Individual
Unique
In! uencing
Free
Equal (yet great!)

Interdependent

Relational
Similar
Adjusting
Rooted
Ranked

With Japanese psychologist Shinobu Kitayama, Hazel Rose Markus, 
this book’s coauthor, " rst examined independence and interdependence 
in the United States and Japan. Over the years, their graduate students 
(including Alana Conner, this book’s other coauthor) branched out to 
explore independence and interdependence in other nations, as well as in 
gender, racial, and class cultures. Findings from Kitayama and Markus’s 
Culture Lab form the backbone of this book. Across these many studies, 
we " nd that independent and interdependent selves are equally thought-
ful, emotional, and active, but often have subtly di# erent thoughts, feel-
ings, and actions in response to the same situations.

Like many people with Eastern heritages, Amy Chua is using her 
interdependent self to raise interdependent children. (But she also uses her 
independent self to promote her book and to defend her  ideas—  a point 
we return to later.) She dedicates thousands of  sleep-  deprived hours to 
helping her daughters meet the high expectations of the important people 
in their lives. She in turn expects her daughters to give pride, comfort, 
and support to the people who helped them succeed. With so many rela-
tionships protecting Sophie and Louisa’s interdependent psyches, Chua 
assumes that her daughters are tough enough to take a little tussling. So 
she keeps up a steady stream of criticism to push her kids up to scratch.

In contrast, many of Chua’s Western critics front their independent 
selves. When given a child to rear, they help him cultivate his individual-
ity and uniqueness so that he may distinguish his self from that of others. 
Many independent parents are also  sleep-  deprived, but not from holding 
their children’s feet to a " re they laid before they even had children. 
Instead, these parents spend a lot of time, money, and e# ort giving 
their children a wide range of  choices—  soccer or swimming? piano or 
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xiv Introduction

painting? drama or debate?—so that their young can select activities that 
click with their allegedly inborn and unique talents. Because their chil-
dren’s developing selves are delicate, Western parents keep up a steady 
stream of praise to protect and strengthen them.

Steeped in these di! erent worlds, the children of independent and in-
terdependent parents grow up to have di! erent selves. Just ask them. When 
 European-  American students describe themselves, they tend to list their 
stable, internal, unique, and positive qualities, and rarely mention their roles 
or relationships. They say, “I am  free-  spirited and unique,” “I always try to 
be optimistic and upbeat,” or “I’m  self-  con" dent.”

In contrast, Japanese students tend to mention other people and relat-
ing to them within their " rst sentences. “I do what I want to do as much 
as possible, but I never do something that would bother other people,” 
says one participant. Another reports, “I behave in order for people to feel 
peaceful.”15

You can also sense the di! erent selves of  European-  American and Jap-
anese adults in their e-mails and text messages. For Americans, the most 
common emoticon is :) or the smiley face. The second most common emot-
icon is :( or the frown. Japanese writers also use smiling and frowning 
emoticons, but they just as frequently use (^_^;), which depicts cold sweat 
rolling down a nervous face. Japanese use this emoticon when they are 
worried that they have done something wrong and disturbed a relation-
ship. When interdependence is the goal, a symbol that says, “I am worried 
about how you are feeling,” is more useful than one that just expresses 
what the writer is experiencing. 16

And Who Are You?
Now think about your self. Do you tend to use your independent or inter-
dependent side? Or do you use both sides equally?

Take a look at the two images that follow to help you answer. The 
independent self on the left is surrounded by people. But they all have 
solid edges, and they do not overlap. This kind of I is individual, unique, 
and free. And though other people clearly matter to this sort of self, they 
are not a core feature of the I in the middle.
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In contrast, the interdependent self on the right has a porous edge, as do all 
the people surrounding it. They are also all intersecting; this is a self whose 
relationships with others are essential ingredients. In addition, an interde-
pendent self is made up of not only its relationships with individuals, but 
also its place in the web of everyone else’s relationships. This is a relational, 
rooted, and ranked self.

In chapter 10, we will give you more tools to discover how you combine 
independence and interdependence to make your distinct self. We will also 
show throughout this book that the forms independence and interdepen-
dence take vary across cultures and people. But at the heart of independence 
is a focus on one’s own self, while the heart of interdependence is a focus on 
one’s relationships.

Clash of the Selves
Chua’s memoir captured the collision of Eastern interdependence and West-
ern independence. It also stoked a clash all its own between its interdepen-
dent advocates and independent critics.

Yet the clash between independent and interdependent selves is not 
just an  East-  West issue. In the following chapters, we show how it ignites 
a surprising number of other local, national, and global tensions, in-
cluding:

•   Why women are getting stuck on their way up the corporate 
ladder, while men are falling o!  the ladder altogether (see chap-
ter 3);
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xvi Introduction

•   Why many Blacks, Latinos, and other people of color know 
that discrimination is keeping them down, while many Whites 
sincerely believe that race no longer matters (see chapter 4);

•   Why the  have-  nots fail to thrive in the classrooms of the haves 
(see chapter 5);

•   Why Midwesterners and Southerners get depressed when they 
relocate to the coasts, and vice versa (chapter 6);

•   Why the politics of conservative Protestants seem so alien to 
other religious groups in the United States (see chapter 7);

•   Why so many partnerships between businesses, nonpro! ts, and 
governments fail (see chapter 8); and

•   Why so much of what goes on in the Global South seems ir-
rational, ine"  cient, and unjust to the Global North (chapter 9).

These culture clashes are becoming more frequent, stressful, and even 
violent. With new technologies bringing our outsize populations together, 
we more often interact with people whose ways of being don’t jibe with 
our own, and who therefore leave us ba#  ed. As resources disappear, we 
must compete even more ! ercely with these mysterious people for degrees, 
jobs, and a decent standard of living. At the same time, we increasingly 
help people whose intentions and actions we don’t fully understand, from 
neighbors and coworkers of di$ erent races, classes, and genders; to people 
around the world su$ ering from war and poverty. Meanwhile, climate 
change, nuclear proliferation, and other global threats demand that we all 
cooperate more than ever before.

As our planet gets smaller, % atter, and hotter, what sort of self will rise 
above the fray and % ourish?

Chua and the Eastern cultures from which her parents hail would per-
haps suggest that interdependence is the way to go. With tight coalitions 
of people indebted to each other, interdependent selves may better with-
stand the threats and shocks ahead. After all, there is strength in numbers.

But Western psychologists have overwhelmingly held up indepen-
dence as the happier and healthier way to be. From Dr. Freud to Dr. Spock 
to Dr. Phil, psychologists have urged people to realize their authentic 
selves, actualize their unique strengths, exert control over their environ-
ments, free themselves from burdensome obligations, and view themselves 
as equal to others (who also happen to be great, hence the high levels of 
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 Introduction xvii

 self-  esteem in these parts). They point out that independent selves don’t 
just sit back and weather the storm; they change the weather altogether. 
These same psychologists also sternly warn against excessive interdepen-
dence, with its bugbears of codependency, inconsistency, and passivity.

Both Sides Now
As  twenty-  ! rst-  century cultural psychologists, however, we are writing a 
new prescription. To build a more prosperous and peaceful world, every-
one must be both independent and interdependent. This means that people 
who tend to be more independent will have to hone their interdepen-
dence, while people who tend to be more interdependent will need to 
polish their independence. Success in love, work, and play will come to 
those who wisely apply the best self to the situation.

Although many people have a strong tendency toward either inde-
pendence or interdependence, we all use both kinds of selves. A White 
male CEO, for example, is a very independent creature until he crawls on 
the " oor with his  three-  year-  old, where he gets in touch with his more 
interdependent side. Likewise, an otherwise interdependent  working- 
 class Latina nurse’s aide conjures plenty of independence when she starts a 
movement to reduce pollution in her neighborhood.

By knowing when and how to use our di# erent selves, we can not 
only better understand the clashes around us, but also avoid many of them 
altogether. Both independence and interdependence are legitimate and 
useful ways to be a person. Yet clashes arise when we channel an indepen-
dent self for a situation that calls for interdependence, and vice versa.

For instance, let’s say you’re in the market for a new car. So is your 
good friend. In the end, you buy exactly the same car as your friend, a few 
days after he makes his purchase. Have you just o# ended your friend or 
cemented your relationship?

As it turns out, the answer depends on your friend’s social class. Psy-
chologist Nicole Stephens and her team asked  working-  class ! re! ghters 
and  middle-  class MBA students to imagine just this scenario. They found 
that the MBA students, with their strongly independent selves, were 
aghast. “It spoils my point of di# erentiation,” one complained. “Why did 
he do that?” asked another. “I wanted to be unique.”
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xviii Introduction

Yet the more interdependent ! re! ghters weren’t the least bit bothered. 
“I think it’s cool,” one said. Another o" ered, “I’d be like, yeah, awesome, 
let’s start a car club.” A friend’s choosing the same car was hardly an af-
front to the ! re! ghters’ interdependent selves; instead, it was an act of 
 solidarity. 17

This doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t spring for that Camaro just be-
cause your buddy has. It does mean, however, that if your buddy is a 
 college-  educated,  middle-  class European American with an independent 
self, copying his ride is likely to trouble your relationship.

By tuning in to other people’s selves, you may not only avoid clashes, 
but also get more of what you want. As we discuss in chapter 3, for ex-
ample, a woman who wants to earn more must access her independent 
self to ask for a raise. Likewise, as we demonstrate in chapter 9, an aid 
worker who wants to prevent famine in a Sudanese village must work 
within the interdependent traditions, norms, and hierarchies already at 
play there.

The Tiger Mother herself may agree with our prescription. In the less 
famous ! nal chapters of her book, Chua admits that she has been too 
harsh with her  second-  born and embraces a more independent style. “I 
did the most Western thing imaginable: I gave her the choice,” she writes. 
“I told her that she could quit the violin if she wanted and do what she 
liked instead, which at the time was to play tennis.”18

The Culture Cycle
Chua is not alone in her struggles to apply the right self. We all wrestle 
with the question of which psyche to bring to a given situation. What makes 
our  two-  self solution even harder is that you often aren’t controlling which 
of your selves shows up. As Malcolm Gladwell popularized in his bestseller 
Blink, psychologists have long known that most of what actually drives your 
behavior sails under the radar of your conscious awareness. The same holds 
true for which self you use: subtle cues in the environment can evoke inde-
pendence or interdependence without your even knowing it. These cues, called 
primes, don’t determine how you’ll act, but they do raise the odds that certain 
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors will rise to the  surface.

And so changing your I is not simply a matter of making up your 
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 Introduction xix

mind, all by your lonesome. You must also change the cues in your envi-
ronment. These cues are part and parcel of what we call culture. By cul-
ture, we don’t mean the opera, the symphony, or the ballet. Nor do we 
mean merely the foods, festivals, and clothing that distinguish, say, Mex-
icans from Indonesians. Instead, culture is the ideas, institutions, and inter-
actions that tell a group of people how to think, feel, and act.

Although some primates have the rudiments of culture, no one has 
culture like Homo sapiens. And no one has culture like you. We all have 
many di! erent cultures crisscrossing through our lives, from major cultures 
like nations, genders, and social classes; to subcultures like professions, hob-
bies, and even  sports-  team fandom. But few people (maybe no one) swims 
in the exact same cultural mix as you. Your special cocktail of cultures 
combines with your biology to make you you.

No one makes culture like you, either. Every day of your life, you make 
culture without even consciously trying to. That’s because your everyday 
thoughts, feelings, and actions feed into the cultures of which you are a part, 
just as your cultures shape your thoughts, feelings, and  actions.

To help explain how the culture cycle rolls, we’ve broken it down into 
four elements: I’s, interactions, institutions, and ideas. These elements work 
together like this:

Your I (self, mind, psyche, soul) anchors the left side of the culture 
cycle with its thoughts, feelings, and actions. The  right-  hand “culture” 
side of the cycle includes interactions, institutions, and ideas. You can think 

The Culture Cycle
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xx Introduction

about the culture cycle starting from either the left or right side. From the 
left: your I (or self ) creates a culture to which you later adapt. From the 
right: your culture shapes your I so that you think, feel, and act in ways 
that perpetuate this culture.

The part of the culture cycle we experience most often is our daily inter-
actions with other people and with human-made products (artifacts). These 
interactions follow  seldom-  spoken norms about the right ways to behave at 
home, school, work, worship, play, etc. Guiding these practices are mundane 
cultural  products—  stories, songs, advertisements, tools, architecture, etc.—
that make some ways to think, feel, and act easier than others.

The next layer of culture is made up of the institutions within which 
everyday interactions take place. Institutions spell out the rules for a soci-
ety and include legal, government, economic, scienti! c, philosophical, 
and religious bodies. No single person knows all the laws, policies, origin 
stories, or theories at play in their cultures. Nevertheless, institutions ex-
ert a formidable force, silently allowing certain practices and products 
while forbidding others.

The last and most abstract layer of the culture cycle is made up of the 
central, usually invisible ideas that inform our institutions, interactions, 
and, ultimately, our I’s. Like the unseen forces that hold our planet to-
gether, these background ideas hold our cultures together. Because of 
them, cultures have an overarching pattern. To be sure, cultures harbor 
plenty of exceptions to their own rules. But they also contain general pat-
terns than can be detected, studied, and even changed.

Break the Cycle
Because you actively construct your cultures, you are not a slave to them. 
When people are mindful of the cultural forces around them, they can 
amend, ri"  on, or even altogether reject their in# uences. This is why we 
have technology, revolutions, and progress, rather than just “same species, 
di" erent century.”

Being aware of the culture cycle is the ! rst step to controlling it. Once 
you know that the environment is full of primes that shape your behavior, 
you can begin to consciously override these cues, or even replace them 
with more desirable ones. To give a small example: Anyone who has 
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 successfully dieted knows that it takes more than an iron will and clenched 
jaw to shed the pounds. You also have to make changes in the everyday 
environments with which you interact. You must liberate your pantry of 
its chips and your freezer of its ice creams and replace them with fruits and 
vegetables. You must park your car farther away from your destination so 
that you get more exercise. You must surround yourself with the friends 
and family who support you, and ! gure out something else to do with 
your drinking buddies.

Yet the idea that an individual can  single-  handedly alter the course of 
the culture cycle is a perpetual Hollywood fantasy. Though you are not a 
slave to your cultures, you are not the lone master of them, either. Be-
cause your self and your cultures are so inextricably intertwined, chang-
ing your self and your world requires changing your culture cycles. In 
particular, you must alter the cycle’s interactions and institutions, in addi-
tion to your I. You cannot directly alter the big ideas that animate the 
entire culture cycle, because they are so deeply rooted. But over time, as 
I’s, interactions, and institutions shift, big ideas follow suit. And once a 
new big idea takes hold, a sustainable new culture cycle begins to churn.

To return to the  weight-  loss example: To keep the pounds o" , you 
should work with the institutions in your community to make maintain-
ing a healthy lifestyle easier. You should ask workplaces to make stairwells 
safer and easier to take than the elevator. You should encourage markets 
to o" er you more fresh produce and less processed food. You should lobby 
city governments to set aside plenty of safe, open space for you to exercise. 
And you should support laws and taxes that protect you from unhealthy 
foods and food additives.

A more substantial example of what it takes to change culture cycles 
is the civil rights movement. Tweaking any one part of the culture cycle 
puts small dents in the problem of racial injustice. Using education to 
change individual hearts and minds (an  individual-  level intervention), 
improving portrayals of minorities in media (a change at the interactions 
level), and abolishing Jim and Juan Crow19 laws (an institutional altera-
tion) can move the needle toward greater racial and ethnic equality on 
their own. But widespread and sustainable change requires ongoing ef-
forts at all three of these levels simultaneously. Over time, these actions in 
the lower levels of the culture cycle will displace the big idea that some 
racial and ethnic groups are inherently better than others.
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Most of the culture clashes in your daily life will be easier to ! x than 
! ve hundred plus years of racial injustice. Nevertheless, the same rule 
holds true: there are no silver bullets. Changing the self or changing the 
world requires altering the culture cycle that makes them both. Yet as we 
will demonstrate, a few  well-  placed nudges can set your culture cycles o"  
in a better direction.

 Culture-  Blindness
Just because people can change their selves and cultures does not mean 
that they do so readily. A major obstacle is that many people don’t even real-
ize that they have cultures. They think that they are  standard-  issue humans, 
that they are normal, natural, and neutral. It’s all those other annoying people 
who let cultures bias their ability to perceive the world as it actually is.20

This line of thinking is especially widespread in  middle-  class  European- 
 American culture, where the independent I is thought to be a  self-  made 
self. Consequently,  middle-  class European Americans often ignore social 
forces when explaining why people do the things they do, and instead focus 
on people’s internal traits, talents, and preferences. Cultural psychologists 
call these  inside-  looking explanations for behavior dispositional attributions. 
In contrast, people in interdependent cultures more often look outside in-
dividuals and make more situational attributions for their behavior.

Psychologists Michael Morris and Kaiping Peng tracked these two dra-
matically di" erent styles in  English-   and  Chinese-  language newspapers’ 
reporting on two mass murderers: Gang Lu, a Chinese graduate student in 
physics at the University of Iowa who killed his adviser, several bystanders, 
and himself after he lost an award competition; and Thomas McIlvane, an 
 Irish-  American postal worker who shot his supervisor, several bystanders, 
and himself after he lost his job in Royal Oak, Michigan. The New York 
Times and the World Journal (a  Chinese-  language newspaper published in 
New York) covered both tragedies, but told very di" erent stories. American 
reporters spilled more ink describing Lu as a “darkly disturbed man” with 
a “bad temper” and a “sinister edge,” and attributing McIlvane’s crime to 
his “short fuse,” mental instability, and other personal qualities.

In contrast, Chinese reporters dedicated more column inches to situ-
ational factors. For Lu, it was the bad relationship with his adviser, the 
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lack of religion in Chinese culture, and the availability of guns in Ameri-
can society that drove him to kill. For McIlvane, tensions with his super-
visor, the example of other mass slayings, and the fact that he had recently 
been ! red had led him to homicide. 21

Because independent selves believe that people’s internal qualities 
drive their actions, they also believe that they react to what’s inside people, 
not to their cultures. As a result, many Americans claim to be  color-  blind, 
 gender-  blind,  class-  blind,  religion-  blind, or otherwise  culture-  blind. We 
can be forgiven for some of our willed blindness, as some of it re" ects 
the best impulses of the civil rights movement, the feminist movement, the 
elder rights movement, and other attempts to make the world a fairer place. 
If people discriminate because of culture, many activists reason, then ig-
noring culture will help end discrimination. Just treat all people as indi-
viduals, the thinking goes, and soon, peace will guide the planet and love 
will steer the stars.

The Other Smart Human Trick
The main problem with this solution is that it’s impossible to implement. 
The culture cycles of nation, gender, race, class, region, and religion have 
especially deep roots in the world. Even  nine-  month-  olds distinguish be-
tween people of di$ erent races and genders. 22 This does not mean that 
people are born racist or sexist, or are otherwise  hell-  bent on making each 
other miserable. Instead, it means that having and making cultures is so 
important to our species that we begin learning cultural categories as 
soon as we pop into the world.

Making cultures is our other smart human trick. (The ! rst, as you 
recall, is having a self.) Because of culture, we don’t have to wait for ge-
netic mutations or natural selection to give us the biology we need to live 
in a di$ erent terrain, to extract nutrients from new foods, or to cope with 
a change in climate. Instead, we can invent new shelters, cooking tech-
niques, and  climate-  appropriate apparel. We can also save ourselves the 
trouble of reinventing these technologies by learning from our fellow hu-
mans how to make them.

Pulling o$  these nifty innovations requires exquisite social coordina-
tion. As British artist Thomas Thwaites recently demonstrated, no human 
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alive today could build a toaster from raw materials all by himself. All the 
mining, milling, fabricating, assembling, and shipping behind this hum-
ble appliance involves thousands of people with highly specialized skills.

For feats ranging from building toasters to launching spaceships, culture 
helps us sort out who does what, when, where, and how. When a human is 
born, she is hungry for this cultural information. Her brain has evolved to 
receive cultural inputs, and so her nature is to seek nurture. Her family, 
friends, and the many strangers who help keep her culture cycles turning are 
ready to oblige. With their help, she quickly sees that people of di! erent 
sexes have di! erent hair, clothes, toys, and friends. With a little experience, 
she " nds that people of di! erent races live in di! erent neighborhoods, hold 
di! erent jobs, and commit di! erent crimes. She learns that people of di! er-
ent religions have di! erent holidays, places of worship, and values.

These particular cultural divides are not inevitable. We can (and 
sometimes do) carve up the world di! erently. We could create Legions of 
Tall People and Societies of the Short. We could establish separate repub-
lics for  brown-  eyed,  blue-  eyed, and  green-  eyed people. (David Bowie 
would enjoy dual citizenship.)

Yet getting rid of culture altogether is not possible. Millions of years 
of evolution have wired the need for culture in our brains, and thousands 
of years of civilization have installed the furniture of culture in our 
worlds. And so calls for  culture-  blindness are naïve.

Instead of sweeping culture under the rug, we should embrace it, under-
stand it, and, most important, mobilize it for good. As modern life becomes 
more complex, and social and environmental problems become more wide-
spread, we must relearn to use our culture cycles and our selves the way 
 nature intended. And that means capitalizing on our diverse strengths. Re-
turning to the radio metaphor: our selves must tune in to more of the world’s 
stations. The more varied playlists that would result would give us more tools 
with which to meet the challenges of our shrinking planet. At the very least, 
they would make for more interesting listening.

Chua was on to something. But culture clashes don’t have to cause so 
much su! ering. By deftly combining our smart human tricks, we can " t 
many more selves and their culture cycles into one world.
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CHAPTER 1

Hearts and Minds, 
East and West

“Heejung?”
Hazel  cold-  called the graduate student at the end of the sem-

inar table.
“Do you have something to add?”
Schooled in South Korea, Heejung Kim was now deep into her Ph. D. 

studies at Stanford. Hazel was her adviser and expected students to chime 
in during class discussions.

Yet again, Kim shook her head and whispered, “No.”
Slightly peeved, Hazel tried once more: “Heejung, what do you think 

about this claim that Asian students who sit silently in class and don’t con-
tribute to the discussion aren’t thinking for themselves?” Hazel was refer-
ring to a widely publicized news article by a college professor who criticized 
Asian and  Asian-  American students for not participating in class. 1 The 
professor concluded that the students were “freeloading,” and that “to be-
come independent thinkers, they need to learn to express themselves.”

The other students waved their hands in the air and ! dgeted in their 
chairs. Finally, Kim looked down and quietly asserted, “You know, talk-
ing and thinking are not the same thing.”

No one knew what to say, so the class carried on to another point.
Later that day, Kim e-mailed Hazel her response to the weekly class 
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assignment. As usual, her commentary was both deep and succinct. But 
what really caught Hazel’s eye was Kim’s new e-mail signature: “The 
empty carriage rattles the loudest.”

For all their interdependence, Asian students don’t talk much. At least 
that’s the perception many educators wrestle with, including Gail Davidson. 
Davidson is the principal of Lynbrook High School in Cupertino, California, 
which serves more than 1,700 students, 80 percent of whom are of Asian 
heritage. A public school, Lynbrook High is the envy of its competitors, 
with one of California’s highest academic performance index ratings, a 
blue ribbon from the U. S. Department of Education, and a gold medal 
from Newsweek’s rankings of the nation’s high schools.

“Our students are fantastic and achieve at a high level by all objective 
standards,” Davidson says, “but our teachers are concerned when students 
don’t speak up in class. Students absolutely need to develop their com-
munication skills to succeed in the wider world.”2

 East-  West clashes, like the one over how much students should speak, 
cause ripples of contention through schools around the world, ranging 
from prekindergarten classrooms to postdoctoral lecture halls. In the United 
States, for example, many teachers see how Asian interdependence can 
send a kid to Harvard (as it did Chua’s daughter), but they still feel put o"  
by it. “Why do Asian students so seldom talk or get excited?” they ask. 
“Why do they put their parents’ wishes before their own? Why do they 
work so hard to ! t in?” These are not the sorts of hearts and minds most 
Western teachers were trained to educate.

Western teachers also worry that their students with Eastern back-
grounds are not cultivating the skills they will need in the Real World. 
Some even see how the independence of Westerners can hold Easterners 
back, both in the classroom and in the workplace. 3 At the same time, 
many suspect, as did the op-ed writer, that Eastern students’ way of being 
is somehow unfair to their Western classmates.

A closer examination of the selves of people with Eastern and Western 
heritages can help demystify their di" erent ways of doing school. For 
many East Asians and their children growing up in the West, listening, 
following the “right” way, ! tting in, and keeping calm are not odd class-
room behaviors; they are the very route to being a good  person—  a good 
interdependent self, Eastern style. 4 But for their Western classmates and 
teachers, speaking up, choosing your own way, standing out, and getting 
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excited are also ways of being a good  person—  but in this case, a good 
independent self, Western style. Understanding the meanings and inten-
tions behind these ways of being can not only dispel bad feelings in school 
and at work, but also help us harness the strengths of Eastern and Western 
selves for the betterment of both groups.

Talk or Listen?
After six years in the United States, Heejung Kim was getting irritated 
with professors needling her to talk. She had been taught that silent con-
templation, not  half-  baked chattering, paved the path to wisdom. As the 
great Confucian sage Lao Tzu wrote: “He who knows does not speak. He 
who speaks does not know.”

Kim knew she felt comfortable listening without talking in a way that 
many of her  European-  American colleagues did not. And she knew that 
connecting what she heard with what she already knew was a lot of work. 
She de! nitely did not feel she was freeloading.

As a budding cultural psychologist, Kim was learning that irritation 
was often the bellwether of a good research idea. So she decided to ex-
plore why Americans worry so much about silence in the classroom. Hers 
was a rather revolutionary hypothesis: for European Americans, talking 
helps thinking, but for Koreans and many other East Asians, talking can 
actually hinder thinking.

She tested her hunch with Richard, a  European-  American gradu -
ate student from New York. Having logged many hours talking on his 
high school’s debate team, Richard opined, “Talking really helps clarify 
what you’re thinking. Sometimes it’s hard to know what you think with-
out talking.”

Kim then consulted with other  East-  Asian students. Akiko, a gradu-
ate student from Japan, shared Kim’s frustration with the American as-
sumption that talking is thinking, and supplied her own set of proverbs: 
“The mouth is the source of misfortune,” “Guard your mouth as though 
it were a vase,” “You have two ears and one mouth, to be used in that 
proportion,” and “The duck that quacks the loudest gets shot.”

Armed with these insights, Kim set out to test her ideas. She ! rst de-
vised a survey with statements that re$ ected both Eastern beliefs about 
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talking and thinking such as “Only in silence can you have clear thoughts 
and ideas,” and Western beliefs such as “An articulate person is usually a 
good thinker.” She then asked people in San Francisco and Seoul how 
much they agreed with the statements. She found that Americans of many 
di" erent ages and professions thought that talking is good for thinking. 
Koreans, in contrast, more readily agreed that talking can impede thinking.

Just because Americans believe that talking helps them think, how-
ever, does not mean they are right. Likewise, East Asians may mistakenly 
believe that talking interferes with thinking. To ! nd out exactly how talk-
ing a" ects thinking for European Americans and East Asians, Kim asked 
American students who had grown up speaking English to take a nonverbal 
intelligence test called the Raven Progressive Matrices. Half the students 
had European backgrounds, and half had  East-  Asian backgrounds (includ-
ing Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Japanese). All the students com-
pleted half the intelligence test items in silence, and the other half while 
“thinking out loud,” that is, verbalizing their  problem-  solving process.

Kim found that the European Americans performed better when they 
were solving the problems while speaking. In contrast, the Asian Ameri-
cans performed much worse when they solved the problems while think-
ing aloud. But when the Asian Americans were allowed to solve problems 
in silence, they performed better than the European Americans. 5

For Asian Americans, then, silence is not a sign of checking out. In-
stead, it produces their best thinking. The op-ed writer was wrong.

Choose My Way or Follow the “Right” Way?
Hazel found herself in the middle of an  East-  West clash of a di" erent sort 
when one of her star students ! nished his undergraduate degree. A scholar, 
musician, and athlete, Bobby Wong6 had gained admission not only to 
several  top-  $ ight medical schools, but also to a highly competitive  work- 
 study program in China. Bobby sorely wanted to take a year o"  from 
school and explore his cultural roots. But his father, a Chinese immigrant, 
had other ideas.

“C’mon,” Hazel encouraged Bobby, “you just need to explain to your 
father in a very calm and respectful way that a trip to Mainland China 
with people who really know the country is an opportunity of a lifetime. 
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Medical school will let you defer your admission for a year. What’s the 
problem?”

“I explained everything calmly and respectfully,” Bobby replied. 
“But he just says, ‘No, you have to start medical school in the fall.’ ”

“But you did so well in undergrad, and you got into every med school 
you applied to,” Hazel said. “I’m so proud of you! He must be proud of 
you, too.”

“He is proud,” Bobby conceded, “but he says the next step on my 
path is medical school, not a year abroad.”

“Well, I guess he will just have to be angry for a while,” Hazel said. 
“Once he sees what you are doing in China, I’m sure he’ll come around.”

“He won’t be angry,” Bobby sighed, “because I’m not going. It’s not 
up to me; it’s not my choice.” He slumped a bit lower in his seat.

Despite her initial reaction, Hazel knew that Mr. Wong was not being 
a bully, and that young Bobby had not misplaced his spine. Instead, the 
Wongs senior and junior were following the logic of interdependence.

Independent  European-  American parents and teachers say that a stu-
dent should ! rst choose what she wants to do, and then do it her own way. 
In the West, choice is perhaps the most important act because it lets peo-
ple realize all ! ve facets of independence. Choice allows people to express 
their individuality and unique preferences, in$ uence their environments, 
exercise their free will, and assert their equality.

But interdependent parents such as Wong and Chua lay out a di" erent 
agenda: I show my child the right thing to do, and then help her do it the 
right way. In the East, following the right way is a central act because it lets 
people realize all ! ve facets of interdependence: relating to others, discov-
ering your similarities, adjusting yourself to expectations and the envi-
ronment, rooting yourself into networks and traditions, and understanding 
your place in the larger whole.

Mother Knows Best
When you have an interdependent self, you aren’t blazing new trails on a 
barren social frontier. Instead, you are ! nding your place in a web of re-
lationships. Most of these relationships ( parent-  child,  teacher-  student, 
 boss-  employee) are between levels of a pecking order. Your parents and 
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other family members not only help you hook into the web, but also 
make sure that your place in it is as comfortable as possible. This demands 
knowledge of the rules of the web, of the right way to be. For their e" orts 
to root and rank their children’s selves well, Asian parents receive heaps of 
! lial piety: the blend of respect and responsibility that interdependent chil-
dren feel toward their parents.

If you have an independent self, in contrast, these machinations seem 
downright unjust. Inherited hierarchies are an a" ront to independent no-
tions of uniqueness, control, freedom, and equality7 (although, as we ex-
plore throughout this book, independent selves erect plenty of social 
ladders of their own). And though you know that you should “honor thy 
mother and father,” as the Bible says, you often jettison this command-
ment when it interferes with what you want to do. You want choices, not 
instructions.

The power of ! lial piety to motivate Asian Americans, on the one 
hand, and the power of personal choice to inspire European Americans, 
on the other, is already apparent in early elementary school, ! nd psy-
chologists Sheena Iyengar and Mark Lepper. In clever experiments, they 
! rst recruited  seven-   to  nine-  year-  olds whose parents had either emi-
grated from East Asia or were born in the United States. The researchers 
then asked all the children to solve as many  word-  unscrambling puzzles 
as possible, but under di" erent conditions. One-third of the children got 
to choose the topic of the puzzles (for example, animals, a party, or food). 
The second third did not get to choose because the researchers had al-
ready chosen the puzzle topic for them. But the third group learned that 
their own mothers had chosen their topic, just for them.

Which of these conditions would make you feel most driven to solve 
as many puzzles as quickly and as correctly as possible? Which condition 
would undermine your motivation?

If you had an independent self, you would probably perform like the 
 European-  American kids in this experiment. You would probably thrive 
when you got to choose the puzzles by yourself, for yourself, but would 
balk when someone told you which puzzles to work  on—  especially if that 
someone was your own mother.

But if you had an interdependent self, you would probably solve the 
most puzzles in the “mom condition,” as did the  Asian-  American kids 
in this study. For you, as for these children, your mother’s involvement 
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would inspire you. She has shown you the way, and now it’s your job to 
follow it. 8

Here’s a starker demonstration of the importance of parents for Asians 
and of choice for European Americans: Your house is on ! re. Inside, your 
mother is asleep in one bedroom and your spouse is asleep in another 
bedroom. You have time to rescue only one of them.

Whom would you save?
Susan Cross,  Tsui-  Feng Wu, and their colleagues posed this dilemma 

to hundreds of  European-  American and Taiwanese students. True to the 
spirit of ! lial piety, the interdependent Taiwanese students more fre-
quently chose to save their mother. And true to the power of choice, the 
independent American students more often chose to save the person they 
had chosen for themselves: their spouse. 9

Majority Rules
Even in  tight-  knit  East-  Asian cultures, parents aren’t always there to show 
their children the way. What happens then? Do Easterners ! nally strike 
out on their own and express their independence? Or do they search for 
other interdependent cues to guide them?

To ! nd out, Kim and Hazel went to that bastion of confusion and ano-
nymity, the San Francisco International Airport. There, they tapped Asians 
heading home to Taiwan, Japan, and Korea, as well as European Americans 
traveling to destinations in East Asia, and asked them to ! ll out a short 
questionnaire.

Supposedly as a gift for completing the questionnaire, the researchers 
next o" ered participants a pen. And then the real experiment began. Half 
the time, the researcher extended four pens with orange barrels and one 
pen with a green barrel, and invited the participant to choose one to keep. 
The other half of the time, the researcher o" ered four green pens and one 
orange pen for the participant’s choosing.

Using their independent selves, the  European-  American travelers took 
this experiment as an opportunity to go their own way. They overwhelm-
ingly picked the unique pen, the one whose color was di" erent from the 
other four. Yet most Asian participants chose the “majority” pen. In other 
words, when there was one orange pen and four green pens, European 
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Americans usually selected the orange pen, but Asians tended to take a 
green one. Absent any other cues of which pen was the right one, Asians 
defaulted to the more common pen  color—  the one that the previous and 
next participant were more likely to choose.  Like the ! re! ghters who en-
joyed the thought of their friend’s buying the same car, these participants 
also wanted to ! t in with a  group—  even in an anonymous  three-  minute 
experiment. 10

Stick Out or Fit In?
Steven Heine witnessed the clash of independence and interdependence 
from the other side of the Paci! c. As an English teacher at a high school 
in Japan, his students were earnest, diligent, and respectful. Yet they were 
not progressing as fast as Heine had hoped.

Eager to distinguish himself as a good teacher, he tried to rouse his 
charges to Anglophone greatness. He did what his teachers back in Canada 
had done. When students answered correctly, he praised them. When they 
erred, he nevertheless found something to compliment. And when a big 
test was on the horizon, he delivered pep talks, assuring them that they 
could do whatever they wanted, as long as they believed in themselves.

Still, his class’s performance trailed, until one day, Heine overheard a 
Japanese colleague lecturing. The teacher expressed grave disappointment 
that his students were falling further behind his expectations. He told 
them to be very worried that their skills were still so poor. And he warned 
them that their lessons were going to get even more di%  cult, so they 
should expect to spend long hours studying.

Heine winced at the words. But then he saw that, rather than slump-
ing in their seats and staring at their shoes, the students were straightening 
their backs, squaring their shoulders, and setting their jaws in determina-
tion. Words that would have de$ ated his  European-  Canadian friends and 
family spurred these Japanese students into action. Sure enough, when he 
unleashed a similar  tongue-  lashing on his own students, they performed 
much better on their tests. 11

Years later, Heine was still asking, “Why did the Japanese students 
respond so well to criticism?” Everything he knew about psychology told 
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him that people react best to praise. As a newly minted cultural psycholo-
gist, he took his question into the laboratory. His team gave  European- 
 Canadian and Japanese students the same creativity test. Partway through 
the experiment, the researchers told half the participants that they were 
rocking the test, but the other half that they were botching it.

Like many Western researchers before them, Heine and his colleagues 
showed that the European Canadians persisted longer after the success feed-
back than after the failure feedback. These participants had found something 
that they were “good”  at—  something that would allow them to stand  out— 
 and so they stayed with it. But negative feedback deterred them; the test was 
not an opportunity for them to show their selves in a favorable light.

The Japanese students did just the opposite. They persisted longer 
when they believed they were $ unking the test than when they thought 
they were acing it. Having learned that they were not yet up to snu" , they 
doubled down and worked even harder. To them, the test was not a stage 
on which to strut their stu"  or hide their $ aws. It was a place to learn 
what the standard was and then to try their best to meet it. 12

Westerners set their selves apart in other ways. When Hazel asked her 
 European-  American Stanford undergraduates, “What percentage of stu-
dents in this university are smarter than you?” they estimated that only 30 
percent of the other students outshone them. In other words, they saw 
themselves as smarter than 70 percent of the student body.

But when Shinobu asked his Kyoto University students the same 
question, they reckoned that about 50 percent of the students were smarter. 
In other words, they saw themselves as average, in the middle, normal. 
This  self-  estimation showed both social awareness and statistical savvy: 
chances are, you are average on a given trait in a given population. 13

Tests of  self-  esteem similarly reveal the Western drive to individuate 
and feel great about one’s self versus the Eastern drive to relate and adjust 
one’s self to other people. Across several studies, European Canadians 
clock dramatically higher  self-  esteem scores than do Japanese students. 14 
Americans raised on the belief that psychological health requires high 
 self-  esteem might conclude that the Japanese students must be depressed. 
Yet the opposite seems to be true; Japan has fewer cases of depression than 
the United States, even when researchers use the most conservative and 
culturally sensitive measurements. 15
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Stand by Me
If they’re so psychologically healthy, why don’t Japanese have high  self- 
 esteem? Once again, Hazel, Shinobu, and their colleagues ! nd that the 
answer lies in the self. Feeling fantastic about your self can hinder your 
ability to relate to others. And relating to others is the very route to health 
and  well-  being for interdependent selves. Examining the physical and 
mental health of thousands of Japanese and  European-  American adults, 
we discovered that the Japanese respondents with the most harmonious 
friendships and family relationships had the fewest physical problems, in-
cluding diabetes, high blood pressure, and back pain. Having good rela-
tionships also helped the health of American respondents, but not as much 
as did having a sense of control. 16

Psychologist Yukiko Uchida and colleagues have explored health and 
interdependence from a di" erent angle. The research team showed Japa-
nese and American participants photographs of Olympic athletes who had 
just won gold medals. In some photos, the athletes were alone; in others, 
the same athletes were shown with their teammates. Japanese participants 
who viewed photos of the athletes with their teammates guessed that the 
medalists were feeling more  emotions—  more happiness, pride, and  joy— 
 than did Japanese participants who viewed photos of the same athletes all 
by themselves. They applied the interdependent belief that psyches are 
most alive when they are sharing a moment with others.

Yet the Americans showed the opposite pattern: They estimated that 
the solo athletes were feeling more emotions than the medalist surrounded 
by teammates. They applied the independent belief that psyches are most 
alive when they are alone in the limelight. 17

Amp Up or Calm Down?
Asians also aren’t known for their emotional e" usiveness. “Our teachers 
wish their students wouldn’t hold back in expressing their thoughts and 
feelings,” Lynbrook’s Davidson says. This lack of expressivity leaves some 
of the students’  European-  American teachers and, eventually, employers 
feeling suspicious and left out. Why are these Asian Americans holding 
back? What are they holding back?
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Yet psychologist Jeanne Tsai bristles when you ask her why Asians 
repress their feelings. “My family is really emotional,” she says, speaking 
of her Taiwanese parents, “and not at all stoic or inscrutable. If anything, 
my parents always comment on how Americans are di%  cult to read be-
cause they hide their emotions behind smiles.” 

Growing up in Irvine, California, Tsai also recalls her scientist father 
admonishing her not to get too excited. But a few miles away, in Anaheim, 
the crowds at Disneyland routinely indulged an altogether di" erent impulse.

Never been to Disneyland? Let us paint you a picture:
Streaked with purple, green, blue, red, and orange laser lights, the 

night sky is a riot of color. Bursting out of this backdrop are ! recrackers 
that become hearts, $ owers, and rockets, and  then—  gasp!—the face of 
Mickey Mouse. Dancing through the park are Mickey, Minnie, Donald, 
Pluto, and Sleeping Beauty. Cinderella arrives with her horse and carriage 
wrapped in thousands of sparkling white lights. A loud and perfectly syn-
chronized soundtrack pours in. Floats with live performers complete the 
scene.

Over it all, a live announcer narrates the incomparable pleasures of the 
Main Street Electrical Parade. Meanwhile, tens of thousands of people are 
all expressing themselves. They jump. They dance. They clap. The  three- 
 year-  olds cry. The  six-  year-  olds scream, “Mommy, look! It’s Mickey!” 
The  eleven-  year-  olds shriek, “Ohmigod, it’s sooo awesome!” The adults 
beam broadly and congratulate themselves; Disneyland is expensive, but 
you sure get your money’s worth.

Halfway around the globe, at Tokyo Disneyland, the scene is both 
exactly the same and completely di" erent. The lasers, the lights, the mu-
sic, the Disney characters are in place. The crowd is equally huge.

Yet this scene of mass pleasure is orderly, almost quiet. Children are 
 wide-  eyed, pulling and leaning on their parents. The smallest ones are 
sitting on their parents’ shoulders. Some are holding up their ! ngers in V 
signs. Some are moving gently with the music, and all are carefully track-
ing the  shape-  shifting lights. Heads turn in the direction of each explo-
sion. People are attentive and consumed.

But no one is shrieking. Only the youngest children are jumping, 
dancing, and clapping. The crowd is intent, yet doesn’t seem excited or 
high. Farther around the Paci! c Rim, at Disneyland Hong Kong, the emo-
tional reactions are also subdued.
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From an American perspective, the  low-  watt reaction of Japanese and 
Hong Kong  park-  goers is curious. Yet judging by the yearly attendance, 
Disneyland may be even more popular in Japan and Hong Kong than in 
the United States.

If East Asians aren’t repressing their feelings, what exactly are they 
doing? And why are Westerners amping up their feelings so high?

Tsai and her colleagues are answering these questions. They ! nd that 
which emotions feel good to people varies dramatically with cultural 
background. East Asians like being calm more than Westerners do. Being 
interdependent requires paying attention to other people and tracking 
their thoughts and  feelings—  activities best performed while calm.

Westerners, in contrast, like being excited more than East Asians do. 
Being independent means expressing your uniqueness and exerting your 
freedom. For these ends, excitement is the more useful emotion to muster. 18

At Disneyland, Hazel witnessed how excitement animates the inde-
pendent self. Two families were spending the day together. In one family, 
both parents were Asian American, and in the other, the mom was Asian 
American and the dad European American.

As the families were getting ready to leave, the  European-  American 
dad loudly asked, “How much fun was that?”

A  school-  age boy from the  Asian-  American family answered quietly, 
“A lot.” The  European-  American dad shouted, “Did you think so? If you 
do, then say it with passion! Say, ‘a lot!’ Let me hear it! I need to know how 
you feel! Express yourself!!”

Less Bitterness
East and West. Independence and interdependence. These are, of course, 
messy categories. Japan is not China or Korea or Vietnam or India. The 
United States is not France or England or Australia. And as we will soon 
show, the interdependent selves of Midwestern men are not exactly like 
the interdependent selves of Southern women; the interdependent selves of 
 working-  class European Americans are not identical to the interdependent 
selves of  middle-  class Japanese; and the independent selves of Protestant 
businesspeople are not just like the independent selves of agnostic West 
Coasters. Although each of these groups will have most of the qualities for 
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either independence or interdependence that we listed in the introduction, 
few will meet all ! ve criteria. In addition, the way they live out the speci! c 
details of independence or interdependence will re$ ect the many other 
features of their culture cycles.

Yet once you explore how people in di" erent places answer the really 
big question, “Who am I?” you see patterns in the seeming chaos. You 
also see patterns in the con$ icts that ensue when the two selves bump into 
each other. As Amy Chua learned the hard way, you can’t just plop the 
practices of one culture into another and expect them to take root. Her 
younger daughter, Louisa, rejected the very methods that had propelled 
Chua’s elder daughter, Sophia, to stunning  success—  hence the long sub-
title of her book: . . .  This was supposed to be a story of how Chinese parents 
are better at raising kids than Western ones. But instead, it’s about a bitter clash of 
cultures, a " eeting taste of glory, and how I was humbled by a thirteen-year-old.

You can, however, skillfully apply your independent and interdepen-
dent sides to improve your self and your worlds. How can Westerners tap 
into the power of interdependence to prepare themselves for a more com-
petitive marketplace? How can Easterners plug into independence so that 
they may better collaborate with their neighbors in the other hemisphere? 
There are no quick ! xes. There is, however, one relatively simple system 
that explains both where these clashes come from and how to soften them. 
And that system is the culture  cycle—  the topic of our next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

A Spin through 
the Culture Cycle

“What do you want for breakfast, sweetie?” Hazel asked her  then- 
 four-  year-  old daughter, Krysia. “Cheerios? Rice Chex? Spe-
cial K?”

“Special K,” Krysia answered.
“Special K for my special K? Sounds good. And what do you want to 

drink? Apple juice? Orange juice? Cranapple?”
“Do we have anything purple?”
“No, honey. I’m sorry. How about something orange?”
“Okay. And Mommy, can I have a turkey sandwich today, instead of 

peanut butter and jelly?”
“Sure, sweetie. And what would you like for breakfast, Shinobu?”
Hazel turned to a jetlagged Shinobu Kitayama, just arrived from 

Kyoto and staying with Hazel’s family while attending a conference.
“Uh . . .  I’ll have what she’s having?”
“Okay. Would you like some co" ee with your Special K?”
“Yes, thank you.”
“Do you take it with milk?”
“Um. Sure.”
“Whole,  two-  percent, or skim?”
“Uh, whatever you think is best.”
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A few minutes later, Shinobu politely asked, “Hazel, you gave Krysia 
and me a lot of choices. Is that an American thing?”

“Well,” Hazel started. But then she had to think for a moment. “Ev-
erybody likes to choose, right? It gives people a chance to express them-
selves, to feel in control,” she said, re$ ecting the consensus of her fellow 
psychologists at the time. “Don’t you let Lila choose her breakfast? Don’t 
you want to get your co" ee just the way you like it?”

Shinobu considered his own young daughter back in Kyoto. “I guess 
we think that it’s the parents’ job to know what the children will like and 
then make it for them,” he said. “We usually give Lila freshly steamed 
rice, some vegetables, and a bowl of fresh miso  soup—  you know, what all 
the kids like. And we give her variety, of course. Sometimes we put an 
egg on the rice.”

Hazel held back a laugh. “But you know the research, Shinobu,” she 
said. “Choice makes kids happier and more creative. And just look at 
Krysia. She’s only in preschool, but she already knows a lot about herself.”

It was true. Krysia knew not only what she liked to eat, but also what 
she liked to  wear—  soft, not scratchy; purple, not brown. She liked Good 
Night, Moon more than “I Can’t,” Said the Ant. And she knew exactly 
what kind of cake she wanted at her birthday party: a yellow cake with 
pink and green buttercream $ owers.

“Lila’s the same, no? She knows what she likes.”
Shinobu thought for a moment, and then sighed. “It’s true that Lila 

has a strong will,” he conceded. “But she’s getting much better at paying 
attention to other people. She’s only in preschool, but she already trusts 
that we know what’s best for her.”

Hazel and Shinobu fell silent for a moment, and then realized they 
had stumbled into two excellent research questions: What sorts of selves 
were they trying to raise? And what methods were they applying to this 
most important of endeavors?

Their breakfast ended more than twenty years ago, but their conver-
sation continues in a collaboration that has produced hundreds of studies 
exploring di" erent culture cycles and selves. 1 At the beginning of this 
collaboration, Hazel didn’t quite know that she usually used her indepen-
dent self, the one that strove to be individual, unique, in$ uencing, free, 
and equal; nor did Shinobu quite understand that he tended to use his 
interdependent self, the one that aimed to be relational, similar, adjusting, 
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rooted, and ranked. In general, folks don’t know their own culture’s rec-
ipe for being a self. We don’t recite the recipe every morning like a 
scout’s pledge or study it in school like a manifesto. Instead we learn our 
cultures’ recipes for how to be an appropriate self simply by living our 
lives. Those lives we live, in turn, are made up of the many culture cycles 
rolling through them. 

As we discussed in the introduction, the culture cycle looks like this:

To summarize once more how the culture cycle works: Our I’s (or 
selves) both produce and are produced by cultures out-in- the-  world, in-
cluding the customs and artifacts that give shape to our daily interactions, 
which themselves foster and follow from cultural institutions, which in 
turn re$ ect and support our cultures’ big ideas, including ideas about what 
a person is and should be. Because our I’s are embedded in cultures, we 
cannot survive without them. In this way we are like ! sh in water. 

Also like ! sh in water, we evolved so that we don’t notice culture. In-
deed, as we will show throughout this book, culture is powerful precisely 
because it is usually invisible to the untrained eye. We are born into cultur-
ally saturated worlds, and seldom do we see or discuss how other worlds are 
arranged. Only when we travel to new places or, say, read a book about 
cultural psychology do we begin to understand how much cul ture shapes 
our selves and appreciate how many di" erent forms cultures can take. 

The Culture Cycle
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In this chapter, we lay bare the culture cycles that drive independence 
in the West and interdependence in the East. Once you understand how 
the culture cycle works, you will see it  everywhere—  in the ads you watch 
on television, in the policies you follow at work, in the words you say to 
your own kids. (Ever wonder why you are turning into your parents? Stay 
tuned.)

You will also have a better way to think about di" erences between 
people. Ignorant stereotyping is bad because it results in unfair treatment. 
But appreciating that people are cultural beings who are exquisitely at-
tuned to their physical and social environments is a ! rst step toward un-
derstanding why people with di" erent backgrounds have di" erent selves. 
It is also the ! rst step to understanding why these di" erent selves so often 
clash.

By knowing how the culture cycle works, you can also  reverse-  engineer 
it to calm the culture clashes that erupt in your own life. Should children 
choose their own way, as Western parents and teachers such as Hazel often 
assume, or should they do things the right way, as Eastern parents and 
teachers such as Shinobu, Amy Chua, and Bobby Wong’s dad believe? 
Should people stand out from the crowd, as Western culture cycles man-
date, or should they ! t in with others, as Eastern culture cycles teach? 
Should people openly express their thoughts and feelings through talking 
and emoting, as is the Western habit, or should they listen and attend to 
the feelings of others, as is the Eastern practice? More broadly, is the in-
dependence of the West the best way to be a self in the  twenty-  ! rst cen-
tury, or will the interdependence of the East prove to be the better sort of 
psyche for the challenges ahead?

As we discussed in the preceding chapters, our answer is that both 
sorts of selves will need to take pages from each other’s playbooks, and 
then use the culture cycle to apply both selves wisely. For their part, West-
ern independent selves will need to get in touch with their interdependent 
sides to create institutions that educate everyone for the future, interac-
tions that help students stick to their studies, and individual hearts and 
minds that make their classmates and colleagues of Eastern heritage feel 
more welcome. At the same time, Eastern interdependent selves must 
adopt some of the independent practices of their Western neighbors, in-
cluding crafting unique ideas and then sharing them verbally. By meeting 
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each other in the middle, Eastern and Western selves will amplify every-
one’s contributions, for the bene! t of all.

What’s the Big Idea?
At the highest, most abstract idea level of the cycle, cultures have all types 
of big ideas that answer all types of big questions. Richard Shweder, a 
pioneer in cultural psychology, has traveled the world and identi! ed the 
big questions that most cultures answer, including, Where did the world 
come from? How did things come to be the way they are? Why do things 
change? And, undergirding all, What is good? 2

For psychologists of the self, the most important ideas are those that 
answer these big questions: What, exactly, is a person? What is a good per-
son? and, What is her or his relationship to other people, the past, and the 
environment? As we shall see, the cycles that feed and $ ow from the big 
idea that the self is independent are quite distinct from the cycles that feed 
and $ ow from the big idea that the self is interdependent.

Built around these big ideas, the cultural worlds outside people’s bodies 
have just as much structure, pattern, and order as do the genes, neurons, and 
brain regions within their bodies. So understanding what people are and 
why they do what they do requires mapping not only their brains and ge-
nomes, but also their cultures’ institutions and interactions. In charting the 
course of your self, your postal code is just as important as your genetic code.

Interactions for Independence
All selves start small, both in physical size and in the daily interactions 
that mold them into culturally appropriate people. Parents get the culture 
cycle rolling. At breakfast, for example, Hazel gave Krysia several chances 
to assert her independence through  choice—  a behavior that lets people 
individuate, express their uniqueness, in$ uence their environments, exer-
cise their freedom, and feel equal to others. But no mother or father can 
craft an independent self alone. So Krysia’s other family members, teach-
ers, and  friends—  real and  virtual—  picked up the task, usually without 
even knowing it.
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While eating breakfast, for example, Krysia tuned in to television’s 
Sesame Street, where she sang along with her puppet friend Grover. “Yes, 
I do have pride in me,” the two crooned. “I feel so satis! ed in me.” And 
why were Grover and Krysia so proud and satis! ed? The song’s answer hit 
the “uniqueness” note of the independent self: “Because I am so special.” 
(In Grover’s case, a unique pelt was the source of his high  self-  esteem: “I 
love every bright blue side of me,” he sang.). 3

Hazel next drove Krysia to preschool in the family’s roomy  sedan—  a 
cultural product that lets many Americans spend hours alone every day. 
“It’s not just your car, it’s your freedom,” sang a General Motors radio ad. 
Krysia’s teacher greeted her with a hug. Like parents in many American 
settings, teachers understand themselves as not only guiding children, but 
also befriending them, reinforcing the idea that everyone must be treated as 
equal individuals, no matter their age or role.

To help Krysia practice choosing, the teacher asked her, “What would 
you like to do this morning?” She then gave the  four-  year-  old a choice of 
nine activities, from coloring to gardening to playing dress-up. After lunch 
(Krysia’s chosen turkey sandwich and juice packet), Krysia took a nap be-
neath her favorite poster: a picture of a Dalmatian puppy with red, yellow, 
and purple spots urging the preschoolers, “Dare to Be Di" erent.”

Next came VIP time. A preschooler named Jacob was VIP that week. 
Like all VIPs, he and his parents had decorated a large poster board to tell 
the class who he was. He had included drawings of his favorite things and 
pictures of himself with friends, family, and his cat. Jacob stood in front 
of the class and presented his poster for a full ! ve minutes. At recess time, 
Jacob got to be the ! rst out the door.

After recess, Krysia and her classmates voted on which story to hear. 
They selected “Goldilocks and the Three Bears.” In the Western version 
of this widely told tale, Goldilocks exercises choice several times as she 
decides which of the bears’ chairs, porridges, and beds is just right for her. 
She then bolts when the bears return to ! nd her sleeping in their home.

As a special treat at the end of the day, the whole class celebrated Anna’s 
birthday, singing “Happy Birthday” and playing her favorite game, musical 
chairs. Children marched around the chairs until the music stopped and 
they scrambled to sit in a chair. Because there was always one fewer chair 
than children, the child without a chair was out of the game, the teacher 
removed a chair, and the game continued until one of two remaining 
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children snagged the last chair and was pronounced the winner. Although 
American classrooms foster equality, they also include competition from a 
very early age, giving children opportunities to individuate and feel great 
about their selves.

Practicing Interdependence
Meanwhile, half a world away, Lila lived out her preschooler’s day in 
Kyoto and took part in a di" erent culture cycle. Before Lila awoke, her 
mother prepared breakfast, which she then shared with her daughter. 
While Lila put on her school uniform, her mother carefully prepared Lila’s 
 lunch—  a bento box of rice with small pieces of salmon, cooked vegeta-
bles, and pickled radish. Every day, Lila’s mother prepared a di" erent 
bento. She never asked Lila what she wanted, but instead selected what 
she thought would be best for her daughter.

Lila and her mother next walked to preschool with a group of other 
children and parents. As the children entered the classroom, they greeted 
the teacher with a bow, signaling their respect and appreciation.

That day, the students drew murals together. Crayons, shiny scissors, 
and textured paper were close at hand. Notably, there wasn’t enough of 
any one supply for all students to use at the same time. Instead, the stu -
dents had to share. Whereas Krysia’s teacher used scarcity (in  musical 
chairs) to spur competition, Lila’s teacher used scarcity to encourage coop-
 eration.

When the children descended into chaos, the teacher brought them 
back to attention by starting one of their favorite songs. The preschoolers 
quickly chimed in: “We’re all friends. We’ll be friends forever, forever,” 
they sang of their connections to each other. “Even when we become 
adults, we’ll be friends,” their song continued, polishing the “rooted” facet 
of the interdependent self. “We’ve played together, we’ve fought together, 
we’ve laughed together, we’ve cried together,” the tune concluded, em-
phasizing the children’s similarities. 4

After lunch came nap time. Lila took her place next to the wall where 
her teacher had posted a beautifully  hand-  lettered poster with the class’s 
goals: “Let’s Cooperate” and “Let’s Pool Our Strengths.”

Following their naps, the children headed for the playground, ! rst 
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putting on their outside shoes. Changing shoes signaled the transition from 
student to  kid—  roles with decidedly di" erent rules. Because it was the ! rst 
day of the month, recess ended with a parade of all the children who had 
birthdays that month.

Next came story time. The teacher also read aloud “Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears.” But in the Japanese version, when Goldilocks is caught, 
she sincerely apologizes to the bears for entering their home uninvited 
and tasting their porridge. The bears do their part to smooth things over, 
and then invite her to come again.

Before their parents arrived, the children cleaned up the classroom, as 
they did every day. In American classrooms, cleaning is either a punish-
ment or a custodian’s job. In Japan, cleaning is another opportunity to 
cooperate and to reinforce the idea that environments shape the mind.

The teacher and students spent the last few moments of the day qui-
etly contemplating how they could improve their performance the next 
 day—  a practice known as hansei. Hansei isn’t just kid stu" . In his book You 
Gotta Have Wa, the  Japan-  based journalist Robert Whiting describes 
how Japanese professional baseball players pursue wa (harmony with the 
people in your group) by writing essays about their $ aws and ways to 
 improve them. 5 The image of Barry Bonds or Mark McGwire taking 
a  self-  criticism break is hard to conjure. But from a Japanese perspective, 
 self-  criticism helps everyone be part of the whole, no matter who he is or 
what that whole may be.

The Path Less Traveled
Over the course of Krysia’s and Lila’s childhoods, friends, family, teach-
ers, employers, and even strangers continued to create everyday interac-
tions that reinforced the kinds of selves they should be. In school, Krysia 
proves to be exceptionally skilled at the Socratic method, a verbal  give- 
 and-  take where teachers call on students and require them to answer their 
questions aloud. Many schools in the West regard the Socratic method as 
an educational best practice. 6

To occupy herself after school, Krysia chooses activities for which she 
has something that the adults call “ability” or “talent”: cello, math, and 
track and ! eld. She attempts to follow the prescription of discovering 
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one’s talent, applying e" ort, and then ! nding success. But she doesn’t like 
cello, math, or track and ! eld, and so eventually she rejects them all.

In college, Krysia decides to major in ! lm because it re$ ects her 
unique interests and her need to create. Yet after graduation, she turns down 
! lm jobs, moves to Central America, and opens her own socially re -
sponsible business. She eventually returns to the United States to pursue her 
MBA so she can better compete in the emerging ! eld of social entrepre-
neurship.

For the rest of her life in the United States, Krysia will have daily op-
portunities to express her uniqueness, to separate herself from others, to 
in$ uence her world, to exercise her free will, and to experience herself as 
equal to others who are as great as she is. Like many  middle-  class Euro-
pean Americans, she will see and feel the world in terms of individuals. 
And through her thoughts, feelings, and actions, she will perpetuate the 
independent culture cycle that helped make her.

Working to Fit In
Meanwhile, back in Kyoto, Lila rounds out her education by attending 
juku (“cram school”) several days a week so that she can meet Japan’s high 
educational standards. Following Confucian educational methods, she 
quietly listens to her teachers, working hard to master what they tell her. 
As with many  East-  Asian students, she is following a  well-  worn path: 
studying leads to ability, ability leads to success, and success leads to hap-
piness. Education is decidedly not about discovering her unique genius, 
expressing herself, or having fun.

In high school, she complies with the national mantra “Fail with ! ve, 
pass with four,” sleeping no more than four hours per night so as to avoid 
academic disaster. Despite her rigorous academic schedule, she takes up 
volleyball because her friends encourage her to do so. After enduring the 
hellish rite of passage known as the national college entrance exam, she 
scores well enough to attend a prestigious university. Following her fa-
ther’s advice, she majors in environmental science. 

During the summer, Lila takes an o%  ce job. To show her commitment, 
she arrives early, leaves late, and often goes out with her colleagues after 
work. Acknowledging their shared commitment, Lila and her coworkers 
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depart with the standard workplace farewell, “Osaki ni shitsurei shimasu” 
(“I’m sorry to leave before you”). The remaining workers reply with “Otsu-
karesama deshita” (“You must be tired”).

For the rest of her life in Japan, Lila will have opportunities to dis-
cover how she is connected and similar to others, to contemplate how her 
role and rank should constrain her behavior, and to adjust her self accord-
ingly. Like many  middle-  class Japanese people, she will see and feel the 
world in terms of relationships. And through her thoughts, feelings, and 
actions, she will perpetuate the interdependent culture cycle that helped 
make her.

Selling Selves
Rustling, humming, and blaring alongside Krysia and Lila is a constant 
stream of mass media. In a single day, the average person in the United 
States is exposed to more than ! ve thousand images from magazines, 
television, websites, and billboards. 7 These cultural products both subtly 
and blatantly convey the right way to be a person.

In the Tokyo subway, for example, a bright yellow poster with hun-
dreds of red ! sh swimming in the same direction reminds morning com-
muters that, when the train comes, do what the ! sh do: get in line. But in 
the United States, Madison Avenue serves up seafood with an indepen-
dent twist: “Only dead ! sh swim with the current,” reads a Templeton 
Global Investments ad.

Built around the themes of individuality, uniqueness, choice, freedom, 
and equality, American ads hammer home the culturally appropriate way 
to be a self. Gerber touts that its baby foods are “a good source of iron, zinc 
and independence.” Gap markets its widely appealing, yet wholly unre-
markable clothing with the command “Individualize.” Apple sells com-
puters by pairing famous artists, scientists, and  activists—Albert   Einstein, 
César Chavez, the Dalai  Lama—  with the American mantra “Think dif-
ferent.” Joe Camel advises herds of impressionable youth to “Choose any-
thing but ordinary.”

Suspecting that media in the East sell a di" erent self, Hazel and 
Heejung Kim analyzed thousands of magazine ads in the United States 
and Korea. They found, indeed, that the ads in Korean magazines stressed 
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interdependence, with themes of relating, ! tting in, adjusting, following 
tradition, and observing rank. For instance, a Korean grocery store reas-
sures young wives, “With e" ort, you may one day prepare pork as well as 
your mother-in-law.” Likewise, a red ginseng beverage’s main selling point 
is that it “is produced according to the methods of a  500-  year old tradition.” 
Rather than “Ditch the Joneses,” as an American Jeep ad urges, Korean ads 
tend to promote more amicable actions. One university, for example, reas-
sures readers that it “is working toward building a harmonious society.”8

How to Smile
Media also direct people in the East and West to express their feelings 
di" erently. In one study, psychologist Jeanne Tsai and her research team 
compared the bestselling illustrated children’s books in the United States 
and Taiwan. To test their idea that Easterners like calm emotions more 
than Westerners do, while Westerners value excited emotions more than 
Easterners do, Tsai and her colleagues did something simple but com-
pletely novel. They measured the width of the characters’ smiles.

Tsai’s team discovered that the American and Taiwanese characters 
beam an equal number of smiles at their young readers, but the American 
smiles are decidedly wider. For a typical  American-  made expression, think 
Max in Where the Wild Things Are. His grin extends across the page as he 
bounds through the forest announcing himself and making as much noise 
as he possibly can. The main character in the Taiwanese book Xiao en yue 
de gushi (The Story of February) also smiles, even though her eleven siblings 
trick her out of getting the thirty or  thirty-  one days she was due, and leave 
her with only  twenty-  eight. (Her father rewards her patience and restraint 
by giving her an extra day every four years.) But February’s smile is narrow 
and serene.

Women’s magazines showed the same pattern. In American glossies, 
the smiles are usually toothy and huge. Think Julia Roberts. But Asian 
fashion magazines most often feature small,  closed-  mouth smiles. Think 
Zhang Ziyi (of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon fame). Of course, there are 
always exceptions. But as a general rule, Eastern stars have subtler smiles 
than Western ones. 9

Even religious  self-  help books feature di" erent kinds of smiles, as well 
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as di" erent messages about the right way to feel. Joel Osteen, the pastor of 
a Christian megachurch in Texas that reaches more than seven million peo-
ple, is the author of Become a Better You. On the cover of his book, Osteen 
sports the signature toothy American smile. In the book’s pages, he asserts, 
“I’m excited about my future,” and counsels readers to ! nd their excite-
ment, too.

Another bestselling  self-  help book is by the Dalai Lama. On the cover 
of his Art of Happiness, His Holiness also smiles, but gently. He urges read-
ers to seek happiness, but advises that the happy life is built on a calm and 
stable mind. 10

The Right Stuff or the Right Staff?
Even at international events like the Olympics, the media of di" erent cul-
tures produce, package, and broadcast di" erent models of the self. Cast your 
memory back to the 2002 Olympics in Sydney, Australia. First stop, the 
pool. American swimmer Misty Hyman, gasping for breath, drags herself 
out of the water and realizes that she has captured the gold medal for the 
women’s  200-  meter butter$ y. The American news cameras zoom in on 
Hyman’s wide smile and shining eyes. A journalist asks, how did she do it?

“I think I just stayed focused,” Hyman answers. “I knew I could beat 
Susie O’Neil, deep down in my heart I believed it, and I know this whole 
week the doubts keep creeping in, they were with me on the blocks, but 
I just said, ‘No, this is my night.’ ”

Meanwhile, at the track across town, Japanese running sensation Naoko 
Takahashi breaks the ribbon to win the gold in the women’s marathon. The 
Japanese video cameras follow Takahashi for half her victory lap. Then they 
pan to the stands and close in on the man who made her special shoes. Next 
they ! nd her assistant coaches, and then they follow her main coach for a 
full twenty seconds as he runs through the track house to meet her. At last 
coach and victor meet, and the Japanese cameras show the back of Taka -
hashi’s head as she cries in the arms of her beloved coach.

At last a journalist catches up with Takahashi and her crew. Instead of 
talking about herself, the champion says, “Here is the best coach in the 
world, the best manager in the world, and all of the people who support 
me. All of these things were getting together and became a gold medal.”
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The American and Japanese media broadcasted these two di" erent 
 scenes—  Misty Hyman’s beaming face, Naoko Takahashi and her coach’s 
 embrace—  over and over again, to millions of viewers, impressing upon 
them not only the story, but also the right way to tell it.

To bottle exactly what those right ways were, Hazel and her colleagues 
trained a group of American and Japanese bilingual observers to code hun-
dreds of hours of Japanese and American coverage of the 2000 and 2002 
Olympics. The observers systematically analyzed everything the athletes, 
commentators, and journalists said.

Totting up the observations, the research team ! rst found that Amer-
ican journalists drew on their understanding of the self as independent 
and talked a lot about the athletes’ personal  characteristics—  the powerful 
feet of Ian Thorpe, the robotic stride of Mo Green. When athletes won, 
it was because they had the right stu" . When they failed, it was because 
their competitors had superior personal attributes.

In contrast, the Japanese commentators drew on their understanding 
of the self as interdependent and focused on the expectations of important 
others, now and in the past. Failure was the result of not trying hard 
enough to do what was expected. Re$ ecting the Eastern tendency to 
criticize one’s own actions so as to know how to improve, the Japanese 
athletes and press made nearly twice as many negative comments as did 
the Americans. 11

Particles, Protestants, and Politics
Madison Avenue and Hollywood did not write the recipe for the inde-
pendent self that now pervades the West, nor did the East’s redoubtable 
media moguls dream up the notion of the interdependent self all by them-
selves. Instead, big ideas about how to be a self formed over millennia. 
The way people happened to do things became the way they had to do 
things, and cultures canonized these rules in their institutions.12 These 
institutions then informed the interactions and I’s downstream in the cul-
ture cycle, as well as reinforced the big ideas upstream.

Many institutions now driving and deriving from the Western inde-
pendent self began in ancient Greece, where philosophers viewed the stu"  
of this  world—  trees, tables, and even  people—  as made up of unchanging 
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particles that determined their qualities. A tree was made of tree particles 
that gave it tree qualities, just as each person was made of person particles 
that gave him or her person qualities. 13 As a result of this philosophy, 
 Greeks—  and the Western civilizations that followed in their  wake— 
 believed that to understand an object or a person, you must ! rst break it, 
him, or her down into parts.

From this view eventually emerged the Western fascination with the 
internal and allegedly stable causes of behavior: character, talent, intelli-
gence, cognition, emotions, motivations, brains, frontal lobes, genes, neu-
rotransmitters, molecules, and so on. In Western philosophy and the sciences 
built on it, these parts come together to make the mind a mechanical 
 device—  a switchboard, a set of gears, or a computer. And this machine, in 
turn, powers behavior. 14

Competence is also in the mind. The Socratic method at which Kry-
sia excelled and against which Heejung Kim rebelled is the Western 
teacher’s way of drawing out the student’s  knowledge—  much of which 
presumably already resides inside the student’s head. Education,  Western- 
 style, aims to develop the student’s unique mind and increase her inde-
pendence from the world. The student’s job, in turn, is to develop unique 
ideas and then express them through talking and showing enthusiasm. 15

Alongside this model of the internally steered, autonomous person 
arose an innovation called  democracy—  a form of government that allows 
individuals to govern themselves by making choices in the form of votes. 
Before democracy, leaders of Greek  city-  states spoke for their subjects. 
After democracy, individual citizens could change their worlds merely by 
casting a vote.

Meanwhile, in a hot and dry corner of the Roman Empire, a radical 
preacher was honing a di" erent facet of independence. Named Jesus of 
Nazareth, this teacher not only hewed to the Jewish idea that there is only 
one God, but also taught that this God cared about each and every person, 
even the poor and the meek. Christianity’s New Testament includes many 
tales and parables of God’s relationship with individuals.

A millennium and a half later, a German cleric named Martin Luther 
took this idea to the extreme. In 1517 he nailed his  Ninety-  Five Theses to 
a church door and proclaimed that all people could have a direct and per-
sonal relationship with God without the help of priests or popes. On the 
heels of the Spanish Inquisition and other Catholic movements to roust 
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out dissenters, Luther’s call to do away with the Church hierarchy was 
revolutionary. So was his argument that God has a special purpose for each 
 individual—  a “calling”—which good Protestants should spend their lives 
discovering and perfecting. The sociologist Max Weber called this set of 
ideas the Protestant work ethic and argued that it fueled the growth of capi-
talism in Western Europe and, later, in the United States. 16

Much of Europe continued to get in deep with independence during 
the Age of Reason and the Enlightenment. In 1615, René Descartes fa-
mously declared, “I think, therefore I am,” asserting that his thoughts alone 
had enough authority to prove his existence. John Locke, the  seventeenth- 
 century English philosopher, pushed the authority of the individual one 
step further by contending that individuals come ! rst, and societies emerge 
only when individuals form a social contract to protect each one’s rights.

As the importance of the individual rose in Western religion, politics, 
and philosophy, the authority of monarchs and other leaders receded. In 
its place, equality and individual rights rushed in. By the time Thomas 
Je" erson sat down to write the U. S. Declaration of Independence in 1776, 
the balance of power between kings and subjects had been leveled: “We 
hold these truths to be  self-  evident, that all men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that 
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”

Role and Rank, Yin and Yang
On the other half of the planet, people in the East came up with quite a 
di" erent answer to the big questions, What is a person? What is a good 
person? And what is his relationship to the world and other people? Their 
answers weave together strands from Confucianism, Taoism, and Bud-
dhism, and from more local philosophies like Japan’s Shintoism.

As cultural psychologist Richard Nisbett eloquently discusses in The 
Geography of Thought, these philosophies view the world as constantly chang-
ing and ruled by external forces. 17 Shintoism, for instance, does not spell out 
a rigid ideology. Instead, this oldest of Japan’s philosophies describes how 
people should relate to gods, ancestors, and nature. Its rituals reinforce the 
idea that people are but one part of a far larger, interconnected whole. 
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Indeed, the word jibun, which Japanese people often use to refer to them-
selves, means “my share” or “my portion of the whole.”

All over the East, local practices mingled with the ideas of Confucius, 
who lived in China from 551 to 479 b. c. Confucius held that becoming a 
person begins in the most important social unit, the family, and requires 
 living up to family obligations and responsibilities. “Of myriad virtues, 
! l  ial piety is the ! rst,” he wrote. Getting right with family, in turn, means 
 respecting parents and other older relatives, minimizing their worries, 
bringing them honor, and protecting their reputations. Confucianism also 
intricately de! nes the ranks and roles of people in society, stressing that 
know  ing one’s place takes precedence over expressing in dividuality and 
auton  omy. People are not in this life for their own ad vancement or actu-
alization, but for the advancement of their families and maintenance of the 
social  order.

Just as Greek ideas still animate the Socratic method in the West, Con-
fucianism informs the pedagogical techniques of the East. In the Confucian 
method, the ! rst step is respecting and paying attention to the teacher. 
Then students must memorize the materials the teacher provides. (Ameri-
can parents and teachers often dismiss these techniques as “drill and kill.”) 
Only during the ! nal steps of instruction are students to question the mate-
rial or add their own perspectives. 18

Knowledge thus resides not inside the student’s head, but out in the 
world. And minds, in turn, are not motors that turn and churn. Rather, they 
are natural phenomena like water, or living organisms like plants. Accord-
ing to these metaphors, the  outside—  wind and light, sun and soil, teach-
ers and  texts—  interacts with the inside to develop a person. The self, in 
other words, is interdependent with its environment.

Taoism is another Chinese philosophy that spices the recipe for the 
self in the East. Unlike the many ancient Greek philosophies that viewed 
nature as stable and inherently consistent, Taoism holds that the world is 
constantly in $ ux and replete with contradictions. Rather than destroying 
each other, however, these contradictions require each  other—  just as the 
dark yin and the light yang in the Taoist symbol require and contain a 
drop of each other. Accordingly, understanding people and matter re-
quires looking at their surroundings, rather than peering at the particles 
that make them up. These basic philosophical beliefs are alive and well in 
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the ways people of Eastern heritage look outside of people, not just inside 
of them, to explain behavior.

A ! nal major philosophical force that animates the East is Buddhism, 
which holds that enlightenment comes to people who can transcend the 
illusion of the self as separate and replace it with an understanding of the 
self as completely intertwined with other forces. As the Zen Buddhist 
master Tozan taught, “The blue mountain is the father of the white cloud. 
The white cloud is the son of the blue mountain. . . .  They are quite in-
dependent, and yet dependent.”19

Educate for Everyone’s Future
East and West are likewise both independent from and interdependent with 
each other. But they are growing ever more interdependent as the planet 
shrinks. Although their distinct culture cycles took thousands of years to 
form, they can be brought into better alignment with a few thoughtful 
changes to their institutions, interactions, and I’s.

In the West, people of Asian heritage dominate the  highest-  paying, 
 fastest-  growing industries. And with a solid pipeline of successful Asian 
students feeding the West’s best universities, their ranks are likely to swell. 
What can Westerners do to keep pace with their Eastern brethren?

As Amy Chua learned the hard way, you can’t just import Eastern 
practices wholesale into Western contexts and expect them to work. Yet 
a few injections of interdependence into the institutions, interactions, and 
I’s of the West could help us do a better job of preparing for the multicul-
tural future.

At the level of institutions, the United States needs better standards and 
resources for educators and students. The No Child Left Behind Act, which 
marked the ! rst time in U. S. history that Congress mandated testing at 
set grade  levels (  in the past, states established their own testing  schedules),  
 was a move in the right direction. But its narrow goals (testing only read-
ing, writing, and math), standardized tests (which assess only  low-  level 
skills), and curiously punitive incentives have not only lowered overall stu-
dent performance, but also widened the gaps between social classes and 
races. 20
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A more interdependent approach to national standards would educate 
the whole student with o" erings of science, music, and art. This educa-
tion would prepare students to be  well-  informed contributors to society, 
rather than just able competitors in the game of life. A more interdepen-
dent education system would also devote more time, money, and people 
to raising up the  lowest-  performing schools to a shared standard, rather 
than weeding them out.

Within classrooms and homes, teachers and parents can use more inter-
dependent interactions to help their kids keep up with the Zhangs. Chan-
neling kids’ choices toward jobs that actually exist would go a long way 
toward preparing them for the  twenty-  ! rst century. In the depths of the 
latest recession, 10 percent of Americans were unemployed. Yet more than 
a million jobs in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) went 
un! lled, because the U. S. education system failed to produce enough qual-
i! ed graduates. 21 To put this problem in interdependent terms: American 
schools and students were failing to meet the needs of their nation. Though 
Asian Americans are overrepresented in STEM, they are not numerous 
enough to ! ll in the employment gaps.

The problem, psychologist Judith Harackiewicz ! nds, is that Western 
parents are not helping their children connect the dots between study -
ing STEM now and joining their nation’s workforce later. Instead, high 
school students dream about careers that ! t their teenage preferences, 
rather than pursue careers that both satisfy their desires and meet their 
society’s needs. To ! x this problem, Harackiewicz and her team devised a 
novel intervention. They randomly assigned the parents of  181 teens from 
high schools all over Wisconsin to receive information that linked math 
and science to the teens’ current and future goals. (Parents in a control 
group did not get these materials.) For example, one brochure coached 
parents on how to help their teens see the relevance of math and science 
to video games, cell phone use, and driving.

The remedy was small, comprising only two brochures and a website. 
Yet it had a big impact. Students whose parents received the materials 
took one more semester of math or science than did students whose par-
ents did not get the materials. The information had empowered parents 
to help their children choose a path that would be more di%  cult in the 
short term, but more pro! table in the long term. Although parents didn’t 
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override their children’s choices altogether, as would be acceptable in 
many interdependent contexts, they did direct their children more than is 
customary in independent worlds. 22

Grow Some Grit
Another interdependent practice that would bene! t Western children and 
adults alike is to start treating each other, and ourselves, like the dynamic 
and tough creatures we are. In her bestseller, Mindset, psychologist Carol 
Dweck documents that people who view their minds as constantly grow-
ing (like plants) work harder, learn more, take bigger risks, and cope with 
setbacks better than do people who view their minds as ! xed entities (like 
machines). These two  mind-  sets map onto the di" erent styles of explain-
ing behavior (situational versus dispositional) we discussed in the intro-
duction. People with a growth  mind-  set think that situational causes like 
e" ort and social support drive achievement, while people with a ! xed 
 mind-  set think that dispositional causes like talent and intelligence gener-
ate success. Perhaps not surprisingly, a growth  mind-  set is more popular 
among people of Eastern heritages, while a ! xed  mind-  set is more wide-
spread among people of Western heritages. 23

It only takes a few daily practices to instill either a growth or a ! xed 
 mind-  set. Want your child, spouse, or coworker to view himself as lim-
ited by his permanent attributes? Then praise him for the abilities that 
make him “special,” judge him for failures that reveal allegedly inherent 
$ aws, and eventually lower your standards to protect his faltering  self- 
 esteem. Want your child, spouse, or coworker to grow into his potential? 
Then praise him for his e" ort, help him develop a realistic account of his 
failures, and work with him to meet high standards. 24

Psychologist Angela Duckworth has similar suggestions. In her many 
years as an educator, Duckworth noticed that it wasn’t the kids with the 
high IQs who excelled. It was the kids who could throw themselves 
 whole-  heartedly and  single-  mindedly into a personal mission, and achieve 
it no matter the setbacks. To capture this ability to persevere, she devel-
oped a simple  twelve-  item “Grit Test,” which includes items such as “I am 
a hard worker” and “I have achieved a goal that took years of work.” She 
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and her colleagues then found that grit predicts everything from which 
West Point cadets survive their ! rst year to who wins the National Spell-
ing Bee. 25

Instilling growth  mind-  sets and grit takes more interdependence than 
does ingraining ! xed  mind-  sets and baseless  self-  esteem. You can’t just set 
a high standard and then walk away; you have to establish and maintain a 
strong relationship to nurture the other person’s e" orts. “What Chinese 
parents understand,” writes Chua, “is that nothing is fun until you’re good 
at it. To get good at anything you have to work, and children on their own 
never want to work, which is why it is crucial to override their prefer-
ences.”26 Although taking away choices altogether will not $ y for indepen-
dent selves, helping people identify their weaknesses and work hard to 
improve them should.

Burn the Bamboo Ceiling
While the West is getting in touch with its interdependent side for the 
sake of its own competitive advantage, it should also extend some of that 
interdependence toward the East. In a 2011 study from the Center for 
 Work-  Life Policy,  Asian-  American respondents were the group that felt 
least comfortable “being themselves” at work. Fewer than half reported 
that they had a professional mentor, compared to more than half of Euro-
pean Americans.  Asian-  American respondents also felt that the leadership 
in their organizations failed to recognize their contributions. For these 
and other reasons, Asian Americans hit a “bamboo ceiling” on their way 
up their professional ladders, and are underrepresented in the highest ech-
elons of corporations and governments. 27

To help Easterners break through the bamboo ceiling, Westerners 
should take a chance on Asian leaders. Although their footholds may be 
slipping, people of European heritage still control most of the institutions in 
the West, and thus have more power to change those institutions than do 
people of Asian heritage. Extending a little a%  rmative action and promot-
ing Asians into leadership positions would go a long way toward improv-
ing  Asian employees’ morale, creativity, and productivity. It would also 
allow Asian leaders to deploy their strengths on a larger scale. And because 
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organizations with diversity at the top tend to perform better than organi-
zations with more homogenous leadership, putting Asians in a higher place 
would likely redound to the corporate bottom line. 28

Western organizations should also work harder to accommodate the 
work styles of their members of Eastern descent. Speaking up in a group 
is hard for many people, but as we discussed in chapter 1, it is even harder 
for interdependent selves, who are used to staying quiet so that they can 
better tune in to other people. Talking in groups is also more physically 
taxing for Asian Americans. Studies show that Asian Americans have 
higher levels of cortisol (a stress hormone) when speaking in formal set-
tings than do European Americans. Giving employees the chance to con-
tribute their ideas in writing or in informal settings can let them shine 
without undue stress. 29

Daily interactions between people of Eastern and Western heritages 
could also use a tune-up. Even Asian Americans who were born in the 
United States feel “forever foreign” because they still ! eld questions such 
as “Where are you really from?” Psychologists Sapna Cheryan and Benoît 
Monin captured what happens when European Americans make Asian 
Americans feel as though they aren’t yet members of the club. Clipboard 
in hand, they approached  Asian-  American students on campus and asked, 
“Do you speak English?” They then asked the students to recall as many 
American television shows from the 1980s as possible.

Feeling the need to defend their  American-  ness, these  Asian-  American 
participants spent much more time on the TV task than did  Asian-  American 
respondents who were not asked about their  English-  speaking ability. As 
we will demonstrate in the following chapters, this time spent defending 
one’s self against threats is time not spent on more personally and socially 
bene! cial pursuits. And in the long term, these small assaults on the self can 
undermine people’s performance and motivation, robbing all of us of the 
contributions they could have made. 30

Express Yourself
To $ ourish in Western contexts, the interdependent selves of the East can 
likewise alter their culture cycles to adopt more independent interactions 
and I’s. Back at Lynbrook High School, Gail Davidson is working with 
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teachers, students, and parents to do just that. Many of the school’s  Asian- 
 American students and their parents are holding fast to the only model of 
success they know: an interdependent model in which meeting expecta-
tions is the surest route to happiness. Despite their desire to excel and con-
tribute, they do not know that school in the West has very di" erent rules.

The teachers had already tried a variety of strategies to get students to 
talk more. But you can’t just tell students who grew up not talking sud-
denly to speak up. Sharing opinions requires that you believe you should 
say something, and that you have something to say. Both take cultivation. 
Developing your own voice, Western style, begins with preschool  show- 
 and-  tell and proceeds through a  twelve-  grade cascade of “me-projects.” 
The independent culture cycle propels this process in millions of other 
small ways, many of them invisible.

To reveal the inner workings of this culture cycle, Davidson and her 
sta"  held a series of meetings with teachers, parents, and students to dis-
cuss Western and Eastern cultures’ di" erent ideas about education. They 
invited outside speakers to describe their research on culture and learning. 
They learned that although talking doesn’t necessarily equal thinking, 
students need to be able to express themselves so they can succeed in the 
Western world, including at college and in their careers.

Davidson and her sta"  also developed practices to help students speak 
up in class. Rather than “ cold-  calling,” per the Socratic method, the 
teachers now “ warm-  call” students whom they’ve told ahead of time to 
prepare their ideas for sharing. And to reduce the intimidation that comes 
with thirty pairs of eyes and ears trained on your every move, they also 
convene their students in carefully composed small groups.

Let’s Dare to Be Different and 
Pool Our Strengths

Global warming and the global ! nancial crisis; epidemics and ethnic con  -
$ icts; food shortages and foundering  infrastructure—  the scariest problems 
facing modern humans are not local. Indeed, many of them spring from the 
fact that our world is getting smaller, $ atter, and hotter than ever before. Yet 
when seeking solutions, we often limit ourselves to the wisdom of the vil-
lage genius (or, occasionally, the folly of the village idiot).
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Rather than sticking to the same old knitting and letting our di" er-
ences get the best of us, the time has come for us humans to harness our 
diverse culture cycles for the better. Built into our species’ DNA is our abil-
ity to emulate and perpetuate cultures. Although we tend to favor our own 
people’s ideas, institutions, and ways of interacting, we are clever primates. 
We can also borrow from other people and push our culture cycles in new 
directions.

We can also look backward to ! nd our way forward. The father of 
modern psychology, William James, never made it to Asia, but his exten-
sive travels through the Americas and Europe revealed to him the many 
ways to be a self, as well as the many strengths of those many ways. “The 
whole drift of my education,” he wrote in his most famous work, Princi-
ples of Psychology, “goes to persuade me that the world of our present con-
sciousness is only one out of many worlds of consciousnesses that exist, 
and that those other worlds must contain experiences which have a mean-
ing for our life also.”31

A contemporary take on James’s writings can be found in a mash-up 
of Krysia and Lila’s favorite preschool posters: Let’s dare to be di" erent 
and pool our strengths. In the following chapters, we show how people of 
di" erent genders, races, classes, regions, religions, workplaces, and halves 
of the globe are retreading their culture cycles to do just that.
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CHAPTER 3

Women Are from Earth, 
Men Are from Earth

Gender Cultures

Look out, America! Women are taking over the joint. Women now hold 
more managerial and professional jobs than men,1 and urban women 
under thirty now make more money than their unmarried and child-

less male counterparts. 2 To scale the socioeconomic ladder, the fairer sex is 
using decidedly American ratchets: education and entrepreneurship. Women 
now earn more bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees than men, and as 
many or more professional degrees in most ! elds. 3 On the entrepreneurial 
front, women own or  half-  own 47 percent of all U. S. ! rms. 4

Meanwhile, American men seem to be languishing. The Great Reces-
sion of  2007–  2009 hit men harder than  women—  so much so that bloggers 
dubbed the economic spinout the “he-cession.” As the  male-  dominated 
manufacturing, construction, and ! nance sectors sustained the recession’s 
hardest hits, 5. 4 million men lost their jobs, compared to 2. 1 million women.5

Men now shoulder not only the consequences of the recession, but 
also the blame. “The aggressive,  risk-  seeking behavior that has enabled 
men to entrench their  power—  the cult of  macho—  has now proven de-
structive and unsustainable in a globalized world,” political commentator 
Reihan Salam wrote in Foreign Policy.6 The people of Iceland and Lithu-
ania agree; in the wake of ! nancial collapse, both nations pointedly 
elected women to head their governments.
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The younger members of the XY set are faring poorly, too. In the 
same years that girls made gains across the academic board, boys dropped 
out of high school in record numbers. Girls’ standardized test scores con-
tinued to climb a  right-  sloping curve, but boys’ scores slumped down a 
 left-  leaning luge, widening the gender gap in education. 7

For all their  hard-  won triumphs, women and girls aren’t exactly doing 
a victory dance in the end zone. Women have always su" ered more from 
depression than have men. But now women are getting sicker, younger, 
than ever before, psychologist Stephen Hinshaw documents in The Triple 
Bind. Today,  self-  mutilation, eating disorders, depression, violence, and sui-
cide acutely endanger 25 percent of American teenage girls. 8

Beneath these upticks in su" ering, we detect the clash of independence 
and interdependence. As we will reveal in this chapter, women’s selves, ways, 
and worlds are more interdependent, while men’s selves, ways, and worlds 
are more independent. Now that men and women are sharing spheres to a 
degree not seen since before the industrial revolution, their culture cycles are 
grating against each other.

Take a look at high school girls. During their teenage years, young 
women are expected to hone their “girl skills,” which Hinshaw describes 
as “making people feel comfortable, ! guring out what they need, and then 
giving it them.”9 Yet they are also under increasing pressure to triumph at 
all the traditional “boy stu" ”—namely, excelling at school, sports, and 
extracurricular activities so that they can get into good colleges and secure 
ful! lling careers. This combo puts girls in an impossible situation: they 
must beat out the competition without hurting anyone’s feelings. And they 
must do so while conforming to increasingly narrow notions of  beauty— 
 the third bind that Hinshaw describes. Like the old quip about Ginger 
Rogers, who danced all the same steps as Fred Astaire, but backward and 
in high heels, young women must not only shine at independence, but also 
do so interdependently and while looking e" ortlessly hot.

Among men, the clash of independence and interdependence like-
wise forms the core of much anguish. When the base of wealthy nations’ 
economies moved from manufacturing and construction to service and 
information, labor demands likewise migrated from male to female baili-
wicks. “A  white-  collar economy values raw intellectual horsepower, which 
men and women have in equal amounts,” journalist Hanna Rosin ex-
plains. “It also requires communication skills and social intelligence, areas 
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in which women, according to many studies, have a slight edge.”10 Even 
before they enter the workforce, men begin to lose their footing on the 
socioeconomic ladder when their budding independent selves fail to thrive 
in classrooms dominated by the female form of interdependence. 11 As you 
will see, this way of being interdependent is not identical to the  East-  Asian 
interdependence we discussed in the past chapters. Indeed, throughout this 
book we will show the many shapes that independence and interdepen-
dence may take. At their cores, however, independent folks everywhere 
see their selves as separate from and prior to their relationships, while in-
terdependent selves see their relationships as a fundamental part of who 
they are. 

The integration of men and women is not complete. A few tradition-
ally female  professions—  nursing, teaching, social  work—  remain estrogen 
enclaves, despite the decent salaries they would pay to men willing to 
jump the gender line. Meanwhile, the very highest levels of government, 
corporations, and academia remain testosterone zones. Only 17 percent of 
U. S. representatives and senators are  women—  the lowest proportion of 
any industrialized nation12—and only 3. 6 percent of Fortune 500 CEOs 
are women. 13 Men still dominate physics and engineering, the most lucra-
tive of the sciences. Partly because they are locked out of these elite ranks, 
women still earn only  seventy-  seven cents to a man’s dollar. 14 For women, 
the other side of the glass ceiling remains tantalizingly elusive.

Women are quickly closing the gap, however, and men are slowly 
wending their way into the female fold. For both to succeed in this increas-
ingly mixed-up, muddled-up, shook-up world, each will have to accom-
modate the other’s  self—  namely, men will need to extend an interdependent 
hand, while women will need to wield their independent sides. Mustering 
your better self for the situation is not as hard as it may seem. Using your 
newfound understanding of the culture cycle, you can move institutions, 
interactions, and I’s to help bridge the gender divide. 15

Heterogeneity Is Tough
If asked to list the hotspots of the gender revolution, few people would likely 
mention the symphony orchestra. Yet that is precisely where psychologists 
Jutta Allmendinger and J. Richard Hackman went to explore what happens 
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when women enter  male-  dominated  institutions—  especially elite institu-
tions whose success depends on individuals working well together. 16

The researchers’ laboratories were  seventy-  eight professional sym-
phony orchestras in the United States, the United Kingdom, and former 
East and West Germany. Despite the fantastic talents of their individual 
members, the symphonies soured when they introduced women to the 
mix. As the proportion of women in an orchestra crept up, players’ atti-
tudes, relationships, and performances all slid down. These unhappy pat-
terns held true regardless of the prestige of the orchestra or the place the 
orchestra called home.

Yet a funny thing happened when orchestras hired enough women to 
have a 40- percent-  female ensemble: Both men and women started liking 
their jobs and their colleagues more. They viewed their ! nances as more 
abundant and their positions as more stable. They also thought their play-
ing was more musical.

Why did the addition of a few women hobble entire orchestras? And 
what happened at that 40 percent tipping point to make both men and 
women feel more content?

Some thirty years of research show that orchestras are not alone. No 
matter the organization, industry, or sector, when women make serious 
inroads into organizations, the going gets bumpy. 17 Part of the problem is 
just human hijinks; ours is a conservative species that likes to keep its so-
cial roles clear. In many cultures for the past few millennia, labor was 
divided so that men won the bread and women made the homes. (Yet as 
we reveal later in this chapter, many other cultures more equitably di-
vided labor between the sexes, with surprising e" ects.) Upsetting that 
 well-  worn pattern is stressful for everyone. 

At an economic level, men rightly perceive the entrance of women 
into their workplace as a threat to their earnings. Across industries, the 
rising of the women means the falling of the wage. This is because women 
command lower wages, so their entrance into a ! eld drives down how 
much a given industry pays on average. 18

For the women storming the castle, being the new kid on the block 
is no fun, either. Pioneering women are greeted with less social sup port 
and greater isolation than males. 19 They also face greater pressure to per -
form, partly to defy the stereotype that women are less competent than 
 men—  a stereotype broadcast in cultural artifacts such as Teen Talk Barbie. 
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Push a button on her back, and Barbie ditzily exclaims, “Math class is 
tough!”

Women’s attempts to disprove these stereotypes often back! re, psy-
chologists Michael Inzlicht and Avi  Ben-  Zeev ! nd. These researchers ran-
domly assigned undergraduate women to take a math test in the presence 
of either two men (a triad that is only 33 percent female) or two women (a 
triad that is 100 percent female). They discovered that, like the orchestras 
with less than 40 percent women, the women in the 33- percent-  female 
triads performed worse on the math test than did women in the  100- 
 percent-  female triads. The overwhelming male majority threw the ladies 
o"  their game, as the women were so anxious about con! rming the 
women-can’t-compete stereotype that they choked on the test. 20 Psychol-
ogist Claude Steele calls this fear of con! rming negative beliefs about one’s 
group “stereotype threat.”21 As we will discuss here and in following chap-
ters, when people are distracted by stereotype threats, they cannot dedicate 
100 percent of their brains to actually doing a test. Consequently, their 
performance su" ers, and they ironically wind up validating the stereotype 
they fought so hard to disprove.

Once the proportion of women in an organization reaches a critical 
mass, however, things turn around not only for them, but also for the or-
ganization as a whole. For instance, psychologists Anita Woolley, Thomas 
Malone, and their colleagues demonstrated that the more women a group 
has, the better it performs on a wide variety of  tasks—  an ability the re-
searchers call collective intelligence. 22 In their laboratory experiments, groups 
with more women crafted better solutions to an architectural design prob-
lem, scored more points against a computerized checkers opponent, and 
more deftly performed other feats of reasoning, negotiation, and creativity.

Organizations may already be taking women’s collective intelligence 
to the bank. Economist Judith Hellerstein and her colleagues ! nd that, 
among manufacturing plants with considerable market power (that is, 
they are in$ uential enough to a" ect the price of products), the more 
women in the workforce, the more pro! table the plant. 23 Sociologist Ce-
dric Herring likewise ! nds that the more  gender-  balanced an organiza-
tion, the greater its sales revenues, customer base, and pro! ts. 24

Fewer studies examine what happens when men in! ltrate tradition-
ally female ! elds, largely because men so rarely defy the gender divide. 
Yet as we will discuss, some studies suggest that women get their revenge 
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by discriminating against men. Males in female places also face a peculiar 
challenge that sociologist Christine Williams calls the glass escalator. 
Even if these men want to stay on the front line, they get “kicked up-
stairs” into  higher-  paying,  higher-  status, traditionally male positions. 25

In addition to these organizational obstacles to achieving gender bal-
ance, we see a deeper psychological one: the selves of women and men are 
slightly, but signi! cantly, di" erent. In the next few sections, we explore 
what these psychological di" erences are, where they came from, why they 
collide, and how to commingle them more peacefully.

The Straight Dope on Difference
For the past millennium or so, a popular pastime has been to list the many 
ways that men and women are not the same. Favorite entries are that women 
are less intelligent, less mathematical, less logical, less assertive, less rational, 
more Venusian than men; while men are less caring, less verbal, less emo-
tional, less gentle, less intuitive, more Martian than women. Often built 
into this game is the assumption that these di" erences are innate,  hard- 
 wired, essential, biological.

In the past few years, spoilsports have tried to ruin the game by ar-
guing that these alleged gender di" erences are just stereotypes. Gender 
 di" erences, they say, are only social constructions, mere ! gments of the 
collective imagination. People can choose whether to believe them or not.

Both groups are quite wrong, yet also a little right. Women and men 
are indeed biologically di" erent, but not as di" erent as the stereotypes 
about them suggest. And those stereotypes are not wimpy will o’ the 
wisps that we can brush away or summon on a whim. Instead, stereotypes 
are  human-  made products that help drive the culture cycle. Over time, 
as they insinuate themselves in the I’s, interactions, institutions, and big 
ideas of culture cycles, stereotypes exert tremendous force in shaping the 
lives of men and women.

True, men are bigger and stronger than women, and only women can 
gestate and nurse o" spring. These biological di" erences may give rise to a 
few psychological ones. But not many, ! nds psychologist Janet Shibley 
Hyde. 26 To survey the dizzying pile of research on sex di" erences, Hyde 
reviewed all the existing  meta-  analyses on the topic. (A  meta-  analysis is a 
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powerful statistical test that combines the ! ndings of many studies so that 
researchers can tease out which e" ects are “really real” and which are $ ukey 
 one-  o" s.) She found only two psychological features with very large gender 
di" erences: motor performance and sexuality. In particular, men can throw 
faster and farther, and have stronger grips. They also masturbate more and 
feel better about casual sex.

Not exactly  earth-  shattering results.
Of the remaining gender di" erences, 78 percent were small or close 

to zero.
Only 21 percent fell in the range of moderate to large di" erences. In 

that 21 percent, we see two characteristics that re$ ect di" erences in no-
tions of the self. No matter the measure or context, men are more aggres-
sive, and in a way that re$ ects a more independent self. 27 In contrast, 
women are more agreeable (more trusting and more “ tender-  minded”), a 
quality more indicative of the interdependent self.

The remaining midsize e" ects point to the  oft-  reported ! nding that 
females have greater verbal prowess while males rule the  visual-  spatial 
roost. But as we shall see later, many of these so-called ability di" erences 
vanish when testers dispel stereotypes by reassuring women that they are 
not, in fact, born idiots, and men that they are not, in fact, callous brutes.

Hyde’s study did not consider gender di" erences in independence and 
interdependence, because  meta-  analyses on gender and self do not yet ex-
ist. Yet a growing body of research suggests that women more often de-
ploy an interdependent  self—  that is, their relational, similar, adjusted, 
rooted, and ranked side. Meanwhile, men more frequently front an inde-
pendent  self—  that is, an individual, unique, in$ uencing, free, and equal 
(yet great!) I.

In one of the largest  cross-  cultural studies of the selves of men and 
women, for example, Australian psychologist Yoshihisa Kashima and his 
team found that undergraduate women in Australia, the United States, 
Japan, and Korea scored higher than men on “relatedness,” a construct 
that re$ ects ideas such as “I feel like doing something for people in trouble 
because I can almost feel their pain.”28

To zoom in on this relational aspect of interdependence, psychologist 
Susan Cross created the Relational Interdependent  Self-  Construal (RISC) 
scale. Closer to the notion of interdependence than many existing scales, 
the RISC asks respondents how much they agree with items such as 
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“When I think of myself, I often think of my close friends or family also” 
and “My close relationships are an important re$ ection of who I am.” 
Subsequent studies ! nd that women score higher on this scale than men. 29

Meanwhile, men score higher on measures of independence. And when 
they describe themselves, they list more unique, internal abilities (e. g., “I 
am smart”), preferences (“I like basketball”), and traits (“I am tall”) than do 
women, who list more roles and relationships. 30

Of course, like all people, men are inherently social animals. The proj-
ect of crafting an independent self requires other people to individuate 
from, to compare with, and to in$ uence. In addition, individuals must band 
together to create the interactions, institutions, and ideas that sustain and 
stem from independence. You can’t be a  self—  even an independent  self— 
 by yourself.

Miss Understood
For women, thinking, feeling, and acting reverberate with connections to 
other people. Recall the Woolley and Malone team’s ! nding that the more 
women a group has, the higher the group’s collective intelligence. Suspect-
ing that what drives collective intelligence is social sensitivity, the research-
ers gave participants the “Reading the Mind in the Eyes” test. For this test, 
participants view photographs of the eye regions of di" erent actors. They 
then choose which of four words best describes what the person in the pho-
tograph is thinking or feeling. Developed by psychologist Simon  Baron- 
 Cohen—  who is, incidentally, a cousin of comedian Sacha  Baron-  Cohen, of 
Borat  infamy—  this test reliably distinguishes between people who have au-
tism (and thus are often not very socially sensitive) and people who do not. 
Malone’s team found not only that women scored higher on this test, but 
also that women’s greater social sensitivity was the reason the  female-  ful 
groups performed better than the  lady-  lean ones. In other words, social 
sensitivity was what made the groups with more women smarter.

These ! ndings are only the latest in a long line of studies showing that 
women more accurately read other people’s thoughts and feelings. 31 In sev-
eral classic demonstrations, for example, psychologist William Ickes and 
his colleagues paired strangers (in either  same-   or  mixed-  sex dyads) for ! ve 
minutes of interaction, which researchers surreptitiously videotaped. After 
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the ! ve minutes, the pairs split up so that each participant could watch a 
video of the conversation. While the tape rolled, participants wrote down 
what they were thinking and feeling, moment by moment, and their guesses 
about what their partners were thinking and feeling. The researchers found 
that the women, compared with the men, more accurately described their 
partners’ thoughts and emotions during the videotaping. This  mind-  reading 
ability took e" ort; women sat closer to their partners and looked at them 
more than did men. Women also smiled and gestured more. 32

Memory follows attention. So perhaps not surprisingly, study after 
study ! nds that women have better memories for the names, faces, hair, and 
clothes of both strangers and friends. 33 Within marriages, wives have more 
vivid memories of important moments in their relationships than do their 
husbands. 34

Women’s interest in other people is not merely academic. Their hearts 
and health rise and fall with those of close others. When women’s friends 
or relatives are hurting, women’s own well-being takes more of a hit than 
does men’s. Likewise, divorce and other kinds of relational strife take a 
bigger bite out of women’s psyches and bodies than men’s, while marriage 
and new friendships give women a bigger boost. 35 To untangle the kinks 
in their social networks, women apologize more often than men. 36 And 
when women face threats, their ! rst instinct is not to ! ght or $ ee, as has 
been the mantra of the  mostly male scientists who study con$ ict. Instead, 
psychologist Shelley Taylor ! nds, it is to “tend and befriend”—that is, to 
seek out alliances and launch a coordinated front. 37

Because of women’s greater interdependence, if you want to know 
how a woman is doing, you must look at both the height of her  self- 
 esteem and the state of her relationships. The smoother her social world, 
the better her physical and mental health. But if you want to predict a 
man’s  well-  being, you need look no further than his  self-  esteem—  a mea-
sure on which men routinely register higher levels than do women. 38

When women ascend to the top of the corporate ladder, they don’t 
leave their interdependence behind. Instead, they adopt a more participa-
tive, democratic, “transformational” style, as psychologist Alice Eagly calls 
it. People with this leadership style communicate values, consider new 
views, and attend to the individual needs of their reports. In contrast, men 
more often employ a more  command-  and-  control, “transactional” man-
ner, with which they focus on rewarding successes and punishing mistakes. 
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Eagly and her colleagues’ research also suggests that transformational lead-
ers are more e" ective than transactional ones, inspiring extra e" ort from 
their subordinates, eliciting better reviews of their leadership, and driving 
better results from their teams. 39

Fighting for Independence
Men, of course, are not robots, staring at their navels and contemplating 
the awesomeness of their solitary selves. Instead, while the gals are smil-
ing and gesturing and reading other people’s minds, the guys are $ exing 
and separating and sizing other people up. In other words, they are track-
ing and broadcasting cues about their independent selves.

The most obvious way that men individuate and in$ uence others is 
through aggression. Across cultures, situations, settings, eras, ages, mea-
sures, and $ avors (physical or verbal, direct or indirect), men are the more 
aggro half of the species. Their belligerent advantage emerges early, with 
more  rough-  and-  tumble play starting at age two, and more verbal aggres-
sion, such as insults, curses, and taunting, quickly following. (Some theo-
rists have argued that girls are meaner and in$ ict more indirect aggression, 
but research has not held up this claim.) Men’s violent tendencies reach 
their zenith between the ages of eighteen and thirty, as a quick survey of 
your local prison, hockey rink, or civil war will attest. Even when men 
mellow out at midlife and old age, they never lose their edge over women 
in the aggression department, and continue to clock higher rates of homi-
cide and other violent crimes until their dotage, when they are more 
likely than women to commit suicide. 40

Male humans are not alone in their penchant for pugnacity. In most 
mammalian species, the males are the scrappier half. This is because  baby- 
 making males are a dime a dozen, while fecund females are fewer and 
farther between. To have a shot at reproduction, males must often physi-
cally compete for access to females. Their size and strength assist them in 
this enterprise.

Unlike other mammals, however, human males have also evolved psy-
chological selves that plan for the future, re$ ect upon the past, and observe 
social mores in the present. To do violence in the ways that evolution re-
quires calls for a more independent self that can suspend empathy and value 
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one’s own interests over those of others. 41 Laboratory experiments con! rm 
that when men are induced to think of themselves as even more indepen-
dent than usual, they express even more dominance over other groups. 42 
Inside and outside the lab, both experiments and observational studies 
show that the higher a man’s  self-  esteem, the easier he can be roused to 
violence. Previously thought to su" er from low  self-  regard, bullies actually 
log the highest levels of  self-  esteem. Mess with the bully, though, and you 
get the horns, psychologist Roy Baumeister ! nds. Bullies (whose ranks 
include more men) most readily react to assaults on their egos. 43

Every bit as angry as men,44 women, too, have their witchy ways. 
Backbiting,  rumor-  mongering, and ostracizing are the favored weapons 
of the  she-  set. Women also throw their fair share of punches in close re-
lationships. 45 Yet when it comes to absolute levels of bare! sted bandying, 
men are far more likely than women to put their bodies on the line.

Men are also more likely to sign up for subtler forms of risk. 46 Teenage 
boys’  risk-  taking in drinking, driving, and sex is the stu"  of insurance 
company pro! t margins. Many boys who survive their adolescence later 
capitalize on their  risk-  seeking ways by making bank in high risk,  high- 
 pay-  o"  professions such as investing or trading. What risk giveth, however, 
risk can also taketh away, economists Brad M. Barber and Terrance Odean 
! nd. Examining six years’ worth of data for some  thirty-  ! ve thousand 
households, the researchers discovered that men built riskier stock portfo-
lios than did women. Men’s overcon! dence in their trading abilities also 
led them to trade equities 45 percent more often than women. The market 
rewarded men’s  risk-  seeking and overcon! dence with returns that were 
0. 93 percentage points less than women’s. 47

Having constructed their independence through aggression and  risk- 
 taking, American men then add their own special twist:  self-  serving bi-
ases. Compared with people in  East-  Asian cultures, Americans more 
often pull the psychic tricks that make their selves seem better, including 
the  self-  serving attribution bias (congratulating yourself for your successes 
but blaming situations for your failures) and the false uniqueness bias 
(viewing yourself as better than most others). 48 American men, moreover, 
outdo American women when it comes to seeing themselves as legends in 
their own eyes. Starting in childhood, boys boast about their abilities more 
than girls do. 49 In high school, boys systematically rate their math chops 
higher than do girls with the same  grades—  a tendency that fully explains 
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why more boys than girls take calculus. 50 In adulthood, women outgrow 
their  self-  serving biases, while men maintain their  self-  kvelling across the 
lifespan. 51

From Cradle to Gender
Around the world,  high-  status groups are perceived as more  agentic—  that 
is, more assertive, independent, and  masculine—  while  low-  status groups 
are perceived as more  communal—  that is, more relational, interdependent, 
and feminine. 52 Coincidence? We think not. Instead, we see that the di" er-
ent selves of women and men both re$ ect and support the culture cycles of 
worlds where men have historically enjoyed higher status than women. In 
other words, a big reason women more often employ interdependence is 
because that is what many  lower-  status people  do—  namely, support the 
 higher-  status people. And a big reason men more often employ indepen-
dence is because that is what many  higher-  status people  do—  namely, con-
trol the  lower-  status people, and earn a higher wage for doing so (stay tuned 
for more on status and class in our next chapter).

Yet the higher status and independence of men are not biological 
birthrights. Nor are the lower status and interdependence of women ge-
netic inevitabilities. If you thought that gender di" erences in selves and 
statuses arose mostly from biology, you could be forgiven. For the past 
several hundred years, scientists and philosophers have busied themselves 
with locating the sources of gender di" erences inside the body. As each 
purported site of sex di" erences disappeared under closer scienti! c scru-
tiny, another cropped up to replace it, not unlike a game of anatomical 
Whack-a-Mole.

This hunt for the biological sources of gender di" erences continues 
unabated, recounts psychologist Cordelia Fine in her incisive and witty 
work Delusions of Gender. 53 Replacing the tape measures and scales of yore 
is a cast of new technologies: functional magnetic resonance imaging, 
hormonal assays, genetic sequencing, and other shiny tools. For all the big 
guns of modern biotech, however, many of the “harder” sciences still suf-
fer from wildly biased inferences. The result, Fine argues, is not a new and 
improved neuroscience of sex di" erences; instead, it’s that old canard of 
“neurosexism” dressed up in the emperor’s new machines.
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Meanwhile, the “softer” social sciences have amassed their own arse-
nal of explanations for why Jane is relational and Dick is sometimes so aptly 
named. Rather than coursing through the veins, leaping across the syn-
apses, or lighting up the cerebral lobes of men and women, the causes re-
side in the products and practices of men’s and women’s daily lives. In 
other words, they’re cultural. These everyday interactions not only convey 
the good and right way to be a man or a woman, but also become  self- 
 ful! lling prophecies, at once prescribing and describing the sex di" erences 
we see in the world.

Parents’ di" erent expectations for boys and girls emerge even before 
their children are born. Talking with mothers-to-be in their last trimes-
ter, sociologist Barbara Rothman noted that women who knew they were 
having sons described their fetus’s movements as “vigorous” and “strong,” 
while the mothers who were having daughters defended the jabs of their 
unborn daughters as “not violent, not excessively energetic, and not ter-
ribly active.” Mothers who did not know the sex of their fetuses, in con-
trast, described the rumblings in their uteruses in similar ways, regardless 
of the sex of the baby they eventually had. 54

When newborns greet the outside world, adults are standing by to 
shape the infants’ selves in gendered ways. In their classic study, psycholo-
gists (and spouses) John and Sandra Condry asked college students to 
watch a video of a  nine-  month-  old infant. Half the participants learned 
that the baby was a boy named “David”; the other half learned that the 
same baby was a girl named “Dana.” In the video, David/ Dana startles, 
cries, and then screams in response to the repeated eruptions of a jack-
in- the-  box. Undergrads who thought they were watching a boy named 
“David” viewed him as angrier, more active, and less fearful than did the 
undergrads who thought they were watching a girl named “Dana.”55

In a follow-up experiment, the Condrys found that female high 
school students responded more quickly to a crying  sixteen-  week-  old 
baby named “Andrea” than they did to the exact same baby when it was 
named  “Jonathan.” (Male high school students were equally slow in re-
sponding to the allegedly male and female infants, a point we shall return 
to later.)56 On  the blank slate of these experimental babies, adults were 
already projecting their belief that boys are more independent and girls 
are more relational.

Real mothers give their real daughters the interdependence treatment 
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as well. They talk with their daughters more than they do with their sons, 
even though male infants are just as receptive to speech as female infants.57 
Mothers also discuss emotions with their daughters more than they do 
with their sons. 58

The toys that adults put in children’s hands likewise send a message 
about where those children belong and how they should behave. Dolls, 
kitchen appliances, and other “toys of the home” populate girls’ playtime, 
while vehicles, machines, and other “toys of the world” rove through 
boys’ recreational spaces. 59 Parents then reinforce which toys are gender 
 appropriate—  especially to boys, who get considerably more $ ack for $ out-
ing the gender rules. 60

Media add a tailwind to the teaching of gender. A popular refrain 
among today’s  egalitarian-  minded parents is “We didn’t raise our daughter 
(son) to be a pink princess (bombastic brute). She (he) must have been just 
born a priss (hellion)!” The heartbreaking reality, of course, is that parents 
are only one part of the culture cycle. As journalist Peggy Orenstein re-
counts in Cinderella Ate My Daughter, media shout loud directions about 
the “right” way to be a boy or a girl. 61 Ever notice that all Dr. Seuss’s main 
characters are male? Most children’s books, television shows, and movies 
feature male lead characters. Video games also overwhelmingly spotlight 
boys or men saving the world from mayhem. Even advertisements target-
ing children depict boys as more knowledgeable, active, and e" ective than 
girls. Meanwhile, in these same media, most portrayals of girls and women 
are either in traditional nurturing roles or as sex objects. These represen-
tations of women reinforce the idea that their value lies not in the content 
of their psyches, but in the contours of their $ esh and in the care they give 
to other people. 62 Note that this is not just the stu"  of 1950s  sit  coms; most 
of this research was conducted in the past ten years.

Separate and Unequal
For the past few centuries, Western boys and girls rolled along these parallel 
tracks relatively peaceably, cultivating and reinforcing their complementary 
selves. Upon arrival at adulthood, women took their interdependence to the 
domestic sphere (or, if they worked, into teaching, nursing, or “ pink-  collar” 
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professions), while men unleashed their independence in the working world. 
But after several major wars, social movements, and other cultural jolts, 
women are in! ltrating the independent spheres of men and, to a lesser ex-
tent, men are wandering into women’s worlds. In these places, both genders 
stumble into culture cycles that do not foster or re$ ect their selves.

In college, for example, many women ! nd the ! elds of science, tech-
nology, engineering, and math (STEM) decidedly unwelcoming. Women 
thus feel discouraged from entering STEM ! elds, which o" er some of the 
most stable and lucrative jobs in the new economy. Part of the problem is 
that STEM is represented as an independent  undertaking—  the province 
of Lone Rangers and cutthroat geniuses who can abstract theories from 
applications and separate signals from noise. Because women thrive on 
social connection, default to cooperation, and are rumored (though not 
proven) to think more practically than abstractly, women and STEM 
seem to be bad cultural “! ts.”

Women also allegedly lack the knack for STEM. As we mentioned at 
the opening of this chapter, one of the larger and more consistent ! ndings 
in the long tradition of sex di" erences research is that women excel at 
verbal tasks while men excel at spatial ones. Yet in the past decade, a host 
of studies has shown that women perform just as well as men, and often 
better, when testers take the time to dispel the stereotype that women 
have little talent for STEM. For instance, when the test directions on the 
math portion of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) state that the 
test has never detected a gender di" erence, women actually outscore men. 
But women falter in a condition that arouses stereotype threat by com-
municating (like many standardized tests) that the GRE is designed to 
discern why some people are better at math than others. 63 

Even when thoughtful educators cleanse the air of threatening stereo-
types, the artifacts of everyday life convey the message that women simply 
do not belong in STEM. For instance, in an attempt to understand why 
so few women enter computer  science—  a ! eld that started out as “wom-
en’s work”—psychologist Sapna Cheryan and her colleagues took a look 
at the typical computer science lab. Suspecting that the junk food wrap-
pers, disemboweled electronics, Star Trek posters, and technical magazines 
made a poor welcoming committee for potential female recruits, the re-
searchers created an alternative lab environment, one with healthy snacks, 
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co" ee mugs, art posters, and  general-  interest magazines. They found that 
female undergraduates who were randomly assigned to complete a career 
development survey in the alternative lab expressed more interest in com-
puter science than did the women who completed the study in a “geek 
lab” out! tted with the typical computer science detritus. Indeed, women 
in the alternative lab were just as interested in computer science as were 
men in both the alternative and geek labs. 64

STEM is not the only realm whose artifacts put women o" . En    trepre-
neurship’s alleged requirements likewise seem inconsistent with women’s 
more interdependent selves. Popular culture overwhelmingly portrays 
entrepreneurs as aggressive,  risk-  taking, and  self-  promoting men. Yet the 
evidence that these stereotypically masculine qualities are actually neces-
sary for the successful pursuit of entrepreneurship is lacking. Indeed, gen-
erous and  self-  e" acing billionaires such as eBay’s Je"  Skoll and Zappos’s 
Tony Hsieh are walking rebukes to the entrepreneur-as-asshole model.

Few women know this, however, says business professor Vishal K. 
Gupta. So when he and his colleagues randomly assigned female business 
majors to read an article about entrepreneurship that did not mention 
gender, these young women showed little interest in starting their own 
businesses. But when they read an article explicitly arguing that entre-
preneurial success requires features that transcend gender (such as being 
 creative,  well-  informed, and generous), the women’s entrepreneurial am-
bitions rose. 65

Women aspiring to leadership positions likewise stumble into in-
dependent culture cycles that con$ ict with their interdependent selves. 
Employers too often fail to promote women into positions of power be-
cause the latter are thought not to be assertive, competitive, or con! dent 
enough.66

Despite these obstacles, some women do reach the top of the corpo-
rate ladder. Once there, however, many crash into a subtler, yet stronger 
glass ceiling, one made of the fact that the very behaviors that get men 
ahead get women hated. One unsavory manifestation of this hostility is 
sexual harassment. Fans of the television show Mad Men know: it’s not the 
o%  ce sweetheart, secretary Joan Harris, who get the most vicious gropes 
and overtures; it’s the o%  ce upstart, copywriter Peggy Olson. Psycholo-
gist Jennifer Berdahl ! nds the same pattern in the real world. Men harass 
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women who describe themselves as assertive, dominant, and independent 
more than they harass women who describe themselves as warm, modest, 
and deferent. They also harass women in traditionally male occupations 
more than they harass women in traditionally female occupations. 67

Words Are for Birds
Although the situation is changing, men still have more status and re-
sources than do women in most realms, and so men have more power to 
create and maintain a culture’s interactions and institutions. Yet the culture 
cycle spins both ways. When women have more status in a domain, they, 
too, sometimes create worlds that are hostile to the masculine half of 
the species. The most pronounced example of this is the classroom, where 
the mismatches between female teachers’ expectations and male students’ 
proclivities leave many boys feeling frustrated, bewildered, and, ultimately, 
not in it to win it.

Over the past twenty years, the teaching profession has become more 
feminized than ever, recounts Peg Tyre in her 2008 bestseller, The Trouble 
with Boys. 68 The percentage of male teachers in elementary schools has 
fallen from 18 percent in 1981 to 9 percent today. In secondary schools, 
men now comprise only 35 percent of teachers. This spells not only a lack 
of male role models, but also a dearth of male voices weighing in on the 
best ways to meet the needs of boys.

With an overwhelming female workforce, schools are becoming in-
creasingly di%  cult places for men to get jobs. Just as men in STEM and 
business view women’s interdependence as incongruent with the demands 
of the workplace, women see men’s independence as inconsistent with 
teaching. For instance, in one small experiment Tyre recounts, a mostly 
female hiring committee evaluated the written interview responses of 
several male teaching candidates. The committee found the responses to 
be too confrontational and not su%  ciently collaborative, and so did not 
recommend the candidates for a second round of interviews. Little did the 
committee members realize that they were evaluating their own district’s 
most talented and beloved male teachers.

Not only the personnel, but also the practices and paraphernalia of 
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today’s classrooms disadvantage boys. In part to make girls feel less in-
timidated, teachers have cracked down on the random acts of exuberance 
that typify young boys’ behavior. At the same time, the no-fun edicts of 
No Child Left Behind have whittled recess, hands-on learning, and free 
play down to a few minutes per day. With no way to work o"  their excess 
energy, boys now have a harder time paying attention to an increasingly 
rigid and narrow curriculum.

Reading is no respite. Because girls are ready for language earlier, 
boys quickly get the message that reading is a girl thing. Female teachers 
do not help matters when they discourage boys from reading the goofy, 
 action-  packed, and sometimes violent comic books and magazines to 
which they are drawn. As Tyre relates, “It’s an awkward moment when a 
teacher suggests Little House in the Big Woods, by Laura Ingalls Wilder, and 
her little male student opts instead for The Day My Butt Went Psycho.”69

As boys $ ounder ! rst in reading, and then in writing and other sub-
jects, adults more frequently pathologize them than they do girls. Teach-
ers hold back twice as many boys as girls, and doctors give diagnoses of 
attention and learning disorders to boys four times as often as they do to 
girls. Boys are less likely to recover from these early slips on the educa-
tion ladder, so elementary school setbacks ripple throughout their educa-
tional careers. This is bad not only for males, but also for the females 
who would marry them a few years down the road, legal scholar Richard 
Banks and journalist Kate Bolick portend. For want of suitably edu-
cated and employed husbands, more women are forgoing marriage alto-
gether. 70

Very little of this gender strati! cation is intended. Study after study 
shows that, when asked, most men and women say they like each other 
and consider themselves equals. But implicit measures and subtle behav-
iors tell a di" erent story: $ ying under the radar of conscious awareness, 
American men and women believe they are di" erent and unequal. And 
these unconscious beliefs drive our outward behaviors, thereby turning 
the handle of the culture cycle. 71

Although ancient and sneaky, these beliefs are neither natural nor 
inevitable. Indeed, as we shall see next, they are not even universal. Con-
trary to the bad rap that many developing cultures get, many of them 
harbor fewer gender di" erences than their wealthier neighbors.
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Hoes in Different Area Codes
Back in the day, our ancestors realized they got to eat more often if they 
grew their own food, rather than hunting or gathering it. They also dis-
covered that there’s more than one way to sow a cereal. People who lived 
in places with rocky, sloped, or shallow soils tended to use hoes and dig-
ging sticks, while people who lived in places with smooth, $ at, and deep 
soils tended to use ploughs drawn by livestock.

Which tool did your ancestors use? We’ll give you a hint: if you have a 
favorite maize, millet, or cassava dish and you think that women have just as 
much right to work as men, your ancestors probably farmed with a hoe or 
stick. But if you hanker for one of your mother’s wheat, barley, or rice spe-
cialties and/ or you’re not totally jazzed about women working outside the 
home, chances are your people walked behind a plough. That’s because your 
forebears’ choice of farm implement ultimately shaped not only which 
grains they grew and ate, but also whether your mother and sisters work 
outside the home today. And because people are not rational creatures, but 
rationalizing ones, your attitudes toward gender equality both stem from 
and sustain how your people have been dividing labor through the ages.

It all comes down to strength, economist Alberto Alesina and his col-
leagues argue. 72 Ploughs are heavy and unwieldy, as are the animals that 
pull them. So cultures that adopted the plough delegated the work of the 
! eld to men and the work of the home to women. Alesina’s team shows 
that this pattern persists to this day: even in areas where no one has farmed 
for  generations—  say, much of Europe and the Middle  East—  the progeny 
of ploughmen tend to send fewer women into the workforce. Mirroring 
and remaking this division of labor, both men and women in these re-
gions agree more with statements such as “On the whole, men make bet-
ter political leaders than women do” and “When jobs are scarce, men 
should have more right to a job than women.”

Hoes and digging sticks, on the other hand, are su%  ciently lightweight 
and maneuverable that a woman can use them. Hoes also cannot break free 
and trample a small child. So cultures that stuck with sticks and hoes sent 
the entire family to the ! eld. Thousands of years later, these  regions—  sub- 
 Saharan Africa, parts of Central and South America, Central Asia, and 
 Siberia—  still support greater gender equality in both word and deed.
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So accidents of agriculture planted the seed, so to speak, for more or 
less gendered ways of working and, ultimately, larger or smaller di" er-
ences between the selves of men and women. Over time, other institu-
tions then joined the culture cycle to reinforce patterns of greater or lesser 
inequality, including laws that forbade women from working outside the 
home, going to school, owning property, or voting. Once again, these 
institutions seldom resulted from people scheming in  single-  sex cabals 
about how to make life miserable for the other half of humanity. Instead, 
they usually arose from shifts in culture cycles that set histories, and psy-
chologies, on a di" erent course.

Independent Women
Make no mistake: men are biologically stronger than women, and women 
are biologically better at having babies than men. These di" erences mat-
tered a lot when economies relied on physical strength and when infant 
mortality was high. But economics and epidemiology have changed. Now 
what counts isn’t muscles and skeletons, or wombs and breasts. It’s brains. 
And as women’s success in academics and business attests, they have brains 
aplenty.

To meet the challenges of the  twenty-  ! rst century, communities must 
harness the talents of all their people, including women. This will require 
changes at every level of the culture  cycle—  its institutions, interactions, indi-
vidual I’s, and, eventually, its big ideas. At the institutional level, men still 
hold disproportionate sway; so the onus is on them to alter their culture cycles 
to accommodate the selves of women. The prescription is straightforward: 
get in touch with the better side of chivalry, open the door, and let the women 
in. Research suggests that the best tool for getting and keeping women in 
the workplace is a%  rmative action. 73 In their systematic evaluation of 
 diversity programs, sociologist Alexandra Kalev and her colleagues com-
pared the  diversity-  promotion practices of 708 randomly selected  medium- 
 size U. S. companies. They found that diversity training and mentoring 
programs did little to increase the number of women (and minorities) in these 
workplaces over a  thirty-  one-  year period. In fact, diversity training programs 
seemed to slow the tide of integration, perhaps because they inspired backlash 
against the very people they were designed to help. In contrast, organizations 
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that made a human being or committee responsible for setting and monitor-
ing diversity goals retained more women.

To keep women on their rosters, organizations must also adjust the 
interactions in their culture cycles. As Cheryan’s research shows, a little 
mindfulness goes a long way. Thinking twice about which posters to put 
on the walls, which knickknacks to display on the shelves, and which 
snacks to stock in the break room helps make spaces that are more wel-
coming to women. It goes without saying that  zero-  tolerance sexual ha-
rassment policies are de rigueur for a  female-  friendly culture. Adjusting 
work expectations to accommodate the fact that women still provide the 
overwhelming majority of child and kin care in the United States would 
also help keep women happy and productive at work.

An even better intervention would be for men to become domestic gods 
in their own right. At every level of income, women do more housekeeping 
than do men. But a chilling thing happens when women make more money 
than their spouses: the women start putting in even more hours at home. 
Sociologists explain that women are trying to make up for violating the 
 man-  brings-  home-  the-  bacon norm by zealously following the  woman- 
 fries-it-up norm. We humbly submit that this isn’t fair. If women are going 
to pull more weight in the public sphere, men should pick up more slack at 
home. 74

Although the bulk of the responsibility for achieving gender equality 
should not fall to the less powerful half of the population, women can 
adopt a few tricks of independence to help steer their culture cycles in a 
more equitable direction. As both Hinshaw and Fine document, women 
must already master many aspects of independence and interdependence 
to succeed academically and professionally, which results in bewildering 
paradoxes and exhausting double binds.

The part of independence that women do not su%  ciently exercise, 
however, is asserting their needs. As the title of their book Women Don’t 
Ask suggests, economists Linda Babcock and Sara Laschever ! nd that 
women initiate negotiations 25 percent as often as do men. When women 
do knock on the door for more, they typically ask for and get less than do 
 men—  about 30 percent less, in fact. So the gender gaps in starting sala-
ries, raises, and ranks are not just because men discriminate. They’re also 
because women underestimate, and then poorly negotiate. 75

Women’s wariness at the negotiation table is not unfounded. In 
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experimental settings, public policy professor Hannah Riley Bowles and 
colleagues show that men perceive women who ask for higher pay as less 
nice and more demanding than women who accept salary o" ers as is. 76 
There is a social cost to asking. But women can walk the line between the 
independence they are seeking and the interdependence others are ex-
pecting by framing their requests in terms of what’s best for the organiza-
tion. This tactic communicates that although the woman intends to get 
ahead, she also cares about her relationships at work.

Another bargaining tactic that is useful for women is imagining they 
are negotiating on someone else’s behalf. When the haggling gets hairy, 
women who recruit their interdependence for independent ends persist 
longer than women who rely solely on their independent drives. 77

A ! nal act of independence that individual women can use to smooth 
their entry into independent domains is to ! ght the hype.  Ben-  Zeev arms 
college students with potent antidotes on the ! rst day of class: “I tell 
them, you cannot say, ‘I’m bad at math,’ in my class. You can say, ‘I have 
had bad experiences in math.’ ” Otherwise,  Ben-  Zeev  half-  jokes, “I will 
kick you out of my class and give you an F.”78

The New  New-  Age Men
Just as men need to help pave the way for women to enter traditionally 
independent domains, so, too, must women support the boys and men 
who would dwell in their realms. This meeting in the middle should start 
in nursery school, where boys’ ways are increasingly clashing with  girl- 
 friendlier products and practices. Giving boys more time and room for 
 rough-  and-  tumble play and hands-on experimentation helps take some of 
the wild out of the Y chromosome. 

When it comes time to hit the books, Tyre recommends o" ering stories 
with a little less conversation and a lot more action. Putting male volunteers 
in front of the classroom can also help boys understand that school isn’t just 
for girls.

What isn’t necessary, argues psychologist Diana Halpern and colleagues, 
is  all-  boys or  all-  girls schools. 79 Many advocates of  single-  sex education 
contend that schools must cater to the hardwired biological di" erences be-
tween boys and girls. Once again, however, the science supporting the 
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existence of these di" erences is shaky at best. Moreover,  high-  quality stud-
ies fail to ! nd any stable advantages to  single-  sex schooling. 80

 Well-  controlled studies with random assignment do show, however, 
that dividing children by sex reinforces gender stereotypes and robs chil-
dren of daily opportunities to learn how to work together. 81 These de! -
ciencies can cast cold shadows into adulthood; one  large-  scale study in the 
United Kingdom, for instance, showed that men in their early forties who 
had attended  all-  boy schools were more likely to be divorced than were 
men who had spent their formative years mixing it up with the  lassies. 82

Likewise, rather than dividing and not conquering, women and men 
can work together to support men seeking work in traditionally female 
jobs. Women’s transition to more masculine ! elds has left many so-called 
nurturing careers understa" ed. These careers include not only nursing 
and teaching, but also the hardest and least glorious job of all: stay-at-home 
parenting. Yet as sociologist Jennifer Sherman recounts in her ethnogra-
phy Those Who Work, Those Who Don’t, a few  working-  class men are dip-
ping their toes into this hazardous occupation. To make peace with their 
new roles, these pioneers reframe their newly interdependent behaviors as 
manifestations of an older strain of independence.

Sherman’s book documents her year spent in a rural Northern Cali-
fornia community after federal legislation to protect the spotted owl 
shut down local logging and milling operations. This move left many 
men without work and forced many women to work outside the home. 
Sherman found that the families su" ering the least strife were the ones who 
revised their notion of masculinity from meaning “sole breadwinner” to 
“active father”—a role replete with changing diapers, helping with home-
work, and attending sports matches. To make childcare more palatable to 
their independent selves, the men framed it as teaching the kids to hunt, 
! sh, and camp. And rather than seeing themselves as at the forefront of 
the liberal feminist agenda, these men saw their new roles as extensions 
of  the older male mandate to work hard and take care of one’s family.

 Female-  leaning institutions that want to lure more men into their 
ranks could learn a lot from these loggers turned  full-  time fathers. Few 
men want to be the forward scouts of the sex role revolution. Yet many 
men can get behind the idea of supporting their families with hard work. 
Spreading this idea through the culture cycles of nursing, teaching, and 
childcare could make these ! elds more appealing to men.
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Same as the Old Boss?
As unappealing as it may be to people who yearn for the good old days 
when men were men and women knew their place, the  gender-  blending 
genie will probably not go back in its bottle. Western women are likely to 
continue climbing up the chain of command and spreading out into tra-
ditionally male ! elds. Meanwhile, Western men’s best hope may be to 
leap the gender fence and occupy the traditionally female jobs that women 
are abandoning.

These trends lead to a new topic for parlor game speculation: Will 
putting women in charge make the world a better place?

Probably not, says Deb Gruenfeld, a psychologist who studies how 
power shapes people’s thoughts and feelings. Her research shows that when 
people of either sex are randomly assigned to positions of power, they act 
more impulsively, feel more optimistic, and have more trouble taking 
other people’s perspectives, relative to people randomly assigned to posi-
tions without power. 83 “It’s the power, not the gender” that makes men act 
in assertive,  risk-  taking, and slightly antisocial ways, Gruenfeld says. Once 
women get power, they will likely follow suit. It’s like The Who once sang: 
“Meet the new boss / Same as the old boss.”

Other research suggests, however, that the day when women are as 
assertive, competitive, and  self-  enhancing as men is in the distant future. 
A major check on power’s corrupting sway is women’s habitual interde-
pendence, several millennia in the making. In one set of experiments, 
psychologist Serena Chen and colleagues found that power ampli! es peo-
ple’s habitual states and traits. If women are habitually  interdependent— 
 and the need to gestate, feed, and rear children will likely preserve that 
interdependence for many  women—  then power may actually enhance 
their relationality, which may in turn improve their leadership. 84 Early 
results on the leadership capabilities of women are promising enough to 
warrant a larger experiment. For instance, one study shows that when 
! rms add at least one woman to their top tier, they generate $40 million 
more in economic value. 85
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The Real Sputnik
This odd time in the history of gender relations could be our nation’s true 
Sputnik moment. Children of the space age will recall that Sputnik was the 
name of the Russian satellite whose launch kicked o"  the U. S.-Soviet 
space race. President Obama later resurrected the phrase to inspire more 
investment in innovation so that Americans do not fall even farther be-
hind their competitors. In both cases, Sputnik came to symbolize “the fear 
of slipping behind in a dangerous world,” as security analyst Frank Kaplan 
put it. 86

In reality, though, the word sputnik has nothing to do with fear, or 
competition, or danger. To the contrary: in Russian it means “traveling 
companion”—a rather sweet moniker for the Earth’s ! rst satellite. As men 
and women embark upon a fragile future plagued with economic, ecologi-
cal, and political uncertainties, they, too, could become traveling compan-
ions, rather than adversaries. With a few repairs to their culture cycles, men 
and women can make their worlds more comfortable for each other.
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CHAPTER 4

Color Lines
Cultures of Race and Ethnicity

“I am so sick of this,” said the man, hastily clicking through the slides
of a PowerPoint presentation. “I mean, we have a Black president, 
for Christ’s sake! Why do I have to waste my time on these?”

Hazel looked up to see what was irritating the passenger on her left. 
She recognized the bullet points of a diversity training course. She also 
noticed that the man’s face was reddening above his  button-  down collar. 
A vein at his temple had begun to throb.

“You know, I treat everyone at work exactly the same, no matter what 
color they are. I don’t even see color. Do you? Does anyone anymore?”

He turned to Hazel, but before she could answer, he plunged onward.
“I respect everyone equally, and I’ll bet you do, too. But people are 

still in such a twist over race. When are they going to realize that race just 
doesn’t matter?”

Just then, the passenger to Hazel’s right, a  middle-  aged Black1 male 
professional, returned to his seat. Her left seatmate fell silent and turned 
his attention back to his laptop.

The angry White passenger had a point. All over the world, racial and 
ethnic2 divides aren’t what they used to be. In the United States, for ex-
ample, people of color are now leaders in government, media, and sports. 
Just in the past ten years, we have witnessed the election of President Barack 
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Obama and the appointment of Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, Sec-
retary of State Colin Powell, and Supreme Court justice Sonia Sotomayor. 
We have also watched as Oprah Winfrey, Denzel Washington, Jennifer 
Lopez, and many other entertainers of color have become the richest people 
in America. The names of Blacks who dominate many major sports are too 
numerous to list, as is the case with Latinos in baseball.

Hazel’s aggrieved seatmate is not alone in his opinion that race no 
longer matters. Studies show a majority of Whites believe that discrimi-
nation against Blacks is not a major problem, and more than  two-  thirds 
believe that Blacks have equal opportunities in employment, education, 
and housing. 3 Some Whites feel that the tables have turned so much that 
they are now the primary targets of discrimination. 4 “When is White His-
tory Month, anyway?” complained a student in one of Hazel’s classes.

Yet not everyone thinks that race and ethnicity have dropped o"  the 
nation’s issue list. In particular, most people who are not  White—  Blacks, 
Latinos,5 Asian Americans, Native Americans, and other people of  color— 
 believe that race and ethnicity matter very much, for better and for worse.6 
Some of their evidence is hard to dispute. Racial inequality persists. Blacks 
indeed have the worst education and health outcomes, the shortest life 
spans, and the highest violence and incarceration rates in America. 7 Lati-
nos, Asian Americans, and Native Americans also su" er poor outcomes in 
many areas, including housing and health. 8

Other signs that race still shapes people’s lives are maddeningly am-
biguous. Was it just the Black teenager’s imagination, or was that store 
manager really tailing him? Is it okay when a Latina’s coworker inquires, 
“So, what do you Latinos think about Barack Obama?” How should the 
 third-  generation Asian American feel when a White American asks him, 
“Where are you really from?”

In the clash between people who think that race is so twentieth century 
and those who think that it tops the national agenda, we see two di" erent 
sorts of selves at work. On the one hand are the  independence-  minded 
Whites, who view themselves and other people as largely  self-  made and 
 self-  propelled. As we discussed in chapter 2, Americans of European heri-
tage are heirs to a long tradition of separating from their groups, doing 
things di" erently, controlling their environments, freeing themselves from 
obligations, taking advantage of equal opportunities, and feeling great about 
themselves. As members of the mainstream majority, White Americans 
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indeed have considerable power to create and perpetuate culture cycles that 
let them be independent of other people. Consequently, Whites are apt to 
think of themselves as without  color—  the default, natural, neutral humans. 
Remember the “$ esh” crayon? It was a pinkish peach, as if this were the only 
color of human $ esh. Likewise, until recently, nude pantyhose came in only 
this shade, as did adhesive bandages. 9

On the other hand are the many interdependent  non-  White selves 
who view their races and ethnicities as central to who they are. These selves 
are heirs to the more collectivistic traditions of Asia, Africa, and South 
 America—  places where people are viewed as relational, similar, adjusting, 
rooted, and ranked. The culture cycles with which racial and ethnic mi-
norities interact in the United  States—  cycles whose I’s hold stereotypes, 
whose interactions reveal prejudices, and whose institutions discriminate 
(sometimes unintentionally) against  non-  Whites—  further foster an inter-
dependent self. After all, it’s hard to pretend that race or ethnicity don’t 
matter if your culture cycles keep reminding you that they do.

Very soon, the tensions between independent selves who don’t see 
race and interdependent selves who do are likely to intensify. The nursery 
foretells the future. As of 2011, slightly more than half the children in the 
United States under one year of age were not White. By 2050, people of 
color will outnumber Whites in the United States. 10

In California, this  majority-  minority crossover has already happened. 
Many people who grew up thinking they were just plain ol’ people are now 
! nding that they are a particular kind of people: White people. Meanwhile, 
their  non-  White neighbors are pointing out that White selves, interactions, 
institutions, and ideas are not the only way a culture cycle can roll. As 
Whites recede into the minority, all groups will need to work together 
to construct culture cycles that accommodate their competing needs and 
aspirations.

To soften the impact of these collisions, we suggest that White inde-
pendent selves learn from interdependent people of color. This means rec-
ognizing that the United States has not become a postracial society, as many 
proclaim, but is still a highly  color-  coded nation. Embracing our diversity 
can lessen racial and ethnic tensions, while pretending that race and ethnic-
ity don’t matter may actually deepen culture divides. In one study, for ex-
ample, psychologist Jacquie Vorauer and her colleagues studied conversations 
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between White and  non-  White college students. The researchers told 
half the White participants, “at our core, we are really all the same,” and 
told the other half, “di" erent cultural groups bring di" erent perspectives to 
life.” In a subsequent conversation with  non-  White partners, White par-
ticipants who received the “we’re all the same” message focused more on 
themselves, made fewer positive comments to their partners, and felt worse 
during the interaction than those who received the “di" erence is good” 
message. 11

For their part,  non-  Whites must more skillfully deploy both their inde-
pendent and interdependent sides. As we will discuss, many American mi-
norities have already developed robustly independent selves that travel 
alongside their interdependent selves. So their challenge will be not to cul-
tivate more of one self than the other, but to conjure more readily the self 
that best ! ts the situation. With their ability to switch seamlessly between 
independence and interdependence, they may hold the secret for how to be 
a successful self on our smaller planet.

The clash between people of color and people presumably without 
pigment also varies by gender and social class, as we explore in chapters 5 
and 10. Moreover, the clash is not a uniquely American tension. People 
around the world struggle with racial and ethnic divides, with the people 
who have more power and resources usually claiming the “White” label, 
and those with less getting names such as Blacks, Darkies, or Brownies. As 
they say in Brazil, “money whitens.” So although we focus mostly on the 
 Black-  White divide in the United States, many of the ideas and suggestions 
we present in this chapter apply to racial and ethnic clashes all over the 
world. 12

Tense Times
Of all cultural categories, race and ethnicity make Americans the most 
nervous. For several decades, social psychologists have captured this anx-
iety. A recent example comes from psychologists Nicole Shelton and Jennifer 
Richeson. 13 In their experiment, White college students were randomly 
assigned to have a conversation with either a Black or a White stranger. 
They then had to complete a classic cognitive task called the Stroop test, 
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which requires people to name the color of the ink a word is written in. 
Sounds easy, right? The trick is, the word red, for instance, is written in blue 
or green ink, while the word blue might be written in purple or orange ink. 
In other words, the color the letters spell out is never the same as the color 
of the word’s ink. When people are distracted, they have di%  culty reading 
the words quickly and accurately.

Sure enough, Shelton and Richeson found that White participants who 
had chatted with a Black partner later made more errors on the Stroop task 
than did White participants who had chatted with a White partner. The 
researchers surmised that the  cross-race interactions were so taxing that the 
White participants could not perform the Stroop task well. 14 Other labora-
tory studies show that White participants ! dget, blink, avert their eyes, and 
sit farther away when paired with a stranger of color than when paired with 
a White stranger. 15

Blacks likewise fumble when dealing with White people. A recent 
statistical review (a  meta-  analysis) of hundreds of studies of interracial 
interactions reveals that most people perform poorly, are less friendly, and 
feel worse about themselves during  cross-  race interactions. 16

Interracial encounters are also hard on a body, ! nds psychologist Jim 
Blascovich and his colleagues. When talking with another White person, 
White participants’ heart rates pick up and their peripheral blood vessels 
open; their bodies are turning “on” in response to the challenge of chat-
ting with another human being. But when talking with a Black person, 
their hearts pound, but their peripheral blood vessels  constrict—  a less 
healthy response that is consistent with fending o"  a threat rather than 
rising to a challenge. 17

Selves in Black and White
Before you begin reading this section, jot down a few answers to this 
simple question, “Who am I?” Don’t think about it too much. Just write 
down the ! rst ideas that come to your mind.

Now read these responses from two university students:

I am 21 years old, African American, a woman, a student, 
a teacher, a daughter, a sister, a granddaughter, a best friend, 
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and a girlfriend. I am a poet, a dancer. I am creative, an 
optimist/ realist who seeks to ! nd love. I am a child of God.

I am unique, a student, a musician and a singer, a huge 
nut for pop culture, a protector of my friends, a giving 
individual, can be brilliant when motivated, a son and a 
brother, a person with “good toys,” somewhat lazy, overly 
emotional, worried about exams.

Both selves show telltale signs of their  middle-  class American back-
grounds. Both are focused on their individual selves. Both are unique. Yet 
these two selves are also di" erent in a remarkable way. The ! rst person 
mentions her race, while the second person, a White person, does not. 
Multiple studies show that this is the usual pattern: people in the minority 
usually include their race or ethnicity in their  self-  descriptions, while 
those in the majority hardly ever do. 18 A recent survey of a representative 
sample of Americans similarly ! nds that while 50 percent of Whites never 
think about their race, only 12 percent of Blacks report that their race 
never crosses their mind. 19

One White American who never thinks about race is comedian Ste-
phen Colbert. The only reason he knows that he is White, he quips, is 
that he has his own show, and other people call him “sir.”20

When most people don’t share your race or your identity, you stick 
out. And by sticking out, you become aware of what everyone else thinks 
of you. Descartes famously declared, “I think, therefore I am.” Yet when 
you are in the minority, you quickly realize that your existence is pegged 
to other people’s views. Over time, Blacks and other minorities incorpo-
rate the apprising minds of others into their views of themselves, which 
heightens their sense of interdependence. Rather than Descartes’s declara-
tion of existence, many minorities live a declaration of interdependence: 
“You think, therefore I am.”

Psychologist Denise Sekaquaptewa and her colleagues captured this 
way of thinking in an alleged group  problem-  solving study. Upon arrival 
to the laboratory, Black and White students learned that they would join 
three other study participants online. Their goal was to work together on 
a novel task. By seeing photographs of their teammates and reading their 
bios, half the students learned that they were joining a racially balanced 
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group made up of two Whites and two Blacks. The other half learned 
they were joining an unbalanced group, of which they were the sole Black 
or White member. In reality, all the students were participating alone, but 
the researchers had programmed the computer to give everyone the same 
feedback as if it came from other participants.

Following the task, participants answered questions about their thoughts 
and feelings. The researchers found that the racial composition of their 
group a" ected Black participants’ answers, but not White participants’ an-
swers. When Blacks were in the minority, they were more anxious about 
their performance and other group members’ opinions of them. They also 
viewed race as more central to their selves and felt more like representatives 
of their race than when they were in the balanced group. 21 A lifetime’s 
worth of minority status had sensitized Blacks to their place in any given 
social web, even a ! ctitious one. In contrast, Whites felt and thought the 
same regardless of the composition of their group. With few experiences as 
minorities, they were indeed independent of their contexts.

Represent
Independence isn’t the exclusive province of Whites. Perhaps more than 
any other culture we examine in this book, Blacks pair their interdepen-
dence with a healthy side of independence. In the pen experiment de-
scribed in chapter 1, for instance, Blacks are even more likely than Whites 
to choose a unique pen over a common one as a reward for participating in 
a study. 22 Blacks’  self-  esteem is also routinely higher than that of Whites. 23

And demonstrating the tendency to individuate and feel great, Blacks 
often score themselves as better than their peers across a wide range of 
competencies. 24

Yet “the ineluctably oversized Black ego is not  self-  indulgence,” writes 
the journalist Touré. “It’s  self-  preservation—  it’s armor against a world 
that seems to have a nefarious,  well-  funded multimedia campaign work-
ing against it round the clock.”25

Is there a  well-  funded multimedia campaign working against Blacks? 
This is a matter of considerable debate. What is clear is that representations 
of Blacks and other people of color on the screens, on the airwaves, and in 
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the pages of mainstream American culture are decidedly more homoge-
nous and negative than are representations of White Americans.

Television and ! lm have come a long way from when racial slurs and 
blackfaced bu" oons were common. Disney’s 1941 classic, Dumbo, for ex-
ample, depicted teams of Black workers singing about how they never 
learned to read or write and “can’t wait to spend our pay away.”26 And 
who can forget The Jungle Book’s King Louie, a  jazz-  singing orangutan, 
pleading with Mowgli to help him be more human? 27 Or Looney Tunes’ 
Speedy Gonzales, who called himself “the fastest mouse in Mexico” but 
who was consistently hobbled by a posse that was slow and often drunk. 28 
In these and other animations, artists used stereotypes of minorities as 
lazy, dumb, and primitive to entertain their audiences.

Movies and  prime-  time TV shows now feature far fewer negative racial 
caricatures and many more characters of color. Yet the quality of the repre-
sentations has yet to catch up with the quantity; the most common roles for 
Blacks, for example, are as entertainers, athletes, delinquents, criminals, 
devoted sidekicks, and victims who are saved by a White person. 29

Even when Black characters are doctors and lawyers, their portrayals do 
not invite much sympathy or admiration. In one chilling study, for exam-
ple, psychologist Nalini Ambady and her colleagues selected eleven  prime- 
 time television shows that featured a diverse cast with Blacks in prominent 
roles. Their sample included favorites such as Grey’s Anatomy and House. 
From each show, the researchers chose several  ten-  second clips of interac-
tions between White characters and either a Black or White costar. The 
researchers then muted the soundtrack and edited the clips so that only the 
White character’s silent reactions remained. For example, one clip from 
CSI: Miami featured a White character’s responses to the Black character 
Alexx (removed from the scene). Ambady’s team then asked undergraduates 
and adults unfamiliar with the shows to rate how friendly, sociable, or hos-
tile the target White character was.

Across these shows, participants judged that White actors were less 
friendly, less sociable, and more hostile when they were interacting with 
Black characters than with White characters. This was true even though 
pretests showed that audiences found the Black and White characters equally 
attractive. Follow-up studies further uncovered that these television shows 
actually increased viewers’ racial biases; viewers seemed to be mimicking 
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the White actors’ negative reactions to Black costars. Rather than helping 
audiences see Blacks as uniquely positive individuals, the shows stoked 
negative attitudes toward the group as a whole. 30

Old School
Stereotypes claiming that Blacks and other minorities are di" erent from, 
and worse than, Whites are alive and well, not only on celluloid but also 
throughout many culture cycles. In the classroom, these stereotypes under-
 cut the performance of Black students. As we saw in chapter 3, when women 
are reminded of the stereotype that they are bad at math and science, they 
indeed perform poorly on tests of math and science. Likewise, invidious 
stereotypes of Blacks as slow and less able are among the everyday artifacts 
that hinder Blacks’ chances in school and on the job.

In a pioneering study, for example, psychologists Claude Steele and 
Josh Aronson recruited Black and White students with equally high SAT 
scores. To activate the stereotype that Blacks have less academic ability 
than Whites, the team told half the participants that an upcoming test 
(a di%  cult section of the GRE) was a measure of verbal ability. To the 
other half of participants (the control group) they did not mention abil -
ity, and instead framed the test as an exploration of how students solve 
problems. 

When students thought the test could reveal their academic ability, the 
Black students scored worse than the White students. But when there was 
no stereotype in the  air—  no stereotype  threat—  and their identities weren’t 
on the line, Black students scored the same as White students. Hundreds 
of studies have since replicated the ! nding that subtly evoking the stereo-
type that Blacks are intellectually inferior harms the performance of even 
the most prepared, most talented, and most motivated Black students. 31

What’s more, Blacks need not even believe the stereotype. Just the 
threat that negative beliefs might be at play raises their anxiety levels. 
Instead of concentrating on the test, Black students fear that they will be 
judged according to the stereotype of their group or, worse, that they will 
con! rm the stereotype. Much of this happens outside their conscious 
awareness, so they don’t even see the phantoms they are ! ghting with. 
Eventually, many of the most gifted Black students simply choke, but not 
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from the pressure of the test. They choke from the pressure of the stereo-
type threat.

Eleanor Roosevelt famously claimed that no one can make you feel 
inferior without your consent. So why can’t people of color just ignore the 
opinions of others, unleash their independent sides, and slay the test? As it 
turns out, tuning out the dull roar of stereotypes is incredibly  di%  cult— 
 even for White people. In one experiment, for example, psychologist Je"  
Stone and his coauthors showed that White participants who were told 
that a laboratory golf course was a test of natural athletic ability (athleti-
cism is allegedly not White people’s strong suit) putted worse than did 
White participants who learned that the course was merely a sports psy-
chology task. 32

No matter your skin color, when the air is thick with the idea that your 
group is inferior, it’s di%  cult to be only an independent self. Instead, you 
feel that you must either launch a defense on behalf of your entire race 
or attempt to disavow your association with your race altogether. In either 
case, you have race on your mind. Because they more often use their 
 interdependent selves, many Blacks, Latinos, Asian Americans, Native 
Amer icans, and other racial and ethnic groups also worry about how their 
per  formance will re$ ect on their families, their schools, and racial and 
ethnic groups in general. These layers of anxiety distract people and impair 
performance.

Daily Discriminations
Images in the ether and threats in the air are not the only daily interac-
tions that reinforce the interdependence of  non-  White Americans. More 
tangible products and processes of the culture cycle likewise drive home 
the message that racial and ethnic minorities are members of their group 
! rst, and individuals second or not at all. As we will show, these daily 
interactions help maintain the lower status of Blacks and other people of 
color and reinforce the interdependent sides of their complex selves.

The di" erences that make a di" erence start early, with many schools 
o" ering fewer opportunities to children of color than they do to White 
children. For example, Black and Latino students with high grades and 
test scores are less often tracked into honors or Advanced Placement classes 
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than their White classmates with similar credentials. Moreover, schools 
with a higher percentage of students of color o" er fewer college prepara-
tory classes than schools with mainly White students. Minority students 
are thus less likely to gain admission to college. 33

After completing their education, Blacks and Latinos face a steeper 
road to getting a job than do Whites. In one experiment, for example, 
researchers created two polished résumés, one for a man and one for a 
woman. They then manipulated the names at the tops of the résumés, 
with half the documents headed with  White-  sounding names like Emily 
Walsh or Greg Baker, and the other half fronting  Black-  sounding names 
like Lakeisha Washington or Jamal Jones. After mailing the résumés to 
dozens of potential employers, the researchers discovered that the ersatz 
applicants with the  White-  sounding names were 50 percent more likely 
to receive a callback than those with the  Black-  sounding names, even 
though their quali! cations were identical. 34

Racial bias also pervades  blue-  collar workplaces. In another experiment, 
researchers trained White, Black, and Latino workers with equiv alent cre-
dentials to act the same way in an interview. Even with this prep   aration, 
the researchers found that White interviewees received more callbacks than 
Blacks or Latinos. 35

Despite these obstacles, people of color are making their way into 
many professions. Yet the highest echelons of leadership and  full-  scale 
professional respect remain elusive. For example, although prestigious law 
! rms are increasingly hiring Black lawyers, they rarely grant Blacks the 
rank of partner. The same is true in ! nance and advertising. 36

The marketplace is also rife with discriminatory practices. When 
Blacks phone rental agencies to inquire about an advertised apartment, 
they are more frequently told that the unit is no longer available than are 
White callers who follow the same script. 37 Car salesmen routinely charge 
Blacks more than Whites for the same cars. 38 And to patients with the same 
ages and symptoms, physicians are more likely to recommend  life-  saving 
treatments such as  blood-  clot-  busting drugs for Whites than for Blacks. 39

Public servants are likewise less kind to their Black constituents. City 
councils more frequently locate dumps and toxic waste sites in Black neigh-
 borhoods than in other districts. 40 Law enforcement o%  cers stop, interro-
gate, arrest, and prosecute Blacks far more than Whites. And judges and 
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juries mete out harsher penalties (including the death penalty) to Blacks 
than to Whites, for exactly the same crimes. 41

Even on the basketball court, Blacks get a worse deal than Whites. A 
study of the National Basketball Association scrutinized six hundred 
thousand foul calls made in games across thirteen seasons. It uncovered 
that referees called fouls against Black players more frequently than against 
White players. 42

Many consider these subtler forms of discrimination to be lesser evils 
than the blatant “Archie Bunker” racism of the past. But covert racism has 
an insidious side e" ect: because it is harder to see, more people understi-
mate “the degree to which discrimination contributes to the poor social 
and economic outcomes of minority groups,” sociologists Devah Pager 
and Hana Shepherd write. 43 Consequently,  half-  reformed culture cycles 
continue to roll along unchallenged.

Shared Strength
To stay strong and sane in the face of these many injustices, Blacks have 
developed daily interactions and cultural institutions all their own. Many 
of these foster and $ ow from interdependence: church, family, and com-
munity are steadfast supports for many Blacks. Yet other institutions and 
interactions drive and derive from independence. As their high levels of 
 self-  esteem,  self-  reliance, and  self-  con! dence attest, many Blacks resonate 
with the label that former presidential hopeful Herman Cain gave to him-
self: “The CEO of the Self.”44

One source of interdependence are the culture cycles that survived 
the African diaspora. Although the peoples of Africa are highly diverse, 
many share the view that all living things (and some nonliving ones) 
are interrelated. 45 Indeed, before contact with Europeans, some African 
languages did not have a word for “alone.”46 When Blacks were enslaved 
and transported to the New World, “their interdependence helped them 
survive the harsh new reality,” recounts psychologist James Jackson.”47 

Black churches have long helped maintain that interdependence, 
serving as trusted community centers. Blacks spend more time in places 
of worship than do Whites. Blacks also espouse stronger religious beliefs 
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and more frequently turn to their fellow worshippers to cope with hard-
ship, especially the hardships brought on by discrimination. 48

Within families, Blacks draw on their interdependence to face racial 
hostilities. Compared to White parents, Black parents are three times as 
likely to discuss race with their children. 49 Some of these conversations are 
 pride-  inducing explorations of Black history and culture. Rather than stok-
ing de! ance, these conversations inspire good behavior, psychologist Mar-
garet Caughy and her colleagues ! nd. In their studies, Black  zpreschoolers 
whose parents discuss their heritage with them have fewer behavior prob-
lems. 50 Other talks are more di%  cult dialogues about the hurdles that await 
a Black person in America. Although few people relish telling their chil-
dren just how unfair the world can be, studies show that these conversations 
help Black children cope with prejudice and discrimination. 51

Our colleague recently had to begin these di%  cult discussions with her 
three  school-  aged sons, ages eight, ten, and fourteen. The family joined 
another Black professor and her two sons to see a movie at the local Cine-
plex. Emerging from the theater, the ! ve children chatted excitedly among 
themselves, arms around each other, as their mothers trailed a few feet be-
hind. The boys were not shouting. They were not running. They were not 
roughhousing. They were not blocking the hallway.

Yet our colleague watched as a security guard called out and strode 
toward the children. She quickened her pace to put herself between the 
boys and the guard, and then caught his eye to halt his approach. She sadly 
realized that the time had come to teach her boys what to do when a guard 
or police o%  cer stops them, even when they’re doing nothing wrong.

When the Rain Comes Down
For all their emphasis on solidarity, similarity, and coping, culture cycles 
also push Blacks to be unique, separate, equal, and in control. Black churches 
stress the idea that each person is a child of God, with unique  God-  given 
gifts. Sermons and songs emphasize that each congregant is worthy of love 
and respect, regardless of his material success or social status. Sunday school 
classes teach children that Blacks and Whites are equal in God’s eyes. 52 
These teachings seem to work; when explaining why they have such high 
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 self-  esteem, many Blacks cite God’s love. (Whites seldom mention God 
when unpacking the sources of their  self-  esteem.)53

Another  independence-  inducing cultural product in Black culture cy-
cles is music. For instance,  hip-  hop encourages Blacks to step up, ! ght back, 
and speak  out—  especially when others do not. Indeed, this is a major func-
tion of the art form, argues linguists Marcyliena Morgan and  Dawn-  Elissa 
Fischer. 54 In his rap “Rain,” for example, the artist  Akrobatik reminds his 
listeners that even “when the rain comes down,” even when events beyond 
their control dog them at every turn, they still have a choice: “You can fold 
your hand and let your world crumble, or ! ght back and keep it on the 
humble.”55

In many Black culture cycles, historically Black colleges and universi-
ties (HBCU) are institutions that further reinforce and re$ ect indepen -
dent  selves. About 25 percent of  college-  educated Blacks in the United 
States earned their degrees at one of these 107 colleges, which include 
Howard, Spelman, and Morehouse. HBCUs have also conferred more than 
75 percent of the doctorates that Blacks currently hold. Compared to Blacks 
who attend predominantly White institutions, HBCU students report bet-
ter nutrition and healthier lifestyles. 56

The R-Word
While many Blacks are constructing culture cycles around race and how 
to deal with it, most Whites are avoiding the r-word altogether. A study of 
seventeen thousand families with kindergarteners revealed that 75 percent 
of White parents never or almost never talk about race. Instead, they argue 
that we should ignore race, and that people should just be “ color-  blind.”57 
By their own lights, they succeed. A recent Gallup poll ! nds that 77 per-
cent of Whites say they rarely or never experience unpleasant thoughts or 
emotions when they encounter people from di" erent races. 58

Yet their unconscious minds tell a di" erent story, psychologist Mahza-
rin Banaji and her colleagues ! nd. In response to survey after survey show-
ing that Whites harbor no explicit animus toward Blacks, Banaji adapted a 
test to probe their implicit, automatic, and unconscious attitudes. That test, 
called the Implicit Association Test (IAT), revealed that at a primal, basic 
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level, “white” means “good” and “black” means “bad” for Americans of all 
races, but especially for Whites. 59

The IAT is a simple task. Participants must only respond to pictures 
or words on a screen by hitting a button on a keyboard as fast as they can. 
But in their reaction times lies a world of information. When asked to use 
one hand to respond to words that have to do with “black” or “bad” and 
the other hand to respond to words that have do with “white” or “good,” 
participants have quick re$ exes. After millions of exposures and years 
of practice, people automatically connect “black” to “bad” and “white” 
to “good.” Participants’ reactions are fast because they don’t have to think 
about them. Other studies ! nd that people also readily connect “black” 
with “crime,” “animal,” and “ape.”60

But when “black” and “good” are assigned to one hand, while “white” 
and “bad” are assigned to the other, reaction times hit the skids. Our cultural 
worlds less frequently tell us that black is beautiful and white is evil, and our 
unconscious minds re$ ect this reality. Thus the mental links between “black” 
and “good” are rather weak, as are the ones between “white” and “bad.”

Asymmetries in reaction times aren’t just laboratory oddities; they 
drive behavior in the real world. Some people show more racial bias on 
the IAT than others, with faster re$ exes for black/ bad and white/ good 
pairs and slower responses for black/ good and white/ bad pairs. These 
small delays may mean the di" erence between life and death in the emer-
gency room, where the more biased a doctor is on the IAT, the more 
likely she is to misdiagnose and mistreat heart disease in Black patients. 
Implicit attitudes likewise drive explicit decisions in the voting booth, 
where more bias meant a vote for McCain over Obama in the 2008 pres-
idential election. On college campuses, the more implicit racism an un-
dergraduate reveals on the IAT, the farther away she will sit from a Black 
stranger and the more readily she will cut funding for Black student 
groups at her university. 61

Although subtle instruments such as the IAT may be required to de-
tect racial bias with adults, straightforward surveys work well with chil-
dren. That’s because children have not yet learned the party line that race 
and ethnicity do not matter. For all their parents’ politically correct rhet-
oric, children are not blind. They soak in the products and practices 
around them, and blithely report that Black people are not nice, pretty, 
curious, or honest (but White people are). 62
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Uncovering results such as these, psychologist Birgitte Vittrup and 
her colleagues designed an intervention. They asked families ! rst to watch 
videos with multicultural storylines, like a Sesame Street sequence where 
the characters visit a Black family, or an episode of Little Bill where all the 
people in a racially diverse neighborhood pitch in to clean up their park. 
They then randomly assigned half the families to discuss race and inter-
racial friendships after viewing the videos.

But her intervention ground to a standstill because many parents re-
fused to follow the study’s instructions. 63 Echoing the frustrated plane 
passenger, they objected to talking about race, mounting defenses such as 
“We are all equal” and “God made all of us.” They also worried that if 
they did talk about race with their children, they might say the wrong 
thing.

The Race for Blindness
Why would a  full-  grown White adult refuse to acknowledge what is 
plain as day for her  ! ve-  year-  old  son—  not to mention for a swiftly grow-
ing portion of her fellow Americans? To answer this question, we must 
jump up a level in the culture cycle to institutions. From this vista, we see 
that many institutions, including science, religion, economics, and gov-
ernment, have helped drive not only the White independent self, but also 
many Whites’ insistence that race and ethnicity do not shape people’s 
psyches.

During the ! fteenth century, Europeans began to explore other con-
tinents and encounter other civilizations with  di" erent-  looking beings. 
Were they animals or people? And if the latter, were they free or slaves? 
To these questions, the Europeans applied both religion and science. Re-
ligion told them that their  God-  given duty was to Christianize the newly 
discovered heathens. Later, science told them that what made these dark 
people di" erent was a biological quality called race. True to their notion 
of the person as an independent entity, they came to view race as a stable, 
internal property that determined not only appearance, but also behavior. 
Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus “discovered,” for example, that the 
“red” Native Americans were obstinate, negligent, and governed by ca-
price; the “yellow” Asians were avaricious, haughty, and governed by 
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opinions; but the “white” Europeans were acute, inventive, and governed 
by laws. 64 Many other scientists of European hertiage likewise found that 
their own race, Whites, possessed the best characteristics.

As White Europeans traveled farther a! eld, these racial measuring 
sticks came in handy. They justi! ed seizing territory, plundering resources, 
and enslaving people who were scienti! cally proven to be inferior. With so 
many social and material bene! ts tied to the belief that nature, not people, 
created the racial hierarchy, few Whites felt the need to question the science 
behind it. 65

Even Thomas Je" erson, the American founding father who prided 
himself on being a man of science, seemed unperturbed to begin the Dec-
laration of Independence with “We hold these truths to be  self-  evident, 
that all men are created equal,” and then later to pen the  Three-  Fifths 
Compromise, which counted Black slaves as only  three-  ! fths of a per-
son.66 “Their inferiority is not the e" ect merely of their condition of life,” 
he explained in another document. It is also the e" ect of “nature, which 
has produced the distinction.”67

Two centuries plus later, people of European heritage are undertaking 
fewer colonial adventures, slavery is o%  cially outlawed, and most scien-
tists agree that biology does not drive the behavioral di" erences that peo-
ple perceive between racial and ethnic groups. People did not make up 
the notion of race out of whole cloth. Genes do drive the physical traits 
(e. g., skin color and hair texture) that vary across human groups. Yet these 
genetic di" erences do not explain di" erences in behaviors, capacities, or 
achievements. For example, academic achievement has far more to do 
with socioeconomic status, parental support, and e" ort than with what is 
called race. When race does predict academic success, it is because it stands 
in for other social, cultural, and economic factors. 68

In other words, the scienti! c community now largely agrees that race 
and ethnicity are so-called social constructions—that is, things that people 
make. But just because something is a social construction does not mean it 
isn’t real. To the contrary: as our examinations of culture cycles show, so-
cial constructions strongly shape and re$ ect people’s thoughts, feelings, 
and actions. Our ability to make and re-create these constructions, more-
over, is an adaptive, naturally selected, biologically based ability. As we said 
in the introduction, it is our smart human trick.
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Race Cards
Now many Whites are eager to bury their racist and ethnocentric past. 
Although their impulse is laudable, their strategy is not. Pretending that 
race and ethnicity do not exist, or that we now live in a postracial society, 
does a disservice to the many people of color whose culture cycles are 
built around race and ethnicity. For these more interdependent selves, 
race and ethnicity help answer the big questions “Who am I?” and “Who 
are we?”

People of color are not alone in looking to their groups to help de! ne 
their selves. All humans need to feel connected with others. We yearn to 
belong. Our groups, in turn, tell us how to think, feel, act, and make 
sense of the world.

White people are no exception. But rather than creating selves around 
the groups they are given (such as race, ethnicity, and gender), Whites 
more frequently construct their selves around the groups they choose: the 
places they move, the professions they join, the hobbies they pick up, and 
the sports teams they follow. Indeed, the idea that people may have no 
choice in which groups make them  up—  the reality for many people of 
 color—  can be threatening to independent selves. When people of color 
point out that race and ethnicity may have something to do with their 
harder lives, many Whites protest, “Stop playing the race card!”

Yet there is nothing wrong with recognizing other people’s races and 
ethnicities (or claiming your own) because there is nothing inherently 
negative about racial or ethnic groupings. In fact, race and ethnicity are 
often forces for excellence. In one study, for instance, Ti" any Brannon and 
Hazel showed Black and White students either positive Black icons (e. g., a 
banner for Howard University, the cover of Alice Walker’s book The Color 
Purple, the logo for Black Entertainment Television) or positive main-
stream American icons (e. g., a banner for Harvard university, the cover of 
Ernest Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea, the logo for MTV). Among 
the Black students, those who viewed the positive Black icons performed 
better on tests of math and creativity than those who viewed the positive 
mainstream American icons. (Whites performed equally well regardless of 
which icons they saw.)69
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The Long Roots of Racism
What is wrong is using race and ethnicity to assign unequal levels of 
value, power, and privilege to di" erent groups. Once discrimination gets 
into a culture cycle’s institutions, getting it out is di%  cult, especially when 
the dominant culture is an independent one (which is often the case, as 
we will explain in the next chapter). Independent selves can have a tough 
time grasping the idea that institutions can be racist or ethnocentric. Their 
culture cycles focus them on individual causes for behavior (such as talent, 
motivation, or evil) and not on situational factors (such as opportunity, dis-
crimination, or history). A Pew Research Center study ! nds that  two- 
 thirds of Americans believe that personal factors, rather than institutional, 
historical, or economic ones, explain why some people have di%  culty 
getting ahead in life. 70

“I was taught to see racism only in individual acts of meanness, not in 
invisible systems conferring dominance on my group,” confesses activist 
Peggy McIntosh in her article “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible 
Knapsack.” She then lists ! fty  white-  skin “privileges” her Black cowork-
ers, friends, and acquaintances do not share. Among her privileges: “My 
chief worries about my children do not concern others’ attitudes toward 
my children’s race” and “If I declare there is a racial issue at hand, or isn’t 
a racial issue at hand, my race will lend me more credibility for either posi-
tion than a person of color.”71

Feeding and $ owing from racist institutions are interactions and indi-
viduals that perpetuate the idea that people of color are less competent and 
deserving than Whites. 72 When a predominantly Black or Latino high 
school has no AP classes, many people conclude that the students must not 
need or want them. When Blacks receive the death penalty more than 
Whites, the media portray Blacks’ crimes as more heinous. And when 
advertising ! rms have few Black partners, industry groups assume it must 
be because Black people can’t hack—or don’t like—the work.

Open the Door
Softening the collisions between the independent selves who think that race 
and ethnicity are relics, and the interdependent selves who think that 
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race  and ethnicity have never been more important, requires changes at 
 every level of the culture cycle. Because Whites are still the more powerful 
group in most multicultural societies, they should take the ! rst step and in-
still more interdependence in their institutions, interactions, and I’s. People 
of color, in turn, can draw on both their independence and their interdepen-
dence to create culture cycles that better meet their needs and draw on their 
strengths.

First on the to-do list for mainstream institutions is to diversify their 
ranks. Although the term has become a dirty word among many Ameri-
cans, a#  rmative action is one  proven-  e" ective way to get more people of 
color into institutions. A%  rmative action merely means explicitly consid-
ering race and ethnicity in hiring, admissions, and promotions. Studies 
show that a%  rmative action not only gives Blacks and other minorities the 
opportunities they need to succeed, but also helps Whites develop the 
skills they will need to compete in a multicultural world. For example, in 
one of the largest studies of a%  rmative action in higher education, educa-
tors William Bowen and Derek Bok checked up on some four thousand 
Black students who attended  twenty-  eight elite colleges from the late 
1970s through the early 1990s. Students who were admitted to these selec-
tive schools under a%  rmative action were more likely to go on to graduate 
and professional schools than Black students who graduated from less de-
manding institutions. Also, Black college graduates of elite universities 
were more likely than their White counterparts to lead or participate in 
professional, arts, and environmental organizations. 73

White students likewise bene! t from a more diverse educational ex-
perience. In a major study spanning ten universities, for instance, racially 
diverse groups of students took a  semester-  long weekly seminar in which 
they explored their commonalities and di" erences. The goal of the course 
was for students “to build an in-depth understanding of each other’s situ-
ation,” says psychologist Patricia Gurin, the study’s lead. The intervention 
succeeded, and then some. Compared with students who were on a wait-
ing list to take the course, seminar attendees (including Whites) became 
more empathic with people who di" ered from them and showed greater 
understanding of how their own social groups shaped their thoughts, feel-
ings, and actions. They also developed a more sophisticated understand-
ing of how culture cycles can propel people forward or hold people back. 74

The justice system could also bene! t from recruiting more diverse 
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juries, psychologist Sam Sommers and his colleagues ! nd. The research 
team created either  all-  White or racially mixed (four Whites and two 
Blacks) mock juries, which then deliberated on an actual case with a Black 
defendant. Compared to the  all-  White juries, the racially mixed groups 
exchanged more information, cited more case facts, made fewer errors, 
and were more lenient toward the Black defendant. It wasn’t just the Black 
participants who drove these di" erences, either; White participants in the 
racially mixed juries showed the same superior performance. 75

Make the Place Safe
The corporate world is conducting its own experiments with diversity, in-
spired by research showing that employees in multicultural workplaces have 
higher morale. 76 Just getting people of color in the door and showing them 
to their desks is not enough to harness the power of diversity, however. 
Institutions must alter their interactions to make everyone feel welcome and 
comfortable. This means putting an end to legends of  color-  blindness and 
acknowledging that race and ethnicity matter. For example, in one study, 
psychologist Valerie  Purdie-  Vaughns and her team asked Black professionals 
to read a brochure about a (! ctitious) workplace and to imagine working 
there. One brochure featured racially balanced photographs and quotes 
such as “We believe that embracing our diversity enriches our culture.” 
The other brochure featured photographs of White people and quotes such 
as “Focusing on similarities creates a more uni! ed, exciting, and collabora-
tive work environment.” The researchers found that Black professionals 
preferred and trusted the ! rms with the multicultural brochures more than 
the ! rms with  color-  blind swag. 77

Adopting a multicultural ethos may build not only trust, but also 
pro! ts. In a study of nearly four thousand employees from seventeen dif-
ferent companies, psychologist Victoria Plaut and her team compared 
work groups that hewed to a policy of  color-  blindness with work groups 
that recognized and celebrated racial and ethnic di" erences. They discov-
ered that minority employees were more enthusiastic about and commit-
ted to their jobs when their White coworkers embraced racial and ethnic 
di" erences and when organizational policies supported multiculturalism. 
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Because committed employees produce more and create less employee 
turnover, a multicultural  mind-  set might mean bigger pro! ts. 78

Because White people have feelings, too, crafters of multicultural 
messages should make sure to appeal to their White audiences. In another 
set of studies, Plaut showed that many Whites who react negatively to 
diversity initiatives do so because they feel excluded. 79 They ask, “What 
about me?” By including Whites in their images and language, and by 
reminding people that Whites also have cultures, workplaces may avoid 
alienating their mainstream employees.

Some schools are working overtime to create what educator Dorothy 
Steele and her colleagues call  identity-  safe spaces. These are classrooms 
where students trust one another and do not fear that they will be viewed 
through the lenses of stereotypes. In  identity-  safe classrooms, teachers set 
high expectations for all students, develop good relationships with each 
child, and talk openly about race and ethnicity. Rather than shying away 
from racially charged topics when they arise, teachers encourage students 
to share and understand their di" erent perspectives. These discussions help 
both hearts and minds $ ourish. In a study of eighteen racially diverse ele-
mentary schools, for instance, Steele and her colleagues found that students 
in  identity-  safe classrooms liked school better and scored higher on  year- 
 end standardized tests than did students in standard classrooms. 80

Find the Right Words
Improving interactions outside school and work can ease the tensions be-
tween Whites and people of color. Television, ! lm, and other mass media 
need to realize that just putting Black or Latino or Asian characters in front 
of the camera is no longer enough. Directors could also carefully attend to 
how those characters are represented and how their White counterparts 
react to them. Cameras can catch and perpetuate even the subtlest hints of 
racism.

And when they do, White families should be standing by to help their 
younger members make sense of the  color-  coded world beaming into 
their living rooms. If parents do not initiate conversations about race, their 
children often assume that the topic is too taboo to air. Kids then rely on 
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media, friends, and other  less-  than-  ideal sources for their information. 
Rather than ducking the discussion, parents can use media representa-
tions as entrees to conversations about race and ethnicity, and racism and 
ethnocentrism.

While talking about race, both Whites and Blacks may ! nd them-
selves struggling for the right words. What the heck is race, anyway? 
Where did it come from? And why won’t it just go away? Playwright 
 Lorraine Hansberry has some answers. In her play Les Blancs, a Black and 
a White American discuss race as “a device,” “an invention to justify the 
rule of some men over others,” which “once invented, takes on a life, a 
reality of its own.” This single metaphor counters the two dueling, yet 
wrong ideas that race is either essential and biological or super! cial. 81

Finding the right words for race may inspire better behaviors about 
race. To demonstrate this idea, psychologists Melissa Williams and  Jennifer 
Eberhardt crafted two very similar newspaper articles. The ! rst portrayed 
race as a biological category, and the second portrayed it as a social pro-
cess. Undergraduates of all races who were randomly assigned to read the 
 social-  process article later reported that they were more likely to befriend 
someone of another race than were undergraduates who read the 
race-as-biology article. 82

Get Friendly
Making a friend of another race, in turn, is a great way for individuals to 
break down racial and ethnic barriers. “If you looked and looked at all the 
solutions proposed by scientists over the years to combat prejudice and rac-
ism,” writes psychologist Rudy  Mendoza-  Denton, “you’d be hard pressed 
to ! nd a more e" ective antidote than intergroup friendship.”83

In one study, for example, psychologist Elizabeth  Page-  Gould and her 
colleagues randomly assigned White and Latino college students (some 
highly prejudiced, some less so) to pair up with a person of either the same 
ethnicity or a di" erent ethnicity. The pairs of participants then met several 
times to complete a series of  friendship-  building tasks, such as in-depth dis-
cussions of their backgrounds and a game of Jenga (which requires players to 
build a tower out of wooden blocks together). After this  friendship-  building 
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phase, participants then ! lled in an online diary every day for ten days. In 
these diaries, the researchers found a surprising trend: Prejudiced partici-
pants who had made a new  cross-  race friend subsequently initiated more 
daily interactions with people of other races. Once they got over the hump 
of making a  cross-  race friend, it seems, these participants were inspired to 
seek out more. 84

For many people, however, that ! rst conversation across a racial divide 
is  nerve-  wracking. How do you not come o"  as a racist?   For starters, you 
should worry less about coming o"  like a racist and more about paying 
 attention to your potential new friend. Not only will you enjoy your 
! rst conversation more, but you will make your partner feel more comfort-
able. 85 You should also keep in mind that what you want out of the conver-
sation is not necessarily what your partner wants. Observing social 
inter   actions in the laboratory, psychologist Hilary Bergsieker and her coau-
thors ! nd that while Whites want to be liked, Blacks and Latinos want to be 
respected. 86

Educating ourselves about race, ethnicity, and discrimination is an-
other way to keep the conversation $ owing. Studies show that people 
who have taken a course on prejudice or intergroup con$ ict later post 
lower scores on measures of both explicit and implicit prejudice. 87

Fix It
“Racism is really not my problem to solve,” says performance artist damali 
ayo. “It’s really up to White people.” She jokes that Whites should be able 
to deliver on this mission because, “White people  are—  I  hear—  pretty 
smart.”88

Nevertheless, ayo and many other people of color are drawing on 
both their independent and interdependent selves to push mainstream 
culture cycles in more just and peaceful directions. Working at the level 
of interactions, for instance, ayo has created a free pamphlet titled, “I Can 
Fix It! Vol. 1: Racism.” Noting that Americans have a  third-  grade under-
standing of race, ayo includes plenty of pictures and diagrams in the pam-
phlet. Her playful project stems from a more serious endeavor: a survey of 
two thousand people asked to list ! ve things that individuals can do to 
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end racism. She separates their answers into instructions for White folks 
and those for people of color, mixing both independent and interdepen-
dent practices.

One of ayo’s independent recommendations for people of color, for 
example, is to speak out about race and racism, especially when a racist 
comment or joke comes their way. “Your silence indicates you ! nd their 
racism appropriate.” On a more interdependent note, she advises people 
of color to “build ties” across racial divides. “Join together as people of 
color,” she writes. “Do you know which Asian American woman held the 
hand of Malcolm X when he was dying?”89

(Among her recommendations to White people, ayo urges, “Be 
White. . . .  Admit that white is a color and a race. Acknowledge that a 
very real  present-  day racism arose from social and institutionalized ra-
 cist practices. . . .  Notice where those practices continue and where you 
participate in them.”90)

In California, an  Oakland-  based company is putting some of ayo’s di-
rectives into practice. Named  dangerousNEGRO—  the U. S. Federal Bureau 
of Investigations once called Martin Luther King Jr. “the most dangerous 
Negro in America”91—the company fashions T-shirts, hats, and other ap-
parel “to promote African culture and the Black Empowerment Movement 
through positive propaganda,” according to its website. To counter the ste-
reotype of Black women as gold diggers or models, for instance, a female 
shopper can sport a T-shirt that labels her a “Goal Digger” or “America’s Top 
Role Model.” Men can front their brains instead of their brawn in T-shirts 
proclaiming “Smart Is the New Gangsta,” for example, or protest the shoot-
ing death of Florida  high-  schooler Trayvon Martin in a hoodie with “Don’t 
Shoot” written across the back. 92

Connect the Dots
Schools can leverage both independence and interdependence to help 
Black students succeed. In one simple yet highly e" ective intervention, 
psychologist Geo"  Cohen and his colleagues asked Black and White mid-
dle school students to spend twenty minutes at the beginning of the 
school year writing about something they personally valued. Some students 
described their unique strengths and talents; others wrote about their fami-
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lies, friends, or other relationships. The researchers discovered that, com-
pared with Black students who did not write about their values, Black 
students who did do so had earned better grades at the end of the term. A 
follow-up study showed that these academic gains were still in place two 
years later. 93 By o" ering this simple writing exercise, schools communi-
cated that they valued their students’ selves, independent or interdepen-
dent, which in turn helped the students trust their schools and feel they 
belonged there. 94 (The intervention neither harmed nor helped White stu-
dents’ grades, presumably because most White students already felt wel-
come in school.)

Linking Black students’ independent and interdependent selves is an-
other way to boost their performance in school. In one set of studies, 
psychologist Daphna Oyserman and her colleagues gave Black junior 
high school students lessons communicating that an important part of be-
ing Black is excelling academically. Compared with students who re-
ceived a di" erent set of lessons, students whose lessons connected the dots 
between personal achievement and Black identity had higher grades and 
fewer absences. 95

A ! nal recommendation for how individual people of color can help 
construct culture cycles that don’t clash as much is a wholly interdepen-
dent one: make a White friend. This will require patience on your part, 
advises Baratunde Thurston in his book How to Be Black. “You are going 
to get a lot of questions,” he writes. 

Many of them will be dumb. Maintain your cool, and 
focus on listening to your friends. When they ask, “Why 
don’t more Black people work hard like immigrants?” 
don’t assume bad intentions on their part. Stop. Breathe. 
Think. This is not automatically racist. They’re asking 
you because they trust you, because they need you to help 
them understand. If you scare them away, you encourage 
a troubling alternative. They will continue to live with 
ignorance, which will eventually ! nd its way into the 
news segments they produce at their television network 
jobs or into legislation they pass. A healthy amount of 
patience as The Black Friend can go a long way toward 
helping all Black people in unseen ways. 96
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Making a White friend can also help people of color in more visible 
ways. In a  three-  year longitudinal study,  Mendoza-  Denton and colleagues 
found that the more White friends Black university students had, the 
more satis! ed they were with their university experience. 97

Friends in High Places
On that long $ ight from San Francisco to New York, Hazel watched out 
of the corner of her eye as the angry White professional ! nished reading 
his diversity training PowerPoint slides and turned his attention to a legal 
document. She noticed that the Black professional to her right was also 
engrossed in a legal document. She wondered what the two men might 
say to each other about race and racism. She even toyed with the idea of 
brokering a conversation herself.

Meanwhile,  thirty-  ! ve thousand feet below, discussions about race 
and ethnicity were growing quieter. In April of 2010 the Arizona state 
legislature banned the teaching of ethnic studies. Explaining the deci-
sion, state superintendent Tom Horne said, “Traditionally, the American 
public school system has brought together students from di" erent back-
grounds and taught them to be Americans and to treat each other as indi-
viduals, and not on the basis of their ethnic backgrounds.”98 Supreme 
Court justice John Roberts was likewise quoted as saying, “The way to 
end discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the 
basis of race.”99

We disagree, and instead side with another Supreme Court justice. In 
1978, Harry Blackmun wrote, “In order to get beyond racism, we must 
! rst take account of race.”100 To his insight, we add that we must take ac-
count of race at all levels of the culture cycle, and how it matters to our 
selves and to the interactions, institutions, and ideas that make and mirror 
our selves. We must also adapt to the selves of others by applying our in-
dependent and interdependent sides more wisely.
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CHAPTER 5

Class Acts
Socioeconomic Cultures

On September 17, 2011, some one thousand people convened in 
Lower Manhattan’s Zuccotti Park to protest . . .  well, a lot of things: 
the failure of the government to take banks to task for the global 

! nancial crisis, high unemployment, bad health care, runaway income 
inequality, and corporate interference in politics, to name a few. Despite 
their disparate grievances, the protestors united under one slogan, “We 
Are the 99 Percent,” and directed their fury at the richest 1 percent of 
Americans, who own some 43 percent of the nation’s wealth. 1

Despite its hazy agenda, the Occupy Wall Street movement traveled 
far and fast, sparking hundreds of protests around the world. One year 
later, many of these protests were still simmering.

The broad appeal of the Occupy movement demonstrates that the 
clash between the haves and the  have-  nots is growing ever louder. Yet in 
the United States, the deepest divide isn’t between the 99 and the 1; it’s 
between the 70 and the  30—  that is, the 70 percent of Americans who don’t 
have a college degree versus the 30 percent who do. 2  College-  educated 
Americans have better jobs, earn more money, enjoy more free time, suf-
fer from fewer physical and mental illnesses, and live longer lives than do 
Americans without a college degree. 3

Your level of education shapes your life in many other ways, both 
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large and small. Will you marry? If so, when? Will you get divorced? 
How many kids will you have? Will you ! ght in a war? How will you 
vote in the next election? Where will you go for vacation? What music 
will you listen to tomorrow morning? What will you eat for dinner to-
morrow night? The answers to these questions hinge heavily on whether 
you earned a bachelor’s degree. 4

The same is true in many other industrialized countries, where the 
number of diplomas on your wall is the most powerful predictor of your 
place in the pecking order. Income and occupation are also measures of 
socioeconomic status. But education packs the largest punch in determin-
ing just how your life is going to turn out. 5 In particular, a college educa-
tion has become the tipping point that separates those who thrive from 
those who struggle just to survive. 6

Many scholars dice socioeconomic status into ! ner divisions such as 
the underclass, working poor, professional class, capitalist class, and so on. 
In this chapter, we focus on just one distinction: people without a college 
degree (whom we call working class) and people with a college degree 
(whom we call middle class). Of course, some people without a college 
degree consider themselves middle or even upper class, while the ranks of 
the  college-  educated include people who call themselves all sorts of 
names. But because a college education has become so crucial, we use it 
as our main dividing line.

A bachelor’s degree has not always been so important. In 1979, college 
graduates earned only 40 percent more than Americans with just a high 
school diploma; they now earn 74 percent more. 7 As the economy shifted 
from manufacturing and construction to service and information, people 
without a college education saw their jobs go overseas or simply disappear. 
Those with a bachelor’s degree, in contrast, had the skills that paid the 
bills.  College-  educated Americans now bring home $56,665 per year on 
average, compared to $30,627 for high school graduates. 8

In previous chapters, we noted that population growth and techno-
logical innovations are forcing people from di" erent cultures to interact 
more than ever. But the story for social class is di" erent: the worlds of 
people with and without college degrees are becoming ever more balkan-
ized. The United States is now the fourth most unequal nation among 
members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD), a consortium of the world’s  thirty-  four wealthiest demo-
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cracies. Only Turkey, Mexico, and Chile have greater inequality. 9 Getting 
ahead in the United States has also gotten harder. Once known as the land 
of opportunity, the United States is now the third least socially mobile of 
the OECD nations, topped only by Italy and Great Britain. 10 The United 
States has also lost its lead as a country that sends its kids to college; the 
nation now ranks number sixteen in the OECD when it comes to the 
percentage of  twenty-  ! ve to  thirty-  four-  year-  olds who have completed a 
college degree. 11

The widening gap between people with and without a college educa-
tion is a problem not just for the  have-  nots. Inequality hurts everyone. The 
larger the spread between a society’s rich and poor, the more  dysfunction— 
 including crime, depression, anxiety, drug use, school dropouts, and early 
 deaths—  its denizens of all social classes su" er. 12 A study spanning the years 
1972 to 2008 similarly ! nds that Americans are less happy and trustful 
when there is more income inequality. 13 Liberal academics are not the only 
people worrying about inequality. No less a libertarian than Charles Mur-
ray (of The Bell Curve fame) recently released a book documenting how 
social class divides are tearing the United States in two. 14

One proven way to reduce inequality is to produce more college 
graduates. 15 This would help not just the  have-  nots, but the nation as a 
whole. More than 70 percent of the nation’s jobs require specialized skills 
that high schools do not teach. 16 With a dearth of quali! ed workers, many 
companies must now import workers to the United States or move their 
operations abroad. 17 This situation is likely to worsen. By 2025 the United 
States will need twenty million more  college-  educated workers than it is 
on track to produce. 18

Class in the Classroom
Yet educating more people requires softening another culture clash, this 
time between the selves of the people delivering education and the selves of 
the people in greatest need of it. Educators are far from our nation’s wealth-
iest people. But with a college education under their belts, and the cultural 
knowledge, connections, and income that come with it, they tend to see 
themselves as separate, unique, controlling, free, and equal. In other words, 
 college-  educated teachers and professors tend to use independent selves.
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Their students hailing from  working-  class backgrounds, by contrast, 
tend to use interdependent selves. For  working-  class Americans, interde-
pendence is not just an interesting philosophical stance; it’s a useful strat-
egy for surviving when there are too few resources to go around. Relating 
to and ! tting in with other people helps build networks that can deliver 
not only emotional support, but also material assistance, when necessary. 
Adjusting to situations makes good sense when changing them is above 
your pay grade. Rooting yourself in tradition and location is likewise a 
good way to weather a relatively chaotic world. And when you’re on the 
lower ranks of the social ladder, it behooves you to pay attention to who’s 
above and below. Consequently,  working-  class people tend to see their 
selves as more relational, similar, adjusting, rooted, and ranked. 

 Working-  class interdependence is not identical to  East-  Asian, female, 
or other forms of interdependence, nor is a  working-  class  European- 
 American woman’s way of being interdependent the same as a  working- 
 class man’s. Indeed, even though female teachers can make classrooms 
uncomfortably interdependent for boys as we discussed in chapter 3, 
teachers’  middle-  class independence often clashes with the interdepen-
dence of their  working-  class charges. When independence and interde-
pendence collide in the classroom, many  working-  class students conclude 
that school is not for them. 19

Some educators come to agree with them, viewing their  working- 
 class students as unmotivated, uncooperative, or just plain dumb. This is 
a failure not only of education, but also of the American  Dream—“a 
simple but powerful one,” as President Bill Clinton described it, that “if 
you work hard and play by the rules you should be given a chance to go 
as far as your  God-  given ability will take you.”20

Now that dream must be amended: you must not only work hard and 
play by the rules, but also get a college education. And though there are 
 exceptions—  Steve Jobs, for example, was adopted into a  working-  class 
family, dropped out of college because it was too expensive, and then 
grew up to establish and run a computer company you might have heard 
 of—  they are so rare that they prove the rule.

To bring more people into the academic fold and create more pros-
perity for all, educators must tune in to the interdependent selves of their 
 working-  class students. At the same time, to take advantage of educa-
tional opportunities and make a better rank for themselves,  working-  class 
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students must cultivate more independent selves. This meeting in the mid-
dle will require changes throughout the culture cycle: institutions, interac-
tions, and I’s, and then, ultimately, our big ideas about how to divide 
money, education, and opportunity.

Although we draw primarily from American research and examples, 
our prescription applies to many other contexts. Over the past three de-
cades, governments around the world have cut programs aimed at helping 
less a(  uent people climb the social ladder. The Great Recession only 
exacerbated that trend. Now education alone must do much of the heavy 
lifting of social mobility. To narrow the wedge of inequality, nations 
around the world will have to grapple with class in the classroom like 
never before.

The University of Independence
“So, why are you taking this course?” Hazel asked on the ! rst day of her 
psychology seminar. She looked out at the ring of undergraduates and 
called on John Hopper. 21 Like all the other students, he was sporting the 
West Coast collegiate uniform of jeans, T-shirt, and  $ ip-  $ ops.

“My adviser said I should take a freshman seminar, and this one ! t my 
schedule,” Hopper told his hands, which were splayed on the conference 
table.

Next Hazel called on Matthew Reynolds,22 another tanned freshman 
in full university regalia.

“I chose this class because it has always seemed to me that the mind 
and the body work in unison,” he began, looking Hazel in the eye and 
then meeting the gaze of his fellow students. “So it seems that they should 
be analyzed together, not separately. This is my philosophy, and now I 
want to ! nd out if I’m right.”

A few weeks into the seminar, John Hopper knocked on Hazel’s of-
! ce door for his one required meeting. He came prepared to talk about an 
upcoming paper assignment, but as the conversation warmed, he ven-
tured what was clearly a di%  cult question. “All those students who talk all 
the time,” he asked. “How do they do it? How do they already have so 
many ideas and opinions?”

It was the best question Hazel had heard all year, so she tried to get to 
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know her students even better than usual. She learned, for instance, that 
Hopper was the ! rst in his family to go to college. His father had been a 
skilled electrician (he abandoned the family when John was still an infant), 
and his mother was an administrative assistant at a small business. Hopper 
worked hard in high school, earning great grades, nearly acing his SATs, 
lettering in two varsity sports, and gaining pro! ciency in Spanish.

Reynolds also had an impressive résumé, with excellent grades and 
scores and a national science fair award. All his siblings and cousins were 
attending or had already graduated from college. His father was an attorney, 
and his mother was a hospital administrator. An accomplished swimmer, 
Reynolds also sang and played guitar in a band that was forming in his dorm.

Over the quarter, Hazel observed that Reynolds always asked ques-
tions and made comments, some of them quite insightful. Even when his 
remarks weren’t particularly trenchant, he spoke con! dently. During 
Hazel’s weekly o%  ce hours, which Reynolds regularly attended, he con-
fessed that he had a strong desire to distinguish himself from “the crowd,” 
and asked for Hazel’s help in doing so. He inquired about a summer 
internship in her lab. His actions echoed decades of research ! ndings: 
people at the tops of hierarchies are more likely to express their attitudes 
and opinions, to take risks, to formulate  long-  term goals, and to break 
social norms in pursuit of those goals. 23

In contrast, Hopper talked only if called upon. Hazel learned that he 
also had many interesting ideas, but he didn’t yet know which ones were 
good, and until he did, he didn’t want to make a fool of himself. The 
advice of his grandmother rang in his ears: “It’s better to sit quietly and 
look stupid than to open your mouth and remove all doubt.”

Hazel knew, however, that by graduation Hopper would get much 
better at expressing his unique ideas, not only because he was a bright 
young man, but also because it is the job of colleges to impart an indepen-
dent self. In addition to large doses of information about the human ge-
nome, the laws of economics, and the Holy Roman Empire, colleges also 
dispense a lot of time to stew over that very special project: the I inside. 
Who are you? What are your interests and talents? What do you believe 
and why? After four years with few obligations to others and so much at-
tention on their selves, college students cultivate the view that life is 
mostly about their thoughts, feelings, achievements, and choices. 24
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Tell Us about Your Self
In interviews with thousands of North American adults, we hear the fa-
miliar refrain of independence among  middle-  class Americans and the 
echoes of interdependence among  working-  class Americans. For instance, 
when asked to describe himself, a  college-  educated  forty-  ! ve-  year-  old 
man had this to say: “I’m smart, maybe not brilliant, but  well-  organized, 
a good sport. I plan for the future and I make choices about what I want, 
feel, and want to be.” Notice his emphasis on uniqueness, control, and 
 choice—  all facets of the independent self. 25

Now consider this  self-  description from a  forty-  seven-  year- old  working- 
 class man: “I know what is right and wrong. I’m kind to people. I never 
talk down to anyone and I never talk behind their backs.”26 Notice his 
emphasis on rooting himself in morality, relating to others, and (dis)re-
garding rank27—all aspects of the interdependent self. A  thirty-  eight- 
 year-  old construction worker likewise stresses the importance of relating 
and adjusting: “What matters is endurance, not giving up, just being in 
there, sticking with your friends when the going is not so good, hanging 
tough.”28 In  working-  class worlds, family and friends are often a higher 
priority than individual achievement. 29

The di" erent selves of  working-  class and  middle-  class Americans are 
apparent not only in their words, but also in their deeds. As we discussed 
in previous chapters, independent selves cherish choosing because it al-
lows them to shine all ! ve facets of their independent selves. Indeed, 
thousands of studies show that when  middle-  class people get to make 
choices, they are happier and healthier, produce more, persist longer, and 
perform better than when they do not get to make choices. 30 

But  working-  class Americans have a di" erent take on choice, as Alana 
and Hazel discovered. Their research team invited shoppers at strip malls 
to participate in an alleged marketing study on pens, for which they would 
receive a pen as compensation. Half the participants chose which of ! ve 
di" erent pens they would evaluate and take home; the other half rated 
and received a pen that the researcher chose. As studies with college stu-
dents had already found,  middle-  class participants who chose their own 
pen liked it more than did  middle-  class participants who were simply 
given a pen. But  working-  class participants (who are seldom included in 
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social science experiments) liked their pens equally well no matter who 
had chosen it. They were just delighted to get a free pen. 31

 Middle-  class Americans not only value the act of choosing more than 
do  working-  class Americans, they also see more of their actions as chosen. 
Hazel and her colleagues Nicole Stephens and Stephanie Fryberg asked col-
lege students from  working-   and  middle-  class backgrounds to list all the 
choices they made from the moment they got up in the morning. Even 
though the details of their daily lives seemed quite similar, the  middle-  class 
students made twice as many entries as the  working-  class students. For the 
 middle-  class students, “getting out of bed,” “taking a shower,” and “putting 
on clothes” are not just steps in a morning routine; they are chosen acts to 
be undertaken or not depending on the druthers of an independent self. 32 
Studies in Hazel’s lab also show that  working-  class participants are less upset 
when they don’t get to choose, are less likely to pursue opportunities for 
choice, and have more negative associations with choosing than do  middle- 
 class participants. 33

Keeping an I on Others
Because the people taking the bus can’t be in the driver’s seat,  working-  class 
Americans master skills other than choosing and controlling, including ad-
justing and relating. People without college degrees agree with statements 
such as “Once something has happened, I try to adjust myself to it because 
it is di%  cult to change it myself” more than do people with college de-
grees.34  Working-  class Americans also work hard to relate to the people 
around them. Compared to  middle-  class adults, for example,  working-  class 
adults chatting with a stranger more frequently nod their heads in agree-
ment, raise their eyebrows, and look at their conversation partner’s face. In 
contrast, those with higher social status spend more time grooming them-
selves, doodling, and checking their phones. 35  Working-  class adults are also 
better at guessing the feelings of both strangers and friends. 36

Perhaps because their own emotional lives are so closely tied to those 
of other people,  working-  class Americans invest more in the happiness 
of others. For instance, in 2001, Americans with household earnings of 
$75,000 or more contributed 2. 7 percent of their income to charity, while 
those making $25,000 or less donated 4. 2 percent of their income. 37 To get 
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a close-up view of this generosity in action, psychologists Paul Pi" , Dacher 
Keltner, and their team gave college students a gift they could share with 
an anonymous partner in a laboratory experiment. Participants who con-
sidered themselves to be lower in social rank gave 44 percent more to the 
partner than did participants of higher rank. 38 Keltner’s lab also ! nds that 
 lower-  status participants make more ethical decisions, negotiate more 
honestly, and compete more fairly than  higher-  status participants. 39

Paying close attention to the thoughts, feelings, and actions of other 
people is a smart strategy when people of higher rank control your fate. Yet 
interdependence can take a toll on both body and mind. When other peo-
ple are demanding, rejecting, or disrespectful, and you are in a subordinate 
position, you feel the sting more deeply than do people in higher positions. 
In one study, for example, psychologists Edith Chen and Karen Matthews 
read to  working-   and  middle-  class children a set of humiliating situations, 
such as hearing a classmate laugh at your comment in class (much as Ha-
zel’s student John Hopper feared). The researchers found that the  working- 
 class kids literally took the insults to heart, registering a greater change in 
blood pressure than did the  middle-  class kids.

Keeping an “I” on other people can also impede interdependent selves 
from scaling the social ladder. For example, across several studies, psy-
chologist Joe Magee and his colleagues asked half their sample of MBA 
students to think of a time when they had power over someone (the  high- 
 status condition), and the other half of their sample to think of a time 
when someone else had power over them (the  low-  status condition). The 
participants assigned to the  low-  status condition negotiated worse deals, 
took fewer risks, and generally acted more “beta” than their randomly 
assigned “alpha” colleagues. Meanwhile, the arbitrarily alpha participants 
were quicker to pull the trigger across a variety of business  situations—  a 
readiness that helps maintain and ultimately widen the gap between 
 higher-   and  lower-  status folks. 40

Learning Your Place
Crafting  class-  appropriate selves starts early, anthropologist Adrie Kusse-
row ! nds. She observed the daily interactions of mothers and their tod-
dlers on the tony Upper East Side of Manhattan and in two  working-  class 
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communities in Queens. 41 To help their children thrive in these very 
di" erent worlds, parents aim to rear very di" erent selves.

In Queens, that world is a rough place that requires an interdependent 
self. To protect their children from the corruption around them, parents’ 
! rst order of business is to root their children in traditional morals. “You 
have to give them a very strong background,” said one mother, “princi-
ples that you have to rely on, and . . .  you draw the line for them.”42 
 Working-  class parents also make sure that kids know their place. To rein-
force who is in charge, they more often use teasing, yelling, spanking, and 
direct commands than do  middle-  class parents. These practices help pre-
pare children for  working-  class jobs, which often require conforming and 
carefully following orders under close supervision. 43 Parents also give 
their children more unstructured time with other children to learn how 
to negotiate status on their own. “I hate it when they don’t stand up for 
themselves,” said one mother. “I have one child who whines. I don’t want 
her to come running. I’m like, ‘defend yourself and ! ght it out.’ ”44

But on the wealthy and educated Upper East Side, the world is safe, 
welcoming, and full of possibilities. Here, parents’ main task is to coax 
their children’s independent selves into full bloom. Parents are a" ection-
ate and warm, o" ering their children opportunities to discover what they 
like and what they’re good at. As was the case with Hazel and her daugh-
ter in chapter 2, life proceeds as a series of questions: Do you want to read 
a story before putting on pajamas or after? Which book do you want to 
read? What did you like about that book? Even discipline comes in the 
form of a question: Do you have to jump on that chair now? Don’t you 
think you should stop hitting your brother?

 Middle-  class parents also meet tall tales with a question mark, psy-
chologist Peggy Miller and her colleagues ! nd. A child who contends 
that, say, Santa Claus comes at Easter, will be asked, “Really, does he? Tell 
me about it? How does that work?” With a safety net in place,  middle- 
 class parents can encourage  risk-  taking and questioning the status quo. In 
sharp contrast,  working-  class parents tend to challenge the same confabu-
lations with a simple, “No, he doesn’t. Don’t be stupid,” conveying that 
reality is not theirs for their making. 45

Throughout their exchanges, many  middle-  class parents bend down to 
their children’s level and look into their eyes, communicating, “We are 
equals.”  Working-  class parents, in contrast, don’t stoop to conquer.
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“ Upper-  middle class parents consciously and unconsciously teach their 
children how to communicate with teachers and other adults in power,” 
writes Kusserow. “As a result, when [the children] show up for their ! rst 
day of school, they have already mastered a large, albeit implicit, portion of 
the curriculum. These behaviors then in turn get called ‘talent,’ ‘sensitivity,’ 
‘intelligence,’ ‘imagination’ and other traits that are supposedly inborn and 
supposedly necessary for scholastic  success—  rather than  class-  based knowl-
edge.”46

Wealthier parents confer another advantage by immersing their chil-
dren in what sociologist Annette Lareau calls “a steady stream of speech.” 
In a single hour,  middle-  class children hear their parents speak almost 
twice as many words (2,153 words) as do  working-  class children (1,251 
words) and more than three times as many words as poor children (616 
words).  Middle-  class parents also read more to their children and encour-
age them to share what they’re thinking and learning. 47 As a result, by the 
time  middle-  class children enter preschool, they already have bigger vo-
cabularies and better comprehension than their less a(  uent classmates. 48

You Are Your Media
The daily interactions of  working-   and  middle-  class adults likewise drive 
and derive from di" erent notions of the self. Advertisements in magazines 
targeted at readers with a  high-  school education (e. g., Reader’s Digest), for 
example, paint a picture of a very di" erent ideal self than do ads in maga-
zines for  college-  educated readers (e. g., Time). In one  working-  class 
magazine, for instance, a wife tempts her husband with a thick piece 
of chocolate cake over the slogan, “Mama said there’d be cake like this.” 
A careful analysis of hundreds of other  working-  class magazine ads 
reveals a prominent theme of enjoying comfortable times with family. 
But in  middle-  class magazines, the theme of expressing uniqueness sells 
the wares. An ad for a music player, for example, features a thin woman 
lounging on a leather couch with the tag line, “You are your play list.”49

Popular music also pumps out di" erent messages about how to be a self. 
Musical genres have strong associations with social class. The more educa-
tion you have, the more likely you are to like rock music, and the less edu-
cation you have, the more likely you are to like country  music—  regardless 
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of what region of the country you live in. In a systematic comparison of the 
bestselling rock and country songs of the last forty years, we found that 
more  rock songs hollered about expressing uniqueness and controlling 
one’s world, while more country songs twanged about maintaining integrity 
and controlling one’s self. The rock band Steppenwolf is “lookin’ for ad-
venture” because they’re “born to be wild,” but country singer Johnny 
Cash is just keeping “a close watch on this heart of mine.” Led Zeppelin 
is buying the stairway to heaven while Tammy Wynette is standing by 
her man.50

The Catch-22
After eighteen years of daily interactions with distinct practices and prod-
ucts, college students such as John Hopper and Matthew Reynolds emerge 
with distinct selves. Their di" erent selves, in turn, react di" erently to the 
institutions, interactions, and I’s they meet in college.

For instance, before taking their places at Stanford, both men were 
accepted at the University of California at Berkeley. This is the letter that 
arrived in the big envelope:

There is truly no place like Berkeley. Anywhere. And 
you’ve earned a place here. We think you can take this 
excitement and make it your own. Take the world’s ideas 
and forge new ones. Learn. Imagine. Experiment. Create. 
Change the world. You can do it and you can do it here. 
We know you can. Choose Berkeley. 51

For Reynolds, the words were reassuring. They said to him, “Keep on 
expressing your uniqueness, separating from your family, making choices, 
and otherwise realizing your independent self, just as you have been doing 
for the past eighteen years.”

But for Hopper, the message was bewildering. “What kind of person 
must I become to succeed in a place like this?” he thought. The interde-
pendent themes of ! tting in, relating, and adjusting were nowhere to be 
found.

The swag Hopper receives from other universities does little to com-
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fort him. One college brochure boasts that its students have “the freedom 
to select and combine majors from more than 60 areas of study.”52 An-
other claims, “It is not the task of an academic advisor to tell you what to 
do . . .  your advisor should be seen as a compass, not as a roadmap.”53

The mismatch between the interdependent selves of  working-  class 
students and the independent culture cycles of universities presents a 
catch-22: To ascend to the  middle-  class, you must have a college degree. 
Yet to succeed in college, you must already know how to play by  middle- 
 class rules.

What’s worse, universities do little to share the rulebook. Many col-
leges now recognize that people of color can feel alienated, and so design 
programs to support them. But “if you’re white and you come from a poor 
or  working-  class background, you show up on these campuses and you are 
having your mind blown hundreds of times a day, and your reality is never 
noticed or validated by anyone,” noted the late activist Felice Yeskel. 54

Why  First-  Gens Flounder
Getting a college education is thus a decidedly more challenging task for a 
 working-  class student such as Hopper than for a  middle-  class student such 
as Reynolds. For Reynolds, college is simply the next stage in the plan he 
has been following since birth. Like 82 percent of students who have at least 
one parent with a college degree or more, Reynolds went to college im-
mediately after high school. 55 To this end, his parents copiloted his Internet 
searches and college visits, edited his application essays, consulted with 
friends and family, lined up $200,000, and helped their son select, shop for, 
and move into his new home. He is now poised to develop his voice, follow 
his passions, stand out, make good choices, and change the world. He even 
has a philosophy to test and a growing network of professors on his side.

In contrast, Hopper is like an athlete without a coach. His mother is 
bursting with pride for her son and would do anything to help him, but she 
doesn’t really know how. As she is not close to many college graduates, she 
has few people to ask for advice, and the counselors at Hopper’s large pub-
lic high school are too burdened to be of much help. On his own, Hopper 
! gured out how to apply to the schools near his town in Northern Cali-
fornia. Like many  working-  class Americans, he didn’t want to go too far 
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from home. As sociologist Michèle Lamont observes,  working-  class people 
tend to be “immersed in tight networks of sociability, in part because their 
extended family often resides within a few miles.”56 On his own, Hopper 
also applied for loans and scholarships, and earned extra money cleaning 
pools during vacations. He then went to college directly out of high school, 
bucking a  long-  standing trend: less than half of students whose parents 
do not have a college education enroll in college immediately after high 
school. 57

Like many  working-  class students, one of Hopper’s main motivations 
for going to college was ultimately to give back to his family and his com-
munity. 58 But in his ! rst weeks at Stanford, he meets no one who shares 
his goals. He struggles to ! nd the words to explain why he feels so out of 
step. But aware of the stereotype that  working-  class Americans are not as 
smart as  middle-  class ones, he is afraid to ask for help, lest he con! rm the 
stereotype. He begins to question whether he is in the right place.

Hopper is not alone. One out of every six students at  four-  year col-
leges are the ! rst in their family to pursue higher education. These stu-
dents routinely trail behind those with at least one  college-  educated 
parent. So-called  ! rst-  gen students receive lower grades, take fewer cred-
its, and have higher  drop-  out rates. They report that professors and other 
students respond to them as di" erent, passive, or even slow. And they are 
less likely to participate in student organizations or to develop close rela-
tionships with their peers and faculty. 59

 Working-  class students’ interdependence con$ icts with higher educa-
tion in other ways. Some of these students worry that going to college will 
sever their ties to their family and friends back home. “I will become dif-
ferent from my mom and my friends, and what is the point of that?” one 
! rst-gen student told Hazel as part of a study. Others feel uncomfortable 
with all the attention they are getting. “I feel so sel! sh here with all this fuss 
about me and what I want to do with my life,” con! ded another student. 60

The Other Invisible Hand
As education becomes more expensive and less welcoming to  working- 
 class Americans, the class structure becomes even more entrenched. This 
loss of social mobility bodes ill for the country as a whole. The many 
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challenges of the  twenty-  ! rst century demand an educated and united 
citizenry. Yet the United States, like many other nations, is dividing along 
class lines for lack of access to a good education.

Some social inequality may be inevitable. 61 Like our primate breth-
ren, we humans spontaneously arrange ourselves into hierarchies. Put a 
group of people in a room and, fairly soon, they will establish a pecking 
order. 62 Even Americans, who famously deny the existence of social class, 
can readily report on their social standing. In several studies, for example, 
health psychologist Nancy Adler and her colleagues show participants a 
simple line drawing of a ladder, and then ask them to mark the rung that 
represents where they stand relative to other people. The researchers ! nd 
not only that people can complete this task reliably, but also that their 
simple mark reveals a wealth of information. The higher the rung a per-
son selects, the better his or her health across a host of measures. 63

Some of this inequality has its basis in biology. After all, to the larger, 
stronger, and smarter often go the spoils. Yet many humans create  cultures 
that amp up the consequences of these hierarchies. The culture cycle then 
works so deftly that it hides the human minds and hands that created these 
distinctions in the ! rst place. People wind up viewing status, class, caste, 
and their consequences as natural and inevitable, rather than as  human- 
 made and changeable.

Throw Money Better
Unlike our hairier primate counterparts, we humans can also use culture 
cycles to $ atten the slopes and shorten the distances between the rungs of 
our social ladders. One straightforward approach to leveling hierarchies 
and bettering lives is to make a solid education available and appealing to 
everyone. Many countries, including Japan and Denmark, have used this 
institutional lever to lessen inequality and improve their citizens’ health 
and  well-  being. 64

But in the United States, a good education is increasingly reserved for 
families at the top of the socioeconomic heap. The problem begins long 
before college. Because funding for primary and secondary public schools 
is usually tied to local property taxes, U. S. school districts with wealthier 
residents can spend up to $40,000 per student annually, while districts 
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with poorer residents can spend as little as $4,000 per student. 65 Such large 
discrepancies in funding are odd for an industrialized nation. In Canada, 
for example, provinces give each school the same amount of money. As a 
result, children in poor Canadian neighborhoods often have the same 
quality teachers, curricula, and materials as do children in wealthy neigh-
borhoods. 66

In the United States, however, unequal wealth often means unequal 
educations. Because  working-  class areas pay their teachers less than do more 
a(  uent districts,  working-  class neighborhoods cannot attract and retain 
the most quali! ed teachers. Students of less quali! ed teachers, in turn, 
drop out at a higher rate than do students of better teachers. Poor schools 
also lack the enriched curriculum, multimedia libraries, and science labo-
ratories that their richer counterparts enjoy. With so little to hold them in 
the classroom,  working-  class students are more likely to join the mass exo-
dus that is now plaguing U. S. secondary education. In the nation’s ! fty 
largest cities, more than half the students do not complete high school. 67

“How can we sustain an economy in the  twenty-  ! rst century with 
these kinds of graduation rates?” asks educator Linda  Darling-  Hammond. 68

The state of Connecticut has one answer: fund public schools su%  -
ciently and equitably. With its 1986 Education Enhancement Act, the 
state increased and equalized teacher salaries, raised standards for teacher 
education, and invested more in teachers’ professional development. By 
1998, Connecticut’s  fourth-  graders surpassed their competition in all 
other states in reading and math, and the state’s  eighth-  graders scored 
among the nation’s best in math, science, and writing. 69

Simply throwing money at the education problem won’t ! x it. As 
educator W. Norton Grubb recounts in The Money Myth, the relationship 
between how much funding a school receives and how well its students 
perform is weak. 70 Although money alone may not be su%  cient to close 
the gaps between  working-   and  middle-  class students, it can help buy the 
things that do make a di" erence, including early childhood education and 
 government-  sponsored,  low-  interest college loan programs (such as Pell 
Grants). Money also attracts the skilled teachers, sage principals, and stim-
ulating curricula that Grubb cites as the heavy lifters in education. In 
short, at the institutional level of the culture cycle, an infusion of cash, 
smartly distributed, is one nudge that could set up  working-  class students 
for success.
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Put the Pieces Together
Once in front of their classrooms,  better-  paid,  better-  trained teachers 
should enlist the interdependence of  working-  class students to boost their 
entire class’s performance. One of the best techniques for leveraging in-
terdependence in schools is called the jigsaw classroom, which was created 
by psychologist Elliot Aronson in Texas in the early 1970s. At the time, 
school desegregation was fanning hostilities in schools across the South. 
Reasoning that the competitive techniques many teachers use were actu-
ally fueling the tensions, Aronson and his team asked, why not try coop-
eration instead?

Working with teachers, the researchers split classrooms into groups of 
! ve to six children, making sure that each group included plenty of gender, 
racial, and socioeconomic diversity. Teachers then divided their lessons into 
! ve or six interlocking parts, assigning one part to each student in each 
group. For example, for a lesson on World War II, one student researched 
Hitler’s rise to power, another student covered concentration camps, an-
other handled Japan’s entry into the war, and so on. After researching their 
segments and conferring with the kids assigned the same topic in the other 
groups, students returned to their home groups and presented their reports. 
The entire group was later tested on its knowledge of all topics.

At ! rst, students chided the “slower” students for their less polished 
reports and speaking styles. Once they ! gured out that their grades depended 
on everyone’s performance, however, the students banded together to shore 
up one another’s weaknesses and capitalize on their strengths. By the end of 
the  eight-  week intervention, students randomly assigned to jigsaw class-
rooms scored higher on their exams, liked school more, and held less racial 
prejudice than did students randomly assigned to a no-treatment control 
condition. 71

To further unleash the power of interdependence, educators should 
gear their materials (readings, videos, letters, etc.) to the selves of their 
 working-  class students. In one laboratory study, for instance, psychologist 
Nicole Stephens and colleagues invited  ! rst-  generation college students 
to evaluate their university’s new welcoming materials for freshman. Half 
the participants viewed materials with an independent slant: the letter 
from the president, brochure, and $ yers portrayed the university as a place 
to explore one’s personal interests. The other half viewed a package with 
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an interdependent angle, presenting the university as a place where stu-
dents can collaborate with others and become part of a community.  First- 
 gens in the independent condition later performed worse on spatial and 
verbal tasks than did  ! rst-  gens in the interdependent condition. 72 A sec-
ond study suggests why:  Working-  class students in the independent con-
dition underwent a sharp increase in cortisol levels, indicating that they 
were stressed out while completing the tasks.  Middle-  class students, on 
the other hand, remained unru(  ed in both conditions. 73

Universities can use the  working-  class emphasis on community not 
only to welcome students to college, but also to keep them there. The Posse 
Foundation, a New York  City–  based nonpro! t with sites in nine U. S. cit-
ies, identi! es  low-  income high school students with strong academic and 
leadership potential, groups them in teams of ten, gives them eight months 
of precollege training, and then grants them  full-  tuition scholarships to at-
tend an elite university together. Once at college, Posse Scholars help one 
another navigate the foreign, sometimes hostile terrain of college life.

Educator Deborah Bial helped create the organization after a promis-
ing  inner-  city student told her, “I never would have dropped out of col-
lege if I had my posse with me.” Since the program’s inception in 1989, it 
has sent 4,245 students to some three dozen partner universities, includ-
ing Vanderbilt University, the University of Pennsylvania, and North-
western. The program works; 90 percent of Posse Scholars leave college 
with a bachelor’s degree in hand. 74

Educators at all grades and stages can help their  working-  class stu-
dents by lifting the stereotype threat under which the latter labor. Two 
psychologists,  Jean-  Claude Croizet and Theresa Claire, found that when 
 working-  class participants were told that a test was designed to assess in-
tellectual ability, they performed worse than when they were told that the 
test was a measure of readiness to concentrate on a task. The reason? In 
the ability version of the test,  working-  class students were anxious about 
con! rming the stereotype that their group was stupid and lazy. This anx-
iety distracted them from the task at hand, and made them perform worse 
than when the test was not allegedly assessing some deep, ! xed quality. As 
we have seen in the previous chapters, stereotype threat undermines many 
people in  lower-  status positions, including Blacks and women. Yet as this 
study also shows, alleviating stereotype threat is sometimes just a matter 
of tweaking directions. 75
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Add Some Independence
To succeed academically takes more than interdependence, however. 
 Working-  class students must also cultivate an independent streak. The 
story of the KIPP (Knowledge Is Power Program) Academies illustrates 
why interdependence is not enough to thrive in mainstream  middle-  class 
worlds.

KIPP is a 20-state network of 109 charter schools that serve primarily 
 low-  income  African-  American and Latino students. Most KIPP Acade-
mies are middle schools. Launched in 1994, the program has placed an 
astounding 84 percent of its  thirty-  three thousand graduates in  four-  year 
universities. But unlike the Posse Foundation, it hasn’t kept them there: 
although their students beat the averages for  low-  income students, only 
36 percent of KIPP alumni graduate from college within six years of leav-
ing high school. This is only slightly higher than the national average of 
31 percent for Americans between the ages of  twenty-  ! ve and  twenty- 
 nine. 76

Stalling these students’ meteoric climb is KIPP’s almost exclusive fo-
cus on interdependent skills. At the heart of the KIPP curriculum is a 
protocol called  SLANT—  an acronym that stands for Sit up straight, Lis-
ten, Ask and answer questions, Nod your head, and Track the speaker 
with your eyes. SLANT defuses many of the behavioral issues that plague 
 low-  income schools, and helps KIPP students and teachers endure nearly 
 nine-  hour school days and compulsory summer  school—  many hours of 
which are dedicated to practicing standardized tests. 77

Yet most colleges want students who can do more than act nice and 
rock the SAT. They demand that their scholars identify problems, challenge 
doctrine, dream up solutions, communicate ideas, and re! ne creations 
based on the feedback of peers. To these ends, the Posse Foundation spends 
months training its scholars to cultivate and share their opinions with peo-
ple from di" erent class, gender, and ethnic backgrounds. In other words, 
Posse meets the interdependent needs of  working-  class students, and then 
helps them hone the independence they will need to excel in college.

Comparing the Posse Foundation and KIPP Academies is not alto-
gether fair. Posse carefully selects its participants; KIPP takes all comers 
whose parents sign a commitment contract. Posse nurtures its scholars 
in small batches; KIPP operates  full-  $ edged public charter schools. Yet 
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KIPP’s founders, Dave Levin and Mike Feinberg, agree that its graduation 
rates need to grow. “We aspire for our students to earn  four-  year degrees 
at the same rate as students from the nation’s  highest-  income families, giv-
ing them the same opportunity for  self-  su%  ciency,” they wrote in a 2011 
report. 78 That same report features a photo of KIPP’s earliest class of  forty- 
 seven students and a sign that reads, “Team Always Beats Individual.” Per-
haps fortifying those individuals with a healthy dose of independence 
would help KIPP students succeed in  middle-  class worlds, where many 
believe the individual should sometimes try to trump the team.

Psychologist Daphna Oyserman and her team developed one such 
 independence-  inducing tactic. Noting that many  working-  class students 
have big dreams but no clear idea how to realize them, the research team 
created an  eleven-  week School-to-Jobs program to help students develop 
a sense of themselves as making choices, controlling their futures, and 
pursuing their unique paths. To test the program, the researchers ran-
domly divided 280  low-  income  middle-  school students into either a 
school-as-usual class or a possible selves class that met twice a week. 79 The 
students in the possible selves class ! rst found photographs depicting vi-
sions of the kinds of adults they wanted to grow up to be. The students 
then plotted time lines from their current selves to their possible selves, 
replete with likely setbacks and how to deal with them. Leveraging their 
interdependence, the students also met with family and community mem-
bers to discuss their desired futures and to enlist support.

Two years later, Oyserman and her coauthors found that the students 
who had charted their futures had higher standardized test scores, better 
grades, fewer absences, and less depression than did students in the control 
group. A strengthened independent self seems to be at the heart of the 
program’s success. “Students begin to see choices that were invisible be-
fore, and to see themselves as the architects of their own futures,” says 
Oyserman. 80

To build some independence at the university level, psychologists Nicole 
Stephens and MarYam Hamedani developed an intervention for  working- 
 class students. The researchers assigned half their sample of  ! rst-  generation 
freshmen to hear  ! rst-  gen upperclassmen describe how their interdependent 
ways (for example, fear of asking questions in class) initially caused them 
 di%  culties, but how they eventually learned more e" ective independent 
strategies (for example, speaking up in class, or asking for help). The other 
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half of the sample heard the same upperclassmen discuss general study 
skills. Stephens and Hamedani found that  ! rst-  gen students who learned 
about how to be independent felt less stress and anxiety and earned higher 
grades in their ! rst year of college than did ! rst-gens in the study-skills 
control group. 81

Cop to Class
Individuals can also help change their culture cycles to bridge social classes. 
To start,  middle-  class folks can extend an interdependent hand to their 
 working-  class brethren and acknowledge the power of social class. Amer-
icans are particularly slow to recognize the socioeconomic structuring of 
their own culture, even though the United States has long been one of the 
most strati! ed industrialized countries. The belief that the United States 
is a land of level playing ! elds is an independent one, allowing the  better- 
 o"  to believe that they succeed solely because of their own hard work and 
brilliance, rather than because thousands of cultural quirks paved the path 
to their a(  uence.

Many  middle-  class individuals who have taken a dose of interdepen-
dence see that their own education, income, and occupation have more to 
do with their parents’ education, income, and occupation;82 with tax laws; 
with their excellent rapport with their  eighth-  grade science teacher; and 
with other institutions and interactions than with their own native awe-
someness. They also understand that with this status comes a particular 
way of seeing the self, an independent way, that is no more natural, right, 
or inevitable than is their position in society. Many of these  cross-  class 
pioneers then set out to understand more interdependent ways of  being— 
 which, rather than being slow or weak, are actually the way most people in 
the United States, not to mention the world, live their lives.

To get a clearer glimpse of interdependence, psychologist Barbara 
Jensen recommends that  middle-  class Americans take a trip to the other 
side of the class divide.  Working-  class worlds have “an integrity all their 
own,” she notes, “which means you just have to go and experience them 
for yourself.” And who knows? You might like what you ! nd;  working- 
 class cultures have much to recommend them. Compared to the  middle- 
 class pressures to individuate, choose, control, and plan,  working-  class 
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worlds can o" er “an unearned sense of oneself as part of other people, part 
of the world we live in, part of  life—  a foundational sense of belonging,” 
she writes. 83

Within your own world, take the time to talk to the  working-  class 
people you encounter every day, recommends activist and author Betsy 
 Leondar-  Wright in her book Class Matters. At work, for example, she sug-
gests asking the  lowest-  ranking people “how they see the organization.” 
You will likely ! nd that things look quite di" erent from below. “Keep 
asking and listening, as the ! rst answer may not be their whole story,” she 
adds. 84

 Working-  class individuals can also get into the  class-  crossing act by 
sharpening their independence. A ! rst target is to recognize that you have 
more options than you may initially perceive. While  working-  class com-
munities and jobs objectively o" er fewer opportunities for choice and 
control than do  middle-  class worlds,  middle-  class worlds probably do not 
pro" er as many choices as their inhabitants perceive. Yet thinking that 
you are in control, even when you are not, is one of the tricks that more 
powerful people use to stay optimistic, healthy, and  action-  oriented. 85 
Although delusions of control are likely not good for anyone, a few more 
illusions of control may give you the extra independence you need to 
thrive in  middle-  class worlds.

Close the Chasm
The achievement gap between  low-   and  high- income families is now 
double the  Black-  White  gap—  a complete reversal of the pattern of ! fty 
years ago. 86 Reducing the racial disparities of the 1950s and ’60s required 
changes at every level of the culture cycle. Closing the growing chasm 
between social classes will likewise require overhauling our institutions, 
interactions, I’s, and, ultimately, our ideas about how to divide our plan-
et’s diminishing resources. 

One particularly troublesome idea is that the wealthy should have 
more of society’s spoils because they earned them. The French sociologist 
Pierre Bourdieu calls this way of thinking “the social alchemy that turns 
class privilege into merit.”87 Bourdieu was among the ! rst social scientists 
to track how culture  cycles—  especially their educational institutions and 
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 interactions—  erect and echo class divides. He documents that higher so-
cial status is less a matter of money and more a matter of having the right 
thoughts, feelings, and  actions—  in our words, the right  self—  showing 
that you belong in the upper echelons. 88

Judging their young charges against this yardstick, schools inadver-
tently channel  working-  class kids into the same  dead-  end jobs their par-
ents had, rather than giving them the selves they need to make a better 
life. This is as true in the United States as it is in France: You need an 
independent self to succeed in school, but your parents needed a solid 
education to give you that independent self in the ! rst place. In both na-
tions, and in many others around the world, schools thus perpetuate the 
myth that the rich are rich because they deserve it.

Yet education need not be the obstacle that keeps poor people in their 
place. To quote Bourdieu, “Enlightenment is on the side of those who 
turn their spotlight on our blinkers.”89 By training our spotlights on the 
quiet clashes between independence and interdependence at every level of 
the culture cycle, we can turn schools into the engines of social mobility 
that most people want them to be.
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CHAPTER 6

States of Mind
U. S. Regional Cultures

Watching Lisa Radlo"  sprint across a marathon ! nish line, or van-
quish her competition on the racquetball court, you would never 
guess that just four years ago she weighed 281 pounds. “That’s 

like a linebacker,” she points out.
A few years after moving to the San Francisco Bay Area, the native of 

Palatine, Illinois, saw the writing on the wall: “I was surrounded by ath-
letic girls who all wore a size 2. If I wanted to be successful here, I had to 
lose weight.”

So, over the course of eleven months, the  six-  foot,  one-  inch informa-
tion technology manager dropped 110 pounds. Unlike the vast majority of 
dieters, she has managed to keep the weight o" , mostly because her Cali-
fornia home has allowed her to unleash her  long-  dormant athletic side.

Radlo" ’s rotund husband, however, was a di" erent story. “He didn’t 
even try to get healthy,” she says. Instead, he brought home cheesecakes, 
pizzas, and beer to tempt his shrinking bride. When three years of unem-
ployment packed on another ! fty pounds, he could no longer join Radlo"  
in exploring Northern California’s mountains and beaches. The couple 
slowly drifted apart until last year, after twenty years of marriage, Radlo"  
asked for a divorce. Her husband promptly packed up his car and moved 
back to his hometown of Peoria, Illinois.
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The shimmering lure of relocation is a staple of America, a nation of 
people from somewhere else. Roughly 20 percent of Americans live in a 
region other than the one where they were born. This year alone, be-
tween 5 and 6 percent of Americans will move across a county line. 1

Some of these internal migrants will discover, as Radlo"  did, that 
they prefer using the selves their new homes require. Yet many others will 
! nd, as did Radlo" ’s husband, that their new worlds and old selves just 
don’t jibe. These mismatches take a toll. Rates of schizophrenia and sub-
stance abuse are higher among more mobile Americans. 2 And Americans 
who move frequently in childhood have more alcoholism, depression, and 
suicide attempts in adulthood. 3

Many migrants can’t put a ! nger on why their selves aren’t meshing 
with their new homes. But in the woes of the wandering, we see a com-
mon problem: the clash of interdependent selves with independent places, 
and vice versa. Within the United States, these collisions follow a pattern. 
The culture cycles of the South and Midwest support and re$ ect interde-
pendent I’s that strive to relate, ! t in, adjust, stay rooted in traditions, and 
know their rank in the larger social world. In contrast, the culture cycles 
of the West and Northeast drive and derive from independent I’s that aim 
to individuate, express uniqueness, exert in$ uence, and feel free, equal, 
and great. 4 Anecdotal evidence suggests that when people transfer to a re-
gion whose culture cycle fosters a di" erent sort of self, they experience 
more malaise than when they relocate to a region with a similar sort of self.

Although Americans aren’t as migratory as they were thirty years ago, 
they are still among the most mobile people in the world. 5 The rise of tele-
commuting means that Americans are spending even more of their time 
working with people in di" erent regions. And as more people than ever 
immigrate to the United States, they are discovering that settling in Tacoma, 
Washington, is quite a di" erent proposition from settling in Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama.

Understanding the regional patterning of U. S. cultures can help these 
 present-  day pilgrims. Should you ! nd yourself contemplating a move, 
you can select a U. S. region that best complements your present self or the 
self you want to cultivate. Or, if you don’t have any choice in your desti-
nation, you can at least prepare yourself for the culture shock ahead. By 
knowing what kind of world you’re headed to and what kind of self you 
have (a question we help you answer in chapter 10), you can use the 
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culture cycle to carve a com! er niche for yourself. And if you’re staying 
put, you can also use the culture cycle to make your world more welcom-
ing for other transplants.

The United States is not alone in its regional clashes. The histories of 
many nations are stained with bloody civil wars. Although many of these 
con$ icts have calmed, some tensions still rear their ugly heads. Quite a 
few of these collisions take place across the  independence-  interdependence 
divide. Understanding this divide and then adjusting culture cycles to 
build bridges between di" erent regions can help heal the rifts within bor-
ders.

Go West or Go Home
Although Radlo"  is proud of her lean body, she dislikes some of the pres-
sures that drove her to it. “Californians are sort of super! cial,” she says. In 
addition to judging people because of their appearances, “they have an 
annoying habit of making dates and then not showing up. In the Mid-
west,” she adds, “that’s a punishable o" ense.”

At ! rst Radlo"  took the $ akiness personally. But after a while, she 
blamed the weather, and the culture that it encourages.

“I know this sounds like stereotyping,” she says, “but in the Midwest, 
it’s too cold to go outside for much of the year. And so you stay inside, 
watch football together, drink beer, and bond. But out here, you can meet 
people year round out sur! ng, and running, and biking. And so you don’t 
have to make close friends, because you can always ! nd new ones.” But 
when you’re constantly in the market for friends, “you feel more pressure 
to look good,” she notes.

What Radlo"  has experienced in her own life, psychologist Victoria 
Plaut and colleagues see in their research: people who have more poten-
 tial friends, such as people in more densely populated areas or with more 
money, value physical attractiveness more than do people with fewer 
social options, such as folks in rural areas or with less money. 6

“When you have more choices in friends,” Plaut explains, “you need 
a sorting mechanism. A common sorting mechanism is attractiveness. But 
when you have fewer choices, your friends tend to be the people you’re 
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already connected  to—  the people you grew up with or you go to church 
with. And so attractiveness doesn’t matter as much.”

Accordingly, Plaut and her team show that urban women with high 
waist-to-hip ratios, and thus more around the middle, are less satis! ed and 
socially connected than their  apple-  shaped sisters in rural areas. She also 
! nds, as Radlo"  suspected, that even moderately chunky women su" er 
more in “free market” social worlds than in more traditional and rooted 
settings.

As she morphed from apple to hourglass, Radlo"  discovered that all 
the choosing, individuating, mastering, and freeing that the West7 requires 
not only shrink a body, but also make and mirror an independent self. She 
also understood that all the accepting, relating, adjusting, and rooting back 
in the Midwest not only had generated warmth on cold nights, but also 
had required and reproduced an interdependent self.

With some regret, Radlo"  realized that the longer she stayed in Cali-
fornia, the more her interdependent self receded: “Out here, people think 
and talk about themselves all the time. I never wanted to be that person. I 
wanted to be the person who asked you about yourself ! rst, because that’s 
what it means to be a decent, good human being. But then you absorb 
that ‘Me! Me! Me!’ mentality. And that’s been an interesting change. I 
think about myself ! rst now.”

The West and the Rest
Although the di" erences between the West and the rest of the country are 
less studied than the  North-  South di" erences we discuss later in this chapter, 
they are no less stark. The region that brought you “Hollyweird,” Las Ve-
gas, Silicon Valley, the Silicon Forest, the personal computer, and the  self- 
 esteem movement hosts some of the most independent selves in the country. 
In national surveys, for instance, Westerners describe themselves as more 
open to new experiences, autonomous, and  self-  focused, as well as less friendly, 
agreeable, and  other-  focused, than do Midwesterners and Southerners. 8

Even compared to the  Northeast—  another  open-  minded,  self-  focused, 
and not-so-agreeable region9—the West is more independent on some 
measures. In one study, for example, Plaut and her colleagues explored 
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how residents of San Francisco and Boston get their sense of  self-  worth. 
Both cities are refuges for the “ tax-  hiking,  government-  expanding,  latte- 
 drinking,  sushi-  eating,  Volvo-  driving, New York Times–reading” liberal 
elite. 10 Nevertheless, what feeds the selves of their denizens di" ers. Bosto-
nians’  self-  worth rises and falls with the circumstances of their families, 
communities, ! nances, education, and work. In contrast, the  self-  worth 
of San Franciscans is tied mostly to their work. 11

“This doesn’t mean that people in the West aren’t nice to each other,” 
explains Plaut. “It doesn’t mean that they don’t make good friends and 
colleagues. It just means that they put less weight on social norms than do 
people in the Northeast.”

One big di" erence between the two cities, explains Plaut, is their 
ages. Although Boston and its environs hosted the Puritans’ arrival, the 
American Revolution, and other great moments in independence, the area 
has had many more years to grow roots, nurture relationships, and estab-
lish hierarchies than cities in the West. Many Northeasterners now strug-
gle to reconcile their independence with the constraints of an older culture. 
New and shiny San Francisco, in contrast, is relatively lacking in en-
trenched traditions, communities, and status systems. And so its selves feel 
freer to rush headlong toward their individual goals.

On the Move
Some rush so fast that observers ask, is the United States tilted so that all 
the nuts roll toward the Paci! c? Or does the wild, wild West turn its resi-
dents into wild, wild people? The answer is yes. Both forces are at work. 
Across cultures, people who migrate are the ones who are willing to aban-
don everything they know to pursue something they have never seen or 
felt. These pioneers then establish culture cycles of ideas, institutions, and 
interactions that continue to feed and follow from an independent self.

Rob Goldhor is one Yankee who answered the call of the West. In his 
own words, he “just wasn’t feeling it” as a college student in his hometown 
of Boston. Instead of taking classes in the close con! nes of a city he already 
knew, he wanted to be riding his motorcycle in the  wide-  open spaces of a 
totally unknown place. On a ski trip back in 1997, he passed through Colo-
rado, liked what he saw, and moved to Boulder two years later.
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Now a machinist in Golden, Colorado, Goldhor spends his free time 
hiking, skiing, and piloting his “rock crawler,” a pickup that he customized 
to navigate the treacherous terrain. “I live more in my skin,” he says. “I’m 
more of who I am, rather than who I thought I was supposed to be when I 
was growing up in a family of Ph. D. s, with all that pomp and circumstance.”

The United States isn’t the only country with a wilderness that attracts 
independent selves. 12 In an intriguing set of studies, psychologist Shinobu 
Kitayama and his team compared Japanese college students at Kyoto Uni-
versity, an elite university on Japan’s main island of Honshu, to those at 
Hokkaido University, an elite university on the island of Hokkaido, Japan’s 
sparsely populated northern frontier. As we saw in chapters 1 and 2, main-
stream Japanese culture cycles sustain and stem from interdependent selves. 
Yet Shinobu and his colleagues found not only that the  Hokkaido-  born 
Japanese showed more independent  tendencies—  a desire for personal 
achievement, a need to justify their personal choices, a tendency to look for 
the causes of events in individuals rather than in  situations—  but also that 
students who had relocated to rugged Hokkaido were just as independent 
as the island’s  native-  born students. In other words, wild people seek out 
wild places.

Even if you don’t start out wild at heart, the mere act of moving 
makes you more independent. Psychologist Shigehiro Oishi and his col-
leagues established this fact among American college students. In one 
study, for instance, they discovered that the more often college students 
had moved, the less often they mentioned sports teams, churches, or other 
groups when describing themselves. Instead, these more mobile students 
more often described themselves in terms of abstract personality traits, 
such as “hardworking” or “intelligent.”13

“If you change soccer teams every year,” explains Oishi, “the position 
you play becomes more important than the team you belong to. Likewise, 
when you move around, you are the constant, and the groups you belong 
to become less meaningful.”

Strong Weak Ties
The American West is still a region on the go. Between 1995 and 2000, the 
! ve states whose residents moved the  most—  Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, 
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Alaska, and  Oregon—  were all in the West. Reports from the 2000 U. S. 
Census likewise show that the West is the region with the most people 
transferring in, out, and around. 14 This constant relocation gives rise to 
daily interactions that propel a more independent culture cycle.

As Westerners shift and resettle, for instance, they do not shrink their 
webs of relationships. Instead, these people have more friends than their 
more sessile counterparts. To do this, Westerners make the classic  trade- 
 o"  between quality and quantity: “They throw a wider net instead of 
having a few deep relationships,” says Oishi.

The knots that form these big, shallow nets are not the ties that bind, 
but they are the connections that inspire innovation. As the sociologist 
Mark Granovetter demonstrates in a classic paper, the more people in a 
network and the looser their connections, the more quickly and easily 
they circulate ideas. Because breakthroughs usually spring from the 
bumping, churning, and recombining of ideas from all directions, and not 
from the heads of lone geniuses, weak ties are the superhighways of cre-
ativity. 15

Accordingly, the loosely tied West is the home of some of the most in-
novative industries of the past century, including motion pictures, semicon-
ductors, software, and the Internet. Three of the top ! ve  patent-  applying 
regions are in the West, namely the San Francisco Bay Area, the San Jose 
area, and Los Angeles regions. Four of the top eight biotech centers also 
skirt the Paci! c, even though the industry is historically rooted in the 
Northeast. 16 And as author Richard Florida recounts in Who’s Your City?, 
more than 50 percent of all venture capital goes to just three regions (Sili-
con Valley, San Diego, and greater Boston), with  two-  thirds of that amount 
going to Silicon Valley alone. 17

Meanwhile, the folks back east move around a lot less. Four of the ! ve 
most stable states are in the Northeast: Pennsylvania, New York, New 
Jersey, and Maine. (West Virginia is the ! fth.) These regions are hardly 
creative backwaters, though; Boston and New York log their fair shares of 
patents and, along with Philadelphia, are among the biotech giants. New 
York remains the center of fashion, media, and ! nance (an industry where 
many Americans now crave less creativity). Other cities have their niches 
of genius.

But as Plaut and her team highlight, the way that people practice in-
dependence in the Northeast is di" erent from the way they do it in the 
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West. For example, in their analysis of the websites of venture capital 
! rms (the funders of invention), the researchers discovered that Boston 
! rms stress status and experience more than do San Francisco ! rms, 
which instead emphasize egalitarianism and creativity. Boston ! rms also 
more frequently mention teams, companies, and other kinds of groups, 
while the San Francisco VCs focus more on individuals. Even in the 
highly independent ! eld of venture capital, the Northeast is a shade more 
interdependent than the West. 18

The Loss of Depth
Stability may not be the hottest engine of innovation. But it yields di" erent 
bene! ts: cooperation, trust, and cohesion within a community. These are 
the strengths that deep ties bring. They are also the strengths that are di-
minishing in contemporary America, argues sociologist Robert Putnam in 
his book Bowling Alone. Putnam demonstrates that changes in work, family, 
and technology are eroding the nation’s store of social  capital—  the net-
works, norms, and trust that allow people to work together. He also ! nds 
that these changes are not a" ecting all segments of the nation equally. In 
particular, the  right-  hand side of the  Midwest—  Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South  Dakota—  consistently clocks 
the highest levels of social capital. 19

Oishi similarly documents that the less peripatetic corners of the coun-
try are kinder and gentler. In one study, for instance, he and his colleagues 
uncovered that people living in more stable ZIP codes are more likely to 
purchase a license plate whose proceeds support conservation than are peo-
ple living in less settled communities. 20 To probe further whether and why 
mobility undercuts altruism, Oishi’s research team then randomly assigned 
college students to either a stable community scenario (groups that worked 
on four tasks together) or a mobile community condition (groups that re-
shu(  ed their members for every task). For the ! nal stage of the experi-
ment, the participants competed against one another in a trivia game for a 
 ten-  dollar prize.

The researchers discovered that, compared to participants in the mo-
bile community condition, stable community members o" ered more help 
to a struggling coed (actually, an actor planted by the researchers), even 
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though doing so undercut their chances of winning the ten dollars. The 
researchers also revealed why the stable group members acted more gener-
ously: these community members felt a stronger sense of belonging to and 
empathy for their group. Although the researchers did not directly mea-
sure independence or interdependence, their results suggest that people in 
the stable groups felt more interdependent with their new communities, 
and therefore acted more empathically toward their members than did 
people in the mobile groups.

Big Box versus Mom and Pop
Oishi himself is a global migrant. A native of Japan, he moved to the 
United States to pursue his graduate studies, whereupon he made a curi-
ous observation: “Individual Americans love uniqueness. But if you look 
at American suburbs, they are amazingly uniform. You see  cookie-  cutter 
developments everywhere, and all the shopping malls have exactly the 
same stores.” In stark contrast, the hamlets of interdependent Japan are all 
distinct.

“Why, does the U. S. look the same in so many places?” Oishi asked. He 
sensed that the answer had to do with Americans’ wanderlust. Although 
moving brings the separation and uniqueness that independent selves crave, 
relocation is hard on a psyche. “You become a stranger in a strange land,” 
he says.

When faced with the stress of strangeness, Oishi reasoned, perhaps 
Americans do as infants everywhere do: cling to the familiar. But instead 
of security blankets, mobile Americans turn to Barnes and Noble, Best 
Buy, Starbucks, and other national chain stores.

“Americans want to pursue their own individual goals,” Oishi ex-
plains, “and so they’ve created this landscape where it’s easy to move 
around.” Oishi and his coauthors indeed ! nd that the more mobile the 
state, the more “big box” stores it hosts (even after controlling for income 
and population). They also see that the more college students moved in 
their childhoods, the more they preferred national chains to local alterna-
tives. 21

Although they may revel in their newfound independence, many neo-
phyte Westerners are nostalgic for the quirkiness of their native lands. “I 
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miss the homes that had some style to them, that were built to be missed,” 
says Goldhor of New England. “I really hate ranch houses, and that’s what 
90 percent of the homes out here in Colorado are.”

VCs and VFWs
Up a level in the culture cycle, institutions reinforce and result from 
the independent interactions and individuals of the West. Perhaps the 
 best-  documented ecosystem of Western institutions is that of Silicon Val-
ley, which produced the greatest uptick in wealth in human history. 22 
Named for the silicon microchip, the brain of the modern computer, the 
area of Northern California that later became Silicon Valley had a leg 
up on innovation even before computers came on the scene. The U. S. 
military was already investing heavily in the area’s aerospace and elec-
tronics companies, which meant that plenty of talent, money, and infra-
structure were on the ground. A network of law ! rms then expanded to 
help new companies take advantage of  business-  friendly laws. Venture 
capital ! rms stepped in to supply the  many-  ! gured funds that fueled the 
legendary growth of the region’s companies. To match expertise with 
enterprise, headhunters and consultants leapt into the fray. Local universi-
ties also got in on the act, forging unprecedented alliances with local in-
dustries. 23

Altogether, these institutions made it remarkably easy to start up a 
technology company in Silicon Valley in the latter part of the twentieth 
century. These startups, and the multinational behemoths many grew up 
to be, continue to advance the cause of the independent self through their 
daily interactions. “Creative people don’t wear uniforms,” writes Richard 
Florida in The Rise of the Creative Class, so Silicon Valley companies have 
replaced the corporate suit with the casual dress code. Creativity is also 
notoriously di%  cult to schedule, so many of the area’s companies allow 
$ exible hours. And to free workers from the everyday business of living 
so that they can chase their next great idea, many companies o" er free 
meals, on-site day care, medical services, and other perks. 24

Rounding out Silicon Valley’s  innovation-  inspiring o" erings are prac-
tices that encourage demographic diversity, including bene! ts for  same-  sex 
partners. By signaling their openness to diversity, the region’s institutions 
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attract  open-  minded people from an array of backgrounds. The wide vari-
ety of thoughts, feelings, and actions that these migrants bring with them 
then $ ow into the region’s pool of ideas. 25

The $ ip side of the hustle and diversity that Western institutions pro-
mote are the calm and solidarity that Midwestern institutions support. 
Compared to the rest of the nation, the Midwest has the most civic orga-
nizations of the sort that inspire lifelong memberships among  like-  minded 
people. For instance, Moose International, Kiwanis International, and 
Rotary International are all headquartered in the Midwest. And though 
the South gets the “Bible Belt” moniker, the Midwest has an equally high 
number of churches per capita. Midwesterners amply support their insti-
tutions, turning out for more club meetings, volunteer opportunities, and 
elections than do residents of any other region. 26

Somewhere between the unfettered independence that Western insti-
tutions inspire and the cozy interdependence that Midwestern (and, as we 
will show, Southern) institutions sustain is the tempered independence 
that Northeastern institutions build. Home to most of the nation’s ! rst 
and oldest institutions, New England and the  Mid-  Atlantic states are 
steeped in tradition. Nevertheless, their functions and goals re$ ect the 
founding independence of the nation. As the columnist Brian McGrory 
wrote of Boston, “We are a city shaped by the past that always leads to a 
better future.”27

Rebel Yells
More famous than the di" erences between the West and the rest are the 
historic divides between the North and the South. About this gulf, Alana 
knows a fair amount. A native of Memphis, Tennessee, she grew up with 
dozens of stories of how family members redressed perceived insults with 
violence. Some of these tales are funny. When Alana’s  raven-  headed 
great-  grandmother discovered a long blonde hair in the zipper of her hus-
band’s overalls, for example, the elderly woman said nothing. Instead, she 
grabbed an axe and hacked the garment to bits. When Alana’s very preg-
nant, very hormonal mother broke down into sobs because she couldn’t 
make the ironing board stay upright, Alana’s father defended her honor by 
tearing apart the insolent device with his bare hands. 
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But some of Alana’s family stories are tragic. For instance, at a Uni-
versity of Arkansas party in 1926, Alana’s  great-  uncle publicly scolded a 
male classmate for harassing a woman. The insulted classmate drew a gun 
and shot Alana’s  great-  uncle dead.

Until Alana moved to New England for college, she assumed that all 
families had lore like this. After all, most of her friends in Memphis did. 
But she soon discovered that her Southern stories amazed and alarmed her 
Yankee friends. She also learned that her own reactions to perceived inci-
vilities were peculiar. In response to  good-  natured teasing, for instance, her 
roommates did not feel their blood pressure rise, their cheeks $ ush, and their 
! sts clench. In debates about the ! ner points of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, 
her classmates did not experience one another’s  mid-  sentence interruptions 
as physical assaults. And upon encountering a surly salesperson, her friends 
did not mutter, “Well, aren’t you just as useful as a trapdoor in a canoe?”

After years of comparing notes, Alana learned that many transplanted 
Southerners similarly concluded that their heads were too hot for the 
Northeast. They also felt bruised by the  low-  level rudeness that Yankees 
constantly dish out. The Southerners who leave the South are usually not 
the ones who take the most o" ense when, say, someone starts eating be-
fore everyone is served, or when men do not hold doors for women. 
Nevertheless, after heading North, many Southerners come to appreciate 
the less-heralded pleasures of their homeland’s etiquette: salespeople who 
go out of their way to help, strangers who greet you on the street, drivers 
who never use their horns, bosses who observe weekends and holidays, 
and neighbors who bake cookies to welcome you into your new home.

“There’s a sharpness to things here in the Northeast that wasn’t there,” 
says Jason Long, also a native Memphian who is now an architect in New 
York, “a brusqueness in people’s demeanor, from the  corner-  store clerk, 
to the waiters, to the people I work with. It’s easier to feel lonely here.”

Southern Swells
Migrating in the other direction, many Northerners discover that they 
rather like the interdependence of Southern culture cycles. “The people 
really are friendlier here,” notes a Bay Area native now practicing law in 
Atlanta. He doesn’t want to be identi! ed, he says, “because I’d hate for 
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my old colleagues to think that I’m slacking. But come Friday night, work 
is over and the weekend begins. People make time for family, and sports, 
and church. And they invite the new guy to come along.”

This is the better part of Southern chivalry: the desire to make other 
people feel good by entertaining them and helping them feel at home. 
This interdependence is why many Southerners don’t just say, “He’s fast,” 
or “I’m surprised.” Instead, they exclaim, “He’s like a scalded dog with 
ears laid back!” or “Well, knock me down and steal my teeth!” It’s also 
why Southern storytelling, preaching, politicking, and  music-  making 
have so powerfully shaped the nation as a whole. 28

But Southern politeness has its dark side. For centuries, the mythol-
ogy of  well-  mannered Southern belles and the protections they required 
provided many of the excuses for keeping Blacks separate from Whites, 
lest the former sully the alleged purity of the latter. Even today, the un-
written Southern code of behavior is used to maintain racial, class, and 
gender divides. Elaborate shibboleths reveal not only whether you know 
which fork to use or what shade of white to wear after Labor Day, but also 
who your people are and how much respect they get. Common courtesies 
sustain injustice in another way: when individuals are bending over back-
ward to be civil to one another, they may be too busy to notice the larger 
in   civilities built into their culture cycles: interactions, institutions, and ideas.

Most contemporary Southerners know that the rest of the country 
does not think too highly of them, and many feel great shame about their 
homeland’s troubled past. Thus hospitality, writes Southern scholar Diane 
Roberts, “is also a function of the desire to present the  South—  where the 
populace is accustomed to being represented as stupid, backward, poor, 
prejudiced, and  degenerate—  as a place full of tremendously nice people 
who’d gladly give you their last piece of Jimmy Dean sausage.”29 But as 
transplanted Southerners serve up  ever-  healthier portions of politeness, 
many feel an even greater gulf between their kindnesses and others’ insults.

The Culture of Honor
In graduate school, Alana learned that her sensitivity to a" ronts and ap-
preciation for good manners were not crazy, or even unique. Instead, her 
ways were just part and parcel of the Southern culture of honor, a cocktail of 
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violence and politeness that makes the U. S. South a charming place to 
visit but a slightly dangerous place to live.

For most of U. S. history, the South has been the nation’s most violent 
region, logging the highest rates of homicide, domestic violence, corporal 
punishment, capital punishment, gun ownership, and support of wars. Yet 
individual Southerners do not unleash their wrath for just any old reason. 
Instead, psychologists Richard Nisbett and Dov Cohen ! nd that Southerners 
disproportionately use violence to protect their reputations and restore their 
honor. For example, although Southerners comprise less than one-  third of 
the White population of the United States, White Southern men commit 
49 percent of  lovers-  triangle murders (where someone gets killed as the 
result of one partner cheating on the other) and 40 percent of  argument- 
 related homicides. Similarly, among White women, Southerners are re-
sponsible for 55 percent of  lovers-  triangle killings and 52 percent of 
 argument-  related murders. 30 These ! ndings add steel of a di" erent sort to 
the “steel magnolia” archetype, which portrays Southern women as hiding 
a $ inty will beneath their delicate manners. 31

Southerners also go out of their way to protect the honor of others, 
which is one reason they are so courteous. Southern politeness isn’t just an 
empty stereotype. In a comparison of  thirty-  six American cities, psy-
chologist Robert V. Levine and his colleagues discovered that Southern-
ers are the most likely Americans to return a stranger’s dropped pen, make 
change for a quarter, help a blind person cross the street, and retrieve 
magazines for a person with a hurt leg. 32 Southerners agree that they are 
kind. In a nationally representative survey of more than three thousand 
American adults, Southerners rated themselves as more  soft-  hearted and 
caring than did residents of any other region. 33

At the center of this paradoxical mix of hostility and hospitality lies 
an interdependent self that rises and falls with public opinion. Because 
reputation is so important to selves in the Southern culture of honor, 
“Sticks and stones break Southerners’ bones, and names deeply hurt 
them,” says Cohen. Reputation is also important in the so-called face cul-
tures of Asia, where people go to great lengths to save themselves and oth-
ers from shame and “losing face.” But unlike their counterparts in Asia, 
interdependent selves in the Southern culture of honor don’t rely on other 
people to right a wrong. “It’s up to you to respond to the a" ront,” ex-
plains Cohen, “not a superior, or the group, or a court.”
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Without a posse backing them up, Southerners choose their battles wisely. 
But when they do exact revenge, they do so completely. Hence the adage “A 
Southerner is polite up until the point when he is mad enough to kill you.”

The dynamics of insult, politeness, and violence are di" erent for North-
easterners. Theirs is what Cohen calls a culture of dignity, which holds that all 
selves are born equally good. 34 With a solid self as their birthright, Yankees 
rely less on the opinions of outsiders in constructing their selves and more 
on the truths they discover within. (Although recall that Northeasterners 
are more concerned about social approbation than are Westerners.) More 
intent on expressing themselves than courting the opinions of others, 
Northeasterners tend to dispense with the niceties, express their anger early 
and often, and not take anyone else’s gu"  too personally.

Duck
Cohen and his research team captured the violent politeness of Southern 
interdependence and the toothless ire of Northeastern independence in a 
highly entertaining laboratory experiment. Billing their study as a “simu-
lated art therapy session,” the researchers invited individual college stu-
dents (half of them Southern men, half of them Northern men) to spend 
an hour drawing pictures inspired by their childhoods.

Sounds fun, right? The only problem with this scenario, each man soon 
learned, was their session’s other  participant—  an obnoxious,  six-  foot-  tall 
oaf. This fellow participant was actually in league with the  researchers—  an 
actor trained to deliver eleven escalating annoyances. Annoyance 1 was in-
nocuous enough: the actor reached across to the participant’s desk, took 
two crayons, and said, “Let me get a couple of your crayons, Slick. I’ll give 
them back later.”

But the annoyances quickly became more o" ensive. Here are exam-
ples from the experimenters’ script:

Annoyance 2: [actor crumples a drawing and shoots it at the garbage 
bin, but hits the participant instead] “Watch out there, Slick.”

Annoyance 7: [hitting the participant with another paper wad] 
“You’re sitting there like a sitting duck. Maybe I’ll call you 
Duck instead of Slick.”
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Annoyance 9: [aiming paper wad at participant] “Duck, you need 
to duck.”

Annoyance 11: [hitting participant with paper wad] “I don’t know 
about your drawings, Slick, but you make a pretty good target.”

Throughout the experiment, a researcher watched the proceedings 
through a live video feed and made observations at regular intervals. 
Analyses of these observations revealed that Northerners did what North-
erners do: they showed their pique early, but never $ ashed much hotter 
than their initial warning $ are.

Southerners, in contrast, initially showed less anger than Northerners. 
During Annoyances 1 through 5, they seemed amused by the actor’s an-
tics. They went along to get along. But by Annoyance 6, their amiability 
had $ ipped into  full-  blown rage. Indeed, two of the Southern participants 
“physically confronted” the actor, to quote the research report. 35

Death before Dishonor
Although  North-  South di" erences in reactions to insults, the desire for 
politeness, and notions of the self are large and clear, many people from 
these regions are not aware of them. “If you ask Southerners about the 
culture of honor,” says psychologist Joseph Vandello, “they can’t necessar-
ily articulate the norm. They just know that if someone insults you, you 
punch him.”

The same is true for people everywhere, he adds: “We don’t know 
where we learned the rules, and we might not be able to say the rules at a 
conscious level, but when the occasion arises, we know how to act.” The 
invisibility of these cultural rules is what makes them so powerful; when 
you can’t explain why you are doing something, you infer that you’re do-
ing it because it’s the only thing to do.

Yet a quick spin through the culture cycle of the South uncovers the 
many daily interactions that require and reproduce its unique form of 
interdependence. Starting in childhood, for example, young Southerners 
get more spankings from their parents, who in national surveys more 
strongly agree with statements such as “It is sometimes necessary to disci-
pline a child with a good, hard spanking.”36 Southern children also get 
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more licks from their teachers than do Northern children. 37 Southern 
adults expect children to be more  aggressive—  although, once again, not 
indiscriminately; in one study, for instance, Cohen and Nisbett found that 
more Southerners than Northerners would want a  ten-  year-  old boy to 
! ght his bullying tormentor. 38

The years following school also seem to be more violent in the South 
than in the North. The South has always sent disproportionately more of its 
young people into the armed forces. In 2007, for instance, the South sup-
plied 43 percent of new recruits to the U. S. military, although it harbored 
only 36 percent of males between the ages of eighteen and  twenty-  four. 39 By 
joining the armed forces, these soldiers put their M-16s where their mouths 
were: Southerners consistently elect politicians with hawkish platforms. 40

Aiding and abetting the wide spread of violence is the wide spread of 
guns, an everyday artifact that makes murderous interactions easier to com-
mit. Whereas 47 percent of Americans as a whole keep guns in their homes, 
54 percent of Southerners keep a hearthside ! rearm. 41 

Southerners are not only more likely to kill one another, but are also 
more likely to be killed for doing so. Since the death penalty was reinstated 
in 1976, Southern states have carried out 82 percent of the nation’s execu-
tions. 42 Yet Southern judges, juries, and media are more lenient toward the 
perpetrators of  honor-  related crimes than are their Northern counterparts. 
And once a murderer has done his time for an  honor-  related crime, South-
ern employers are more sympathetic to him than are Northern employers. 43

Murder is more commonplace in the South than in the North, but it 
is still a rare event. And given the rules of the Southern culture of honor, 
trouble is rather preventable, notes the sociologist John Shelton Reed: 
“The Southerner who can avoid both arguments and adultery is as safe as 
any other American, and probably safer.”44

Charm School
All those guns may have another desirable side e" ect. As author Robert 
Heinlein noted, “An armed society is a polite society.”45 Guns don’t do all 
the work of keeping the South congenial. To help out, a panoply of daily 
interactions and artifacts reinforces the importance of good manners and, 
more broadly, interdependence in Southern culture cycles.
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Most obvious to the Yankee ear is how Southerners speak English. 
Despite the in$ uence of national media, the Southern dialect is still strong. 
And it’s not just a matter of drawing out vowels or swallowing rs; South-
ern speech reveals a deep concern with not o" ending other people. For 
example, many Southerners of all ages and ranks still use the honori! cs 
“ma’am” and “sir” to show deference. 46 Southerners also frequently com-
municate a desire to “avoid imposing their version of the world on oth-
ers,” notes linguist Barbara Johnstone. Whereas a Northerner might say, 
“Juneau is the capital of Alaska,” for instance, a Southerner would soften 
his assertion by saying, “I reckon that Juneau is the capital of Alaska.” And 
whereas a Northerner’s polite request for aid is “Please help,” a South-
erner’s is the less insistent “If you could help, I’d be much obliged.”47

With their own children, Southern mothers are not so subtle, drilling 
their charges in the ! ner points of table manners, dress codes, holiday 
traditions, family obligations, formal comportment, and the many other 
domains of etiquette. Despite the centrality of these teachings, Southern-
ers have produced few books on good manners. That’s because “South-
erners prefer to learn proper behavior from mothers rather than from 
books,” historian Charles Reagan Wilson explains. 48 As Southern moth-
ers enter the workforce, however, they are increasingly enlisting ! nishing 
schools, etiquette classes, and beauty pageants to help with the rearing of 
genteel o" spring.

When it comes to entertaining guests, Southerners are less shy about 
consulting printed references, notes Diane Roberts: “The success of Southern 
Living magazine, which was selling ‘lifestyle’ years before Martha Stewart 
waxed her ! rst camellia, testi! es to the near obsession with ‘proper’ enter-
taining shared by the middle classes across the color line in the South.”49 This 
obsession endures throughout the lifespan and no matter the circumstances, 
as revealed in titles such as Being Dead Is No Excuse: The O#  cial Southern 
Ladies Guide to Hosting the Perfect Funeral. 50

Institutions, and the Lack Thereof
Southerners and Northerners do not have to wake up every morning and 
decide which practices and artifacts to interact with or, more generally, 
which kinds of selves to construct. Instead, institutions, especially laws, 
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make some actions and selves much easier to realize than others. For ex-
ample, Southern teachers are more likely to spank their students because 
laws protect their right to do so in all but two Southern states (Virginia and 
West Virginia). 51 In contrast, most Northern states have outlawed corporal 
punishment in schools. Southern state laws also protect the use of force to 
defend property more so than do Northern state laws, and erect fewer ob-
stacles to buying ! rearms. 52 And underlying the higher number of execu-
tions in the South is the fact that all but one Southern state (West Virginia) 
allows capital punishment.

Although the South is noteworthy for institutions that endorse vio-
lence, it is even more noteworthy for its historical lack of institutions. 
Indeed, the lawlessness of the South is a major force in its culture cycles, 
driving the region’s violence, politeness, and interdependence.

The lawlessness of the South goes back ! ve hundred years, when Eu-
ropeans began making incursions into what would later become the United 
States. The main settlers of New England and the  Mid-  Atlantic states 
were English,  Irish-  Catholic, and other European agriculturalists and ar-
tisans. Farmers in the habit of cooperating, these settlers worked together 
to establish the political and legal systems that would ultimately free them 
to pursue their independent interests. 53

But the main settlers of the American South were Scotch Irish mostly 
from the borderlands between Scotland and England. Because the for-
 bidding climate and terrain of their native lands did not allow for much 
farming, the Scotch Irish were  pastoralists—  pig herders, to be exact. 
Their skill at squeezing a living out of unforgiving environments ser-
 ved them well not only in the old country, but also on the Southern fron-
tier. 54

Even when the Scotch Irish settled in areas of the United States that 
could support agriculture, they tended to stick with herding and  slash- 
 and-  burn horticulture. This was a fateful choice. Although advanced ag-
riculture is a risky business, farmers enjoy the security and stability that 
come with tying their wealth to the land.

But for herders such as the Scotch Irish, wealth wandered freely and 
widely on four legs. Often poor, they were sometimes tempted to nab a 
neighbors’ animals. But if someone nicked their  pigs—  the seminal event 
in the  Hat! eld-  McCoy  feud—  most Southerners couldn’t go crying to the 
law, because there was no law. The low population density of the region 
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meant that lawmakers and law enforcers were few and far between. When 
done wrong, a Southerner had to take matters into his own hands. 55

Vigilante justice is seldom as much fun as it seems in the movies, so 
Southerners devised a method to deter would-be pig thieves: cultivate a 
reputation for being badasses. This entailed reacting violently not just to 
major threats to property, but also to the slightest threats to reputation. Fear 
of instant and cruel retribution could protect a Southerner’s property where 
the short arm of the law couldn’t reach and his own eyesight fell short. His 
property, moreover, included his livestock, his womenfolk, and, as the 
South’s “peculiar institution” of slavery spread, his slaves. To avoid the wrath 
of the Southerner, elaborate manners developed.

Meanwhile, back in the more densely populated agricultural North-
east, institutions to protect the individual $ ourished. In case of theft or 
other a" ronts, Yankees could turn to the police and the courts to set mat-
ters right. Not needing to $ ex their  tough-  guy reputations, they could 
tolerate other people letting o"  a little steam. And they could mouth o"  
without worrying about getting shot down like a dog in the street.

The Scotch Irish did not invent the culture of honor. Herding econo-
mies the world over combine a sensitivity to insult and willingness to 
aggress with impeccable manners. Nisbett and Cohen list just a few of these 
groups: Sardinians, Corsicans, Druze, Bedouins, and many of the tradi-
tional societies of Africa and the steppes of Eurasia and North America. 56 
Another inhospitable and lawless terrain, the poor inner city of many U. S. 
metropolises is also thought to encourage cultures of honor, where insults 
must be answered with violence, and residents follow strict politeness 
codes so as not to raise the hackles of their heavily armed neighbors. 57

Modern Tribes
At ! rst blush, Southerners’ scrappiness may seem to smack of a more in-
dependent self, while Northerners’  live-  and-  let-  live attitude may seem to 
suggest a more interdependent I. But as the world grows smaller and  cross-
  national studies get larger, scientists are seeing that punishing outsiders to 
protect insiders is more typical of interdependent selves, while adopting a 
 middle-  gray neutrality toward everyone is more typical of independent 
selves.
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For instance, a research team headed by Simon Gächter, an econo-
mist, watched students in sixteen cities all over the world play a classic 
economics game in which groups of four, students (all strangers) ! rst had 
to use a complex set of rules to distribute tokens among themselves. In 
subsequent rounds, each player could punish the greedy by taking back 
tokens. Punished players could then either restore the peace by giving 
more tokens to fellow players or retaliate by taking away their loot.

In independent Boston, the students readily penalized the greedy and, 
when penalized themselves, responded with generosity. So did students in 
western European countries such as the United Kingdom, Germany, and 
Denmark. But half a world away, in the more interdependent cultures 
of Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Russia, the play was a little rougher. Students 
were not only less generous initially but also more vindictive when pun-
ished. 58

“In these societies,” explains Gächter, “you cooperate with people 
inside your network, which is organized along family and friendship 
lines.” But in the anonymity of the lab, “everyone is an outsider,” he says, 
so the nastiness ensues. 59

Make Your Self at Home
No matter which region they call home, Americans still have a lot in com-
mon with each other. Many of us watch the same television shows and mov-
ies, celebrate the same national holidays, obey the same federal laws, pledge 
allegiance to the same $ ag, speak the same language, even dine at the same 
food chains and shop at the same franchises. Because of these shared institu-
tions and interactions, we often underestimate just how large the di" erences 
between the culture cycles of the West, Midwest, Northeast, and South re-
ally are. So when a new job or promising relationship crops up in another 
locale, we more readily leap upon it than do people in many other nations.

American corporations also worry less about transferring their work-
ers than do employers in other countries. For instance, when Walmart at-
tempted to expand to Germany, the company assumed that German exec utives 
would go where the jobs were. They wouldn’t, which left Walmart scram-
bling for talent. This is one of many reasons Walmart failed to break into 
the German market. 60
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Perhaps Americans should adopt a similar wariness toward picking up 
and moving on. Though some migrants such as Lisa Radlo"  and Rob 
Goldhor wind up loving their adopted homes, many others ! nd that their 
selves just won’t align with their new culture cycles (at least at ! rst). Trans-
planted to the more independent coasts, many interdependent selves from 
the Midwest and South ! nd themselves craving the deeper relationships, 
clearer roles, and stronger traditions back home. Independent pegs like-
wise labor to ! t into interdependent holes, as they struggle to pursue their 
individual interests, express their uniqueness, and exercise choice.

Just as culture cycles erect and echo these di" erent selves, so, too, can 
selves use culture cycles to make  cross-  regional sojourns less traumatic. At 
the institutional level, employers, schools, and other organizations can take 
the edge o"  relocation stress by linking transplants hailing from the same 
region. For instance, Princeton University hosts both a West Coast stu-
dents’ club and a Southern Society. 61 “International students have all sorts 
of resources for adjusting to life at Princeton,” a club founder told the Daily 
Princetonian, “but no one seems to realize that it might be just as hard for 
those of us from the other end of the country to feel comfortable.” Orga-
nizations such as these give migrants a secure and familiar base from which 
to explore their new environments.

 Region-  hoppers can also do a lot at the interaction and individual 
levels of the culture cycle to make their selves at home. As is so often the 
case in psychology, admitting the problem is the ! rst step. Migrants should 
acknowledge that regional cultures are real, and do matter. Armed with 
this insight, Southerners and Midwesterners transplanted to the coasts 
should take a walk on the independent side by opening their minds to the 
new ways around them. “People who are more open are going to experi-
ence much less di%  culty acclimating to the new environment,” says psy-
chologist Peter Jason Rentfrow, who studies regional di" erences in 
personality. “Their curiosity makes it easier [for them] to overcome some 
of the obstacles.” For Southerners in particular, opening your mind to the 
possibility that Northerners are often just venting their spleens rather than 
personally attacking you can go a long way toward taking the sting out of 
Yankee gru" ness.

In return, the independent selves on the coasts should extend some 
interdependence to their friends from $ yover country. Rather than honk-
ing at the car with Mississippi plates doing the speed limit in the fast lane, 
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for instance, the Pennsylvania driver should ! rst consider how insulting 
his actions might seem. Before canceling drinks with the new coworker 
from Indiana, the Oregonian should think about how hurt the Hoosier 
might feel. And before sharing that great new West Virginia joke, the 
New Yorker should pause and re$ ect that, for some interdependent South-
erners, them’s ! ghting words.

In contrast, the independent souls from the coasts will need to get in 
touch with their interdependent sides to make the most out of their spells 
in Dixie or the Heartland. These transplants will probably not need to 
make the ! rst move; neighbors and coworkers will likely extend invita-
tions to dinner or a weekend event. And when that weekend event is 
“church,” accept it. Your interdependent friend isn’t trying to convert you; 
she’s just trying to plug you into one of the most important social networks 
in town.

The interdependent selves of our nation’s interior, in turn, have to cut 
the coastals some slack when they show up late,  empty-  handed, and un-
derdressed. They likely aren’t putting on airs, defying tradition, or cut-
ting a ! gure. Bless their hearts, they just don’t know any better.

Dress the Part
Mark Zuckerberg does know better. A Northeasterner by birth, the co-
founder and CEO of Facebook comes from a culture that knows how to 
wear a suit. But now a Californian, Zuckerberg is almost as famous for 
sporting a gray hooded sweatshirt as he is for making $17 billion before 
the age of thirty. In Silicon Valley, his attire isn’t a problem; Steve Jobs 
broke the CEO dress code a generation before when he adopted a black 
turtleneck and jeans as his power suit.

But on  buttoned-  down Wall Street, Zuck’s hoodie causes an uproar. 
The Northeast establishment sees the young entrepreneur’s refusal to don 
at least a jacket when he is in New York as a sign of disrespect. Potential 
investors worry that Zuckerman is unreliable and immature. 62

Should Zuckerberg shed his casual threads to make nice with the 
Northeast crowd? Or is he right to stick to his Silicon Valley guns and 
$ aunt his independence?

At the risk of betraying our own Silicon Valley allegiances, we think 
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Zuckerberg (and all culture-crossers) should strategically deploy both his 
selves. Zuckerberg may think his hoodie is critical to his independence, 
just as Jobs regarded his own sartorial choices as necessary for his success. 
Yet as Jobs’s biographers now note, the Apple founder’s stubborn indi-
viduality may sometimes have hindered him more than it helped. 63

By being interdependent in interdependent places, Zuckerberg could 
receive even more support for his independence. The advice of Ambrose 
Bierce, another stridently individualistic  region-  trotter, still applies: “When 
in Rome, do as Rome does.” This $ exibility can win friends and reap pros-
perity not only in Rome, Italy, but also in Rome, Georgia; Rome, New 
York; Rome, Indiana; and Rome, Oregon.
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CHAPTER 7

Getting Religion
Faith Cultures

The conservative Protestants vying for the 2012 Republican presi-
dential nomination left many mainline Protestants wondering what 
had happened to their religion, not to mention their country. For 

most of the United States’ history, science had been the helpmate of Prot-
estants, who viewed it as a gift from God to help them learn about their 
world and make more pious choices. Those years of persecution back in 
Europe had also impressed upon them the bene! ts of building a high wall 
between religion and government. 1

Yet here was Ron Paul, a Southern Baptist, rejecting evolution as just 
“a theory.”2 Rick Perry, who attends a Southern Baptist church, similarly 
told a schoolboy that evolution is “a theory that is out  there—  and it’s got 
some gaps.”3 Michele Bachmann, an evangelical Lutheran, dismissed not 
only evolution, but also climate change, calling it “voodoo, nonsense, ho-
kum, a hoax.”4 Rick Santorum, a conservative Catholic with a stalwart  
conservative Protestant following, also called climate change “a hoax.”5 
Mitt Romney, a Mormon, acknowledged that the weather is getting weird, 
but wondered whether humans were causing the change. 6 And though he 
sometimes seems to believe in both climate change and evolution, Newt 
Gingrich, an evangelical Lutheran turned Southern Baptist now Catholic, 
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nevertheless betrayed the scienti! c community by implying that research-
ers kill children for stem cell research. 7

Meanwhile, conservative Protestants were wondering what had hap-
pened to their religion and their country. Unlike their mainline brethren, 
conservative Protestants consider the Bible the inerrant word of God, seek 
“born again” experiences that bring them closer to that God, aim to con-
vert other people, and think that religious teachings should guide daily 
life, including education and politics. 8 Understanding the United States 
to be “one nation, under God,” these Americans want their laws to re$ ect 
Christian values and beliefs, rather than scienti! c ! ndings and theories. 
Yet here was their president saying that two men should be able to legally 
wed, even though the Bible often does not smile upon such con! gura-
tions. Here was a Supreme Court upholding abortion, even though the 
Bible says, “Thou shalt not kill.” And here were legions of lawmakers 
enforcing the separation of religion and government, following in the 
footsteps of America’s only Catholic president, John F. Kennedy, who said, 
“I believe in an America where the separation of church and state is ab -
solute.”9

Santorum reported that when he ! rst read these words, he “almost 
threw up.”10

How is it that the two sides of the Protestant coin are now diametri-
cally opposed? At the heart of their acrimony, we see yet another clash 
between in dependence and interdependence. Although both groups sail 
under the Protestant $ ag, their culture cycles make and mirror decidedly 
di" erent selves. On the one hand, the group that came to be known as 
mainline Protestants were the original independent selves in the United 
States. Firing up the Protestant Reformation in  sixteenth-  century Ger-
many, their ancestors ditched the popes and priests of the Catholic Church 
in favor of direct relationships with a personal god. (See chapter 2 for 
more about the Protestant Reformation.) The Puritans brought their zest 
for inde pendence with them when they settled the United States, where 
they formed the ! rst of the mainline Protestant branches, which now 
include the Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Baptist, and Anglican/ 
Episcopal churches. For some four centuries, mainline Protestant groups 
were the most popular religions in the country, and now claim some 18. 1 
percent of the population. 11
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On the other hand, the sects that came to make up conservative Prot-
estantism took a turn for interdependence. In the conservative Protestant 
tent you’ll ! nd evangelical and fundamentalist groups such as the South-
ern Baptist, Assembly of God, Church of God in Christ, and Pentecostal 
churches. Compared with their mainline counterparts, these interdepen-
dent selves have a greater yen for warm family relations,12 tight commu-
nity bonds,13 clear social hierarchies,14 and traditional moral codes. 15

Conservative Protestants also want more God in their lives, more of 
the time, than do mainline Protestants. Their God is the kind of deity you 
want to have around. As anthropologist Tanya Luhrmann relates in her 
book When God Talks Back, He is “a deeply human, even vulnerable God 
who loves us unconditionally and wants nothing more than to be our 
friend, our best friend, as loving and personal and responsive as a best 
friend in America should be.” The conservative Protestant relationship 
with this God is not like the distant, abstract ties that many mainline 
Protestants maintain with their God. Instead, it is “the free and easy com-
panionship of two boys swinging their feet on a bridge over a stream.”16

But just as conservative fathers both hug and spank their children more 
than mainline fathers,17 the conservative God is at once warmer and more 
wrathful than the mainline God. In their book America’s Four Gods, soci-
ologists Paul Froese and Christopher Bader recount that many conserva-
tive Protestants think of their God as angrier and more punishing, while 
many mainline Protestants conceive of their deity as more benevolent and 
forgiving. 18 The conservative God uses his stormy side for interdependent 
ends, keeping His $ ock from wandering too far from traditional roles and 
rules.

Numbers testify to the appeal of this more intimate, personal, and 
present divine: conservative Protestants have supplanted their mainline 
counterparts as the leading denomination in America, claiming some 26. 3 
percent of the population. 19 That number jumps to 34. 9 percent when 
scholars include both Mormon and historically Black churches, which 
share some of the same practices and beliefs as conservative Protestants. 20

As conservative Protestants continue to challenge the mainline’s  four- 
 hundred-  year-  old foothold on the souls of Americans, we predict many 
more clashes of the Protestants. The tighter binding of religion and poli-
tics has not helped matters. Over the past three decades, many conserva-
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tive Protestants and their interdependent allies (e. g., conservative Catholics 
such as Rick Santorum) have aligned with Republicans, while many 
mainline Protestants and their independent fellow travelers (e. g., the non-
religious, who make up a full 16. 1 percent of the country,21 and secular 
Catholics and Jews) have sided with Democrats. 22 Consequently, politics 
is no longer about how to steer the nation forward; it’s about who has the 
better soul. Because discussions about the relative goodness of souls rarely 
end well, the two sides of this cultural divide are now shouting past each 
other, rather than working together to lead the country. 23

The United States can ! nd some solace in its past. The nation has a 
long, relatively peaceful history of incredible religious diversity. Although 
Protestants have always been the majority religion, they have never been 
the only game in town. Catholics, who we shall show are a more interde-
pendent set, carved out a niche from the start, and now make up 24 per-
cent of the American population. 24 Another interdependent religious 
group, Jews, was also present at the founding of the United States, with a 
band of  twenty-  three arriving from Spain and Portugal in 1654. 25 At 1. 7 
percent of the population, Jews tie with Mormons as the  third-  largest 
religious community in the United States. 26

When we look at the culture cycles of these groups, we see ways that 
mainline and conservative Protestants can mend their fences. Mainline 
Protestants and their independent allies must access their interdepen-
dence to detox their discourse with conservatives. Rather than scorning 
the more conservative set, mainline Protestant institutions, interactions, 
and individuals must extend empathy and respect so that the two sides can 
! nd common ground. In many cases, independent religions can easily 
tune their messages for more interdependent ears.

At the same time, conservative Protestants and their confreres must 
step up their independence to meet their adversaries halfway. Allowing 
dissent within their institutions, including debate in their interactions, 
and encouraging critical thinking among their individual members would 
all hasten the healing of religious rifts.

As mainline and conservative Protestants align their culture cycles, 
they can hone better ways to work with growing religious minorities, in-
cluding Muslims (0. 6 percent of the population), Buddhists (0. 7 percent), 
and Hindus (0. 4 percent)—all whose culture cycles sustain and stem from 
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more interdependent selves. 27 (See chapter 9 for more about Islam, Bud-
dhism, and Hinduism.) Likewise, observers in other countries that are 
contending with con$ icts between independent and interdependent reli-
gious groups can apply our approach to their own culture clashes.

Before delving into the details of America’s two sorts of Protestants, 
we drop back in time to examine how the culture cycles of di" erent reli-
gions feed and $ ow from di" erent notions of the self. This story begins 
long before the Abrahamic religions (i. e., Judaism, Christianity, and Is-
lam) emerged, at a time when humans were dodging glaciers to become 
the species we know and love today.

More Interdependent Than Thou
Until the Late Pleistocene (about ! fteen thousand years ago), people were 
still hunting and gathering. Because they lived pretty much hand to 
mouth, they did not amass wealth. And as everyone knew everyone else 
(indeed, most people were related), Pleistocene neighbors were “probably 
pretty nice to each other,” says psychologist Ara Norenzayan. 28

Although these  hunter-  gatherers had deities, their gods were largely 
uninterested in what the humans were up to. They weren’t moral gods, 
says Norenzayan. Instead, “these gods seemed indi" erent to human af-
fairs. Many were like your crazy grandfather. You know he exists, but you 
don’t pay much attention to him. Sometimes he acts up and does crazy 
things. You try to calm him down. You give him food. But you don’t re-
ally take him that seriously.”29

But then Homo sapiens started settling in towns and growing food. 
With better nutrition and technology, populations boomed. Small bands 
of relatives became big towns of strangers who, like many people today, 
were loath to meddle in the a" airs of people they did not know. With 
extra food, people now had stu"  to accumulate and, thus, to covet. Lying, 
cheating, ! ghting, and stealing entered the scene.

To keep from  self-  destructing, these larger, anonymous communities 
needed an institution that would induce people to cooperate. A fatherly 
eye in the sky ! t the bill. All of a sudden, “Watchful gods were every-
where,” says Norenzayan, “and they became much more serious. They 
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started punishing wrongdoing. They became supernatural monitors who 
were intimately involved in human a" airs.”

As cultures with these moral gods became larger and more successful, 
they crowded out the older, smaller communities with  crazy-  grandfather 
gods. Modern religion was born. And as it linked people in relationships, 
required them to adjust to a shared moral code, and rooted them in com-
munities and traditions, religion became a major force for interdepen-
dence.

 Fast-  forwarding to the  twenty-  ! rst century, Norenzayan and his col-
leagues show that contemporary humans still react to even subtle evoca-
tions of divinity by straightening up and $ ying right. In one study, for 
example, he and psychologist Azim F. Shari"  ! rst asked college students 
(and, later, older adults) to unscramble sentences that had either religious 
words (such as spirit, divine, and God) or neutral words embedded in them. 
All the participants then took part in a classic economics game where they 
divided ten dollars between themselves and another participant (who was 
actually a confederate in cahoots with the researchers). The researchers 
found that just reading a few random religious words led participants to 
divide the money more fairly than did reading the neutral words. 30

Studies that measure personality also suggest that religious people are 
more interdependent than nonreligious folks. For instance, completing 
a  meta-  analysis of more than  seventy-  one studies from nineteen coun-
tries, psychologist Vassilis Saroglou and his colleagues discovered that the 
more religious people are, the more their personalities are agreeable and 
 conscientious—  that is, the more they wish to get along with others and 
do what is right. Perhaps this is not surprising, given that even the most 
stridently independent forms of Protestantism entail getting together with 
a community to worship the same deity, perform the same rituals, share 
the same beliefs, and preserve the same traditions. 31

Although scienti! c studies cannot determine whether these exertions 
please a deity, they do show that religion confers health and  well-  being 
upon its practitioners. No matter their denomination, religious people 
have more friends, su" er fewer illnesses, feel more happiness, and live 
longer lives than their godless counterparts. 32 Religion is good medicine 
for those who take it. And even for those who don’t, having religious 
neighbors can be a boon. Compared to people who are not part of a 
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religious community, those who are give more money to charity, donate 
more of their time, and are more active in community life. 33

Think Right or Act Right?
Now let’s jump ahead some ! fteen thousand years to another great part-
ing of religious ways, this time between Christians and Jews. For many 
Americans, the closest association with the word Jewish is the word guilt. 
Yet if President Jimmy Carter is any indication, Christians also haul 
around their fair share of remorse. In a 1976 interview with Playboy mag-
azine, Carter (then the governor of Georgia) confessed, “I’ve looked on a 
lot of women with lust.” So far, nothing unusual there. But then the 
Baptist leader concluded, “I’ve committed adultery in my heart many 
times.”

This way of thinking strikes psychologist Adam Cohen as strange. 
“For Jews,” he says, “if you’re just thinking about doing something bad, 
it doesn’t have moral signi! cance so long as you don’t act on it.” In other 
words, as long as you do the right thing, contemplating doing the wrong 
thing is harmless.

But to Carter, just thinking about sinning was a sin. Our former 
president isn’t alone, and he wasn’t just sharing his personal philosophy. 
Instead, he was quoting the New Testament: “But I say unto you,” Jesus 
commanded in his Sermon on the Mount, “That whosoever looketh on a 
woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his 
heart.”34 Perhaps re$ ecting the depth of his faith, Carter was quoting 
scripture to America’s favorite nudie mag.

Cohen wondered how deep these di" erences in religious dogma drill 
into individual psyches. So, with psychologist Paul Rozin, he set out to 
discover whether Christians (in particular, Protestants) and Jews indeed 
think about morality di" erently. In a series of studies, the researchers 
asked participants to read about characters who were thinking about doing 
something naughty (having an a" air, poisoning a professor’s dog) and 
about a character who did nice things but had naughty thoughts (taking 
care of parents, but thinking ill of them). Next, participants gave their 
impressions of these characters. 

Cohen and Rozin found that the Jewish participants evaluated char-
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acters with bad thoughts but good deeds much more positively than did 
the Protestants. This was not because the Jewish participants let sinners 
o"  lightly; indeed, Jews disdained an actual adulterer just as much as did 
Protestants. Instead, what drove the di" erences between Protestants and 
Jews were their beliefs: Jews really don’t care what’s happening under the 
hood as long as people’s deeds are good. Protestants, in contrast, pay just 
as much attention to the action between a person’s ears as to their actions 
in the world. 35

In addition, Cohen and his team ! nd that Protestants more ! rmly 
believe that people can control their thoughts, and that thoughts compel 
actions, but Jews see thoughts as less controllable and less consequential. 
“Judaism says that people have good and bad impulses,” says Cohen, “and 
you just try to do the best you can.”

Another set of Cohen’s studies highlights that, in matters of religion, 
Jews pay more attention to the traditions and people surrounding them 
(an interdependent tendency), while Protestants pay more attention to 
what’s going on inside themselves, and between themselves and God (a 
more independent way of being). In one study, Jewish and Protestant 
adults talked about a moment that changed their lives forever. Cohen’s 
research team then coded whether these narratives mentioned God, com-
munity, both God and community, or neither.

In this narrative, for example, a Protestant participant o" ers a  God- 
 centered story:

The most important experience in my life was the mo-
ment that I ! rst accepted that Jesus Christ really was God 
Himself. . . .  I was angry because I knew that I wouldn’t 
be able to go on living however I wanted. . . .  In spite of 
all my anger and frustration, I put my trust in Him for the 
! rst time.

And in this narrative, a Jewish participant focuses on his community:

When my brother died my father started attending min-
yan [ Jewish services] every day. He said it comforted him 
greatly. I was aware that it was the rituals and other men 
there that made him feel  better—  not any idea that God 
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had intended this. . . .  I understood then that my human 
relationships were all that gave meaning to my life.

Across 126 participants, Cohen found that Jews shared more stories 
about community, while Protestants shared more narratives about God. 36

Argue Together or Pray Alone?
Jews and Christians come by their di" erent selves honestly. The daily in-
teractions of both religions sca" old their distinct ways of being. This is all 
the more remarkable considering how many daily interactions Jews and 
Christians originally had in common. Both Abrahamic religions, Christi-
anity and Judaism share a foundational  text—  what Christians call the Old 
Testament and Jews call the Tanakh. How they use this text, however, di-
verges. Christians feel free to interpret the Bible  themselves—  no fancy 
scholars are necessary. This results in a more literal, concrete interpretation 
of scripture.

In contrast, for Jews, “there are multiple levels of interpretation of 
religious texts,” says Cohen. For instance, in one interpretative method, 
called gematria, scholars substitute letters with numbers, and then look for 
patterns. Another method entails looking for connections between the 
same word across di" erent texts. “These methods are helpful because 
there are parts in the Bible that seem to con$ ict,” Cohen notes, such as the 
two creation stories in the book of Genesis.

Was Eve made from clay or Adam’s rib? Was the world created in six 
days or one? Was God pleased or displeased with his handiwork? Jewish 
scholarship is more about grappling with such questions and inconsisten-
cies than about resolving them, argues psychologist Edward Sampson. In 
contrast, much of Christian scholarship, especially Protestant scholarship, 
is about ! nding the single correct answer among the inconsistencies. 37

Jews’ greater emphasis on questioning, relative to Christians’ greater 
emphasis on answering, is apparent not only in religious practices, but also 
in earthlier pursuits. The studies of psychologists Kaiping Peng and Rich-
ard Nisbett suggest that Jews more readily employ “dialectical thinking”—
accepting  contradictions—  than do Christians.

Peng and Nisbett stumbled upon this ! nding by accident. In one of 
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their early studies, they discovered that an encyclopedia of Chinese prov-
erbs contained far more dialectical  sayings—“too humble is half proud,” 
“beware of your friends, not your enemies”—than did a comparable 
American proverb book, which almost exclusively contained more 
straightforward adages such as “for example is no proof” and “one against 
all is certain to fail.”38

The researchers wanted to test whether Chinese participants preferred 
the dialectical proverbs while  European-  American participants preferred 
the consistent ones. Being good scientists, though, they needed a control 
group of proverbs that were neither Chinese nor American, to rule out 
the possibility that participants simply preferred whichever proverbs were 
more familiar to them. To their delight, the researchers discovered that a 
book of Yiddish proverbs also featured many dialectical sayings. As was 
the case with Chinese proverbs, Chinese participants liked the Yiddish 
dialectical proverbs more than the Yiddish nondialectical proverbs.

“Jewish folk beliefs seem to be very much like Chinese folk beliefs: 
there are two sides to everything, and the world is full of change and un-
certainty,” says Peng. He sees a connection between this more dialectical 
way of thinking and a more interdependent view of the self: “When your 
self is de! ned by relationships, contexts, and histories, you don’t think of 
yourself as ! xed. Instead, you have di" erent aspects of your self, and some 
aspects may be contradictory.”39

Given or Chosen?
The ! nding that Jews and Christians hold di" erent worldviews and  self- 
 views is not surprising, writes Sampson. Like a younger sibling ! ghting 
his way out of an older sibling’s shadow, Christianity had to ! nd its own 
niche in the Jewish world. It did so partly by promoting a more indepen-
dent notion of self, one that could arrive at truth by itself, rather than by 
relating with others, the past, or the environment. 40

So Christians ditched Jewish dietary laws and many Sabbath customs. 
Though they did not discard the Old Testament, their New Testament 
revised many of the Old’s teachings. For instance, Jesus’ Sermon on the 
Mount is a rejoinder to the Ten Commandments. Whereas the old text 
stressed behavior, the new text stressed feelings and thoughts. For Jesus, 
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it was no longer enough not to kill; you must not even feel hatred to-
 ward people. It was no longer enough not to sleep with your neigh-
 bor’s wife; you must not even think about sleeping with your neighbor’s 
wife.

In response to Christianity, Judaism dug in its heels, holding fast to its 
own, more interdependent doctrines and practices. As Tevye says in Fid-
dler on the Roof, “Because of our tradition, every one of us knows who he 
is and what God expects him to do.”41 And though Tevye is no Jewish 
scholar, the Yiddish playwright who created him, Sholem Aleichem, 
channeled Jewish culture’s regard for history and ritual.

That regard starts before birth; Christians can be made, but until re-
cently, Jews could only be born. As a religion of descent rather than assent, 
Orthodox Judaism holds that a person is a Jew only if his or her mother is 
a Jew. End of story. No individual choice here, no conversion option, at 
least not until the nineteenth century. Likewise, when an adolescent boy 
becomes a Bar Mitzvah (and, more recently, an adolescent girl becomes a 
Bat Mitzvah), he does so mostly to learn about the roles, responsibilities, 
and traditions of Judaism so that he may completely participate in the Jew-
ish community.

Being a Christian, on the other hand, requires individual choice. Just 
because your parents are Christian does not mean that you are. Instead, 
your parents must choose to baptize you. And sometimes even that isn’t 
enough; conservative Protestant denominations require adherents to “ac-
cept Jesus Christ as [their] personal savior” through con! rmations, adult 
baptisms, and public testimonials.

“In Judaism, doing something because it’s tradition is enough and 
even valued,” Cohen concludes. “But in many Protestant denominations, 
you have to ! nd a personal reason to do what you’re doing.”

Cohen, Peng, Sampson, and other scholars who compare Jews to other 
groups do so gingerly, and with good reason. Centuries of  anti-  Semitism, 
culminating in the Holocaust, show how such comparisons can turn in-
vidious. As a result, many  well-  intentioned people have worked overtime 
to argue that Jews are no di" erent from anyone else.

Yet a careful examination of the culture cycles at work among Jews 
and Christians reveals that the ideas, institutions, interactions, and I’s of 
these two groups are decidedly di" erent. Shining a light on Christian 
ways further reveals why these di" erences may have been interpreted as 
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essential, racial, and therefore grounds for violent action: the independent 
ways of thinking to which Protestants hew can lead to essentialist think-
ing. Many Christians, especially Protestants, think behavior comes from 
stable internal traits, see group behavior as the sum of individual behav-
iors, and thus view group di" erences as internal and stable.

Perhaps by applying a more interdependent style of thinking to the 
question of why people are di" erent, Christians and Jews alike can better 
appreciate how contexts, histories, environments, and one another shape 
and re$ ect individual psyches. This more interdependent approach may 
then lead to more  peace-  promoting culture cycles.

Catholics in the Middle
Some 1,500 years after Jews and Christians went their separate ways, 
Protestants and Catholics set o"  on di" erent paths. As we shall see, Prot-
estant culture cycles produced and proceeded from a more independent 
self, while Catholic culture cycles reinforced and resulted from a more 
interdependent self.

For much of U. S. history, Protestant Americans considered Catholics 
to be the foreigners in their fold. This perception wasn’t completely wrong. 
The American Catholic Church is largely made up of successive waves of 
immigrant groups: ! rst Germans, then Irish people, then Italians, then 
Latinos and Filipinos. 42 Partly because of their large immigrant contingent, 
Catholics have also been the poorest religious group in the United States. 43 
Yet since the election of Kennedy in 1962, Catholics have secured their 
place in the American mainstream.  Non-  Hispanic Catholics are now among 
the most upwardly mobile people in America. 44

Nevertheless, Catholics still feel slightly out of step with the United 
States’ predominantly Protestant ways. In the 1990s, cultural psycholo-
gists began bottling exactly what is di" erent about Catholics. They are 
! nding that, for all their assimilation and mainstream success, Catholics 
harbor a more interdependent sense of self than do mainline Protestants.

Among the ! rst to examine Catholics’ more interdependent selves 
under the bright lights of the laboratory was psychologist Je" rey  Sanchez- 
 Burks. He invited Protestant and Catholic men to complete a task while 
dressed either in dress shirts and ties (the business condition) or in Hawa iian 
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shirts (the casual condition). Thus bedecked, the participants listened to 
recordings of  positive-  emotion  words (  for instance, lively, hope, and laugh) 
and  negative-  emotion words (for example, rude, evil, and horrid). After each 
word, participants had to judge whether the word’s meaning was pleasant 
or unpleasant.

The catch was this: sometimes, the word’s intonation did not match its 
meaning. For example, evil lilted with brightness and cheer, while laugh 
sank with dread and despair. In these cases of mismatched sound and mean-
ing,  Sanchez-  Burks wanted to know how much the word’s social and emo-
tional connotations interfered with participants’ ability to judge its meaning.

In the casual condition, Protestants and Catholics struggled equally 
with the mismatched tones and meanings. But in the business condition, 
Protestants showed a unique ability to tune out the socioemotional input 
and home in on the information. Catholics, in contrast, could not as eas-
ily ignore the human, feeling side of the recording, and had much slower 
reaction times when words and intonations did not match no matter what 
they were wearing. 

 Sanchez-  Burks concludes that, while on the job, Protestants check 
their hearts at the door. As we will discuss in the next section, they aren’t 
doing this to be unkind. Instead, they are simply following what  Sanchez- 
 Burks terms the Protestant relational ideology: that is, “beliefs dictating 
that attentiveness to relational concerns ought to be restricted in  work- 
 centered contexts.” With limited exposure to this ideology, Catholics 
more readily wear their hearts on their sleeves in the workplace. 45

Relative to Catholics, Protestants’ greater independence is also appar-
ent in how they describe everyday behavior. As we discussed in the intro-
duction and chapter 2, making so-called situational attributions for everyday 
behavior is a more interdependent style that assumes people are driven 
largely by relational concerns and environmental in$ uences. It’s okay to 
say that your mother or the devil made you do it. Making so-called dis-
positional attributions, in contrast, is a more independent style that as-
sumes people are driven largely by their internal traits and preferences. 
For this sort of self, it’s best to say that your behavior sprang from inside.

To study the attribution styles of Catholics and Protestants, Cohen 
and colleagues asked participants to read about two characters who did 
something good (a pharmaceutical executive who donated malaria medi-
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cine and a professional baseball player who volunteered at a camp for poor 
kids) and two characters who did something bad (a doctor who hid a 
mistake that led to a patient’s death and a public o%  cial who took bribes). 
Participants then rated how much they agreed with internal explanations 
for each character’s actions (e. g., character, attitude, temperament) and ex-
ternal explanations (e. g., social atmosphere, social norms). 46

The researchers found that Protestants made more internal attributions 
than did Catholics, as predicted. They also dug a little deeper to ! gure out 
why Protestants have this attributional style, and discovered that Protes-
tants believe more strongly in souls, and worry more about their condi-
tion, than do Catholics. “Protestants had been handed a fearsome mandate 
by Luther,” the researchers write. “They as individuals, and not the church, 
were now responsible for the condition of their own souls.” So Protestants 
tend to pay more attention to the inner working of themselves and other 
people than do Catholics.

Of course, Catholics also believe that people have souls, and they 
also worry about them. But Catholic teachings hold that participating in 
the sacraments is a ! ne way to attain salvation. Indeed, the researchers 
report, the Catechism of the Catholic Church includes  ! fty-  four entries 
for the words sacraments and sacramentals but only six entries for the word 
soul.47

Although more interdependent than Protestants, Catholics seem not 
to be quite as interdependent as Jews. The most direct evidence for Cath-
olics’ more interdependent notion of self comes from Cohen’s studies on 
self and religion. As was the case with Jews, Catholics felt that religion 
was more about participating in rituals, traditions, and community and 
less about having a personal relationship with God. On a few measures, 
Catholics even tied with Jews on the more interdependent measures. But 
on most indices, Catholics were between Protestants and Jews. 48

By the Book or per the Pope?
Examining the di" erent practices, artifacts, and institutions of Catholics 
and Protestants has been the pastime of many social scientists. Plotting 
these ! ndings reveals several forces that have maintained and re$ ected an 
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independent self among Protestants and an interdependent self among 
Catholics.

Perhaps the most famous work on the ways of Protestants was Max 
Weber’s The Protestant Work Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. Weber’s 
 jumping-o"  point was a slightly indelicate question: Why are Protestants so 
much richer than Catholics? His answer was that Protestants harbor a spe-
cial set of  beliefs called the Protestant work ethic. One of these beliefs is the 
notion that people have a “calling,” a  heaven-  chosen line of work. Because 
the idea of the calling elevated work from a necessary evil to a moral im-
perative, everyone was suddenly willing to work a lot harder.

A second  wealth-  accruing belief peculiar to the early  Protestants— 
 also known by their less fun name, the  Puritans—  is that people’s spiritual 
fate was predestined, that God had already chosen who would go to 
heaven or hell. On its surface, this idea would seem to be bit of a buzz kill 
for the laboring Protestant. Instead, though, its e" ect was to make people 
not only work harder, but also consume less, and less conspicuously. This 
was because Protestants came to view worldly success (that is, wealth) as 
a sign of spiritual ! tness and, conversely, to view worldly failure (that is, 
poverty) as a sign of spiritual bankruptcy.

A third belief that contributed not only to Protestants’ success, but 
also to their slightly frosty work style, was that concerning oneself with 
the feelings of coworkers would detract from one’s calling. So Protestants 
adopted the Protestant Relational Ideology, which is, in short: Don’t mix 
business with pleasure. All work and no frivolity makes for a lot of pro-
ductivity. This is why Protestants quickly became the most successful 
capitalists and the richest Europeans, Weber argues. 49

More recently, economists Sascha O. Becker and Ludger Woessmann 
identi! ed a di" erent route from Martin Luther to Protestant prosperity. 
During the Holy Roman Empire, clerics did most of the reading in Eu-
rope. And they did it in Latin. The early Protestants realized that if they 
were to have an unmediated relationship with God, they needed to get 
literate. As a classical education was a luxury that most could not a" ord, 
the early Protestant Church undertook to translate the Bible into local 
languages. It then set about teaching converts to read by building schools 
and haranguing parents. Consequently, Becker and Woessmann show, the 
emerging Protestant world had much higher rates of literacy than the 
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 surrounding Catholic  world—  a trend that persisted until the twentieth 
century. 50

Reading does not have to be a solitary activity. And books do not 
have to be individuating artifacts. Likewise, prosperity does not necessar-
ily lead to a more independent way of being. Yet in the hands of the early 
Protestants, the practices and products of literacy and prosperity fed and 
were fed by the ethos of  self-  reliance. Consequently, Protestants were able 
to turn more and more inward in their pursuit of spiritual ! tness, and 
more and more away from religious leaders and communities.

Meanwhile, back in the Catholic realms of Europe, the Catholic 
Church continued to mediate adherents’ relationship with the divine. 
Then as now, the Church held that the pope is Christ’s ambassador on 
earth, and that the pope realizes Christ’s will through the hierarchy of 
cardinals, bishops, and priests. To know and act upon the will of Christ, 
parishioners must participate in the institutions of the Church. Yet his-
torically, the Church o" ered masses and the Bible only in Latin, which 
left parishioners highly dependent on clerics and one another for guidance 
on how to be good Catholics. To this day, being a good Catholic entails 
performing rituals, observing sacraments, and tithing (that is, contribut-
ing 10 percent of one’s income to the Church). With hundreds of feast 
days, saint days, celebrations, and masses, Catholics have a reason to inter-
act with their church almost daily.

Once at church, Catholics can enjoy opulent paintings and sculptures, 
lush music, and fragrant incense. Rich decorations tell the life of Christ, the 
Stations of the Cross, and other Bible stories. Mother Mary uplifts parish-
ioners with her patient beauty. Jesus himself is present, most notably in de-
pictions of his su" ering on the cross. In contrast, Protestant churches o" er 
a starker aesthetic. The cross in Protestant churches is always  empty—  a sign 
that worshippers should invest their energies in the future, when Jesus re-
turns, rather than in mourning the past or seeking solace in the present. 51

American Catholicism and Protestantism have diverged considerably 
from their European roots. Indeed, some sociologists argue that the 
American branches of the two churches have more in common with one 
another than they do with their modern European counterparts. 52 Never-
theless, the culture cycles at play in the ! elds of modern American Ca-
tholicism and Protestantism still encourage the use of di" erent selves.
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The New Protestants
The latest arrivals to the American religious landscape are modern-day  
conservative Christians. The United States has undergone several “reli-
gious awakenings,” during which speaking in tongues, hallucinating, and 
going through other unusual and immediate experiences of the divine 
were more commonplace. The ! rst of these periods dates back to 1730, 
recounts Luhrmann. But the current interest in the direct, personal expe-
rience of God “exploded in the 1960s,” she writes. 53

One reason behind this newfound enthusiasm for the ecclesiastical is 
that the nation as a whole was opening itself to more emotional and intui-
tive experiences. Another impetus was the social upheaval of the time, 
including loosening sexual mores and widespread rebellion against main-
stream institutions. 54 The turmoil that these changes wrought left many 
people feeling adrift. Some turned to the Church for a sense of community 
and order. 55 With its warm God and clear rules, the conservative Protes-
tant Church was just the institution that many were seeking.

Psychologist Ian McGregor and colleagues captured these dynamics 
in a set of experiments. In one, for example, the researchers frightened 
undergraduates by making them read a  graduate-  level statistics lesson that 
had been edited to be incomprehensible. Compared with students who 
had read a nonthreatening passage, these aggravated undergrads reported 
greater religious zeal, more fervently endorsing statements such as “I would 
support a war that defended my religious beliefs” and “My religious be-
liefs are grounded in objective truth.”56

No one has directly measured the selves of conservative Protestants, 
but many scholars have examined the personalities of political conserva-
tives, whose circles overlap with those of religious conservatives. Psy-
chologist John Jost and his colleagues conducted a sweeping  meta-  analysis 
of  eighty-  eight of these studies from twelve countries. They discovered 
that, compared with political liberals, political conservatives are less open 
to new experiences, need more closure and order, and have lower  self- 
 esteem. 57 As we discussed in previous chapters, these personality features 
are more typical of interdependent selves.
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Coffee with Jesus
The emotional lives of conservative and mainline Protestants likewise 
seem to divide over the  independence-  interdependence line. Psycholo-
gists Ingrid Storm and David Sloan Wilson followed eleven conservative 
Protestant teens and  thirty-  nine mainline teens over the course of one 
week. Roughly every two hours, a preprogrammed personal digital as-
sistant (PDA) cued these participants to answer questions about what they 
were doing and how they felt about it.

Storm and Wilson found that, consistent with a more interdependent 
self, conservative Protestant teens spent less time alone and were happier 
when they were with other people. They were by themselves only 17. 5 
percent of the time, as compared to 26 percent for mainline Protestants. 
All by their lonesome, conservative teens reported feeling lonelier, weaker, 
and more bored and  self-  conscious than when they were in the presence 
of others, including friends and family.

For the mainline Protestant teens, being with other people had little 
e" ect on their feelings, except that being with family made them feel 
slightly lonelier. 58

Storm and Wilson also analyzed data from a survey of more than three 
hundred respondents. True to the interdependent practice of observing hi-
erarchy and tradition, conservative Protestant teens reported that their par-
ents had more control over which friends they spent time with and which 
people they dated than did mainline Protestant teens. And true to the inde-
pendent practice of cultivating uniqueness and  self-  expression, mainline 
Protestants more readily agreed that their families made them feel special 
on birthdays and holidays, and let everyone express  opinions—  even when 
they di" ered. 59

Conservative Protestants spend more time not only with friends and 
family, but also with Jesus. As a member of the Vineyard Christian Fel-
lowship Church, Luhrmann explored how conservative Protestants de-
velop their friendly, loving relationships with their savior. She discovered 
that conservative Protestants invite the divine into their lives many times 
a day. Interactions such as pouring co" ee for Jesus, setting aside a weekly 
date night with the Lord, and learning how to di" erentiate His voice in 
your mind from your own voice are just a few of the regular practices that 
conservatives undertake. 60
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Save or Be Saved?
Conservative Protestants reveal and reinstate their interdependence not 
only in how they raise their teens and talk to God, but also in what they 
do with their money. An extreme act of interdependence is to forgo per-
sonal gain for the sake of your community. Conservative Protestants do 
just this: of all religious groups in the United States, they donate the 
greatest portion of their wealth to their churches.

By giving away so much of their wealth, conservative Protestants are 
hewing closely to the reported words of Jesus Christ, ! nds sociologist Lisa 
Keister. About 10 percent of New Testament verses are about ! nances, she 
notes,61 including verses such as “Honor the Lord with your wealth, with 
the ! rst fruits of all your crops; then your barns will be ! lled to over$ ow-
ing, and your vats will brim over with new wine” (Proverbs 3: 9–  10). 
Likewise, the conservative Protestant writer Randy Alcorn noted in his 
2003 book, The Law of Rewards, “[ Jesus] spoke about money and posses-
sions more than heaven and hell combined.”62

With a literal interpretation of the Bible as their distinguishing feature, 
conservative Protestants more strongly endorse statements such as “The 
purpose of church is to give money back to God,” “Money is the root of all 
evil,” and “I think a great deal about the connection between religion and 
personal ! nances.” This holds true for both White and Black conservative 
Christians. “If you remember Hurricane Katrina,” Keister says, “there were 
a lot of people who didn’t have $40 to rent a car and drive away.” Among 
this stricken lot were many conservative Protestants. 63

One side e" ect of giving away so much wealth is that conservative 
Protestants are among the poorest Americans. Using data from more than 
six thousand respondents to the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, 
Keister shows that conservative Protestants had a median net worth of 
$26,000 in 2000, whereas the sample as a whole had a median net worth 
of $66,200. She also demonstrates that these di" erences in net worth were 
due more to conservative Protestants’ failure to accumulate assets than to 
their starting out with less wealth. And though other cultural practices in 
conservative Protestant  circles—  getting less education, having more chil-
dren at younger ages, and sending fewer women into the  workforce— 
 certainly add up to less in conservative Protestants’ co" ers, religious beliefs 
and the ! nancial practices they promote also exert a strong in$ uence. 64
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The humbler circumstances of conservative Protestant culture cycles 
push I’s in a more interdependent direction. As we examined in chapter 5, 
poorer Americans tend to use their interdependent selves more than do 
wealthier Americans. The reasons for this are many: the less money a per-
son has, the more she must rely on friends and family to meet daily needs, 
the fewer resources she has to act on personal preferences and realize per-
sonal goals, the less control she has over her environment, and the more 
she must accept things as they are. When combined with the institutions 
and in teractions of conservative Protestantism, lower socieconomic status 
supports and re$ ects a particularly robust form of interdependence.

Calm the Elephants
“When two elephants ! ght, it is the grass that su" ers.” So warns a Ugan-
dan proverb. Likewise, as conservative Protestantism has grown to be the 
largest religion in America, its clashes with mainline Protestantism (and 
the latter’s independent allies) are eroding public discourse and the ties 
that bind Americans to one another.

Culture cycles twisted us into this stalemate, and culture cycles can 
wind us out. Although mainline Protestants are now the numerical mi-
nority, their deeper roots in American institutions put them in the better 
position to o" er the olive branch to their conservative counterparts. To 
elevate the national conversation on religion, mainline Protestants and 
their allies should welcome conservative Protestants into their institutions. 
The U. S. National Institutes of Health blazed this trail by appointing ge-
neticist Francis S. Collins, a  self-  described “evangelical Christian,” to be 
its director in 2009. The former head of the Human Genome Project, 
Collins weds faith with evolution in a viewpoint he calls BioLogos, which 
holds that God created the universe fourteen billion years ago, put in 
place the processes that would lead to human life, and then sat back and 
watched. 65

Mainline Protestants, in contrast, should take a more active role in 
helping conservatives feel more welcome in their midst. A ! rst step in 
building warmer interactions is to stop trying to convince conservative 
Christians that their values and beliefs are wrong. Most people think and 
speak poorly when they feel that the core of their self is under attack. So 
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creating a safe space for  cross-  faith conversations means checking the col-
lected works of Christopher Hitchens at the door. Although the daedal 
argumentation and searing rhetoric of Hitchens (and of Richard Dawkins, 
Sam Harris, and other verbally adroit atheists) score points with the Ox-
bridge set, they only alienate conservative Protestants.

Instead, the better tactic is to discover what goals you already share, 
and then go from there. Or, as the psychologist Morton Deutsch put it, 
“Learn the di" erence between ‘positions’ and ‘interests.’ The positions of 
the con$ icting parties may be irreconcilable, but their interests may be 
concordant.”66 What you will miss in the way of converting a few people 
to your way of thinking, you will enjoy in the way of mobilizing a lot of 
people toward a better way of acting. As the old adage says, “An insincere 
peace is better than a sincere war.”

For Reverend Richard Cizik, this means appealing to broadly shared 
Christian ethics when stumping for the planet. “My message really isn’t to 
persuade anybody of the science of climate change,” explains Cizik, the 
president of the New Evangelical Partnership for the Common Good. 
“It’s rather to persuade them of their own biblical responsibility. . . .  
There’s no way you can love God and your neighbor if you’re polluting 
his or her air.”67

Political candidates who are less popular with conservative Christian 
voters should likewise change their messages to emphasize interdependent 
concerns over independent ones. Mainline Protestants and their allies of-
ten talk about their policies in terms of serving  self-  interest, maximizing 
economic returns, protecting individual rights, and expanding choices. 
Instead, Luhrmann recommends, “They could talk about the way their 
policy interventions will allow . . .  those of us who support them [to] bet-
ter ourselves as we reach out in love. They could describe health care re-
form as a response to su" ering, not as a solution to an economic problem.”68

Individuals can also work on their own psyches to make way for bet-
ter interfaith conversations. One quick cognitive intervention is to con-
sider that valuing fairness, equality, and freedom above all else is itself a 
moral code. Psychologist Jonathan Haidt gives this code a name, the mo-
rality of autonomy, and points out that it is unusually prevalent in wealthy, 
educated, industrialized, and rich democracies. In the rest of the world, 
and among conservative Christians, two other ways of being good (the 
moralities of community and divinity) command larger audiences. 69 It’s easy 
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to keep ourselves blind to these other moral codes. But if you wish to 
build bridges between religion and, increasingly, politics, you must at 
least dip your mind into the possibility that all three moralities are, as 
Haidt writes, “manifestations of deeply con$ icting but equally heartfelt 
visions of the good society.”70 This sort of good faith can go a long way.

What Would Jesus Drive?
While mainliners are harnessing their interdependence to reach out across 
the religious divide, conservatives must access their independence to think 
for themselves and speak up for their beliefs. Conservative Christians have 
already created several institutions and interactions that support the free 
$ ow of ideas within their faiths. For instance, the Evangelical Environ-
mental Network hosts an active debate about climate change research. 
One of the organization’s most successful projects is its “What Would Jesus 
Drive?” bumper sticker campaign. The nonpro! t also publishes Creation 
Care magazine and operates an institute “to equip, inspire, disciple, and 
mobilize God’s people in their e" ort to care for God’s creation,” according 
to the organization’s website. 71 The evolution debate likewise has a $ ag-
ship  evangelical-  led organization, the BioLogos Foundation, which hosts 
an online forum where dissenters and supporters of theistic evolution can 
air their views.

At the individual level, conservative Protestants should take the trouble 
to read the Bible, rather than relying on church leadership to tell them what 
to believe. Through this act of independence, many have discovered that 
the scripture’s list of dos and don’ts is not so  clear-  cut. For example, the 
Bible does indeed mention sex between men in a few passages, going so far 
as to call it an abomination (an unclean act) in Leviticus. Yet as biologist 
Joan Roughgarden documents, Jesus never mentions homosexuality, and 
no scripture mentions sex between women. Moreover, Roughgarden con-
tends, the Bible’s many inclusive statements about eunuchs and intense 
 same-  sex friendships (Naomi and Ruth, Jonathan and David), and the 
church’s embrace of “transvestite saints” such as Thecla and Joan of Arc, 
suggest that sex and gender are rather bendy in Christianity. Grappling with 
these and other complexities, rather than hiding them under half the story, 
may strengthen both individual faith and the institution of the Church. 72
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The Devil Inside
The founding documents of the United States are likewise inconsistent 
about exactly how religion should ! t in to the fabric of our nation. On the 
one hand, the Declaration of Independence puts a deity front and center: 
“We hold these truths to be  self-  evident, that all men are created equal, 
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights.” 
On the other hand, the U. S. Constitution doesn’t mention God at all. 
Instead, its ! rst amendment cleaves church from state: “Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof.”

In a pluralistic society with a growing population and diminishing 
resources, deciding how to interpret these unclear messages, how to bal-
ance church and state, is a crucial project. Understanding how the clash of 
independence and interdependence can sidetrack that project can put it on 
a more productive course. The devil isn’t in the other side’s values and 
beliefs; it’s in the details of how to harness independence and interdepen-
dence for a more productive peace.
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CHAPTER 8

Love’s Labour’s Lost
Workplace Cultures

The XO is as cute as a laptop can be, with its bright green buttons, 
chunky handle, and bubbly logo. In 2005, MIT professor Nicholas 
Negroponte unveiled the idea of selling the XO for a mere $100 so 

that children in poor countries could use it for school. Intel, Google, and 
several other technology giants were eager to get in on the  feel-  good mo-
ment. So they became o%  cial partners of Negroponte’s nonpro! t, One 
Laptop Per Child (OLPC), pledging cash, materials, and expertise.

Soon, however, one partnership began to fray. Beholding the huge 
market at the bottom of the world’s wealth pyramid, Intel began to man-
ufacture its own  low-  cost laptop, the Classmate PC. Because Intel’s Class-
mate would directly compete with OLPC’s XO, Negroponte asked Intel 
to stop selling its machine in regions where his nonpro! t was active. But 
Intel was unwilling to let OLPC put the kibosh on a pro! table venture. 
In 2008, Intel backed out of the partnership. An o" ended Negroponte 
summarized the organizations’ con$ icting visions by saying, “[OLPC] 
views the children as a mission; Intel views them as a market.”1

Intel and OLPC are not alone in their mutual exasperation. As social 
and environmental problems take on global proportions, many nonpro! ts 
and corporations are attempting to join forces to ! ght for the common 
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good. Their alliances are catalyzing a bevy of workplace innovations. 
Taking a cue from their charitable comrades, for example, the business 
world is spawning social entrepreneurs,  triple-  bottom-  line companies (sup-
porting people, planet, and pro! t),  blended-  value propositions (which in-
clude economic, social, and environmental components), corporate social 
responsibility initiatives, and other activities that are both magnanimous 
and  money-  making. And at the urging of their  for-  pro! t partners, nonprof-
its are launching  revenue-  generating ventures, posting quarterly perfor-
mance dashboards, and lowering their operating costs. Governments are 
also getting in on the action, undertaking more  public-  private partnerships 
and borrowing ideas from both the business and nonpro! t worlds.

Despite their best intentions, many sector-hoppers soon lock horns. 
Jim Fruchterman has a particularly bitter tale of a  nonpro! t-  government 
clash. Fruchterman is the founder and CEO of Benetech, a Palo  Alto– 
 based nonpro! t that develops new technologies to help people and protect 
the environment. In 2000 he learned that a company called Quantum 
Magnetics had invented a new device for detecting land mines. He wanted 
to work with the company to re! ne the invention for humanitarian orga-
nizations in  war-  torn regions. Quantum Magnetics agreed that “using 
the technology for humanitarian purposes [rather than just military ones] 
was incredibly cool,” says Fruchterman. So the two organizations began 
collaborating in earnest.

There was a hitch, however. Because Quantum Magnetics received 
funding from the U. S. government, and because the land mine detectors 
could be used o" ensively, Benetech would have to get permission to adapt 
the new technology from the Department of Commerce, the Department 
of Defense, and maybe even the State Department. “Actually, we weren’t 
quite sure whose permission we needed,” recalls Fruchterman.

Undeterred, Fruchterman sought the required clearances. “Everyone 
in government agreed that humanitarian land mine detectors were a great 
idea,” he learned. “But nobody actually got around to signing on the dot-
ted line to give us access to the technology.” After two years of daily 
promises that the signatures were on their way, “we ! nally put the project 
on ice,” he says. “We realized that we just didn’t understand the culture of 
government.”

What exactly is that culture? Why does it so often rub nonpro! ts and 
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corporations the wrong way? And why do so many nonpro! ts and corpo-
rations likewise chafe in each other’s company?

By now you can probably guess our answer: the business world is home 
to more independent selves and to the ideas, institutions, and interactions 
that support and re$ ect this way of being. But the nonpro! t and govern-
ment sectors hone more interdependent culture cycles, each one distinct 
from the other.

In short: you are where you work, to a surprising degree.
When these distinct workplace cultures collide, progress on ! xing 

the world hits the skids, and sometimes even grinds to a halt. To avoid 
these  clashes—  and maybe even make the world a better place along the 
 way—  businesses, nonpro! ts, and government agencies must meet one an-
other halfway. For their part, businesses need to brush up on the basics of 
interdependence and focus more on their relationships, both with their 
partners and within their organizational walls.

Nonpro! ts must take a di" erent medicine. Because they are so focused on 
maintaining their relationships, charities too seldom speak truth to power, 
which hinders their ability to get what they need from their partners and 
serve their missions. A strong dose of independence could help them speak 
up for themselves and their bene! ciaries.

Governments also su" er from too much interdependence, but of a 
di" erent sort. They are in a quagmire of absurd hierarchies and obsolete 
traditions. To break through their own red tape, they need more indepen-
dence to take risks, tolerate failure, and reward innovation.

Having amped up their independence, both nonpro! ts and govern-
ments should wield it for an additional end: to ! ght the businessi! cation of 
everyday life. Over the past decade, both nonpro! ts and governments have 
increasingly adopted the practices and metaphors of the business world. 
Nonpro! ts are now honing their “competitive advantages,” for instance, 
and their donors are “seeking social returns” on their investments. Gov-
ernments are outsourcing their work to  for-  pro! t ! rms whose goals are all 
too often at odds with those of the public. 2 And people in all sectors are 
hailing pro! table solutions over charitable or policy ones.

Although many organizations can bene! t from the e%  ciencies that 
business practices lend, a  knee-  jerk preference for the culture of  business— 
 and, by extension, for  independence—  is not the wisest re$ ex. As the 
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philosopher Michael J. Sandel argues in his book What Money Can’t Buy: 
The Moral Limits of Markets, not all problems have market solutions, and 
not everything should be for sale. 3

If you have worked for more than one organization in your life, you 
will doubtless know that we are rolling over much of the variability within 
each kind of workplace. The unique business cultures of Apple and Micro-
soft, Southwest and American Airlines, and Toyota and General Motors are 
the stu"  of bestsellers. 4 Likewise, some nonpro! ts have so little in common 
with each other that critics routinely debate whether the category makes 
any sense. After all, the same nonpro! t umbrella shelters Yale University 
and the Yazoo County Fair, the Southern Baptist Convention and the 
North American Man/ Boy Love Association, and the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation and the Last Chance Ferret Rescue. Likewise, few gov-
ernment agencies are created equally. A trip to the Department of Motor 
Vehicles is a decidedly di" erent experience from a trip to the Smithsonian 
Institution.

In all this noise, however, we see signals. Business workers striving to 
make the biggest pro! t build, and are built by, a di" erent culture cycle 
than nonpro! t workers aspiring to serve the social good, or government 
workers intending to maintain the social order. Even when these diverse 
selves sincerely want to work together, the gears of their di" erent cycles 
don’t always align. So before you boldly spearhead that  cross-  sector part-
nership, or even try out that best practice touted in the Harvard Business 
Review, take a spin through the culture cycles of business, nonpro! ts, and 
government agencies to learn what clashes you might encounter.

For Love or Money
Like many Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, Peter Thiel, a cofounder of Pay-
Pal, would like to make the world a better place. But he avoids investing 
in “people with a nonpro! t attitude,” he recently told The New Yorker, 
because they allegedly think, “We’re doing something good, so we don’t 
have to work as hard.”5

Thiel is half right. Compared to employees in the business sector, 
nonpro! t workers indeed march to the beat of a more interdependent 
drummer, as do employees in the government sector. No research has 
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directly examined workplace di" erences in models of the self. Yet many 
studies uncover that nonpro! t and government workers are more coop-
erative and altruistic than  for-  pro! t workers, which suggests that they 
take more interdependent selves to work. In contrast, businesspeople are 
more competitive and  self-  interested, which suggests that their workaday 
selves are more independent.

In one early study, for instance, James R. Rawls and his colleagues 
found that  business-  school students who later pursued careers in nonpro! ts 
and government agencies valued being cheerful, forgiving, and helpful 
more than did students who headed for the corporate world. The more 
socially minded MBAs also scored higher on measures of cooperativeness. 
The  business-  bound students, in contrast, valued being ambitious and pros-
perous more than did their  social-  sector classmates. Notably, the groups 
did not di" er in intelligence, creativity, or  problem-  solving ability. 6

More recently, psychologists and sociologists have created a measure 
called public service motivation, which re$ ects people’s commitment to the 
public interest, compassion for the less fortunate, and willingness to sacri-
! ce themselves for others. 7 Researchers ! nd that both nonpro! t and gov-
ernment workers register higher levels of public service motivation than 
do business workers, even in countries with less aggressive business sectors 
such as Canada, the Netherlands, and Australia. 8 After the workday ends, 
nonpro! t and government workers continue to walk the walk of interde-
pendence, logging more volunteer hours than do their corporate col-
leagues. 9

To be sure, the business world is interdependent in many ways. To 
serve their stakeholders, businesses must rally their workers around a com-
mon set of values and closely coordinate their activities. And quite a few 
 for-  pro! t workers chase hefty paychecks and comfy corner o%  ces as inde-
pendent means to interdependent ends, such as funding charitable causes.

Yet in business settings (especially in the Global North), the collective 
pursuit of pro! t and the individual quest for wealth and status take on a 
decidedly independent tone. Businesses and businesspeople must identify 
their unique talents and achievements, express them clearly and broadly, 
and then, ultimately vanquish the competition. According to some models 
of human nature (see, for example, Richard Dawkins’s The Sel! sh Gene10), 
this pursuit of  self-  interest is people’s primary, basic, natural motivation. 
Partly because these theories enthrone independence as the natural and 
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good way to be, observers such as Peter Thiel conclude that businesspeople 
will work harder than those with more interdependent imperatives.

Yet no studies show that  for-  pro! t employees work harder, longer, or 
better than nonpro! t or government ones. To the contrary: the evidence 
suggests that nonpro! t workers in many industries work just as many 
hours, for less money, to produce the same or  higher-  quality goods and 
services as do  for-  pro! t workers. 11 For instance, a recent study of some 
14,400 nursing homes showed that the quality of nonpro! t and public 
facilities outstripped that of  for-  pro! t homes. 12

One explanation for the greater productivity of nonpro! t workers is 
that when people operate out of social motivations, rather than extrinsic 
motivations such as money, they like their work more and therefore work 
harder. Nonpro! t workers indeed chart higher levels of job satisfaction 
than do  for-  pro! t workers. 13 

Dan Portillo has witnessed the gusto of the nonpro! t worker ! rsthand. 
For ! ve years he led hiring for Mozilla, a nonpro! t whose  best-  known 
product is the  open-  source Firefox Internet browser. Because Mozilla 
employs a “drastically smaller” workforce than its main competitors, says 
Portillo, one Mozilla employee does the work that several hundred people 
do at larger,  for-  pro! t companies. “There are no small jobs at Mozilla,” he 
observes, “and so the organization attracts people who want to handle big, 
hairy projects.”

Mozilla’s employees may come for the challenge, but they stay for the 
mission. “People work at Mozilla because of what it stands for: open 
choice in innovation and pushing the boundaries of the Web,” says Porti-
llo. He notes that during his years at the nonpro! t, the average employee 
tenure was longer than that in corporate settings, where employees were 
“counting their minutes until their vesting was up.”

Like their nonpro! t brethren, government workers also report work-
ing more hours than  for-  pro! t workers. 14 But they aren’t as happy doing 
it. Despite their altruistic motivations, government workers routinely re-
port the lowest levels of work satisfaction and commitment. 15 The culprit 
lies not in the selves of government workers, but in the institutions and 
interactions with which they must contend. As we shall see, their culture 
cycles are clogged with so much bureaucratic nonsense that even the most 
dedicated workers lose sight of government’s lofty goals.
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Business Ends
For many culture cycles we discuss in this book, seeing di" erences at the 
institutional level requires considerable scholarship. But the institutional 
di" erences between workplace culture cycles are quite obvious. When it 
comes to public corporations, for example, the law of the land is clear: their 
primary legal obligation is to maximize ! nancial returns to shareholders. 
Full stop. So although corporations are legally “persons,” as the U. S. Su-
preme Court a%  rmed in 2010, they have few responsibilities to other per-
sons other than to make them money. 16

“That’s why it’s called the ‘bottom line,’ ” says Steve Beitler, manager 
of community and government a" airs at Agilent Technologies, which is 
based in Santa Clara, California. “What started out as an accounting term 
has become a widespread cultural phrase.” In business, that phrase nar-
rows the aperture onto one outcome: pro! t.

Ben Cohen and Jerry Green! eld learned the hard way that in public 
corporations, pro! t trumps all. The two entrepreneurs founded their  ice- 
 cream company, Ben and Jerry’s Homemade, on a bedrock of social re-
sponsibility, sourcing local and organic ingredients, dedicating 7. 5 percent 
of their pro! ts to community programs, and blazing the trail with many 
other  people-   and  planet-  friendly practices. But when their board ac-
cepted Unilever’s $326 million o" er to buy the company, the founders 
had little choice but to comply; they were legally required to sell the 
company to the bidder that would increase the company’s share price the 
most. Since this sale, the founders have lamented that their company has 
shifted away from its original social mission. 17

The Interdependent Sectors
Compared with businesses, charitable nonpro! ts have a decidedly di" er-
ent legal mandate, as spelled out in section 501(c)3 of the U. S. tax code. 18 
According to this riveting read, 501(c)3 nonpro! ts are entities “organized 
and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scienti! c, testing for pub-
lic safety, literary, or educational purposes, or to foster national or inter-
national amateur sports competition, or for the prevention of cruelty to 
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children or animals.” To put it in plain English: nonpro! ts are up to 
 good—  or, at least, their notion of what is good. Because our government 
is presumably not in the business of dictating what is good, it grants non-
pro! t status to a wide range of organizations.

For their pursuit of the good, nonpro! ts are exempt from paying 
many taxes, and their donors get a tax deduction for their contributions. 
Despite these breaks, nonpro! ts’ operational burdens can be considerably 
more onerous than those of  for-  pro! t ! rms. Businesses must track only 
one performance measure (pro! t), for a single audience (shareholders), in 
the short term (usually on a quarterly basis). By contrast, nonpro! ts must 
keep their eye on several, often  ill-  de! ned outcomes because measuring 
progress in, say, poverty alleviation or world peace, is not straightforward. 
They must also serve many audiences, including clients, communities, 
board members, donors, funding agencies, and partners. And they must 
track their outcomes for however long it takes to achieve their mission, 
which is seldom a  short-  term proposition.

Governments have a clearer legal goal than nonpro! ts, but they must 
fuss with a still gnarlier tangle of expectations and constraints. Although 
political philosophers and parties may disagree about the ! ne print, many 
agree that a major goal of government is to maintain social order. 19 In capi-
talist democracies such as the United States, this job description also entails 
being accountable to voters. To dispense with these duties, government 
agencies must track an even larger dashboard of more complicated out-
comes, for pretty much everyone all the time. And they must do so by fol-
lowing very strict rules while everyone scrutinizes them.

Of the three sectors, business is by far the largest, generating 77 percent 
of the nation’s gross domestic product and employing about 75 percent of 
its workforce. Government comes in second, contributing some 12 per-
cent of the nation’s GDP while employing about 16 percent of its workers. 
Nonpro! ts, in turn, make 5 percent of the nation’s output using 10 percent 
of its workers. 20

For Pro! t, But Zero Sum
Farther downstream in the culture cycle, institutional di" erences breed 
di" erent ways of working. In businesses, everyday interactions have a 
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decidedly independent $ avor. Managers are encouraged to make quick 
decisions and take risks in order to seize opportunities that will add dol-
lars to the bottom line. When their speed, daring, and judgment generate 
more pro! t, they receive ! nancial and status rewards, which are in greater 
supply in the business sector. For most job descriptions, ! nancial incen-
tives are higher in commercial enterprises than in nonpro! ts and govern-
ment agencies. 21

These material incentives need not ignite interpersonal attacks and 
 winner-  take-  all smackdowns. But all too often, tensions rear their ugly 
heads in business settings, says Kerry Patterson, coauthor of the New York 
Times bestseller Crucial Conversations and cofounder of VitalSmarts, a cor-
porate training consultancy. 22 “I’ve spent the last thirty years making my 
living trying to undo the cutthroat tactics that people learn in business 
school,” says Patterson. He sees the seeds of the agonistic culture of busi-
ness in business schools, where students are pitted against one another “like 
gladiators” to crack  real-  life case studies. “The professor  cold-  calls stu-
dents, watches them struggle to answer the question, and, when they fail, 
invites their peers to tear them apart.” The message is clear: to be a good 
businessperson, you must be right, be right ! rst, and be right at the ex-
pense of others.

Nonpro! t Cat Herding
Nonpro! ts, in contrast, rely on more interdependent practices to meet 
their missions and make their hay. Because nonpro! ts have so many stake-
holders, managers must confer with many more people before making 
decisions. These stakeholders often have di" erent understandings of the 
organization’s mission, and so managers must build consensus around 
their plan of action. They must then rally workers around the plan, as the 
latter are more motivated by values than money. And because nonpro! ts 
tend to be understa" ed, underfunded, and underresourced, they must 
often reach out to partners starts the for help. In many cases, the addition 
of new partners starts the consensus-  building process all over again.

With these constraints, nonpro! t managers do not decide and direct 
so much as rally and respond. “It reminds me of what someone said life as 
an ambassador is like,” says Philip Lader, former U. S. ambassador to the 
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United Kingdom, of his stint as the president of Winthrop University, a 
nonpro! t. “There you are at the helm of the great ship, with everyone 
scurrying about. Only after about four months of steering the wheel do 
you realize that it is not connected to the rudder. Everyone is saluting you 
and saying ‘aye aye,’ [and then] they go below to steer the ship themselves. 
In many nonpro! ts, that genuinely is the case.”23

Government Red Tape
As Lader’s musings on ambassadorships hint, daily life in government 
agencies is likewise rife with interdependence, albeit of a di" erent sort. In 
addition to having many stakeholders and broad, hard-to-measure objec-
tives, government agencies operate in ! shbowls. Everyone’s got his eyes on 
the government. To avoid incurring the wrath of this very large public, 
government agencies have generated reams of rules that employees must 
follow, “even if those rules lead to stupid outcomes,” says Richard Boly, 
the director of the O%  ce of eDiplomacy at the U. S. State Department.

The technical term for these “good rules gone bad” is red tape, and 
their plentitude in government agencies is what puts them in a league all 
their own. 24 Of course, we want public servants to account for their time 
and spending, and to make their processes transparent. But often, all that 
accounting and revealing suck up an alarming portion of government 
workers’ jobs, which is one reason government employees love their jobs 
least. 25

In his classic report on red tape, Vice President Al Gore recounts sev-
eral examples of the rules that make government employees miserable. 
For instance, a new Energy Department petroleum engineer requested a 
 high-  end calculator to do her job, completing all the necessary paperwork 
and receiving all the necessary permissions. “Three months later,” Gore 
writes, “she received an adding machine. Six months after that, the pro-
curement o%  ce got her a  calculator—  a tiny,  hand-  held model that could 
not perform the complex calculations her work required. Disgusted, she 
bought her own.”26

Rigidly adhering to rules not only bums employees out, but also quells 
 risk-  taking and innovation. 27 Witness the  Benetech–  Quantum Magnetics 
partnership, whose land mine project sank in an abyss of regulations that 
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government employees themselves did not understand. They were likely 
not motivated to understand the innovation, as government workers have 
few incentives to take risks. “If you take a tremendous risk in Silicon Val-
ley,” explains Boly, “you get a job with stock options, and a ton of money, 
and invitations to all the cool parties, and a speaking slot at South by South-
west and TED. But if you take a risk in government? If you’re a  whistle- 
 blower, you might get on 60 Minutes. Otherwise, the only thing you’ve 
likely risked is your job.”

Business, Try a Little Tenderness
The clashes between the culture cycles of di" erent workplaces need not 
only provoke con$ ict. They can also inspire innovation and promote the 
greater good. Many businesses are ! nding that when they add interde-
pendence to their tactics, they make cooler products, higher pro! ts, and 
healthier communities. Meanwhile, many nonpro! ts are discovering that 
when they polish their independence, they can kick bigger dents in the 
problems they are trying to solve. Government agencies are likewise learn-
ing that taking a walk on the independent side can enhance their ability 
to serve their constituents.

In the business world, social innovators are hard at work infusing a little 
interdependence at every level of the culture cycle. The big news at the 
institutional level is the advent of the B Corporation. The B in B Corporation 
stands for “bene! cial.” Unlike other corporate forms, B Corporations change 
their bylaws so that their boards must consider the interests of their employ-
ees, their communities, and the environment. The  Pennsylvania-  based 
nonpro! t B Lab administers the B-Corp certi! cation process, screening 
applicants, o" ering legal counsel, and lobbying state legislatures to recog-
nize B Corporations. For their part, B Corporations comply with the B 
Lab’s certi! cation standards, pay an annual licensing fee, and sign the orga-
nization’s so-called declaration of interdependence.

Businesses that receive the B Corp seal of approval not only attract 
socially and environmentally concerned consumers, but also protect their 
companies from assaults on their missions. Had Ben and Jerry’s received 
B-Corp certi! cation, for example, it might have staved o"  Unilever’s 
buyout. (The buyout took place in 2000; B Lab was formed in 2006.) As 
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of 2011, more than ! ve hundred companies have registered as B Corpora-
tions, and seven states have passed bene! t corporation legislation. 28

At the level of daily interactions, adopting a few  relationship-  focused 
practices not only makes business employees happier and healthier, but 
may also thicken the companies’ bottom lines. First among these practices 
is what consultant Dev Patnaik calls the “no-zinger policy.” The rule? 
Fire employees who regularly insult their coworkers. 29

“Insults stop people from being collaborative, which in turn makes 
them less creative,” explains Patnaik. As CEO of  Jump Associates, he 
helps Fortune 500 companies innovate by developing highly collaborative 
cultures. (Among his ! rm’s successes: “We spent the last ten years helping 
Target morph into Tarzheh,” he says, referring to a campaign to give the 
 big-  box store a more upscale image.) He also advocates other empathic 
practices, such as making sure that you are listening more than you’re 
talking, and not assuming that the behaviors you see in others mean the 
same thing as when you perform them. For example, when your co-
worker smiles at your  o" -  color joke, she might very well ! nd it as hilari-
ous as you do. But she might also just be trying to act polite.

Kerry Patterson agrees that a little workplace civility can go a long 
way. “If you shut down one person, then everyone else starts shutting 
down.” As the silence spreads, brilliance dies on the vine. To make it safe 
for people to express their opinions, leaders have to model how to dis-
agree without being disagreeable. Rather than “stripping people naked to 
show how wrong they are,” he says, leaders should approach di" erences of 
opinion by asking, “What do people like about this argument?” or “What 
do you think I can learn from this argument?”

The raging success of online shoe retailer Zappos proves that nice cor-
porations can ! nish ! rst. Above all else, Zappos values its culture, whose big 
idea is captured in the title of CEO Tony Hsieh’s book, Delivering Happiness: 
A Path to Pro! ts, Passion, and Purpose. 30 Happy employees, reasons Hsieh, 
make for happy customers, and underlying all that happiness are warm per-
sonal relationships. To foster those relationships, Zappos requires managers 
to spend 10 to 20 percent of their work time “goo! ng o" ” with employees, 
encourages sales representatives to spend more (not less) time on the phone 
with customers, and hosts spontaneous Conga lines and other events to en-
courage  cross-  departmental friendships. Zappos also communicates that it 
cares for its employees by paying for their health care, lunches, and snacks.
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Hsieh has repeatedly gone to the mat to protect Zappos’s highly inter-
dependent culture, staving o"  buyouts and mollifying board members 
who disliked his emphasis on relationships over pro! ts. Zappos’s commit-
ment to its interdependent culture has paid o" : in 2009, Amazon bought 
the company for $1. 2 billion in a deal that preserved Hsieh’s role and 
dismissed several  pro! t-  ! xated board members. Since that time, the com-
pany has placed in the top  twenty-  ! ve of Fortune’s “Best Companies to 
Work For” every year.

The success of  interdependence-  breeding companies such as Zappos 
is probably not anomalous. In several studies, psychologist Jennifer Chat-
man shows that organizations that emphasize collectivism and interde-
pendence better harness the creative power of diverse work groups than 
do organizations that emphasize individualism and independence. 31 A 
large  meta-  analysis likewise reveals that the more that team members 
value collectivism (including interpersonal harmony, solidarity, and co-
operation), the better they perform. 32

Talking about a Revolution
At the individual level of the culture cycle, for-pro! t workers and managers 
can make smaller declarations of interdependence by watching their lan-
guage. Psychologist Lee Ross and his colleagues randomly assigned Israeli 
pilots and American college students to play a game that was named either 
the Wall Street Game or the Community Game. In fact, all participants 
played a version of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, an economics game in which 
participants take turns either allotting rewards or extracting penalties ac-
cording to rules that pit cooperation against  self-  interest. The researchers 
discovered that when the task was called the Community Game, partici-
pants cooperated more than when it was called the Wall Street Game. 33

In another set of studies, Lee Ross and Aaron Kay similarly found that 
planting even subtler seeds of cooperation in people’s  minds—  say, by hav-
ing them unscramble sentences that included words related to cooperation, 
such as fair or alliance—induced them to prefer cooperation over  self- 
 interest. In contrast, participants who unscrambled words related to com-
petition, such as tournament or cutthroat, took the  self-  interested route in the 
game. 34
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Although laboratory experiments are a long way from your average 
Fortune 500 workday, these ! ndings suggest that a few quick linguistic 
! xes could spawn a more collaborative, and therefore more creative, work-
place. Why argue when you can discuss? Why throw down a competition 
when you can raise a challenge? Why go for the jugular when you can go 
for the gold? By taking a moment to choose more interdependent words, 
you could transform a snake pit into a brain trust.

Be a Good Partner
As businesspeople put their own houses in more interdependent order, 
they should extend their sensitivity to the nonpro! ts and government 
agencies with which they work as program partners, donors, volunteers, 
and board members. To do so, they must overcome a common yet trou-
blesome obstacle: misapplying their cultural assumptions and practices to 
the nonpro! t sector.

For instance, because businesspeople track pro! ts on a quarterly basis, 
they want to see nonpro! ts and government agencies “move the needle” 
on performance outcomes with similar alacrity. Yet moving the social-
change needle often takes more time and e" ort than does turning a pro! t. 
In the late 1950s, for example, researchers in Ypsilanti, Michigan, ran-
domly assigned 123 poor Black children to either the HighScope Perry 
Preschool program or to a comparison group that did not attend the pre-
school. Several years later, the preschool graduates were not faring much 
better than their counterparts in the control group. Based on this low 
initial “return on investment,” many contemporary funders would have 
pulled the plug on the preschool.

But some forty years later, researchers revisited the study participants. 
They discovered that the HighScope Perry graduates were more likely to 
have a college degree, job, spouse, and savings account; to own a home 
and car; and to have raised their own kids than the control group. They 
were also less likely to have been on welfare, to have been arrested, or to 
have been sentenced to prison. Those  short-  term-  return-  focused funders 
would have killed a program that has yielded over twelve dollars on every 
dollar invested. 35

 For-  pro! t folks who want to get in on the business of social change 
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must practice patience. “The problems that nonpro! ts are tackling aren’t 
going to get solved by next week,” says Beitler of Agilent. “Corporations 
need to stick around for the long haul.”

Businesspeople must also learn to appreciate how di%  cult it is to mea-
sure social change. At base, calculating pro! t is just a matter of math. But 
the social sector does not have an analog to pro! t. Success indicators for 
an arts organization in New York City are entirely di" erent from those of 
a homeless shelter in Pine Blu" , Arkansas, a microlender in Bangalore, 
India, or an environmental advocacy group in the Amazon River Basin. 
And because many innovative programs are just one step ahead of the is-
sues they have been formed to address, they often do not yet know which 
indicators they should be tracking.

“The next time corporate board members or donors get on an evalu-
ation kick,” recommends business professor Chip Heath, “ask them about 
the return on their investment in their R& D unit, or their advertising 
expenses. They won’t be able to tell you. And yet outcomes in the corpo-
rate world are much easier to [track] than those that nonpro! ts are rou-
tinely asked to measure.”36

The Nonpro! t Starvation Cycle
Measuring those outcomes, moreover, is a luxury that many nonpro! ts 
cannot a" ord. Even the most successful nonpro! ts wrestle with resource 
shortfalls that would be unheard of in the corporate world, including non-
functioning computers, outdated software, and chronic understa%  ng. 37 
The  for-  pro! t  mind-  set is complicit in creating these shortfalls, argue Ann 
Goggins Gregory and Don Howard, both of the Bridgespan Group, a 
 consultancy for nonpro! ts. In the absence of a nonpro! t analog to pro! t, 
many  for-  pro! t folks rely on overhead  ratios—  the proportion of indirect 
expenses (operations, ! nances, human resources, and  fund-  raising) to 
 program-  related  expense—  to decide which nonpro! ts to support. Funders 
say they use this metric because they want to fund the action on the 
ground, rather than the infrastructure that makes the action happen. To 
win these donors’ dollars, many nonpro! ts report arti! cially low overhead 
ratios. These misrepresentations of how much it actually costs to run a 
nonpro! t then feed funders’ already unrealistic beliefs.
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The result is what Gregory and Howard call “the nonpro! t starvation 
cycle”: funders underestimate the cost of running a nonpro! t, and assume 
that nonpro! ts with higher overhead ratios are simply ine%  cient; non-
pro! ts misrepresent their costs, and therefore receive less funding; infra-
structure su" ers, and nonpro! ts become more ine%  cient. In the worst 
cases,  high-  quality programs fold for lack of adequate support.

Because funders are the more powerful parties in this dynamic, end-
ing the nonpro! t starvation cycle begins with them. Gregory and Howard 
suggest that funders work with nonpro! ts to de! ne their shared goals, and 
then invest in the infrastructure needed to make those goals a reality, 
rather than imposing their own language, metrics, and priorities. In other 
words, funders need to have more respect for what nonpro! ts do, and 
more empathy for what nonpro! ts need. 38

Market Failure
Jan Masaoka suggests one technique that businesspeople can apply to make 
empathy $ ow more readily. As the former executive director of Com-
passPoint, a San  Francisco–  based consultancy for nonpro! ts, Masaoka has 
brokered her fair share of  cross-  sector partnerships. She learned that cor-
porations make better partners when they treat nonpro! ts as they would a 
small business. “For some reason, people in corporations understand that if 
you partner with the local pizza parlor, you cannot expect it to have its 
own lawyer,” she says. Corporations are also more understanding of small 
businesses’ slower  decision-  making and turnaround times.

A ! nal step that businesspeople can take to help out their nonpro! t 
brethren is to acknowledge the limits of markets. With the rise of social 
entrepreneurship, social enterprise, and other business solutions to social 
and environmental problems, many people have lost sight of the fact that 
not all problems have business solutions. Indeed, two of the most impor-
tant roles that nonpro! ts and governments play are to intervene where 
markets fail and to ! x the problems that markets created in the ! rst place. 
Nonpro! t and  government-  owned medical clinics, for example, accept 
patients so sick or impoverished that businesses could not pro! t from 
treating them. Likewise, many environmental nonpro! ts and government 
agencies act on behalf of people whose health has been harmed by 
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unscrupulous businesses. Rather than trying to crowd out this good work 
by starving organizations or governments, the more  business-  minded 
among us should support our partners in all sectors.

Nonpro! ts, Pipe Up for Progress
On the more interdependent side of the labor pool, nonpro! ts should not 
just wait for the business sector to grant them their proper place at the 
economic table. Instead, workers in the charitable sector need to amplify 
their independence by speaking up for what they need. Yet because the 
selves of this sector are so steeped in interdependence, they sometimes fail 
to get out their biggest guns: their voices.

At the institutional level of culture cycles, speaking up means lobby-
ing local, state, and federal governments. Lobbying lets citizens shape the 
new laws of the land, and so it is nonpro! ts’ biggest lever. Yet many orga-
nizations avoid lobbying because they mistakenly believe it is illegal (or at 
least completely sleazy). The truth of the matter, however, is that nonprof-
its can spend up to $1 million on advocacy annually (the actual amount 
depends on the size of overall budgets). They can also speak their truths 
to power in less formal ways, including educating government o%  cials 
about pending legislation, or alerting them to the consequences of policies 
already in place. 39

“You have to show up,” says Jim Fruchterman of Benetech, which 
devotes considerable time and money to lobbying. “The people who are 
defending the status quo are working full time to bend the ears of policy 
makers. When you don’t show up, policy makers don’t know that there’s 
an alternative, and reform doesn’t happen.”

Fruchterman gives the example of an early Benetech project: the 
Bookshare online library for people with visual or learning disabilities. 
Although the technology was ten times more  cost-  e" ective than an older 
program’s approach, the latter received government earmarks to the tune 
of $14 million. When Benetech, then an unknown player, lucked out and 
competed successfully for  record-  breaking funding from the Department 
of Education, “I started getting calls from congressional sta"  saying that 
we were crooks because they didn’t know who we were.”

To stay on the radar of policymakers, Benetech now employs the 
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 Sheridan Group, a  government-  relations ! rm that primarily serves non-
pro! ts. Fruchterman also spends ten days a year on Capitol Hill. Conse-
quently, the work of Washington now re$ ects some of the ideas he espouses. 
Benetech can also feel a more tangible bene! t of its advocacy: the nonpro! t’s 
annual budget has grown from $3 million to $12 million, “a big chunk of 
which is government contracts,” Fruchterman says.

Many corporations would like to hear from nonpro! ts as well. “I want 
you to pester me,” says Beitler of Agilent. “If I had to initiate all the learn-
ing I need [in order] to do my job well, my job would be a lot tougher, and 
I wouldn’t be able to learn as much about what di" erent groups are doing.” 
A big part of his job is to partner with nonpro! ts working on STEM educa-
tion. Because these nonpro! ts are much closer to the people who are grap-
pling with the daily details of teaching STEM, they often have the best 
insights into how to improve it. In addition to brie! ngs from these organi-
zations, says Beitler, “I need them to be very frank about their needs and 
how we can be helpful.”

Nonpro! ts must also speak up to break the nonpro! t starvation cycle. 
Left to their own devices, many donors invest in pet programs or epony-
mous real estate. But with calm reasoning at strategic times, nonpro! ts 
can convince donors that an organization’s programs and facilities are 
only as good as their management and maintenance. 40

In their everyday communications with the outside world, nonpro! ts 
should also $ aunt both their competence and their kindness. Word on the 
street has it that nonpro! ts are warm but not too smart, while businesses 
are clever but cold. Because of these di" erent stereotypes, people would 
rather buy products or services from the allegedly sharper  for-  pro! t sector 
than from the allegedly less capable nonpro! t sector. In one experiment, 
for instance, psychologist Jennifer Aaker and her colleagues found that 
participants wanted to buy a laptop bag from WorldofGood. com, pre-
sumably a  for-  pro! t company, more than they wanted to buy a laptop bag 
from WorldofGood. org, presumably a nonpro! t. Yet when participants 
learned that the staunchly competent and independent Wall Street Journal 
had endorsed the  dot-  org bag, participants wanted to purchase it more 
than the  dot-  com one. The Journal’s endorsement made the nonpro! t 
seem both warm and competent (both interdependent and independent), 
which is a combination that consumers ! nd quite enticing. Nonpro! ts 
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that speak to both heads and hearts may ultimately win more donor dol-
lars than ones that advertise only their warmth. 41

Governments, Fail Fast to Win Big
Government agencies should get hip to independence of a di" erent sort: 
the willingness to take risks. For this shift, Richard Boly of the State De-
partment recommends that institutions adopt the “ fail-  fast mantra of Sil-
icon Valley.” This is the mentality that made Apple, Google, and design 
! rm IDEO famous. Rather than tiptoeing into a project by knocking out 
its easiest features, the  fail-  fast method makes organizations dive headlong 
into the hardest part of a project, see if it’s doable, and if not, recalibrate.

Built into this approach is the message that “it’s okay to fail,” says Boly. 
This reassurance frees people up to dream bigger, try harder, and build bet-
ter than do more conservative  mind-  sets. It makes people embrace risk 
rather than avoiding it.

It can also help break the stalemate of red tape. In government, the 
highest hurdle is often getting the approval of the relevant hegemons, as 
Fruchterman woefully learned. Applying the  fail-  fast mantra means that 
the ! rst action items on an ambitious project’s to-do list are to get the 
most persnickety stakeholders in the room, present the idea, encourage 
them to poke holes in it, and then iterate solutions that respond to stake-
holders’ concerns. By enlisting the toughest audiences early, workers in 
the government sector wind up not only better serving their stakeholders, 
but also getting their buy-in.

“Don’t complete 80 percent of a project in stealth mode only to ! nd 
out that you can’t ! nish it,” advises Boly. “That’s been the fate of too 
many government projects.”

Government agencies are also discovering that ripping o"  the red 
tape and $ attening the hierarchy so that all stakeholders can let their 
unique ideas $ y win e%  ciency and e" ectiveness. At the State Department, 
for example, Richard Boly’s eDiplomacy was born from a $16 million 
failure: the Foreign A" airs System Integration. FASI was an  old-  school, 
 top-  down,  command-  and-  control system for sharing information within 
the agency. The system was a $ op. “People just won’t go ! shing through 
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a gigantic ‘databasement’ to ! nd what they need or to share their knowl-
edge,” he says. They will, however, happily ask questions and post their 
greatest ideas on Wikis, blogs,  Twitter-  like feeds, ideation platforms, and 
other social media.

To harness the creativity of the State Department sta" , Boly and his 
team established half a dozen  open-  source platforms behind the depart-
ment’s ! rewall. These sites have shaped not only what the agency does, but 
also how it gets things done. For example, a perennial problem in Washing-
ton, D. C., is that government buildings are too far apart for people to walk 
to meetings, but taxis are too scarce to ride to them. Fare reimbursement is 
also a tedious process.

To ! x these problems, employees used an ideation platform, the Sec-
retary’s Sounding Board, to suggest, and then to implement, a greenly 
e%  cient plan: purchase a stable of twenty bicycles that employees can 
check out. Since the program’s beginning, employees have put more than 
three thousand miles on the bikes.

Saving Star! sh
A  change-  the-  world story that is making the conference rounds goes like 
this: “A man walking along a shore covered with washed-up, dying star! sh 
notices a boy throwing them back into the ocean, one by one. The man 
says to the boy that there are miles and miles of beach and hundreds of 
star! sh, and that he’ll never make a di" erence. As the boy throws a star! sh 
back into the ocean, he says, ‘I just made a di" erence to that one.’ ”

Although the star! sh story has warmed the cockles of many an inde-
pendent heart, Rich Tafel’s is not among them. As founder of the non-
pro! t Public Squared, he trains nonpro! t leaders and social entrepreneurs 
in public policy. He objects to the star! sh story because it exalts a lone 
hero who is reacting to the problem right in front of him, rather than 
reaching out to others to understand what is beaching the star! sh in the 
! rst place, and then stopping it at the source.

“Real world problems usually result from a broken ecosystem,” Tafel 
notes, “and solutions most often require some kind of change to the 
rules.” For instance, when thousands of star! sh really did wash up on the 
shores of Kent, England, the Marine Conservation Society (a charity) and 
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the Environment Agency (a government o%  ce) discovered that it was 
because local businesses were too aggressive in their ! shing of  mussels—  a 
problem whose solution will likely require the government to create new 
laws, as well as companies to cooperate with the laws and nonpro! ts to 
monitor the progress.

In other words, identifying and addressing the root cause of the mass 
stranding will require the cooperation of all three sectors. Kids will al-
ways throw star! sh back in the sea, and well they should; independent 
approaches have an important place. But to make the kinds of change that 
 twenty-  ! rst-  century problems require, all three workplaces will need to 
work together interdependently.
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CHAPTER 9

The Economic Equator
Cultures of the Global North and South

In early 1998 a famine descended upon southern Sudan,1 despite a United 
 Nations–  led e" ort to monitor and alleviate food shortages in the region. 
Aid workers suspected that military and tribal chiefs had been hoarding 

the food, so they began delivering rations directly to the most vulnerable 
people: nursing mothers, children, the ill, and the elderly. To the workers’ 
dismay, however, these bene! ciaries rerouted the rations right back to 
their leaders. The aid workers concluded that corruption and inequality 
were so ingrained in the local culture that the least powerful people were 
colluding in their own destruction.

Anthropologist Simon Harrigan was sent in to investigate. One day 
he followed an elderly woman after she had received her ration. She in-
deed secreted the food away to her chief, rather than eating it all by her-
self. But instead of digging in to his newly supersized supper, the chief 
added the woman’s contribution to a collective pot. He then split the pot 
equitably among his people, including the elderly woman. Harrigan dis-
covered that these redistribution practices were the norm, while so-called 
resource capture by leaders and other elites was relatively rare. 2

Indeed, the Sudanese chiefs did such a good job apportioning food that 
no individual suddenly starved. Instead, the entire group slowly starved 
together. This proved disastrous; because aid workers were trained to look 
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for early and isolated cases of severe malnutrition, they missed the subtler 
signs of a gradual mass starvation. As a result, when the e" ects of malnutri-
tion ! nally became apparent, they were widespread and catastrophic. In 
1998 alone, the famine claimed more than seventy thousand lives.

Aid organizations eventually realized that the immediate cause of the 
food crisis was not ine%  cient resource distribution. Instead, the problem 
was not enough resources to begin with. The crisis halted when the agen-
cies simply sent more food. 3

Yet more food is only a temporary ! x for a  bigger problem. Every year, 
the wealthy nations of the Global North spend billions of dollars to save 
the poor nations of the Global South from starvation, infectious diseases, 
ethnic tensions, and ine%  cient markets. If headlines are to be believed, 
however, this aid decays into second helpings for corrupt leaders, fake 
drugs for sick customers, stolen arms for civil wars, and special privileges 
for sketchy companies.

The culprit? “Culture,” many experts say, although they seldom ex-
plain what culture is, how it works, or how it transforms aid into evil. We 
agree that culture is partly responsible for charity gone wrong. Unlike 
many of these experts, though, we lay the blame not on any one culture, 
but on the collision between the cultures of donors in the Global North 
and recipients in the Global South.

The Global  North-  South divide is mostly one of wealth, and is ad-
mittedly fuzzy. Nations with the highest gross domestic products (GDP), 
per capita incomes, levels of industrialization, standards of living, and 
development of infrastructure are called the Global North. Most, but not 
all, of these nations are in the Northern Hemisphere (notable exceptions 
include Australia and New Zealand). The remaining nations comprise the 
Global South, and include Mexico, Central America, and South America; 
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA); the rest of Africa; Southeast 
Asia;4 and India. 5

Despite their amazing diversity, the people of the Global North have 
in common a sense of their selves as independent. For them, including the 
aid workers in Sudan, people are unique individuals, separate from their 
groups, in control of their fates, equal in rank, and free to act in their own 
 self-  interest. Indeed, for many economists in the Global North, the de! -
nition of being rational is acting in one’s own  self-  interest.

In contrast, the amazingly diverse people of the Global South have in 
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common a sense of their selves as interdependent. For them, including the 
Sudanese famine victims, people live their lives through relationships, 
and see themselves as strands in a web, nodes in a network, or ! ngers on 
a hand. As a result, ties to kith and kin drive individual actions. For in-
stance, in their analysis of the Sudanese aid ! asco, economists Vijayendra 
Rao and Michael Walton conclude, “Survival of the kinship system was 
considered almost as important as physical survival.” In other words, peo-
ple would forgo food for themselves to preserve the ways of their group. 
“Even a cursory reading of the anthropological literature on southern 
Sudan [would have revealed this and] could have resulted in a more e" ec-
tive response,” the authors write. 6

When the Global North attempts to help the Global South, the clash 
of independence and interdependence undermines many of its e" orts. 
On the wealthier, northern side of the equation, scientists, policymakers, 
and aid workers assume that people everywhere operate according to the 
ground rules of the independent self. In the Sudanese famine, for in-
stance, aid workers assumed that a person given food would keep it for 
herself, with no regard for the needs and practices of everyone else in her 
kinship group. Largely trained in the Global North, these workers strove 
to deliver their aid with e%  ciency, accountability, and transparency.

On the poorer, southern side of the equation, what donors call “irra-
tionality,” “corruption,” and “ine%  ciency” are what many aid recipients 
call “sound operating principles.” The mistrust that pervades West Africa, 
the cronyism that besets India, the con$ icts that pepper the Middle East, 
and the slow pace that hobbles Mexico are the $ ip sides of interdependent 
qualities, including a profound sense of history in West Africa, of duty in 
India, of honor in the MENA region, and of simpatía (Spanish for “pleasant 
and harmonious social relations”) in Mexico. The culture cycles support-
ing these di" erent aspects of interdependence have brought meaning and 
order to the Global South for the past few millennia. And though the 
shape that interdependence takes in each of these regions is distinct, all 
versions promote and proceed from a notion of the self that is relational, 
similar, adjusting, rooted, and ranked.

The polite term for the poor countries of the Global South is develop-
ing nations. Many assume that once these interdependent cultures are all 
grown up, they will adopt independent culture cycles. Although GDP 
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and independence are correlated,7 some of the most successful nations of 
the world (for example, Japan, Korea, and India) do not seem to be trad-
ing in their interdependence for independence. Indeed, to many Global 
Southerners, the e%  ciency and detachment of Global Northerners seem 
cold and soulless. Our best guess is that most of the Global South will 
embrace the parts of independence that are useful to them, and leave the 
others behind. 

In this chapter, we predict which independent elements will migrate 
into the culture cycles of the Global South. We also suggest how the 
Global North can boost the interdependence in its culture cycles to quell 
and even avoid con$ icts with its neighbors down south. By wisely wield-
ing both independence and interdependence, selves on both sides of the 
economic equator can help bridge the di" erences between them and bet-
ter leverage each other’s strengths.

Irrationality in West Africa
In 1997 the Ghanaian newspaper People and Places ran an article with the 
headline “Fear Grips Accra.” The article read:

These so-called jujumen [i. e., witchcraft practitioners] 
who are operating under cover “infect” innocent people 
with mysterious “disease” through bodily contact, espe-
cially by shaking hands with their victims. Soon after 
this, the victims allegedly experience a burning and real-
ize that their manhood has disappeared. According to the 
reports, whilst these innocent victims are going through 
this nightmarish experience, a member of the syndicate 
quickly approaches them claiming to know someone who 
could restore their manhood for an exorbitant fee. 8

This was not the only article that summer about penis shrinking. Psy-
chologist Glenn Adams, who was doing a Peace Corps stint in Sierra 
Leone at the time, was intrigued by the number and variety of these sensa-
tional stories, and by constant rumors of the evil eye, the invisible hand, and 
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other unseen malevolent forces. He also knew that he was not living among 
primitive or paranoid people. So he wanted to ! nd out, what is the local 
logic behind these beliefs that, to a Northern observer, seem so irrational?

Several years later, Adams returned to West Africa,9 this time to Ghana. 
He and his colleagues studied newspaper reports of penis shrinkings. They 
interviewed witnesses, victims, and skeptics. Some of their sources thought 
witchcraft, or juju, was the culprit, sent in by enemies to settle old scores. 
Others asserted that the accusers didn’t believe in witchcraft themselves, but 
were cynically exploiting other people’s beliefs to bring down enemies.

Noting the common theme of enemies, Adams settled in to study the 
social science literature on enemyship. His discovery? There was no lit-
erature. He found plenty of studies on friendship, and on romantic love 
and familial love. He also found plenty of studies on stereotyping, preju-
dice, and intergroup hostility. But an idea that was very real and prevalent 
in West Africa, the idea that enemies are everywhere, was nowhere to be 
found in Northern social sciences. 10

So Adams established a new area of study. At ! rst, he simply surveyed 
people from various walks of life (students, urban professionals, rural 
dwellers) in Ghana and the United States about their enemies. The results 
were dramatic: In Ghana, from 60 to 90 percent of people reported that 
they believed the world harbored “people who hate you, personally, to 
the extent of wishing for your downfall or trying to sabotage your prog-
ress.” Their belief in these enemies was emphatic: “Even Jesus Christ had 
enemies,” said one respondent. “Who are you? If you want to live in a 
fool’s paradise, ! ne. But as for me . . .  I know I have enemies.”11

Yet in the San Francisco Bay Area, a hotbed of  cut-  throat entrepre-
neurialism and corporate intrigue, only 10 percent of respondents thought 
they had enemies. In the Midwest, that ! gure rose to 20 percent. (See 
chapter 6 for more about the interdependence of the Midwest.) Adams 
also found that who makes up the enemy pool di" ers. Ghanaian respon-
dents thought that enemies came from close to home: family, friends, 
neighbors, and schoolmates. “Even your best friend, somebody who 
might be close, might be your enemy,” said one Ghanaian man. The few 
Americans who did perceive enemies, in contrast, saw them outside their 
own circles: business competitors and members of di" erent social, ethnic, 
or political groups. 12

Why would the supposedly interdependent selves of West Africa drive 
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wedges of animosity between themselves and the people closest to them? 
The answer, ironically, lies in interdependence itself. West Africans see 
interdependence  everywhere—  between the self and others, mind and 
body, spirit and matter, past and future,  long-  gone ancestors and newborn 
children. 13 Instead of “I think, therefore I am,” in West Africa they say, “I 
am because we are, and because we are, therefore I am.”14

With so many social ties, even the most conscientious interdependent 
self is bound to cause a tangle. So when bad things happen to themselves 
or others, many West Africans look ! rst to the people close to them, seen 
and unseen, and try to understand what the bungle was. They then at-
tempt to appease their tormentors or otherwise undo their in$ uence.

In contrast, Americans with independent selves construct their worlds 
in terms of choice. If a partner doesn’t play nice, the o" ended can simply 
choose to end the relationship. Easy come, easy go. As one of Adams’s 
American respondents put it “I think [having enemies] is up to the indi-
vidual. If someone dislikes me then they can, but that does not make them 
my enemy. That is up to me to decide, and I choose not.” An American 
woman likewise cited individual choice as the linchpin of enemyship: “I 
cannot quite understand how someone would make an enemy, or why one 
would continue to interact with somebody one did not like.”15

Yet in West Africa, as across the Global South, relationships are seldom 
voluntary. They cannot be unmade when they become troublesome. Peo-
ple do not choose relations based on their preferences. Instead, people 
work overtime to maintain balance in their networks. Interdependence is 
a  full-  time interpersonal housekeeping project, and failing to keep the 
lines of relationship clear can result in accusations, threats, and even bodily 
harm.

The Bug inside Your Own Cloth
Why are West Africans so preoccupied with enemyship? A close look at 
the culture cycles in this region uncovers interactions and institutions that 
simultaneously nurture deep roots and distrust.

Songs, poems, painted slogans, and stickers everywhere warn, “No 
Man Is without Enemy,” “I Am Afraid of My Friends, Even YOU,” and 
“Let My Enemy Live Long and See What I Will Be in the Future.” Many 
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people display amulets to ward o"  envy, sabotage, and juju. In a practice 
also common in the Mediterranean, families seclude newborns and their 
mothers to avoid the “evil eye” of envious observers. And lest anyone 
forget where the enemies live, a popular proverb advises, “If an insect 
bites you, it comes from inside your clothes.”16

Re$ ecting and reinforcing these interactions, in turn, are powerful 
 institutions—  and the powerful lack  thereof—  that sow mistrust through-
out West Africa. The most powerful of these was the slave trade that 
plagued the region for more than four hundred years. From 1500 to 1900, 
slave traders forced between seven and twelve million Africans to under-
take the infamous Middle Passage across the Atlantic. At least one million 
people died during this harrowing voyage, and unknown numbers more 
died during their capture. 17

Interviews of slaves in the 1850s reveal the violence, deceit, and be-
trayal inherent in the practice of enslaving Africans. Many of the respon-
dents told linguist Sigismund Koelle that they were kidnapped and forced 
into slavery. Others were taken during war. Some recounted being tricked 
onto a slave ship by a friend or relative. Still others were enslaved through 
a rigged judicial process that found them guilty of witchcraft and then 
bundled them and their families o"  to a slave ship. 18

Although the slave trade in West Africa has been largely dormant for 
more than one hundred years, the institution fuels West African culture 
cycles to this day. Economists Nathan Nunn and Leonard Wantchekon 
used archival data to map the intensity of the slave trade in  sub-  Saharan 
Africa over ! ve hundred years. They then compiled several contemporary 
studies on current attitudes in seventeen West African, East African, and 
South African countries, including measures of how much people trust 
their neighbors, relatives, and local government. They discovered that the 
more their ancestors encountered the slave trade in the past, the more 
 modern-  day residents mistrust each other in the present. An ugly history 
has left an ugly scar. 19

The horrors of slavery are still palpable in contemporary interactions. 
In a local language of Benin, for instance, the de! nition of the word un-
trustworthy is “capable of tricking one’s friend or neighbor into slavery.” 
Similarly, many West African countries have proverbs such as “He will 
sell you and enjoy it.”20
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European colonialism from the early nineteenth century to the  mid- 
 twentieth century also did much to sow mistrust in the region. Pursuing a 
 divide-  and-  conquer strategy, imperial powers manipulated existing tri-
 bal rivalries and created new con$ icts. When the colonizers departed, the 
animosities remained. As a result, West African countries have had great 
di%  culty establishing stable economic and legal institutions. Although 
Ghana and Nigeria score fairly well on the World Justice Project Rule of 
Law Index, other West African countries rank among the lowest in the 
world. 21 Without strong institutions to keep them in check, civil wars and 
crime are widespread. And because police and courts are often corrupt, 
vigilante justice is rampant. 22

When we examine West African culture cycles, we see that the mis-
trust and instability in the region are not irrational, and rumors of penis 
shrinking are not the result of paranoid delusions. Instead, they are the 
understandable responses of interdependent people to horrifying histo-
ries. “You’re not paranoid if they’re really following you,” the old saying 
goes. Moreover, if you have an interdependent self that is exquisitely sen-
sitive to relationships, you more gravely bear the marks of a violent and 
treacherous past.

Cronyism in India
Interdependent in a di" erent way, India inspires a di" erent complaint 
from the Global North: you can’t get anything done for all the corrup-
tion. The form of corruption that gets the Global North’s goat is crony-
ism, the practice of appointing friends and family to positions of authority, 
regardless of their quali! cations. Because of cronyism, families control 
businesses, and political parties control almost everything else. The results 
can be large and bad. An emerging view holds that the Asian economic 
crisis of 1997 came about because bank o%  cers made too many loans to 
friends and family who could not repay them. 23

At a more local level, cronyism makes life harder for the little guy, 
reports journalist Edward Luce in his book In Spite of the Gods: The Rise of 
Modern India. The political culture, he writes, includes “preferential access 
to a whole range of public goods, from free  ! rst-  class plane and rail tickets, 
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the opportunity to jump queues, the ability to pull strings, and the avail-
ability of free services for which the poor have to pay. . . .  If you are rich 
and important, you rarely pay. If you are poor, you usually pay through the 
nose, and there is no guarantee you will get what you pay for.”24

India pleads guilty to these charges of cronyism, and has spawned its 
own dissenters and instituted its own reforms. At the same time, however, 
many Indians ask, how else could you run a business or government? Don’t 
organizations work best when people know and trust one another? And if 
you had the ability to lift an entire village out of poverty, why would you 
choose a village of strangers over a village of your own relatives?

A quick survey of the interdependent culture cycle of India reveals 
that cronyism is not always the result of greedy villains grabbing the fat of 
the land for their own people. Instead, it follows from a  millennia-  old 
moral code that stresses interpersonal duties over abstract notions of jus-
tice, law, and individual rights. In such a cycle, the Global North’s cry for 
impartiality rushes headlong into India’s understanding of morality.

Psychologist Joan Miller and her research teams have spent the past 
few decades documenting how European Americans and Hindu Indians 
solve dilemmas between relational duty, justice, and choice. To experi-
ence one of her studies, imagine this scenario: A man named Ben is on his 
way to his best friend’s wedding, bearing the bride and groom’s wedding 
rings. But then his wallet is stolen, leaving him without enough money 
for a train ticket. To arrive at the wedding on time, he must catch the very 
next train. While he is trying to ! gure out what to do, he notices that a 
 well-  dressed man sitting next to him in the train station has left his cash-
mere coat. Ben sees a train ticket sticking out of the pocket. 25

Ben must think fast: should he break the law and steal the ticket so 
that he can get to the wedding in time and deliver the rings to his best 
friend, or should he leave the ticket alone, even though it means letting 
his best friend down? What would you decide?

If you are European American, you likely think that Ben should obey 
the law, as did the majority of  European-  American participants in this 
study. But if you are a Hindu Indian, you likely think that Ben should put 
his buddy’s needs ! rst and nick the ticket. In the Hindu moral universe, 
obligations to people you know rank higher than obligations to such ab-
stract principles as “justice,” “individual rights,” and “rule of law.”
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With dozens of ! ndings like this under her belt, Miller concludes that 
 European   Americans hew to a  justice-   or  rights-  based moral code, while 
Hindu Indians follow a  duty-   or  caring-  based moral code. 26 

Obligations to other people shape more mundane decisions in India, as 
well. Along with Hazel and Alana, psychologist Krishna Savani asked 
 middle-  class Indians and Americans how much they liked many types of 
shirts, shoes, watches, and other consumer goods shown to be equally de-
sirable and familiar to both groups. We then asked these same participants 
to choose which of these items they would most like to have for themselves. 
Like good independent I’s, the Americans chose the items they liked the 
most. In other words, their preferences and their choices were tightly cor-
related. But for the Indians, personal liking was less closely linked to their 
choices. 27 Savani explains: “Indians habitually consider what other people 
in their lives would choose for them before making their own selections. 
And so you often wind up choosing what you think your mom thinks you 
should have, or your sister or other people you know; not what you person-
ally want.”

A Basket Case
European Americans and Hindu Indians also put more weight on the wel-
fare of others than on their personal druthers. Consider this classic parable:

A man and his wife lived with the husband’s elderly fa-
ther. The daughter-in-law was always thinking of how 
they could get rid of the old man. One day she had an idea. 
She told her husband, let us carry Father to Puri [a Hindu 
pilgrimage site] in a basket. There we will leave him on 
the Great Road in front of the Temple of Jaganath. . . .  
The husband agreed to this plan. But their son had over-
heard everything. He ! rst warned his grandfather of the 
plot. Then he went to his father and said, “Father, you 
leave Grandfather at Puri just as you have said. But please 
do not leave the basket. Bring the basket back. Other-
wise, what shall I use to carry you to Puri when you 
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become old?” The husband understood. He confessed 
every  thing to his father and begged his father’s forgiveness.

Anthropologist Richard Shweder ! rst heard this story in rural Bhu-
baneswar, Orissa, India, and reported it in his book Why Do Men Barbe-
cue? 28 Shweder ! nds that India is awash in stories like this  one—  stories 
about putting duty above your own personal preferences.

Americans also tell stories about their duties to friends and family, and 
feel closely connected to the important people in their lives. But when the 
needs of family or friends con$ ict with their own personal needs and 
preferences, European Americans tend to opt for the latter. 

For instance, imagine that you have a brother, and he has asked you to 
help him move to a new apartment. You share many interests with your 
brother and have a warm and a" ectionate relationship with him. How 
willing are you to help him?

Now imagine that you are not similar to your brother and do not feel 
close to him. How willing are you to help this brother?

If you are a European American, you are likely to feel more responsi-
bility to help a brother you like than a brother you do not like, as did the 
 European-  American participants in a study from Joan Miller’s lab. Whether 
you help depends on your personal preferences. It is a matter of choice. But 
if you are a Hindu Indian, you are equally willing to help both brothers. 
A moral obligation is a moral obligation. Whether you like your brother 
or not, helping him is a matter of right and wrong. 29

Beds, Betrothals, and Bollywood
Examining the culture cycles in Hindu India, we see that daily interactions 
and institutions reinforce the idea that relationships with family and friends 
come ! rst. Take a peek into the windows of many Hindu Indian homes at 
bedtime and you will see just how complete the weaving of individuals 
into families is. Most Hindu Indians live with three generations under the 
same roof. Parents wouldn’t think of letting their children sleep  alone— 
 even older children, and even in families wealthy enough for  every mem-
ber to have his or her own room. In contrast, recent American bestsellers 
include Solve Your Child’s Sleep Problems, in which Robert Ferber details 
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his famous method for training children to sleep by themselves; and Go the 
F**k to Sleep, a bedtime story for  grown-  ups whose children’s lack of sleep 
is impinging on the parents’ independence. 30

To show how important it is to Indians to sleep next to their children, 
Shweder and his colleagues gave U. S. and Indian participants the task of 
arranging the following family members into two rooms for sleeping: 
father, mother, son (age ! fteen), son (eleven), son (eight), daughter (four-
teen), and daughter (three).

Among the Indians, 75 percent selected an arrangement in which the 
father slept with the three sons and the mother slept with the two daugh-
ters. Meanwhile, 44 percent of the Americans picked a sleeping solution 
that no Indians  chose—  the father and the mother sleeping with two 
daughters in one room, and the three sons sleeping together with no par-
ent in another room. Many other Americans said the problem could not 
be solved; more rooms were needed. 31

Because families, not individuals, are where the action is for Hindu 
Indians, whom to marry is a decision the whole family helps make. Even 
today, more than 80 percent of all marriages in India are arranged. 32  Brides-   
and grooms-to-be usually guide the search, and the woman usually (al-
though not always) has the power to veto candidates. Once Indian families 
arrange a match, the couple schedules multiple meetings in person or over 
the phone to see if they ful! ll each other’s quali! cations.

To ! nd their  son-   or daughter-in-law, some pragmatic Hindu Indian 
parents advertise online and in publications, stressing their family’s ori-
gins, heritage, and social standing. One recent ad reads, “Patel parents 
invite professional for their U. S.-raised daughter, 26, (computer science);  
family owns construction ! rm.” Contrast this with the ad of a  European- 
 American woman searching for her own match: “Where shall I kiss thee? 
Across Sierra shoulder, skiing? Between acts of Aida, sharing? Forthright, 
funny, ! ery, ! t, seeking perceptive, profound, permanent partner.” In-
stead of the Indian goal of matching families, the American ad aims to 
match personal preferences and traits. 33

Many Westerners are certain that arranged marriages are oppressive, 
especially for women. Yet studies of arranged marriages suggest that these 
couples are no less satis! ed than couples in so-called love marriages.34 
Many Indian women also disagree with the Western insistence that 
 people choose their own partners. In her 2009 book, First Comes Marriage: 
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Modern Relationship Advice from the Wisdom of Arranged Marriages, British 
journalist Reva Seth interviewed three hundred women whose parents 
chose their spouses. “Over the long term that takes a lot of pressure o"  a 
relationship,” she writes. When families get involved in a marriage from 
the beginning, they also bring with them a huge support network to help 
the couple work it out, she ! nds. And arranged marriages are not without 
love. “In India, they say ! rst we marry, then we fall in love.”35

Bollywood, India’s ! lm industry and one of the largest centers of ! lm 
production in the world, does its part to support and re$ ect the impor-
tance of duty and obligation in relationships, just as America’s Hollywood 
does its part to support and re$ ect the importance of choice and  self- 
 actualization in relationships. In one Bollywood hit, Hum Dil De Chuke 
Sanam (released in the  English-  speaking world as Straight from the Heart), a 
handsome man and beautiful woman fall in love, but the woman’s parents 
don’t approve of the marriage. The man leaves India for Italy, and the 
woman marries the man who received the parental okay.

The new husband feels so responsible for his wife’s needs and happiness 
that he takes her to Italy to ! nd her lost “true” love. Not knowing of her 
marriage, the ! rst love proposes again. At this instant, the woman recog-
nizes that she has already found true love, as “true” love comes from ful! ll-
ing obligations to the family. 36 She happily returns to India with her husband.

When  European-  American college students watch this ! lm, many 
are perplexed. The husband’s denial of his own desires makes little sense 
to them. But in an Indian culture cycle that turns on duty and obligation, 
sacri! cing for others is not tantamount to depriving the self. Instead, it is 
a way of strengthening the interdependent self and being a good, moral 
person.

Long before Bollywood blockbusters, Hindu stories institutionalized 
the core ideas of interdependence on the Indian subcontinent. Hinduism 
is the most widespread of India’s religions, and its themes, plots, and char-
acters infuse everyone’s daily  life—  from children’s cartoons, to political 
campaigns, to the air fresheners swinging from rearview mirrors through-
out the country.

One Hindu tale that drives home the centrality of familial duty is that 
of Ganesh and Karthik’s race around the world. Ganesh is the Hindu god 
of beginnings and the remover of obstacles. With a human body and 
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an elephant’s head, he would seem less $ eet than his younger brother, 
Karthik, who appears as a beautiful human boy.

Ganesh and Karthik set up a competition to ! nd out who can complete 
a lap around the world the fastest. Karthik is con! dent that he will win, not 
only because of his grace and strength, but also because of his pet peacock. 
With a mouse as his sidekick, Ganesh’s victory seems highly improbable. 
What Ganesh lacks in aerodynamics and feathered friends, however, he 
makes up for in wisdom. Reasoning that his parents represent the entire 
universe, he folds his hands and, with great devotion, walks around them.

“What are you doing?” Ganesh’s father asks.
“I am your son,” explains Ganesh. “To me, you two make up my whole 

world.” When Karthik returns from his globetrotting, he accepts that  Ganesh 
has won the competition. With a celebration that foreshadows Bollywood 
musical extravaganzas to come, everyone praises Ganesh. 37

Violence in the Middle East and North Africa
In the mind’s eye of the Global North, the Middle East and North Africa 
(MENA) region conjure images of rock throwing, grenade launching, 
and suicide bombing. Even before the attacks of 9/ 11 and the U. S. wars in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, the Global North’s view of MENA was extremely 
negative. Recall, for instance, the opening song of the Disney ! lm Alad-
din, which portrays the Middle East as a barbaric,  camel-  ridden place 
where lopping o"  other people’s ears is a common pastime. 38

MENA is not the world’s most violent  region—  that distinction be-
longs to Central America. 39 Yet MENA violence has a distinctive quality 
that lands it on the front pages of newspapers and the ten o’clock news. 
Recall, for example, the autumn of 2005, when the Danish newspaper 
Jyllands-Posten published several cartoons depicting the prophet  Muhammad 
in  less-  than-  adulatory fashion. One frame showed Muhammad wearing a 
turban shaped as a bomb with a burning fuse. Another featured him in 
heaven, greeting a line of sooty suicide bombers with “Stop! Stop! We ran 
out of virgins!”40

To Western audiences, the cartoonists were just exercising their free-
doms of speech and religion. But among some MENA audiences, the 
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perception was decidedly di" erent. Protestors took to the streets, calling 
the cartoons Islamophobic and racist. They burned European $ ags. They 
attacked Danish embassies, setting ! re to several and bombing the com-
pound in Pakistan. By the time the dust had settled, more than a hundred 
people were dead. 41

Most people do not like caricatures of their religion’s leaders, but they 
seldom respond with murder and mayhem. Why did the cartoons pro-
voke such a violent spasm in the Middle East and North Africa?

Part of the reason is that the cartoons were a direct assault on Islamic 
beliefs, which hold that depicting Muhammad is a sin. This a" ront to the 
traditions and values of Islam then ignited the form of interdependence 
unique to the region. Like the U. S. South, the Middle East harbors a cul-
ture of honor. 42 You rely on other people to grant you status by showing 
you respect. But other people can also take away your status by insulting 
you. To restore your status, you must answer the insult, often with force. 
(See chapter 6 for more on the U. S. South’s culture of honor.)

More than selves in the U. S. South, MENA selves travel together. 
If you insult my honor, you also insult the honor of my parents, siblings, 
children, and cousins (and maybe also the honor of my grandparents, 
neighbors, and business partners). I must answer your insult on behalf 
of everyone in my network. The prime minister of Turkey, Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan, displayed the MENA brand of interdependence at the 2009 
World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. Erdoğan was in the 
 middle of an angry rebuttal to a fellow panelist, Israeli president 
Shimon Peres, when the panel moderator cut him o" . (The moderator was 
enforcing a time limit.) Erdoğan abruptly left the stage. He later  explained 
that his swift exit was necessary “to protect the honour of  Turkey and 
Turkish people.” Upon his return to Turkey, he was given a  hero’s 
 welcome. 43

When a Middle Easterner or North African does not adequately re-
taliate, the many people in his or her network may join in to help. Erdoğan 
su%  ciently countered the moderator’s seeming disrespect. But the public 
humiliation of the prophet Muhammad and, by extension, all Muslims 
could not be recti! ed by one or two people. So large swaths of MENA 
stepped up to settle the score against the Danish newspaper. For many of 
them, declaring neutrality in the matter would have been tantamount to 
harming the people in their networks and, thus, themselves.
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Shared Selves
Managing the honor of one’s entire social network is not just the business of 
prime ministers. In the Middle East, according to anthropologist Lawrence 
Rosen, “the de! ning feature of a man is that he has formed a web of indebt-
edness, a network of obligations that prove his capacity to maneuver in a 
world of relentless uncertainty.”44 Middle Easterners and North Africans of 
many stations and ranks keep close tabs on the relative standing of their 
friends, family members, and associates. From this interpersonal bookkeep-
ing, they also derive their sense of their own social standing.

Batja Mesquita is one of the ! rst psychologists to study interdepen-
dent selves in MENA. Comparing Turkish and Dutch college students 
she ! nds that many college students in MENA have stories like this one: 
“I was admitted to Turkey’s most competitive university. . . .  My parents 
had invited all their relatives and neighbors over to their house to cele-
brate this success. . . .  Without me knowing it, my mother had taken [my 
student ID] to show to them.” Other Turkish participants shared similar 
tales of family members basking in one another’s triumphs and agonizing 
over one another’s defeats. 45 They describe events in terms of their impact 
on one’s relationships. Dutch respondents, in contrast, describe events in 
terms of their consequences for individual goals: “I felt relieved when I 
gave my ! nal presentation at the university.”

Middle Eastern and North African selves do not just feel the joys and 
pains of the people in their social networks; they sometimes feel them more 
deeply than they experience their own emotions. Sociologist James Green-
berg asked respondents in Yemen and in the United States to list instances 
when they felt an emotion. Not only did the Yemeni respondents list more 
events that involved others (a friend did well on an exam, many people 
died in an earthquake), they also reported that events that happened to 
other people hit them harder than events that happened to them personally. 
This helps explain why, say, college students in Syria would get so upset 
about a few cartoon panels in a Danish newspaper. They feel the o" ense 
of other Muslims at least as intensely as they feel their own. 46

The solidarity that the interdependent selves of MENA feel is appar-
ent even on subtler measures. In one study, researchers asked Omani and 
 European-  American participants to view several large shapes made up of 
smaller shapes. For every large shape, one of the smaller shapes was unique 
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and the rest were the  same—  for example, a square made up of eight cir-
cles and one triangle. Omani participants disliked the unique shape and 
preferred the common shapes, while the European Americans showed the 
opposite pattern.

The Ties That Bind
The culture cycles that re$ ect and reinforce MENA’s unique variety of 
interdependence include daily interactions and societal institutions that 
knit people into  far-  $ ung yet tightly knotted networks. One everyday 
practice, for example, is calling people not only by their proper names, 
but also by their ties to family and place. The president of the Palestinian 
Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, is addressed in both formal and informal 
settings as Abu Mazen (“Mazen’s father”), and Saddam Hussein’s full 
name included “al-Tikriti” (“from [the village of ] Tikrit”).47

Another practice that keeps the networks connected is wasta, which 
roughly translates from the Arabic as “whom you know” or, more bluntly, 
“nepotism” or “cronyism.” Similar to Indians, Middle Easterners and 
North Africans tender wasta to accomplish everything from putting in a 
phone line to getting out of legal trouble. Despite considerable in$ uence 
from the Global North, wasta is still the main currency in MENA. A re-
cent Gallup poll ! nds that the majority of youth in the League of Arab 
States believe that wasta is critical to their future success. 48 Their parents 
not only agree, but also lay the foundation for a wasta-enriched adulthood. 
Unlike their counterparts in the Global North, most Middle Eastern and 
North African parents do not endeavor to help their children leave home, 
choose a profession, and make their own independent lives. Instead they 
view their children as members of the family organization. These family 
organizations form the backbones of businesses, neighborhoods, religious 
orders, and political parties, many of which call their leaders “father.”

As was the case in India, Middle Easterners and North Africans do 
not view wasta only as a cause of mismanagement and corruption. Instead, 
they also see it as a source of ethical behavior. When you secure a phone 
line or a driver’s license, you must let your relatives use your phone and 
give your friends rides. If you have a good job, you should help your sister 
get a good job.
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Imagine the following situation: Your sibling is getting bad grades in 
college and is having di%  culty ! nding a summer internship. As it happens, 
you have a friend who is well placed in a consulting ! rm. Would you ask 
your friend to arrange an internship for your sibling without an interview?”

In a recent study, 42 percent of  European-  American college students 
answered “yes” to this question. But a full 70 percent of Turkish students 
agreed that they would try to arrange the internship for their sibling. Most 
of the European Americans who declined did so because they were worried 
about their own reputations. But many Turks who agreed to ask a friend to 
pull strings did so for interdependent reasons. As one Turkish participant 
said, “I would do it because I am not sel! sh.”49

For MENA interdependent selves, it is the failure to share the fruits 
of their labors or their good luck that is corrupt. “For most Arabs,” writes 
Lawrence Rosen, “it is only realistic to believe that society is better served 
by webs of obligation than impersonal roles, and that institutions are al-
ways de! ned by their occupants and not by depersonalized powers.”

“To grasp that,” he concludes, “is to enter a world of enormous de-
cency, even if it is not our world.”50

To maintain that decency, the interdependent selves that erect and 
echo MENA’s culture cycles work hard to keep their networks balanced. 
When one person gives a little more than she receives, she can count on 
the recipient later to have her back. And the more people she has in her 
debt, the more insurance she has when times are lean. Yet she wants to 
avoid being too indebted to any one person, as this would disturb her 
relationships with the many other people in her social web.

The economist Simon Gächter and his colleagues recently captured 
the intricate machinations of reciprocity among Middle Easterners. In 
their study, participants in Oman, Saudi Arabia, the United States, Great 
Britain, and Australia played an economics game in groups of four people. 
In a ! rst round, players could give too much, not enough, or just the right 
amount of rewards to the group. In subsequent rounds, participants could 
either punish or reward their fellow players. The researchers observed 
something strange they had not seen in other places: As expected, par-
ticipants everywhere punished so-called freeloaders who did not contrib-
ute enough to the group. But the Middle Eastern participants from Oman 
and Saudi Arabia also punished the “pushovers” who created an imbal-
ance by giving too much to the group. 51
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MENA is a tremendously diverse region. Yet many culture cycles there 
re$ ect and reinforce an  honor-  bound, networked style of interdependence. 
The Israeli ! lm Footnote,52 for example, tells the story of a great rivalry be-
tween a father and son who are both professors of the Talmud. When the 
father is accidentally awarded a coveted national prize intended for the son, 
a heated debate ensues:

“There are a few things more important than truth,” says the son.
“Like what?” asks an incredulous colleague.
“Family,” he answers.

Inef! ciency in Mexico
“Mañana, yes. Today, maybe no.”53

The sense that tomorrow is as good as today, and maybe even better, 
routinely frustrates relations between the Global North and Mexico. Why 
is Mexico so comfortable in the slow lane? And why does Mexico’s inef-
! ciency and lateness so irritate Northerners? The answer: Mexicans have 
the time, but Northerners have the clock.

Mexicans need the time. Their particular form of interdependence 
revolves around the notion of simpatía, or pleasant relationships. Cultivat-
ing simpatía takes a lot of time, and putting relationships ! rst means that 
many of the Global North’s highest priorities (pro! ts, individual achieve-
ment, and punctuality) take a backseat. Some impatient observers in El 
Norte suspect that the Mexicans are just slacking o" , lazing around, or re-
fusing to understand how business works. Yet they could not be further 
from the truth. Mexicans are very busy putting the “human” back in hu-
man resources. Global Northerners who want to break into business in Mex-
ico must learn how to work on Mexican time and with interdependent 
Mexican selves.

Feel Better with Simpatía
As is true for all regions of the Global South, research on how culture and 
the self make each other up in Mexico is just beginning. A combination 
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of studies with Mexican, Mexican-American, and other Latino participants 
begins to shed light on the workings of interdependence,  Mexican-  style.

In the 1980s, for example, pioneering cultural psychologist Harry 
Triandis gave vignettes to Latino participants and asked them to predict 
the behavior of a set of characters. When the characters were Latinos, 
participants guessed that they would be more sociable, more agreeable, 
and less negative than when the characters were European Americans. 54 

Just because people with Latin heritage think they are brimming with 
simpatía doesn’t mean that they actually are. They could just be holding pos-
itive stereotypes of their own group. To test this possibility in a carefully 
controlled experiment, psychologist Renee Holloway and her colleagues 
joined  European-  American,  African-  American, and Latino students in 
either  same-  ethnicity or  di" erent-  ethnicity pairs and asked them to have 
a conversation. Participants of all ethnicities rated their conversations 
with Latino partners as more involving and of higher quality than they 
rated conversations with  non-  Latinos. People with Latino partners wanted 
to have more future conversations than did people with  African-  American 
or  European-  American partners. So Latinos are not the only people who 
think they inspire harmonious and pleasant relations. European Ameri-
cans and African Americans agree with them.

How do Latinos make their conversation partners feel so good? It 
doesn’t happen automatically. Holloway ! nds that Latinos put more e" ort 
into promoting smooth relations than do African Americans or European 
Americans. Latinos actively focus on their partners’ positive qualities; 
they try to feel good about their partners so that they can make them feel 
good. Latinos also smile and make more eye contact with their conversa-
tion partners than do European Americans and African Americans. 55

Simpatía doesn’t just make for scintillating conversation; it also moti-
vates better cognitive performance. Psychologist Krishna Savani and his 
colleagues asked Mexican and  European-  American college students to 
write about times when they experienced good feelings either toward 
another person or toward themselves. Next they asked the participants to 
solve word puzzles. While the European Americans solved an equal num-
ber of puzzles in both conditions, the Mexican students solved the most 
puzzles after recalling a time when they felt good about another person. 56

In worlds where cooperation is in higher demand than competition, 
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simpatía pays o" . Psychologist  Millard Madsen and his team invited children 
between the ages of seven and ten to learn to play a marble game that, un-
beknownst to them, rewarded them for cooperating and punished them for 
competing. The Mexican children readily ! gured out how to cooperate 
and win more marbles. The  European-  American children seemed to have 
trouble keeping their competitive tendencies in check, and thus won fewer 
marbles. 57

Simpatía can have its downsides. European Americans commonly com-
plain that in Mexico many people will give directions for, say, a church 
or a road, even if they have no idea where it is. What the gringos don’t 
understand is that for these interdependent selves, the primary goal of the 
interaction is often to produce warm feelings, not to exchange information 
about objective reality. 58

La Familia
Mexican families give their children plenty of opportunities to practice 
simpatía in their daily interactions. Studies show that people with Latino 
backgrounds spend much more of their time socializing with family than 
do European Americans. 59 And “family,” by the way, “means your mom 
and dad and brothers and sisters and cousins and second cousins and cous-
ins of your aunt’s husband’s sister and aunts of your mom’s second cousin 
Dionisia from Veracruz,” says Juan Faura, a marketing expert who targets 
the growing Latino population in the United States. 60

A basic law of the Hispanic universe, he says, is that “family is always 
! rst.” 

Statements such as this elicit cries of “Stereotyping!” from many La-
tinos, who despair that their “ pro-  family attitudes” are the only thing that 
European Americans have ever noted about them. Yet central to under-
standing Mexican selves is that their devotion to family goes far beyond 
attitudes. People everywhere have  pro-  family attitudes. European Amer-
icans, for all their independent ways, cite “family” as the main reason 
their lives go well. 61 But in Mexico, the individual requires the family not 
just to thrive, but also to be a complete self.

Consequently, many Mexican adolescents do not aim, once they grow 
up, to individuate and leave home. In fact, just the opposite is the case. As 
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one highly quali! ed Latina admitted to a prestigious U. S. college asked, 
“Why would I want to leave my home and $ y across the country to live in 
a small room with a person I have never met?” In surveys of American col-
lege students, those of Mexican heritage report the most frequent contact 
with their parents. 62 Following college, many Latino graduates evaluate 
employment opportunities based on how they will a" ect the family. Fami-
lies stick together even when they have the di" erences in activities, inter-
ests, and lifestyles that often drive  European-  American families apart. Both 
Mexicans and Mexican Americans rate their families as more cohesive than 
do European Americans. 63

The quest for simpatía and family connection extends to other social re-
lationships. When people become close in Mexico, they call each other by 
familial titles of “sister,” “brother,” or “cousin,” instead of “friend” or “part-
ner.” When children are born, the family invites a man and woman to serve 
as godparents. These compadres (cofathers) and comadres (comothers) can be 
called upon for loans, jobs, and other types of support. 64

As is the case in India and MENA, nepotism is widespread in Mexico. 
In an environment where many formal institutions are relatively new and 
impersonal, working in the family’s business is the preferred occupation. 
“You trust your blood, and that’s it,” says Gregorio Chedraui, a member 
of one of Mexico’s most successful business families, with interests rang-
ing from retail to roads. Many of his countrymen feel the same way; 80 
percent of Mexican respondents agree that “one should be cautious in 
relations outside the family.”65

Doing business in Mexico, in turn, requires plugging into existing 
family networks. Julio Garcia, an  American-  trained social psychologist, 
now runs his family’s avocado business in Mexico. “When you have a 
problem in the United States,” says Garcia, “you think, ‘How can I do 
this?’ In Mexico you say, ‘Who in my family can help me do this?’

“I needed to have [Mexican] government approval for a business proj-
ect,” Garcia recalls. “When I discussed this with a friend, he was sur-
prised  that I had not talked to an uncle who has experience doing this 
kind of thing. So o"  I went to talk to my uncle. After hearing me out, he 
gave me the name and number of a person to call. Most importantly, he gave 
me his business card, and said, ‘When you talk to him, give him my card.’ 
On the back of the card, he had written, ‘Compadre, this is my nephew. 
Greetings.’ ”
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Not long after meeting with the o%  cial, Garcia received the approval 
he needed.”66

Strengthen Institutions
We do not presume to have speci! c solutions to all the problems of West 
Africa, India, the Middle East and North Africa, and Mexico. Each of these 
topics commands the expertise of thousands of academic departments, gov-
ernment agencies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and corpora-
tions. Yet we do have a few general recommendations for how the Global 
North, by infusing more interdependence into its culture cycles, can allevi-
ate su" ering in the Global South. We also suggest a few independent ten-
dencies that the Global South could adopt to partner more e" ectively with 
the Global North.

At the level of institutions, Global Northerners should make a greater 
e" ort to work with the laws, norms, policies, and social structures that are 
already in place in the Global South, rather than imposing their own. Two 
of the Global North’s hottest exports are  free-  market capitalism and de-
mocracy. Many economists in the Global North believe that  free-  market 
capitalism is the fastest path to economic growth, and that economic 
growth is the foundation of stable democracies. Yet the relationships be-
tween free markets, wealth, and democracy are much more complicated. 
Plenty of rich countries are not democracies (think Singapore, China, and 
Saudi Arabia). 67 Plenty of rich democracies did not get that way because of 
their free markets (think Norway, Finland, and Japan). And plenty of de-
mocracies (including the United States) are ! nding that capitalism is erod-
ing democracy, as weakened governments can no longer keep powerful 
corporations from trampling individual liberties. 68

What stable, prosperous countries do have in common, contend econo-
mists Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson, are strong institutions. By 
protecting the  long-  term well-being of their citizens, these institutions en-
courage individuals to invest in their communities. Many  society- stabiliz-
ing institutions are obvious to the Northern eye: judiciaries that check 
 executives, police departments that don’t accept bribes,  food-  protection 
agencies whose arbiters are not on the payroll of food companies. But many 
 stabilizing institutions of the Global South are not immediately apparent to 
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 Northern observers: for example, village kinship structures in Sudan that 
equitably distribute food, or family networks in India that lift entire regions 
out of poverty. 69

Many of the most successful NGOs work to strengthen these home-
grown institutions, rather than sidestepping or undermining them.  Seattle- 
 based Rural Development Institute (RDI) is one of them. In much of the 
Global South, the di" erence between poverty and prosperity is land. But 
most poor tenant farmers cannot amass the wealth they need to purchase 
a plot.

Historically, the most popular solution to the problem of widespread 
poverty and landlessness was a revolution. But RDI takes a more interde-
pendent approach. Since 1967, the nonpro! t has helped more than 400 mil-
lion rural farmers in 40 countries take ownership of some 270 million acres 
(about 7 percent of the world’s arable land). It has done so by working di-
rectly with governments to reform laws, and to develop programs that give 
old landowners a fair price for their property, and new landowners what 
they need to succeed. Although the organization’s mission (“to secure land 
rights for the world’s poorest people”) is  rock-  solid, its tactics are highly 
$ exible so that it can meet the unique needs and strengths of each region. 70

The Positive Deviance Initiative is another nonpro! t that works with 
local networks to make change. Monique and Jerry Sternin, a  husband-  and- 
 wife team, developed the positive deviance approach to solving problems in 
the late 1990s as they worked to reduce child malnutrition in Vietnamese 
villages. (Although we do not delve into the culture cycles of Southeast Asia 
here, this region is considered part of the Global South.) The Sternins ! rst 
asked, which children in these villages are not malnourished? And what are 
their families doing that is di" erent? The couple discovered that the parents 
of the  better-  nourished children fed them tiny shrimp and crabs they col-
lected from the rice paddies, and sweet potato greens. Local wisdom held 
that these foods were not good for children, but the health of the children 
eating them suggested otherwise. The Sternins then asked these “deviant” 
parents to teach their cooking techniques to fellow villagers.

In other words, the Sternins assumed that the villagers already knew 
how to solve their own problems and were the best people to teach their 
solutions to one another. Through their organization, the Sternins have bot-
tled their approach to helping people de! ne and solve their own problems, 
and have successfully applied it all over the world, to issues ranging from 
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female genital cutting in Egypt, to MRSA infections in Colombian hos-
pitals, to child prostitution in Indonesia. 71

Represent Fairly
To improve the interactions in its culture cycle, the Global North must 
also improve its media representations of the Global South. In his survey 
of more than nine hundred Hollywood ! lms with Arab characters, ! lm 
scholar Jack Shaheen found that only a dozen included positive portrayals. 
For interdependent MENA dwellers who are already sensitive to insults, 
these un$ attering representations hurt. 72 Hollywood also does a brisk trade 
in negative portrayals of Latinos as banditos, harlots, bu" oons, and lovers, 
rather than as equal actors on the global stage. 73

And though representations of African Americans in the U. S. media 
are numerous and negative (see chapter 4 for examples), representations of 
Africans are most notable for their absence. Stories about Africa  comprised 
less than 5 percent of “Top News” or “Latest News” on the New York 
Times home page, and less than 2 percent on CNN’s home page. 74

Even National Geographic magazine, the Global North’s beloved win-
dow on the rest of world, sullies the image of its subjects in the Global 
South. In their classic work, Reading National Geographic, anthropologists 
Catherine Lutz and Jane Collins analyzed more than six hundred photo-
graphs from across  thirty-  seven years of the magazine’s history, and the 
methods behind snapping and editing the shots. They learned that editors 
and photographers adopted many practices to make their subjects in the 
Global South seem more exotic, primitive, and sexual, including asking 
subjects to put on more traditional clothing, changing skin tones to make 
them appear darker, and featuring the naked bodies of women of color 
(never White women). 75

Get Out More
Un$ attering media portrayals of the Global South are re$ ected in the in-
dividual minds of Global Northerners. In 2011, for example, a cartoon 
map titled “The World according to Americans” went viral on the 
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Internet. MENA was $ agged with “ Evil-  doers!!” and “Bombs go here.” 
South America’s label read, “Co" ee comes from here, I think,” and Mex-
ico’s inglorious signage was “They do our laundry.” India was mostly ab-
sent, although some malformed portion of it was lumped in with China 
under “They make our stu" .”

And Africa? Africa was missing altogether. It wasn’t even on the map. 76

Because media representations of the Global South are so $ awed, Global 
Northerners who have the time and money should make the e" ort to travel 
to the Global South. Travel helps not only broaden their knowledge, but 
may also expand their creative powers. Psychologists Will Maddux and 
Adam Galinsky tested the creativity of two groups of MBA students at a 
large business school in the United States, some who had lived abroad and 
some who had not. They gave participants a picture of several objects on a 
table: a candle, a pack of matches, and a box of tacks, all of which were next 
to a cardboard wall. Their task was to ! gure out how to attach the candle 
to the wall so that, when lit, its wax would not fall on to the $ oor.

Can you ! gure out the solution? It’s di%  cult to conjure, but obvious 
when you see it: pin the tack box to the wall and use it to hold the candle. 
Sixty percent of the students who had lived abroad solved the problem, 
but only 42 percent of those who had never lived abroad were able to do 
so. And the longer students had been overseas, the more likely they were 
to come up with the right answer. The researchers explain that the cre-
ative  problem-  solving skills people develop when bridging cultural di" er-
ences spill over to other domains. As Mark Twain observed, “Travel is 
fatal to prejudice, bigotry and  narrow-  mindedness.”77

Upon alighting in the Global South, take the time to make and main-
tain relationships. This is especially true if you want to do business. In 
many parts of West Africa, MENA, India, and Mexico, the ! rst order 
of business is sharing a meal, meeting family or friends, and discussing 
personal interests. Ignoring all that “soft stu" ” and getting right down to 
business, as is the instinct of many Global Northerners, can seem rude.

Sidestepping relationships can also be counterproductive. Psycholo-
gist Je" rey  Sanchez-  Burks and his colleagues trained one group of Amer-
ican MBA students to pay more attention to their own and other people’s 
relational styles and social needs. They gave a second control group a stan-
dard training in cultural di" erences. The students then spent six weeks 
consulting to ! rms in Santiago, Chile. The researchers found that 
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students who had received the standard training were less successful at 
getting the information they needed to do their jobs than were the stu-
dents who had received the  relational training. 78

Leverage the North
Global Southerners can likewise take steps to work more e" ectively with 
their neighbors up north. By polishing their independent streak, for in-
stance, they can leverage Northern institutions for Southern goals. Chief 
Almir Surui, leader of the Surui people of the Brazilian Amazon, did just 
this. Loggers, miners, and other developers were increasingly encroach-
ing upon his people’s ancestral lands, arguing that the areas had no proven 
value and were therefore up for grabs. The Surui needed to inventory the 
many natural and cultural resources in their neck of the woods. They 
needed a map.

Chief Almir heard of a U. S.-based company that uses GPS and the 
Internet to make detailed maps. Breaking with thousands of years of 
 history—  his tribe had no contact with Europeans until the  1960s—  he 
got in touch with his independent side and reached out to this company, 
Google, and to other organizations in the Global North, including the 
 Virginia-  based Amazon Conservation Team and the  California-  based 
Skoll Foundation. Within three years, the partners had not only mapped 
the many treasures of the Surui homelands, but had also set up a surveil-
lance system to detect illegal activities on the land. Google also anointed 
Chief Surui a “Google Earth Hero,” which helped the tribe and its NGO 
partners secure more than $2 million to protect biodiversity and cultural 
diversity in the Amazon. 79

The Global South can harness not only Northern institutions, but 
also Northern practices and products. With them, they can inspire people 
to speak up, act out, and change their local culture cycles for the better. A 
surprisingly potent cultural product that organizations throughout Af-
rica, Asia, and Latin America are using to instill a little independence is 
that warhorse of daytime television, the soap opera. In 2002 in Ethiopia, 
for example, thousands of listeners religiously tuned into Yeken Kignit, a 
radio soap opera that followed the travails of a young woman whose 
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husband contracts HIV from a neighbor. The heroine bucks tradition and 
bravely travels to a clinic to get tested for the dreaded disease. After dis-
covering that she is negative, she forgives her husband, cares for him until 
his death, remarries, and lives happily ever after. The series inspired more 
than ! fteen thousand letters from its listeners, many of them from women 
testifying that the program had prompted them and their husbands to get 
tested for HIV. 80

Yeken Kignit is one of many soap operas that the  Vermont-  based Pop-
ulation Media Center has produced to endorse smaller families, elevate 
the status of women and girls, and reduce the transmission of HIV in 
Africa and Asia. The soaps draw heavily on the research of psychologist 
Albert Bandura, who has spent decades demonstrating how media role 
models can change the behaviors of their audiences. 81 Combining the sci-
ence of the North with indigenous genius, the radio plays employ local 
writers, actors, and producers to create riveting characters and plots that 
encourage listeners to reconsider their traditions and beliefs. 82

The play’s also the thing for reducing ethnic tensions in Rwanda, 
Burundi, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Every week, mil-
lions of radio listeners tune in to Musekeweya (New Dawn), a  Romeo-  and- 
 Juliet soap opera that teaches Hutus and Tutsis how to heal the wounds of 
the past and prevent future violence. 83 Like Yeken Kignit, Musekeweya 
mixes Northern science with Southern soap. Sociologist Ervin Staub has 
documented that most genocides follow a common course: social instabil-
ity leads to the scapegoating of a less powerful group, and then to an 
ideology that justi! es aggression against that group. But if enough people 
speak out against this us- and-  them thinking and the leaders who would 
manipulate it, communities can avoid the spiral into violence. 84

Musekeweya models this intervention. Characters who intercede in un-
just activities, criticize divisive leaders, and mend rifts between neighbors 
become the show’s heroes. These characters are now so beloved that par-
ents are naming their children after them, reports Radio Benevolencija, a 
Dutch nonpro! t that partners with local actors and writers to produce the 
show. 85 The soap is not just popular; it works, psychologist Betsy Paluck 
! nds. Her carefully controlled evaluation showed that listeners were more 
likely than  non-  listeners to stand up to authority and voice their own 
opinions in their communities. 86 Anecdotes of Musekeweya’s e" ectiveness 
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abound. For instance, surrendering rebels at the  Rwanda-  Congo border 
cite the show as their main reason for giving up the ! ght. 87

Try a Little Meritocracy
Another independent practice that would not only elicit the North’s trust, 
but also increase the South’s e" ectiveness, is to hire and promote people 
because of their quali! cations, not just their connections. Note that this 
suggestion does not preclude hiring friends and relatives. But cronyism 
and nepotism become major problems when incompetent people crowd 
out competent ones.

A strict meritocracy would solve this problem. But even the Global 
North, for all its independence, fails miserably on the meritocracy front (as 
we saw in the 42 percent of  European-  American students who would seek 
internships for their sisters). In the United States, for example, nine out of 
ten businesses are  family-  owned. This includes 40 percent of Fortune 500 
companies. 88 “Family tradition and continuity exist in our society, even 
though we pride ourselves on valuing merit above all,” says Adam Bellow 
(son of author Saul Bellow), author of the book In Praise of Nepotism. “We 
are more like Swiss cheese, where you have pockets of nepotism in a 
framework of meritocracy.”89

Rather than insisting on a system that few can follow, both the Global 
North and the Global South might do better to follow a middle way: make 
sure the friends and family you are hiring are competent for the job, and 
then invest in making them even better. To our knowledge, no organiza-
tion in the Global North is explicitly implementing this idea. But it does 
seem to be the common practice of many organizations the world over.

The Platinum Rule
Many traditions teach the Golden Rule: “Do unto others as you would 
have done unto you.” But the Global North and South so often clash be-
cause what you want done unto you is not what others want done unto 
them. Interdependent selves do not want to be treated independently, and 
vice versa.
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To sow greater peace and prosperity, we suggest that that Golden Rule 
get a makeover. We propose what sociologist Milton Bennett calls the 
Platinum Rule: “Do unto others as they themselves would have done unto 
them.”90 To this end, Global Northerners attempting to meet their South-
ern neighbors in the middle can try these tactics:

•  Ask people what they need.
•  Partner with local institutions instead of imposing your own.
•  Place relationships ! rst, business second.
•  Accurately portray the Global South in the media.
•  Travel southward.

Meanwhile, Global Southerners who want to partner with their col-
leagues to the north can consider implementing these techniques:

•  Ask for help.
•  Leverage the institutions of the Global North.
•  Reward competence.
•  Use media to spark action and debate.
•  Look for options.

By polishing its interdependence, Global Northerners might more 
readily understand that Global Southerners are not inherently more irra-
tional, corrupt, senselessly violent, or ine%  cient than they. Meanwhile, by 
honing its independence, the Global South might better partner with 
Global Northerners, rather than writing them o"  as frosty and exploit-
ative.
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CHAPTER 10

 Self-  Made
The Culture of You

Two women sit on a bench holding hands. They are mirror images 
of each other except for their clothing and accessories. The woman 
on the left wears a white Victorian dress with a sti"  collar. Her bod-

ice is open to reveal that her heart is sliced in half. The darker woman on 
the right wears a colorful Mexican dress. Her heart is also visible, but it is 
whole. A thin red vein connects the two women’s hearts. The woman in 
white is clamping another vein, but blood still drips onto her skirt. The 
colorfully clothed woman is also holding a vein, but hers terminates in a 
locket with her husband’s portrait, and does not bleed.

The Two Fridas is one of artist Frida Kahlo’s most famous paintings. 
Her surrealist  self-  portrait captures the many culture clashes that made 
up her self. Born in Mexico in 1907 to a  German-  Jewish father and a 
 Mexican-  Catholic mother, Kahlo de! ed gender roles and artistic conven-
tions to paint in her own distinctive style. Yet she struggled to win the 
approval of her husband, the much older artist Diego Rivera. In 1939, as 
the couple was divorcing, Kahlo painted The Two Fridas to express the 
battles inside and outside her self, not only between male and female, but 
also between European and Mexican, rich and poor, and modern and 
traditional. 1

This attempt to reconcile her selves on canvas was not Kahlo’s last. Of 
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her 143 paintings, 55 were  self-  portraits, all of which blended the many 
identities with which she was contending. 2 She was ahead of her time not 
just in style, but also in subject. Today, more people are labeling them-
selves as “biracial” or “multicultural” than ever before. 3 On the 2010 
U. S. Census, for example, some nine million people checked more than 
one box to indicate their race. 4 And the ranks of the multicultural are 
poised to explode; one in seven new marriages is interracial or intereth-
nic. 5 Hybrid national, gender, and class identities are also on the rise. 6

As Kahlo’s art depicts, grappling with the many cultures you inhabit 
and that inhabit you results in a unique work: your self. In previous chap-
ters, we have shown how culture cycles forge similarities among people. 
In this chapter, we examine how they feed individuality.

The culture cycles of hemispheres, genders, races, classes, regions, reli-
gions, workplaces, and global economic divides give people the raw materi-
als for crafting selves. But because each person interacts with a unique set of 
culture cycles, no two selves are exactly alike. Also, no two people recon-
cile the tensions between their cultural identities in exactly the same way.

Consequently, what it means to be Polish, or a man, or middle class, 
or a ! re! ghter depends on all the other culture cycles rolling through a 
particular life. Consider two Peruvians. A  nineteen-  year-  old woman at-
tending university in Lima will have a decidedly di" erent self than a  ! fty- 
 year-  old man farming potatoes outside of Cuzco. Likewise, if you are a 
 high-  school-  educated, Jewish, White, female  nonpro! t-  food-  bank em-
ployee in New Jersey, your self will di" er in many ways from that of a 
 college-  educated, Baptist, Black, male oil company executive in Hous-
ton. The fact that you are both Americans, however, will mean that you 
share a similar strand of independence that comes with being citizens of 
the United States in the  twenty-  ! rst century.

So what makes you unique is not just your quirky set of chromo-
somes. Your individuality also comes from all your cultures and how you 
combine them in your daily life. Like Kahlo, whose personal title was 
“the one who gave birth to herself,”7 you, too, are an artist of your I, cre-
atively mixing all your di" erent cultural currents to make you you.

Unlike Frida Kahlo, however, you live in a world that not only wel-
comes  many-  sided selves, but requires them. Knowing when and how to 
be independent or interdependent is a  twenty-  ! rst-  century  skill—  one 
that will allow individuals to thrive in increasingly diverse societies, and 
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to face the outsize environmental and social problems plaguing our planet. 
In this ! nal chapter, we leave you with several tools that will help you 
understand, re! ne, and deploy both sides of your self.

Add It Up
You don’t have to be an  avant-  garde artiste with family from all over to be 
multicultural. All of us interact with many cultures in a single day and 
across our lives. You are born into some of them, including your national-
ity, gender, race, ethnicity, region, religion, and class. You pick up others 
by, say, moving, getting a college education, choosing a particular career, 
or living in an ethnically diverse neighborhood. Some of these identities 
come with culture cycles that inspire more independence; others yield more 
interdependence.

What cultures make up your self? Given your cultural exposures,8 do 
you tend to be more independent or interdependent? Or are you equally 
both? In this book, we’ve explored only eight of the dozens of cultural 
contexts that foster and $ ow from your self. Yet keeping up with even this 
small number of cultures can be di%  cult. To help you sort your self out, 
we suggest you use this scorecard:

NAME: 

Independent Interdependent

Hemisphere West East

Gender Male Female

Race/ Ethnicity White Not White

Class Middle Working

Religion Mainline Protestant, 
Not religious

Conservative Protestant, 
Catholic, Jewish, Other

U. S. Region Northeast, West South, Midwest

Workplace Business Government, Nonpro! t

Global Region Global North Global South

TOTAL
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To complete the scorecard, think about the culture cycles with which 
you have interacted for each of the rows. If you have mostly interfaced 
with independent cycles for a given culture, then give yourself a 1 in the 
“Independent” column and a 0 in the “Interdependent” column. But if 
you have rolled mostly with interdependent culture cycles, then mark a 1 
in the “Interdependent” column and a 0 in the “Independent” column. 
And if you’ve interacted with both, then write a 1 in both columns.

In the case of “Hemisphere,” if you have lived your whole life in the 
United States, for example, you should probably give yourself a 1 for “Inde-
pendent” and a 0 for “Interdependent.” But if you have spent all your days 
in Korea, you should mark 0 for “Independent” and 1 for “Interdependent.” 
And if you’ve grown up mostly in the United States, but spent summers in 
Korea with family, then you get a 1 in both columns. After you score your 
self for all eight cultures, add up the columns. The totals will suggest 
whether you tend to use your independent or interdependent self. 

Exactly how your cultures come together to make your self is a big 
question. We do not mean to imply that you should be able to ! gure it out 
during your drive home from work or your summer vacation. But by 
contemplating all the culture cycles of which you are a part, and how they 
intersect within you, you may gain a greater understanding of your self.

More to You
You may think there are more sides to your self than the scorecard tracks. 
We agree. In addition to the eight cultural categories we cover in this book, 
many others impact the shape your self takes. When did your family im-
migrate to the United States, and did they come voluntarily? Are you 
straight, gay, bisexual, or some other sexual identity? Do you live in a city, 
suburb, or rural area? Do you have any psychological or physical challenges? 
Which sports do you follow? Which teams do you cheer for? How do you let 
o"  steam on a Saturday afternoon? These are just a few of the culture cycles 
that may nudge you toward a more independent or interdependent self.

One particularly powerful cultural force is the generation (or cohort) 
you were born into. The Greatest Generation (also known as the G. I. Gen-
eration, born between 1901 and 1924),9 for example, came of age amid the 
Great Depression and World War II, and then went on to become the 
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productive,  civic-  minded,  team-  playing heroes of the twentieth century. 
But their grandchildren, the Baby Boomers (born between 1943 and 1960) 
were a notoriously independent lot. Singing along with Bob Dylan’s “The 
Times They Are A-Changin’,” they protested the Vietnam War, rejected 
organized religion, experimented with drugs and free love, and demanded 
equal rights for African Americans, Native Americans, women, and other 
groups.

Now the Baby Boomers’ children and grandchildren, Generation X 
(or the Gen Xers; born between 1961 and 1981) and the Millennials (born 
between 1982 and 2004) are giving their predecessors a run for their in-
dependent money. Psychologist Jean Twenge calls this cohort Generation 
Me because these Americans “take it for granted that the self comes 
! rst.”10 Twenge has been tracking generational changes in psychological 
features for more than a decade. With psychologist Stacy Campbell, she 
recently reviewed data from 1. 4 million people who ! lled out personality, 
attitude, psychopathology, or behavior questionnaires between 1930 and 
today. The authors discovered that, over time, Americans have developed 
higher  self-  esteem, narcissism, con! dence, and assertiveness, and lower 
need for social approval. 11 As Twenge explains in her book Generation Me, 
this cohort is even more individualistic than the Boomers, who did not 
slouch into their independence until young adulthood. Even then, when 
the Boomers turned on, tuned in, and dropped out, they did so in groups. 
In contrast, the Gen Xers and Millennials like to go it alone. 12

Your Superpower
Beholding the complexity of your self, you may be thinking, wouldn’t it 
be better to have a simpler,  single-  sided I?

Even if this were possible, it wouldn’t be desirable. That’s because  self- 
 complexity is your superpower. As Kahlo’s oeuvre suggests, having all 
those selves at your behest is good for creativity. Recall from the last chap-
ter that people who have traveled to other cultures generate more out-of- 
the-  box solutions than people who stay put. Other studies show that 
globetrotters, compared to homebodies, come up with many more uses for 
a brick, generate more names of fruits (durian, anyone?), and spot more 
connections between seemingly  far-  $ ung concepts. (Quick: what word is 
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related to rough, resistance, and beer?*)13 Originality also comes more easily 
to people who speak more than one language, who work in diverse teams, 
and who live in societies that have opened themselves to the outside world. 14 
Not only are these international I’s more imaginative, psychologists An -
gela Leung and  Chi-  yue Chiu note, but they are also “less intimidated by 
the practices, artifacts, and concepts that are di" erent from or even in 
con$ ict with those in their own culture.”15

Complex selves are also good for coping with adversity. The more 
facets you have to your self, the more tools you have to deal with a variety 
of circumstances, ! nds psychologist Patricia Linville. For example, say 
you put all your psychological eggs into the basket of being the best engi-
neer possible. Life might trundle along swimmingly until your company 
has to downsize, and you ! nd yourself unemployed. Your I is no longer, 
and you are devastated. Yet if you’ve built a self that is not only an excel-
lent engineer, but also a loving husband, a fun father, a skilled  model- 
 builder, and an enthusiastic soccer coach, you have more selves in reserve. 
These other selves may or may not pay the bills, but they can help stave 
o"  the anxiety and depression that often come with unemployment. 16

For ethnic minorities, nurturing your psychological bazaar is especially 
important. Psychologists Veronica  Benet-  Martinez and Angela Nguyen re-
viewed multiple studies on how minorities should best mix with main-
stream American culture. Rather than accepting the melting pot idea that 
immigrants should give up their ! rst selves and assimilate to their new 
home, embracing all one’s identities was the surest path to health and  well- 
 being. 17 This approach was also better than clinging only to an  old-  country 
identity.

Having a complex self is good not only for individuals, but also for 
society at large. When you appreciate your own complexity, your default 
assumption about people on the other side of a cultural divide is not that 
they’re incompetent, uncaring, or evil. Instead, your ! rst guess is that they 
are operating according to di" erent culture cycles. So you ask questions, 
judge more slowly, and act more carefully. In so doing, you reduce the like-
lihood of con$ ict, and maybe even discover something new about the per-
son, yourself, or the world. 18

* The answer is draft.
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Both Sides of Obama
A quick look at a few contemporary leaders reveals that their selves in-
clude both independent and interdependent elements. Consider Barack 
Obama, for example. Does Obama seem more independent, more inter-
dependent, or equal parts of both?

To answer this question, let’s ! ll in his scorecard, starting with the 
“Hemisphere” row. Although some diehard Birthers might argue other-
wise, Obama was born and has lived most of his life in the United States. 
Yet from ages six to ten, he lived with his mother and stepfather in inter-
dependent Indonesia, where he spent considerable time even after return-
 ing to the United States. So, on the “Hemisphere” dimension, we assign 
Obama two 1s.

As a male who identi! es as such, Obama gets one point in the “Inde-
pendent” column for “Gender.” And although his mother was White and 
his father was Black, Obama refers to himself as Black. So in the “Race” 
row, he gets a 1 for interdependence and a 0 for independence. (If he con-
sidered himself biracial or multicultural, he would score 1s in both col-
umns.) With a bachelor’s degree from Columbia and a law degree from 
Harvard, Obama is highly educated, so in the “Class” row he scores a 1 for 
independence and a 0 for interdependence. And as a longtime member of 
a Black Protestant church, he gets a 1 in the “Interdependent” column for 
“Religion.” (See chapter 7 for more on Protestant traditions.)

For the remaining rows, Obama gets 1s in both columns. The years he 
logged in the Northeast pursuing his degrees confer a 1 in the “Indepen-
dent” column for region. But his roots in Hawaii19 and Chicago also earn 
him a 1 in the “Interdependent” column. When it comes to “Workplace,” 
Obama’s years at a  for-  pro! t law ! rm put a 1 in the “Independent” column. 
Being a community organizer, professor, senator, and president, however, 
give him a 1 for interdependence. (Although “leader of the free world” may 
sound like an independent gig, at the end of the day, it’s still a government 
job.) Obama also scores double 1s for “Global Region.” He has spent most 
of his life in the Global North, which sends a 1 to the “Independent” col-
umn. At the same time, his early years in Indonesia and continued connec-
tions to family there earn him a tally for interdependence. 20

If you guessed that Obama is equally independent and interdepen-
dent, you were correct. Here is his completed scorecard:
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NAME: Barack Obama

Independent Interdependent

Hemisphere 1 1

Gender 1 0

Race/ Ethnicity 0 1

Class 1 0

Religion 0 1

U. S. Region 1 1

Workplace 1 1

Global Region 1 1

TOTAL: 6 6

Bill Gates’s Other I
Speaking of leaders of the free world, how about Bill Gates? Does he seem 
more independent, interdependent, or both independent and interdepen-
dent? Let’s take a look at where he’s been to learn a bit more about what 
kind of self he likely uses most.

The cofounder of the world’s largest software company and the  second-  
richest person alive was born in Seattle, Washington, and has lived most 
of his life near there, save for the two years he spent at Harvard University 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts (before dropping out). This lands him 1s in 
the “Independent” column for “Hemisphere” and “Region” (West), and 
0s in the “Interdependent” column for these rows. A White male who 
avows no other gender or racial identities, Gates also gets 1s only for “In-
dependence” in the “Gender” and “Race” rows.

Gates is also 1 and 0 for “Class” and “Religion.” Although he techni-
cally does not have a bachelor’s degree, his occupation and income have 
not su" ered as a result. Moreover, both of his parents were  college-  educated 
executives who clearly conferred on their son no small number of advan-
tages. They also raised him as a mainline Protestant (in the Congrega-
tionalist Church), though he now calls himself an agnostic. Both religious 
tendencies lean toward independence.
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Proof that successful people who seem completely independent usu-
ally harbor interdependence as well, Gates gets double 1s for “Workplace” 
and “Global Region.” He is an iconic entrepreneur, and showed a bent for 
business from a young age. Gates’s sister reports, for instance, that when a 
teenage Bill borrowed her baseball mitt, he prepared a contract to limit 
his obligation. In recent years, Gates has also blazed the trail of philan-
thropy, pledging to give away 90 percent of his vast fortune. To this end, 
he cofounded the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, a nonpro! t with 
extensive activity in the Global South. The work of the foundation has led 
Gates to spend considerable time traveling through and thinking about 
Africa, India, and South America. So although he has not taken up resi-
dence in the Global South, he is earning honorary citizenship there. 21

As Gates’s scorecard suggests, his independent self propelled him to 
the top of the business world. But his interdependent self is what may 
establish him as a global visionary.

NAME: Bill Gates 

Independent Interdependent

Hemisphere 1 0

Gender 1 0

Race/ Ethnicity 1 0

Class 1 0

Religion 1 0

U. S. Region 1 0

Workplace 1 1

Global Region 1 1

TOTAL: 8 2

The Mother of Interdependence?
Just as Bill Gates has a surprisingly interdependent side, Mother Teresa had 
an independent streak that moved her to practice her good works on a world-
wide scale. Awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for her more than  forty-  ! ve 
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years of ministering to the poor and sick, Blessed Mother Teresa of Cal cutta 
was born Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu in Skopje, Albania, where she lived until 
moving to India at the age of eighteen. With her life thus divided between 
East and West and the Global North and South, she gets a 1 in both columns 
of the “Hemisphere” and “Global Region” rows. Since she was a White 
woman, the “Race/ Ethnicity” row of her scorecard reads 1-0, while the 
“Gender” row reads 0-1. Her “Class” is also 0-1, because neither she nor her 
parents received a formal college education.

As a Catholic nun, Mother Teresa posts a 0 for independence and a 1 
for interdependence in the “Religion” category. And as an employee of the 
Catholic Church and founder of ! ve hundred nonpro! t missions through-
out the world, she likewise nets a 1 for interdependence on the “Work-
place” dimension. 22

Summing the columns, we see that Mother Teresa is mostly interde-
pendent, but with a healthy dose of independence:

NAME: Mother Teresa 

Independent Interdependent

Hemisphere 1 1

Gender 0 1

Race/ Ethnicity 1 0

Class 0 1

Religion 0 1

U. S. Region N/ A N/ A

Workplace 0 1

Global Region 1 1

TOTAL: 3 6

Settling Your Score
In accounting for how particular culture cycles have given rise to inde-
pendent or interdependent selves, we have applied rather blunt rules. In 
the case of “Gender,” for example, we gave the men a 1 for independence 
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and the women a 1 for interdependence, regardless of how they might 
think or have thought of themselves. Yet people’s gender identities are 
often more complex. Obama, for example, frequently notes how much 
women shape his  actions—  his top three foreign policy advisers are 
women23—so he might lobby to change his 0 for interdependence on the 
“Gender” row into a 1. Likewise, Mother Teresa was a woman, but many 
of her actions de! ed traditional female roles. At a young age, she walked 
away from her family and home, never to return. 24 Perhaps like many 
people called to the cloth, she might have felt that her self either tran-
scended gender altogether or embodied both gender roles. Thus she might 
have given herself either two 0s or two 1s in the “Gender” row.

About these famous folks, we can only speculate. But you have the 
inside scoop on yourself. So, in calculating your own scorecard, feel free 
to apply more complex and subjective criteria.

Be the Right Who
Now that you know more about both sides of your self, what do you do 
with them? How do you know which self to use when? Although every 
situation is di" erent, we’ve distilled the ! ne art of being the right person 
at the right time into a simple  three-  step process:

1. Lead with interdependence. In early interactions with people, 
try interdependence ! rst. When you are in an interdependent frame of 
mind, you can better assess what selves others are bringing to the situation 
and adjust your self accordingly.

One way to summon your interdependent self is to think of how you 
are similar to other people. Psychologist David Tra! mow and colleagues 
showed the power of this simple trick in an experiment with both Amer-
ican and Chinese participants. The research team ! rst asked half the par-
ticipants to consider how they were di" erent from their friends and family, 
and the other half to consider how they were similar to their loved ones. 
They then asked the participants to describe themselves. When partici-
pants thought about their similarities to loved ones, their  self-  descriptions 
included more relationships and roles than when they considered di" er-
ences. 25 Other studies show that re$ ecting on how you are similar to your 
conversation partners makes you pay more attention to them, which helps 
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dispel stereotypes and pave the way to more peaceful and productive ex-
changes. 26

2. Match or contrast. Next, if you want to go with the $ ow of the 
situation, match your self to that of other people. But if you want to 
change the state of a" airs, then try a self that runs counter to the prevail-
ing trend.

For instance, say you are a Philadelphian who has just taken a job in 
Duluth, Minnesota. Having surveyed the scene, you will likely conclude 
that your coworkers lean more toward interdependence than you do. If you 
like your job and your company is pleased with your team’s progress, it’s 
probably best to search your self for its more interdependent qualities, and learn 
how to bring them to the table more often. But if you’ve been hired because 
your company feels it is stagnating and wants to bring in a little “fresh blood,” 
now is the time to let your independence shine.

Likewise, if you are a female nonpro! t executive who is trying to 
rouse your mostly female employees to greater cohesion and productivity, 
you should probably use the matching strategy and let your interdepen-
dent self do the talking. Similarly, if you are pitching your $1. 2 million 
idea to a roomful of business executives who might pony up for the proj-
ect, matching your independent self to theirs will most likely bring in the 
bucks. But if that roomful of business executives is guilty of polluting 
your community’s groundwater and you’d like them to stop, a plea from 
your contrasting interdependent heart might move them to better be-
havior.

In all these cases, your particular style of being independent or inter-
dependent will not perfectly match that of the people you are trying to 
swim with or against. For instance, a  middle-  class Black female teacher’s 
way of relating and adjusting will likely not be the same as her  working- 
 class White male students. Nevertheless, their mutual appreciation for 
connecting and enduring will help bridge this divide. Similarly, a Ugan-
dan Protestant artist’s manner of expressing her uniqueness and exerting 
control will not perfectly mirror her  French-  Catholic collaborator’s. Yet 
their shared focus on individuation, mastery, and freedom will help them 
to make exciting art together.

3. Switch. If the ! rst self you bring to a situation doesn’t give you the 
results you desire, try the other one. For many people, the realization that 
you have two equally legitimate selves marks a 100 percent increase in 
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psychological resources. Until you get the hang of which one works best 
where and when, experiment.

When you’re in the thick of one way of being, though, it’s sometimes 
hard to remember how to summon the other side. So here are a few fast 
tactics for calling forth each self:

How to Summon . . .  
Independence
•  Speak up.
•   Think about how you 

are di" erent from others.
•   Remember that 

asserting yourself doesn’t 
mean you’re sel! sh.

•   Consider each action a 
choice.

•   Assume that you have as 
much authority as others.

Interdependence
•  Listen.
•   Think about how you 

are similar to others.
•   Remember that adjusting 

to others doesn’t mean 
you’re weak.

•   Consider how each 
 action a" ects others.

•   Assume that others have 
more authority than you.

Go Prime Time
Your individual thoughts, feelings, and actions are only one level of the 
culture cycle. You can also leverage the interaction and institution levels 
to bring out the self you want to use in a given situation.

As we have emphasized throughout this book, culture cycles operate 
largely at the unconscious level, nonchalantly steering the self without 
troubling the conscious mind. 27 Subtle cues in the environment (mostly 
practices and products at the interaction level of the culture cycle) do 
much of this heavy lifting. These cultural “primes” make it more likely 
that we will think, feel, and act in some ways rather than others. For in-
stance, psychologist Wendi Gardner and her colleagues asked European- 
 American students to circle all the pronouns in a story describing a trip to 
the city. Half the students were randomly assigned to read a story in 
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which all the pronouns were independent (I, me, my, and mine); the other 
half were randomly assigned to read the exact same story, except all the 
pronouns were interdependent (we, us, our, and ours).

This simple activity jogged something that you wouldn’t think could 
be so easily shaken: people’s values. Participants who circled the “we” pro-
nouns later rated interdependent values such as “belongingness,” “friend-
ship,” and “respect for elders” higher than independent values such as 
“freedom,” “choosing one’s goals,” and “living an exciting life.” Most of 
these participants also thought they had a moral obligation to help a friend 
in need. In contrast, participants who circled the “I” pronouns rated the in-
dependent values more highly, and only half thought they were obligated to 
help their friend. 28

Many cultural primes are like this: seemingly insigni! cant yet surpris-
ingly powerful. Because cultural primes are so subtle, they can be di%  cult 
to change. This is why cultures themselves are so hard to alter; millions of 
tiny cues keep them rolling without much e" ort on any individual’s part. 
But once you know what to look for, you can start shaping the primes in 
your environment and, by extension, the thoughts, feelings, and actions of 
your individual self.

Psychologist Ying-Yi Hong and her team demonstrated the power of 
cultural symbols to shift selves. They chose as their site Hong Kong, a for-
mer British colony on the south coast of China. Hong Kong hosts many 
of the independent elements of the United Kingdom’s culture cycle, as 
well as many of the interdependent elements of China’s. The researchers 
wondered how easily they could prime Hong Kong students to use their 
British or Chinese selves.

The outcome the researchers examined was how people explain one 
another’s behavior. Recall from the introduction and chapter 2 that interde-
pendent people more readily look outside at a person’s situation and relation-
ships for the causes of her behavior, while independent people more readily 
look inside at her dispositions and preferences. Psychologists  Michael Morris 
and Kaiping Peng gave a fun demonstration of this di" erence. Showing par-
ticipants an animation of one ! sh swimming in front of a cluster of four ! sh, 
they asked, “Why is the ! sh swimming alone?” True to their independent 
ways, American respondents o" ered internal explanations such as “He wants 
to lead the other ! sh” or “He doesn’t want to be a part of the crowd.” And 
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true to their interdependent ways, Chinese respondents o" ered situational 
explanations such as “The other ! sh are chasing him” or “He is lost.”29

Hong and colleagues guessed that, with a simple $ ip of primes, they 
could make Hong Kong students respond to the ! sh task as either situa-
tionists or dispositionists. They ! rst showed half their participants classic 
Chinese icons: a Chinese dragon, the Great Wall, a rice farmer, and a 
Chinese dancer. To the other half they showed classic Western icons: 
Mount Rushmore, the Statue of Liberty, the U. S. Capitol, and a cowboy. 
These small prompts had big e" ects. After viewing the Chinese primes, 
Hong Kong students adopted a situationist style, explaining that the ! rst 
! sh was responding to pressures from the other ! sh. But after viewing the 
Western primes, students took a dispositionist stance, saying that the lead 
! sh was acting on his own ideas and preferences. 30

Watch Your Language
The languages we speak also prime which self we bring to a task. In 
Canada, Michael Ross and his coauthors randomly assigned  English- 
 Chinese bilingual students, all born and raised in China, to answer a ques-
tionnaire about themselves in either English or Chinese. Students who 
responded in English made signi! cantly more positive statements than 
negative ones, re$ ecting the independent tendency to focus on one’s 
 un iqueness and positivity. In contrast, students who responded in Chinese 
made the same number of positive and negative statements, re$ ecting a 
more interdependent tendency to ! t in and seek the middle way. 31 (For 
more about these tendencies, see chapters 1 and 2.) Indeed, organizational 
psychologist Donnel Briley has found that, when making decisions, Hong 
Kong bilinguals seek compromise and moderation more when they speak 
Mandarin than when they speak English. 32

Even within a language, which words you choose can prime which 
self you use. In one study, for instance, psychologists Caitlin Fausey and 
Lera Boroditsky asked a large online sample of English speakers to read 
about Janet Jackson’s “wardrobe malfunction” at the 2004 Super Bowl 
halftime show. Half the respondents read a more passive account of the 
incident: “a snap unfastened and part of the bodice tore!” The other half 
read a more active report: “[ Justin Timberlake, Jackson’s dance partner] 
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unfastened a snap and tore part of the bodice!” Compared to respondents 
who read the passive language, respondents who read that Timberlake 
actively ripped the bodice blamed him more for the fashion ga" e and 
thought he should pay a higher ! ne. Although the authors did not directly 
measure the selves of respondents, their ! ndings are consistent with the 
idea that highly agentic language primes an independent self, while less 
agentic language primes an interdependent self. 33

Research on priming is a growth industry. 34 From these and other 
studies, we can make a few recommendations. Depending on which of 
your selves you want to prime, install the tchotchkes, enact the practices, 
and speak the language of a culture you associate with that self. In En-
glish, for example, use I and other individual pronouns when you want to 
elicit independence, and we and other collective pronouns when you want 
to evoke interdependence.

Build  Two-  Self Institutions
At the institutional level of the culture cycle, you can also create organi-
zations that re$ ect and support di" erent selves for di" erent occasions. 
Stephanie Fryberg and her team are doing just that. A professor of psy-
chology at the University of Arizona and a member of the Tulalip Tribes 
of Washington State, Fryberg now spends half her time as a school district 
administrator at the Quil Ceda and Tulalip Elementary School, which is 
located on the Washington State reservation where she grew up. The 
school’s mission? To teach the children and their teachers to deploy both 
sides of their selves.

Some 71 percent of the school’s 570 students are Native Americans, 
10 percent are Latinos, and 19 percent are European Americans. Most of 
the teachers are European Americans. 35 And 95 percent of Washington’s 
schools score higher than Quil Ceda and Tulalip on standardized tests.

Pained that the school was shortchanging its children, Fryberg de-
cided “to bring together what I know from being my  middle-  class profes-
sor self with what I know from being my reservation Native self.” From 
her own experiences, she knew that the roots of the problem at the un-
derachieving elementary school were long and tangled: poverty (76 per-
cent of students qualify for free lunches), discrimination, unemployment, 
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substance abuse, and a long-standing lack of trust between Native and 
 European-  American communities. Yet as a cultural psychologist, Fryberg 
also knew that a few adjustments to the school’s culture cycle could make 
a big di" erence. With the school’s administrators on her side, she was 
ready to try a few ideas.

As in many large, underresourced schools, Quil Ceda and Tulalip 
Elementary has more than its fair share of discipline issues. One day, for ex-
ample, Fryberg heard a young teacher struggling in vain to get Thomas,36 
a  ! rst-  grade Native student with a di%  cult home life, to come out from 
under a table.

“Thomas,” the teacher pleaded. “Think about what you’re doing. 
Make the smart choice that you will be proud of. Come out from there.”

Thomas did not budge.
Watching Thomas stand his ground, Fryberg intuited that he was 

probably using his independent self. Like African Americans and other 
groups that have actively confronted discrimination, Native Americans 
have high levels of both independence and interdependence. (See chapter 
4 for more on the independence and interdependence of African Ameri-
cans.)37 Fryberg decided to try his interdependent side: “Look,” she said, 
“you don’t want your friends to see us pulling you out from there. That 
would be really embarrassing.”

Within moments, Thomas was out from under the table and back at 
his desk as if nothing had happened.

Over time, Fryberg found that reminding young students of friends’ 
and family members’ expectations could be a very e" ective tactic. “Raina, 
what would your Grandma say if she saw you fooling around and not 
reading?”

But some of the teachers were worried about this approach, arguing 
that the children needed to do the right thing for themselves, not because 
of what others might think. Fryberg agreed that the school needed to 
hone student’s independent selves alongside their interdependent ones. 

So working together, the school’s sta"  introduced a series of interven-
tions. First, teachers adopted the jigsaw classroom technique we described 
in chapter 5, but with an independent twist. As per the usual intervention, 
teachers divided students into small groups to research Tulalip culture. 
Within each group, individual students were assigned a topic (food, religious 
traditions, economic systems, etc.). But unlike the usual jigsaw classroom, in 
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which students next collaborate on a group presentation, the students 
wrote individual papers and made individual presentations that integrated 
their group’s research. In this way, students cultivated both interdepen-
dent and independent skills.

Quil Ceda and Tulalip’s sta"  also put in place a program called GROW, 
which features boosts to both independence and interdependence. Partly 
informed by psychologist Carol Dweck’s research on growth  mind-  sets 
(see chapter 2), the program urges students to Grow their brains at least 
six hours a day; Respect themselves, others, and all living things; Own 
their attitudes and actions; and Welcome all people who come into the 
community. The school also developed a book in which a tribal elder ex-
plains to a young Native that if she works hard and grows her brain, she 
will always be able to help people.

Create  Identity-  Safe Spaces
To inspire its Native students and keep them in school, Quil Ceda and 
Tulalip Elementary also knew it had to do more to improve the image of 
Natives. Fryberg was well acquainted with the problem. Most people out-
side the Native community know very little about Native Americans. When 
they think of Natives at all, they usually conjure sports  mascots—  Atlanta 
Braves, Cleveland Indians, North Dakota Fighting  Sioux—  or Disney’s 
Pocahontas. She also knew from experiments in her lab that these seem-
ingly innocuous images undermine the  self-  esteem, e%  cacy, and aca-
demic motivation of Natives. Starved of images of themselves succeeding 
in school, many Native students surmise that they don’t belong there. 38 
To broaden the Hollywood vision of an American Indian, the school 
now highlights contemporary examples of Native lawyers, doctors, elected 
o%  cials, scientists, and artists.

Through extensive interviews, Fryberg and her team also discovered 
that relations between teachers and student families were strained, which 
made Native students feel ambivalent about Quil Ceda and Tulalip. The 
teachers said that many Native parents were reticent to talk. The teachers 
also worried about appearing culturally insensitive or racist to the parents.

The parents, in turn, were not sure they should trust the school, as 
many of them had endured bad experiences there growing up. Because 
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they respected the teachers’ authority, they didn’t feel comfortable sharing 
their ideas or criticisms. Observing the teachers’ easier and more frequent 
interactions with  European-  American parents led the Native parents to 
feel like outsiders. The researchers also noted that although the teachers 
claimed to be  color-  blind, they sent Native students to the principal’s of-
! ce more often than  European-  American students.

With these observations, Fryberg worked with the school’s sta"  to 
create a space where teachers, students, and their families would all feel 
that their multiple identities were valued and “safe.” (For more on  identity- 
 safe spaces, see chapter 4.) Teachers were encouraged not only to push 
their students to achieve, but also to get to know students’ families and to 
attend community celebrations. Instead of singling out individual stu-
dents for recognition (the usual American practice), classrooms selected 
families to receive a bumper sticker that read, “Our Family Was Honored 
by Quil Ceda and Tulalip Elementary.” And although district guidelines 
counsel against touching children, the teachers now routinely hug their 
students.

To get the entire community involved, the Quil Ceda and Tulalip 
team now actively recruits Natives to serve in various volunteer and paid 
roles. A newly developed  teacher-  training program will grant college 
credit to Natives working in the school. Over time, seeing more Natives 
as teachers and school leaders will signal that, contrary to what some Na-
tive students may have assumed, school is a place for them.

Taking their e" orts up to more powerful institutions, parents and 
teachers are also lobbying governments at the state and local levels to ban 
Indian mascots in the public schools. Washington’s neighbor, Oregon, has 
already passed similar legislation.

Welcome Both Selves
On the reservation and o" , empowering people to use both their di" erent 
selves requires making it okay to have two selves in the ! rst place. On this 
count, independent cultures are more challenged than interdependent 
ones. Because independent selves are allegedly made up of stable, internal, 
unique traits, they are not supposed to vary too much across situations. 
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When they do, disdainful observers have a few words for their more $ ex-
ible brethren, including hypocrite, phony, two-faced, inauthentic, and fraud.

Now interdependent selves have a word for their more uniform coun-
terparts: WEIRD. An acronym that stands for “Western, Educated, In-
dustrialized, Rich, and Democratic,” this is the term that economists and 
psychologists use to describe the historically, economically, and geograph-
ically odd people who, among other psychological anomalies, think that 
selves are and should be singular and consistent. Because most scientists 
are WEIRD, we know a great deal about WEIRDS but vanishingly little 
about the other 85 percent of people alive today. 39

A second stumbling block that besets the  two-  self solution is many 
cultures’ desire for national, racial, ethnic, tribal, or religious purity. In 
the United States, for instance, interracial marriage was illegal until 1967. 40 
In addition, the so-called  one-  drop rule meant that if a child had one 
Black parent and one White parent, the child was considered Black in the 
eyes of the law.

In the past decade, however, movements to make way for multifac-
eted selves have heated up, with advocates acting at every level of the 
culture cycle. At the interaction level, parents of multiracial children have 
taken the lead by creating products and practices that re$ ect and support 
their children’s selves. These products include children’s books with mul-
tiracial characters and titles such as Black, White, Just Right!; guides for 
raising multiracial children; and toys and clothing targeted to the biracial 
market. T-shirts boast, “Mixed to Perfection!” and “Hybrid Vigor.” Sham-
poos claim that they are specially formulated for “mixed chicks.” The Real 
Kidz company produces  mixed-  ethnicity dolls, one of whose birth cer-
ti! cate reads, “Hi, my name is Willough. My mom is White and my 
dad is Hispanic. They created me out of love, and I am a perfect mix-
ture of both!” News and social media target  mixed-  race audiences, and 
popular television shows such as Modern Family feature multicultural 
households.

At the level of institutions, many people hoping to legitimize their 
multiracial and multiethnic selves lobbied the U. S. Census Bureau to add 
a “multiracial” box to its forms. Their e" orts were unsuccessful, however, 
partly because traditional civil rights organizations fought against them. 
These groups worry that the multiracial option will thin their ranks and 
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thereby undermine their political power. (The federal government allo-
cates money to community programs according to the size of the racial 
and ethnic groups they serve.) Multicultural activists did enjoy a partial 
victory: the current compromise, e" ective as of 2010, is to allow people 
to mark as many races and ethnicities as apply to them.

Meanwhile, multicultural people have formed their own grassroots 
organizations to help them face their unique issues. The Association of 
MultiEthnic Americans (AMEA), for example, founded in 1988, is a mul-
tiracial advocacy group that lobbies the U. S. Census on behalf of mixed, 
blended, or “hyphenated” groups. 41 Swirl, with chapters in locales rang-
ing from New York City to Starkville, Mississippi, is another national 
multiethnic association that hopes to “challenge the idea that all should be 
able to ! t in one neatly packaged identity,” according to the organization’s 
website. 42

As we have stressed in previous chapters, people with more power 
(money, status,  decision-  making authority, etc.) can more easily alter cul-
ture cycles than can people with less power. Nevertheless, as the growing 
success of multicultural movers and shakers testi! es, there is also strength 
in numbers and persistence. We expect that  two-  sided selves and the cul-
ture cycles that make and mirror them will become more common in 
years to come.

Harness the Energy
In 1954, Frida Kahlo passed away at the age of  forty-  seven. Whether she 
died of disease, an accidental overdose, or suicide is unclear. 43 But what is 
clear is that her dueling selves brought her both pain and inspiration until 
the end of her  too-  brief life.

Some  ! fty-  seven years later, Amy Chua published Battle Hymn of the 
Tiger Mother. Although the world was beginning to recognize and even 
appreciate diversity, Chua also su" ered from her inability to match her 
self to the selves of her daughters and to the culture cycles rolling around 
them all. Part of this was the world’s doing; although some change has 
come, the calming of the clashes within and between our selves is still a 
long way o" . Part was Chua’s doing; she tried mightily to instill  Chinese- 
 style interdependence in the selves of her more multicultural daughters. 
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By the end of her book, it is Chua who gets the lesson. Her children teach 
her the importance of being more than one self, and of knowing which 
self to be when and where. 

Embracing our many cultures and selves is an enormous challenge for 
all of us. But as the planet gets smaller, $ atter, and hotter, we can no lon-
ger a" ord to fear or ignore diversity. Instead, we must harness the energy 
of our clashing cultures for a more creative, cooperative, and peaceful  twenty-
  ! rst century. 
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